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Foreword
Maine 's Treasure Chest was first published in 1972 and the past six
months have been spent preparing the revised second edition. A significant amount of information has been added to the text and this historical account has been updated to the present time.
Through fortunate happenstance, the wealth of minerals found in the
Oxford Hills has always been a part of my life. I feel fortunate to have
had an opportunity to become familiarized with the history of the mining and mineral collecting that has been done in the area.
The desire to obtain an historical account of the development of the
quarries in Oxford County has been voiced by countless people for a
longer time than I can remember. My desire to preserve a record of this
activity, combined with the interest of others, prompted the writing of
Maine's Treasure Chest.
To produce this text my personal familiarity with the subject was
supplemented with the files of Stan Perham and with the information
so many people generously gave me. Photographs and a tremendous
amount of facts were shared with me and my appreciation cannot be
adequately expressed.
Thus, I have achieved my goal resulting in this chronology of the
development of the mineral resources of Oxford County. To the best of
my knowledge, these facts are accurately presented. It would not be possible to put between two covers an account of every discovery that has
been made or of each of the quarries which has been developed and
explored. Maine's Treasure Chest, rather, is a presentation of the key
events that have taken place in the area.
During the research that was done for this second edition, I was able
to verify that the original discovery of tourmaline at Mount Mica was
made in 1821 and not in 1820. This conclusion was reached after studying a great deal of documentation regarding the early exploration of
Mount Mica.
At the end of this book is a list of those who were so kind as to assist
me in reaching my goal. My greatest thanks, however, are due my dear
mother and husband. Without their encouragement, advice and seemingly endless bouts of proofreading, this second edition would not have
become a reality.
The first edition of Maine's Treasure Chest was made available for
sale in July of 1972. Ironically, the most recent discovery of tourmaline
was made at the Dunton Quarry the following month. Perhaps the publication of my book will, once again, be a good omen!
Jane C. Perham, G.G.
West Paris, Maine
June 30, 1987

MAINE

Oxford County and Androscoggin County,
in the southwestern part of the state,
produce the bulk of the pegmatite
minerals found in Maine.

This scene is typical of a quarry road in the Oxford County.

Welcome To The Oxford Hills

The

search for the mineral resources in Oxford County was precipitated by the discovery of tourmaline at Mount Mica in 1821. Since then,
the mining that has been done to develop the local quarries has provided miners and collectors alike with a wealth of interesting mineral
specimens and substantial amounts of fine gem material. The exploration is renewed each spring by the enthusiastic collectors who pore over
the quarry dumps. Neophyte and scientist alike are united by a common
goal of uncovering the abundance of minerals found in the Oxford Hills.
By 1822, the first actual mining venture was underway. Hand drills
and black powder were the tools of the trade at that time. They have
since been replaced by compressor driven jackhammers and dynamite
which make the task much more efficient and speeds the progress
greatly. Miners of today often utilize core drilling to gain greater insight
into the ledge they are mining.
There are some things, however, that haven't changed with the passage of time. The desire to retrieve the minerals buried in the ledges of
the Oxford Hills remains the same. The enthusiasm, sparked by curiosity, for the search and the appreciation for the host of mineral varieties
found here has also not waned.

Bulldozers are used to clear the quarry of unwanted material and debris loosened by
blasting.

Valuable material is often loaded into large buckets which are then pulled out of the
pits by hoists.
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In the text which follows, we will turn back the pages of time to the
day when Ezekiel Holmes and Elijah Hamlin discovered those first few
beautiful tourmalines at Mount Mica. Then we will follow the progression of work that has been done to develop the mineral deposits of
Oxford County from then until the present time. Each chapter relates
the history of a specific locale and together they tell the story of richly
mineralized Oxford County.
One hundred sixty-six years of mining and collecting activity will be
discussed. The men who have done this work will become more familiar
to us and we will share their success and, sometimes, their disappointment. Through the text we will explore many of the prized pockets of
gem materials that have been found in Oxford County. We will also
touch upon the discovery of rare minerals which are indigenous only to
Oxford County.
The first collectors in the Oxford Hills sought out the minerals for the
pleasure of possessing such wonderful and beautiful creations of nature.
Many of these men were highly criticized for spending so much time
tramping about the hills in search of tourmaline, beryl, amethyst and
other minerals. This was a time when farming provided a man's livelihood and he could hardly afford to spend valuable daylight hours
searching for minerals simply because they were beautiful to behold.
Mining was costly, but there were those who felt the possible gain warranted the expense. Loren Merrill, who mined extensively at Mount
Mica, once spent the 75¢ it had taken him so long to save over a period
of several months for black powder to blast a ledge. His father felt this
to be incredibly poor judgement on his son's part and, undoubtedly,
many others would have agreed with him!

Charles Hamilton and Perien Dudley, seen here at the Lewis Ledge in Buckfield,
were among the area's first collectors.
Courtesy U.S. Geological Survey.
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These early pioneers of mineral collecting were, however, persistent
in following their dreams and generous with their time and the money
they invested in the search. If it were not for men such as the Hamlins,
James Shaw, Nathaniel Perry, Edmund Bailey, Loren Merrill, George
Howe, Martin Keith, Stanley Perham and others, there would be very
little history of the minerals and mining of the Oxford County area to
write about. It was only through this continuous, serious effort that the
many quarries of the region exist today.
· The initial exploration and mining for minerals began in 1822 at
Mount Mica in Paris Hill. This modest venture met with some amount
of success and news of Mount Mica's first production of tourmaline
attracted a great deal of attention. Although communication was limited
and travel was difficult during that era, news of the material they were
finding spread rapidly. Scientists and the general public, as well, were
quite interested in the material and visitors to the quarries were numerous. Few years had passed before Mount Mica's tourmaline had achieved
recognition in Europe.
It soon became apparent that the successful recovery of tourmaline
could be of significant value. Feeling that such an operation should be
an organized venture, several companies were formed. The first of them
was the Mount Mica Tin and Mica Company which was organized in
1881. The Maine Tourmaline Company was established in 1904 and the
Waterford Mica Company soon followed.
The miners soon became aware that there was also a market for
commercially valuable minerals they encountered during their operations. They were wise in realizing that exploitation and mining of these
mineral resources could be profitable and pay the operating costs as
they searched for gem materials. The first venture directed at the recovery of mica took place at Mount Mica. In the fall of 1899 a similar
operation was underway at Black Mountain in Rumford. The mica recovered during this era was transported by railroad to Connecticut for
processing.
The substantial deposits of feldspar which were visible in the quarries and ledges in the area didn't go unnoticed by the miners. Much of
this material was visible throughout Oxford County and in neighboring
areas in Androscoggin and Sagadahoc Counties. The value of this
feldspar was soon realized which led to the establishment of a feldspar
refinery in Cathance in 1857. As time passed, the feldspar market
proved to be stable and a second mill was built at Littlefield's Station in
Auburn in 1897.
Both of these mills were located quite a distance from the new quarries that were being opened in Oxford County, however. The discovery
of a vast deposit of feldspar at West Paris in 1923 justified the establishment of a plant in the immediate area. This eliminated the considerable time and expense involved in transporting the material being
mined to the other mills.
The opening of the new mill in West Paris in 1925 was both a direct
and an indirect cause of the development of many, many quarries in the
area. The construction of the plant has caused some older prospects to
be reopened and justified the exploration of new quarries. A local
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The way it wa s in the fall of 1927 when the Bumpus Quarry was being mined.

market for feldspar proved to be a legitimate reason for this growth. As
a result, local feldspar production kept the mill in continuous operation
until the early 1970's.
These circumstances made it possible for the recovery of commercially valuable mineral resources to provide adequate compensation for
mining costs . This meant that tourmaline or any other gem materials
encountered by the miners were a bonus of sorts. Usually, such pieces
were retrieved. During a mining operation, however, recovery of specimens is sometimes not feasible. Thus, the dump areas have become a
valuable hunting place for the mineral collectors.
Obviously, the development of local mineral resources has been an
important industry in the Oxford County area. The mining which has
been done and the mill operation has provided jobs for many. Those
who visit the area to collect minerals also contribute, albeit indirectly, to
this industry. They may stay a day or several weeks and many travel
great distances just to collect here. Prior to 1925, an estimated one thousand people interested in minerals visited the state yearly. Today Oxford
County alone hosts an estimated ten thousand visitors each year who
are interested in the minerals and gem materials found in the area.
Few collectors visiting Oxford County for the first time know just
what to expect. To reach many quarries, one must follow a dirt road
through the woods and fields for a distance which, of course, varies with
each location. Other quarries are not easily accessible and require a
longer hike. None of the locations have been developed to become a tourist attraction as such. There are no scheduled guided tours and no people stationed at the quarries to answer questions and supply helpful
information. You are on your own when you visit the quarries themselves and their adjoining dump areas which are the target for mineral
collectors.
5
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This fine gem aquamarine was found
at an older location which has recently
been explored to a further extent.

"Rock-hounds" are a curious lot and a
gopher-like instinct is helpful!
Courtesy Sumner and Leila Wolfson.

Mineral enthusiasts are anxiously watching the progress made by the miners.

If the quarry area is large enough, dump
trucks may be loaded at the scene of activity.
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Open pit mining in Oxford County is a satisfactory method of removing feldspar, mica and other minerals. At a few sites tunnels have been
developed, but these are very limited in size. The majority of the mineral
collecting activity takes place in the dumps, or tailings, which surround
each of the pits. Thus, taking a look to see just what one of these quarries looks like is a safe venture for anyone who is interested.
Mining in Oxford County is done on a sporadic basis. The quarries
primarily have been exploited for commercially valuable feldspar or
mica and the amount of work done is dependent upon the demand for
such material and present market conditions. Locations are frequently
leased to various individuals who may mine them for a brief period.
Ownership of the quarries changes hands from time to time as well.
These factors all govern the amount of mining activity that takes place.
It is important to bear in mind, however, that none of the quarries can
be termed exhausted. They all hold potential for successful exploration
at some time in the future.
The equipment used in mining has changed dramatically since the
first operation began in the region. The efficiency of drilling is greatly
improved and dynamite far more easily controlled than black powder.
Once a blast has been made, the results are quickly gone over and the
desirable material is loaded into the trucks which have replaced the
horse-drawn wagons of yesteryear. If the quarry area is large enough,
bulldozers can be used to load the trucks and clear the floor of the pit. It
is considered good practice to keep the site of operation as uncluttered
as possible and to keep the quarry walls cleared of any loose, overhanging rock.
Unless a quarry is being mined, it is likely to be filled with water. The
best prospecting is done in the dumps, or tailings, which compensates
collectors for the inaccessible pits. The commercial mining in Oxford
County has provided the collector with tons of material which would
have been unobtainable otherwise. These dumps are formed of waste
material encountered by the miners who are too busy to carefully pick
over the results of their blasting for specimens. As a result many fine
specimens have been retrieved from these mounds of discarded rubble.
The state of Maine is host to one third of the world's mineral varieties
and many of them are found in Oxford County. The mineralogical composition of the area is unique, diversified and colorful. A mineral collection void of specimens from local quarries is not considered "complete"
and it is the hope of serious collectors all over the world to make a journey to the quarries in Oxford County.
The area has produced many rare minerals and some of these are
only indigenous to the region. A number of new minerals have been
discovered in the Oxford Hills as well. Cookeite was first found at Paris
and Hebron by G. J. Brush in 1866, hebronite was found at Hebron in
1872, beryllonite from Stoneham was initially described by E. S. Dana
in 1888, hamlinite (goyazite) was found at Stoneham in 1890 and rose
quartz crystals were first found by Merrill during his operation at
Mount Mica. The second recorded discovery of graftonite was made at
Greenwood in 1935 by E . W. Sniffin. Yedlinite from Newry was identified in 1941. Perhamite, which is the most recently identified mineral
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Compressor driven jackhammers expediently drill holes in the ledges.

Core drilling is sometimes used to give a more accurate picture of the mineralogy that
lies beneath the surface.
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Derricks lift buckets of rock up and out of the quarry.

Mining operations m Oxford County have often been carried on during the winter
months.
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from Oxford County, was found at the Dunton Quarry in 1976.
Perhaps the most intriguing feature about collecting here is that one
never knows just what to expect. The initial discoveries of the previously listed minerals are mute evidence of Oxford County's diversified
mineral wealth. Emerald, although not of gem quality, has been found
at the Newry Quarries. Ruby and sapphire have been found at the Willis
Mill area of Greenwood near the Emmons Quarry. (The ruby weighed
1.00 carat and the gem cut from the sapphire weighed 9.50 carats.)
About 1870 a commercial grade of emery, which is a variety of corundum, was mined at Andover. This does not mean, of course, that Oxford
County abounds with rubies and sapphires, but it does prove that one
must be very open minded when contemplating just what might be
found here.
Most of the mineral specimens that were found here during the very
early years of activity were placed in private collections. Before much
time had passed, however, the fine Oxford County pieces were highly
desired by museum curators and connoisseurs of fine mineral specimens. Consequently, specimens from this area are in collections and
museum displays all over the world. Minerals and gems from Oxford
County are included in the crown jewels of several foreign countries as
well. Superb gemstones, many of which have been incorporated into
fine pieces of jewelry, have received international acclaim.
The exploration of the mineral wealth in Oxford County is not solely
due to the commercial mining that has taken place here. The area has
been developed extensively by various individuals searching for the
abundance of minerals they believed could be found here. These men are
the ones who have kept records of the various finds they have made ...
The ones who have worked diligently to seek out new locations ...The
ones who were curious and determined enough to learn the identity of
an unknown mineral. ..The ones who have kept the quarries alive and
interesting through their seemingly casual prospecting. It is only because of these many, many dedicated persons that a history of the minerals and quarries of Oxford County can be written.
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The Mount Rubellite Quarry

M

ount Rubellite in Hebron, like many other locations, was explored
during the search for tourmaline in the Oxford County region. The
locale was first explored during the second half of the nineteenth century and has since been developed to include one fairly large pit and two
smaller openings. A colorful assortment of minerals has been found at
Mount Rubellite and many collectors have visited this locale.
According to Hamlin's book The Tourmaline, Luther Hills first discovered tourmaline at Mount Rubellite in 1868. The exploration that followed has disclosed a host of other interesting minerals including some
rare varieties.
Loren Merrill and A. C. Hamlin, who had done so much mining of the
Mount Mica locale at nearby Paris Hill, were greatly intrigued by Hills'
discovery. Consequently, they were the first to actually mine the pegmatite outcropping and their exploration began during the late 1870 era.
This area resembled the pegmatite at Mount Mica closely, so Merrill
and Hamlin were enthusiastic about this new venture.
Unfortunately, Mount Rubellite proved to be relatively free of pocket
areas which was quite unlike the situation at Mount Mica. This initial
exploration, however, did uncover three or four pockets. One such pocket
was about eighteen inches deep, three feet wide and six feet long. It did
not, however, contain any tourmaline gem material.
During this period, Merrill observed that black tourmaline crystals
were positioned above each of the pockets they found. These crystals
were six to ten inches thick and four to five feet long. No valid reason
for this curious occurrence has ever been found.
Eventually, the men did find three or four pockets of tourmaline at
Mount Rubellite. A lot of the tourmaline found by Merrill and Hamlin
was frozen in the ledge making it impossible to remove the crystals
intact. They recovered some exceptionally fine pink, which was the predominating color, and green tourmaline from these cavities. Merrill
faceted some handsome gems from this tourmaline including some
exquisite twenty-five carat stones.
The Hamlin Necklace, which is displayed at the Mineralogical Museum at Harvard University, contains one of the gems Merrill and
Hamlin mined at Mount Rubellite in 1891. This is the beautiful pink
tourmaline brilliant, which is a bit more than thirteen millimeters in
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diameter, next to the largest cluster at the center of the necklace. Hamlin described this seven carat stone as being " ... rose tourmaline ...
changed by heat from a smoky brown ... "
Edson S. Bastin from the United States Geological Survey visited
Mount Rubellite in August, 1906 to observe the results of Merrill and
Hamlin's efforts. Bastin reported the excavation to be small and, although similar in mineralogical composition to Mount Mica, essentially
devoid of tourmaline.
Some amounts of feldspar, mica and black tourmaline were visible in
the small quarry, but Bastin felt it would not be feasible to attempt to
mine any one of these commercially valuable minerals. He was of the
opinion, however, that mining directed at the recovery of the three
materials might result in a profit.
Bastin was most impressed with the unusual variety of minerals
which were being found at Mount Rubellite. Vesuvianite, beryl, herderite, lepidolite, opaque crystals of green apatite, childrenite (eosphorite),
arsenopyrite, halloysite and pollucite were among the mineral varieties
he observed. Bastin also made reference to an unusual specimen of cassiterite embedded in cleavelandite.
This unique assortment of rarities had been observed at Mount
Rubellite many years earlier. Amblygonite, or montebrasite, from Mount
Rubellite was described in 1862 by Professor G. J. Brush who was a
staff member of Yale University in New Haven, Connecticut. In 1863
Brush and Cooke published a second paper describing the first discovery in the United States of childrenite i.e. eosphorite. Wells and Penfield
devoted a paper to cookeite in 1866. Then Wells and Penfield published a
document about herderite and, later, in 1891 Wells wrote a paper about
the second world occurrence of pollucite. Due to the astute observations
of these scientists, the presence of rare minerals at Mount Rubellite was
realized before any actual amount of exploration had taken place here.
After the turn of the century there was only a slight amount of activity at Mount Rubellite. Loren Merrill continued, however, a sporadic
exploration of this locale. Then during the 1920 era Mount Rubellite, like
many others in the region, was mined again. This operation was
directed at the recovery of feldspar and cesium. Cesium was greatly in
demand and, as a result, the General Electric Company engaged the
services of Richard Nevel of Andover to do some exploration for them at
Mount Rubellite.
Nevel did find some pollucite while he was working here. Since pollucite is found along with lithium minerals, such as lepidolite, Nevel
watched anxiously for some tourmaline. This was to be expected since
Nevel had been successfully mining tourmaline at the Dunton Quarry
in Newry during this period. One small pocket Nevel discovered in the
ledge at Mount Rubellite contained numerous tourmaline crystals with
terminations which were almost red in color.
Many other excellent specimens were recovered during this mining
operation. Nevel, who had supplied Dr. Palache at Harvard University
with many pieces, wrote him about his most recent discoveries. A letter
Nevel wrote Palache on December 6, 1927 described some tourmaline,
lepidolite and cookeite specimens he had found at Mount Rubellite.
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"Dear Dr. Palache:
The G. E. Company permitted Mr. Merrill to work the Hebron
Mine (i.e. Mount Rubellite) two weeks this Fall at his request. He
worked there last year but found nothing of value. Just before
snow came he opened a small cavity that produced a few matrix
specimens . I picked out ten of these last week and I must say
they are the finest for their kind I have seen from Maine. The
material is mostly cookeite with some small qtz. but they are so
clean and the cookeite so white and silvery that they are wonderfully pleasing and the small xls. of bright but broken tourmaline and the rich flecks of lepidolite make them well worthy of
examination even where one has abundance of tourmaline. From
the ten I selected I have discarded three and would be glad to
mail these seven to you at practically Mr. Merrill's prices which
were $1.50 to $3.00. I have added just enough to cover postage. I
told him I would submit his prices to you. I think you will not
regret having them sent. They are beautiful. May I have your
permission?
W. D. Nevel"
Palache welcomed these remarkable specimens, which were an excellent buy and they quickly became a part of the collection at Harvard's
Mineralogical Museum. The next communication from Nevel was written on May 4, 1938 and directed to Palache's assistant W. E. Richmond.
"Dear Mr. Richmond,
I spent the last two months buying in certain parts of the
country as I had expected to open up the store this year. I had
the misfortune to pick up a virulent type of bronchitis bug and
had to couch down when I reached Norway. In a few days however Valley's folks brought me up home where I'm being taken
care of at a neighbors. The thing hangs on me so stubbornly
and I've put in so much on the mineral stock that I have
responded to a strong urge of a day or two and want to attempt
to sell, if I can, the suite of 3 tourmaline xls we found at Hebron
four years ago. These are the best ever found there. They turned
up the third (last) year it was worked. I sunk a lot there and am
sure nothing but a WPA can ever work it again. These crystals,
at least the large one, is also better than anything found at Mt.
Mica during the last number of years it was worked. Think it
was back in the '90s when anything comparable was last found.
The large one nearly 3" long shows 3 or 4 color changes and in
the central section has a clear area that should yield an 80 ct.
flawless stone. The middle size shows a larger proportionate
area of clearness and the small one is about all clear as I
remember. They are over to the house in safe but can have them
mailed on approval if you have any interest in examining them.
I know that tourmalines are not and have long ceased to be, the
rare bird of years ago but these xls are really extraordinary.
There is nothing so clear in the Havey suite as even the middle
size. Had thought they should bring $300 without the feelings of
profiteering coming in to the transaction but these are not good
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times and if you care to look them over I would like to have you
appraise them. Could you please let me know as soon as possible
and oblige.
Yours very truly,
W. D. Nevel
Outside of the knowledge of the man working for me at Hebron
and one or two parties I've never made known the find."
Without a doubt, Richmond was excited to show Palache Nevel's
latest letter. This was a remarkable trio of vibrantly colored tourmaline
crystals and it is doubtful if Palache hesitated about the purchase for
more than a few seconds. On May 16, 1938 accepted Palache's offer
which includes the comment " ... I consider Dr. Palache's valuation of
the crystals most liberal. To recover at this particular time a large portion of the loss I sustained at Hebron is extremely satisfying ... " Palache
paid Nevel $150. for the largest crystal and $50. for each of the two
smaller specimens. This was, indeed, quite a buy!
To show his pleasure with the results of this transaction, Nevel
offered to facet a nodule of green tourmaline found in the same pocket
with the trio described above. The cost Nevel made to Harvard was a
mere $2.00 per carat. The resulting stone is a magnificent green cushion
shaped stone weighing 27 .75 carats. This lovely gem and the pink tourmaline in the Hamlin Necklace are believed to be the only existing gems
cut from Mount Rubellite material.
In addition to being interested in tourmaline, Nevel was an avid mineral collector. Thus, while he mined at Mount Rubellite he was constantly watchful for different minerals. One pocket he found was filled
with diminutive crystals of amblygonite. These crystals, which were
beautifully crystallized, had sharply pointed terminations and they
studded the walls of the cavity. Most of these amblygonite crystals were
added to the Mineralogical Department's collection at Harvard University.
Next to mine Mount Rubellite was the Plumbago Mining Corporation
of Rumford. They made an arrangement with Priscilla Bryant Chaverie
of Winthrop who, for many years, has leased the property where the
quarry is located. The Rumford firm conducted a limited exploration of
the upper pit during the summer of 1980. Unfortunately, this effort only
resulted in the discovery of a single pocket which contained a small
number of colorless quartz crystals.
The most recent mining at this Hebron location began in August of
1985. Levi and Priscilla Bryant Chaverie and Jim Mann from Bethel
conducted this joint venture at Mount Rubellite. They mined the lower
pit until November of that year and found a host of interesting specimens. Among the minerals they discovered were montebrasite, herderite, tourmaline, beryl, lepidolite and cassiterite.
The highlight of this mining operation was the discovery of a substantial number of fine purple apatites. The miners encountered a
sequence of fifteen pockets located in the quarry floor. The cautious
exploration of these pockets resulted in the recovery of a substantial
amount of purple apatite specimens which made it an exciting discoyery.
Single crystals and crystalline aggregates of apatite were included
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among the pocket contents and many crystals were intergrown. These
purple apatite crystals varied from one-fourth inch to one inch in size.
The finest of these specimens were comparable in color and crystallization to those which have been found at the Harvard Quarry in Greenwood. A suite of two dozen apatite clusters were acquired by the Mineralogical Museum at Harvard University. These crystals on these fine
specimens averaged one-half to five-eighths of an inch in size.
Many of these purple apatites were situated upon a matrix composed
of cookeite and quartz. A thin layer of these minerals, which was easily
removed, covered some of the crystals. Overgrowth and color zoning
were visible in many of the intergrown crystals making it seem possible
that the cores were originally tabular in shape. Some apatite crystals
were a greenish-gray in color and frequently found in association with
herderite.
Like those who have previously mined Mount Rubellite, the Chaveries
and Mann were hoping to find tourmaline, but they were also disappointed. They encountered a few specimens of greatly altered tourmaline but no gem material was found.
The Mount Rubellite Quarry has been leased for many years by Priscilla Bryant Chaverie. This agreement recently expired.
During the past century of exploration at Mount Rubellite an abundance of good mineral specimens have been found. In addition to the
purple apatites found during 1985, some unusual apatite crystals which
are pink with cores of blue have also been collected at Mount Rubellite.
Much of the tourmaline the miners found here was frozen in a solid
pegmatite mass which made it impossible for them to remove it intact.
For this reason, collectors have discovered some nice pink tourmaline
specimens in the dumps at Mount Rubellite. They have also encountered
a few unique specimens of achroite (colorless) tourmaline banded with
blue, green or pink tourmaline.
One of the most bountiful pockets at Mount Rubellite was discovered
in one of the smaller pits. This cavity contained enough tourmaline
crystals to fill a water bucket. The most remarkable specimen in the
pocket was a superb nodule of gem pink tourmaline the size of a golf
ball. One of the largest crystals was a remarkable specimen one and
one-quarter inches in diameter and four inches long. This lovely specimen was green and it had a beautifully formed termination of red tourmaline. This pocket is believed to have been found during Merrill's
exploration of this quarry.
Despite the limited commercial exploration that has been done at
Mount Rubellite, this location has produced an attractive collection of
minerals.
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The Hibbs Quarry

Some

of the finest quality rose quartz produced in the pegmatites of
Maine has come from the Hibbs Quarry in Hebron. The development of
this area, which began in 1906, resulted in the excavation of one large
pit and a small prospect located just slightly to the west. The commercial mining which has taken place here produced a unique variety of
minerals and many, many collectors have visited this locale.
The Hibbs Quarry is located on land which was originally part of a
farm owned by Alton Hibbs. J. A. Gerry of Mechanic Falls and W. Scott
Robinson of Canton were the first to mine this location. They were
primarily interested in mining mica and feldspar. Their efforts were
well rewarded with the recovery of a substantial amount of these commercially valuable minerals.
Gerry and Robinson had also hoped to encounter some gem materials
and they were not disappointed. The small pit they excavated at the
Hibbs Quarry, provided them with exceptional specimens of golden
beryl situated in a matrix of smoky quartz. Some of this golden beryl
was of gem quality, which is rarely encountered in Oxford County.
Loren Merrill faceted a suite of exquisite gemstones weighing three to
four carats. These fine cabinet specimens and gemstones would have
enhanced the collection of the most discerning mineralogist.
When Edson Bastin of the United States Geological Survey visited
the newly developed location in 1906, he was favorably impressed with
the quantity and quality of the mica and feldspar that was being mined
at the Hibbs Quarry. It was Bastin's opinion that the deposits of these
commercially valuable minerals would continue to a great depth.
The pair mined the Hibbs Quarry again during 1907 but, although
production was substantial, they abandoned the operation that same
year. The material they mined had to be transported by horse-drawn
wagon to the railroad station at Hebron about three miles distant and
they believed it too costly to warrant continuation of the mining.
The Hibbs Quarry was but one of many sites to be explored as a
potential source of feldspar to supply the processing mill established in
West Paris in 1925. It was determined that enough feldspar, which was
of fine quality, could be mined here to warrant an operation which
would last for several years.
Subsequently, Harold C. Perham of West Paris leased the Hibbs
Quarry from 1925 until 1931. This proved to be a prolific period for the
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location. Perham and a crew of five or six men mined an estimated ten
thousand tons of feldspar which was then graded at a shop he had
established nearby in Minot. The feldspar was then transported for processing to the Oxford Mining and Milling Company of West Paris as
well as to the .Trenton Flint and Feldspar Company in Cathance and to
a similar plant in Trenton, New Jersey.
The feldspar mining at the Hibbs Quarry also revealed the presence
of two parallel veins of mica. One is situated in the larger pit and the
other is located in the smaller opening. Like the feldspar, the mica deposit at the Hibbs Quarry proved to be of fine quality.
Mica produced by this locale tends to be very flexible and the Hibbs
Quarry has produced what is believed to be the choicest "cigarette"
mica found in the United States. (It is so-called because it may easily be
rolled about a core.) The Huse Liberty Mica Company of Boston purchased several carloads of this unique form of mica during 1927 and
they were most impressed with the size of the sheets and with their flexibility as well.
During 1929, the mining uncovered a tremendous crystal of mica
which weighed seventy-five pounds. This material was of the finest
amber color and it yielded single flawless sheets of mica fifteen inches
wide and two feet long.
This early exploration of the Hibbs Quarry rewarded the miners with
still another unexpected bonus. Although minor amounts of beryl had
been detected in the ledge, it became obvious that a substantial amount
of this commercially valuable material was being recovered along with
the feldspar and mica. During 1927 and 1928, Stanley Perham and
Harold Perham carefully examined the amount of beryl provided by the
feldspar operation. After many hours had been spent hand cobbing
about two thousand tons of spar, they discovered that about half a ton
of beryl was being mined with every one hundred tons of feldspar.
When Harold Perham began his mining venture, Loren Merrill handled the distribution and sale of the gem material and many minerals
which were found in conjunction with the mica, beryl and feldspar. This
task was then turned over to Stanley Perham who continued to cull the
massive amount of material produced by the mining operation.
A highlight of the mining done by Harold Perham was the discovery
of a massive deposit of superb rose quartz. A surprising amount of this
material, which was estimated to weigh thirty tons, was transparent
and of gem quality. Exploration of this valuable mass resulted in the
recovery of some of the finest gem rose quartz specimens in existence.
Although rose quartz sometimes fades, the majority of the pieces removed from this mass retained their lovely pink color.
One remarkable chunk of this rose quartz weighed four hundred
twenty carats and would have yielded a single gemstone weighing at
least seventy-five carats. This specimen contained few flaws and it was
an intense pink in color. The New England Gem Collection exhibited at
Harvard University's Mineralogical Museum displays a superb 12.78
carat rose quartz. The fine transparency of this stone provides it with
brilliance seldom seen in this variety of gem material. Although the rose
quartz is merely labeled " Hebron", it is safe to assume that it was found
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at the Hibbs Quarry.
Along with this piece were several other hand-sized specimens of
transparent rose quartz displaying this same deep pink color. The largest of these weighed one thousand seven hundred thirty carats. The
majority of these specimens were added to the collection of Stanley Perham and a number of exceptional cabochons were cut from this material. Robert F. Bickford of Norway displayed the choicest large piece
from the Hibbs Quarry in his store window for many years. This magnificent rose quartz specimen was selected for Bickford by Loren Merrill
because of its excellent quality.

The Hibbs Quarry, seemingly unpretentious, has produced a variety of interesting
specimens.

Dr. Edward Wigglesworth, who was an eminent mineralogist of the
era, purchased one of the finer pieces of the rose quartz being mined at
the Hibbs Quarry. It is said that Wigglesworth then sent the piece to
China where it was carved into an exquisite art object. The finished
carving, which is typical of the intense rose color of the quartz produced
by this locality, is about eight inches tall. The carving was then sold to
the Boston Museum of Natural History. Eventually, ownership of this
lovely piece was later transferred to the Boston Museum of Science
where it is displayed.
Some fine specimens of gem quality beryl was found in association
with this massive deposit of rose quartz at the Hibbs Quarry. Lovely
aquamarine gemstones weighing as much as five carats were faceted
from this material which was a medium shade of light blue. Splendid
crystals of black tourmaline were also found in conjunction with the
beryl. These terminated crystals, which were situated in a matrix of
white quartz, were unusually brilliant. The finest of these showy black
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tourmaline specimens were added to the collection of Joseph A. Rich in
New York City. Yet another unexpected discovery in this same area
were specimens of red garnet which yielded gems weighing one carat or
more.
In 1926, the miners encountered a huge mass of material which first
appeared to be arsenopyrite. Close examination by Stanley Perham and
Harvard University mineralogists, however, proved the material to be
lollingite. Several tons of this rarity were buried in the dumps before
definite identification was made.
Remarkable crystals of perthite were found in association with the
lollingite. These outstanding crystals were two to three feet in length
which is most unusual.
The mining at the Hibbs Quarry continued to reveal other unforeseen
rewards for the miners. On August 7, 1927 Harold and Stanley Perham
opened a most unusual pocket which contained about two dozen purple
apatites which were of fine quality. These apatites, which were found
about three o'clock in the afternoon, were situated on a matrix of cleavelandite. They were quite unique since the apatites occurred as elongated,
narrow crystals with unique pointed terminations. For the most part,
the apatites were an intense purple in color and many were doubly terminated. The largest of these apatite crystals was about one-half inch
wide and one inch long. Several hand-size masses of crystallized columbite were observed in the outer area of the pocket, but it was impossible
to remove any of these unusual crystals intact.
With the advent of World War II, Stanley Perham purchased the
Hibbs Quarry for Messrs. Seifert and Kent of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. They were hopeful to further develop the Hebron location as a
source of beryl and mica. Despite their intentions, no further mining
was done here for a number of years. During the early 1950's Seifert's
son, Richard, contracted William and Stanley Pechnik to mine the location for mica. Their mining of the Hibbs Quarry resulted in the recovery
of a substantial quantity of this mineral.
This is one of the few locations in Oxford County to have produced
significant quantities of commercially valuable mica, feldspar and beryl.
The exploration and development of the Hibbs Quarry has revealed it to
also be a source of a remarkable variety of minerals including many
rarities. One excellent example is a fine, thumb-size herderite crystal
which was found by a collector exploring the old dump areas. When the
production of the Hibbs Quarry is considered in total, it becomes obvious
that the site is one of Oxford County's most diversified and prolific
locations.
No further mining has been done at the Hibbs Quarry which was, for
many years, owned by the town of Hebron. The property on which the
quarry is located has recently been sold to a private party and is now
used as a house lot.
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The Whispering Pines Quarry

The

Whispering Pines Quarry has produced some of the finest
transparent rose quartz in Oxford County. This small quarry, which is
located about two hundred feet from Route 26 in South Paris, is best
known for production of this material.
Loren Merrill was first to discover the deposit of feldspar at the
Whispering Pines locale early in the 1920 era. He was hopeful that,
mineralogically speaking, the pegmatite here might prove to be similar
to the one at Mount Mica where he had been so successful in mining
tourmaline.
Merrill's exploration of the Whispering Pines Quarry was limited,
however. In later years a demand for local sources of feldspar prompted
Merrill's son-in-law, Arthur Valley, to mine for feldspar and other minerals about 1935.
During the latter part of the 1930 era, the Whispering Pines Quarry
was leased to Henry Cullinen of Norway. In addition to feldspar, Cullinen was intrigued by the beryl and star rose quartz produced by the
mining which had been done here. He found some fine specimens during his brief exploration.
In later years, the United Feldspar and Minerals Corporation of West
Paris purchased the Whispering Pines Quarry. They periodically mined
the small pit for feldspar. During their operation, some superb quality
gem rose quartz was recovered. Much of this material was unusually
transparent and was a fine, deep pink in color. The bulk of this lovely
rose quartz was sold in New York City.
In 1952 the Whispering Pines Quarry, along with other holdings of
the aforementioned firm, was sold to the Bell Minerals Company of
West Paris. They also mined here during their period of ownership.
Their operation revealed, however, that the deposit of spar was not
large enough to warrant further operations and the mining ceased.
The Stanley Perham Family has owned this locale since 1962. Occasional mining and work has been done at the Whispering Pines Quarry
during this period. In addition to making an attempt to keep the site
interesting for collectors, the area has been explored for gem material
and specimens as well. Mining here during the summer and fall of 1971
exposed more gem rose quartz, but the material was not equal to the fine
quality material that had been found previously.
The Whispering Pines Quarry is an excellent location for the begin-
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ning collector to visit. Its easy accessibility and the extensive variety of
minerals that are found here are prime factors of its desirability. Although small in size, this location produces an excellent assortment of
minerals which are typical of a pegmatite area. Black tourmaline,
smoky quartz, muscovite, biotite, white quartz, feldspar , rose quartz,
garnet and other minerals may be collected at the Whispering Pines
Quarry.
Many advanced collectors find this locale intriguing as well. Beryl
specimens of good quality have been collected from the dump at the
Whispering Pines Quarry. The area has also produced some fine garnet
specimens including a well developed crystal which was two inches
wide.
The Whispering Pines Quarry also produced one of Oxford County's
finest specimens of black tourmaline. Robert Davis of Hanover collected
this specimen which is composed of several black tourmaline crystals
frozen in a matrix of feldspar. The largest of these crystals, which is
three and one-quarter inches thick and seven and one-half inches long,
has an incredible termination. The crystal is unusually well developed
and its surfaces are free from fractures and blemishes.
The collection of the late Victor Pribil contains a suite of faceted rose
quartz gems cut from rough material found at this locale. Pribil, who
was a skilled lapidarist, felt that the quality of the transparent rose
quartz from the Whispering Pines Quarry was unequalled. The lovely
pink gems in his collection are a fine example of the material which has
been produced by this locale.
Other collectors have also been successful in finding some excellent
specimens of gem quartz at the Whispering Pines Quarry. Carlton Holt
of New Hampshire found a lovely specimen which yielded a handsome
faceted rose quartz which weighs thirty-two carats and he has kindly
loaned this gem to the museum display at Perham's Of West Paris.
Holt's private collection includes a large asteriated rose quartz cabochon. During his many visits to this site, he has obtained rough smoky,
citrine and colorless quartz from which some large gemstones have been
faceted.
It will be interesting to see just what will be found at the Whispering
Pines Quarry during the future . More and more collectors continue to
appear with interesting specimens from this locale.
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The Slattery Quarry

The

Slattery Quarry is located in a large pegmatite mass which covers much of the Christian Ridge area at Paris. Mainly exploited for
feldspar, the quarry has also produced some fine quality gem rose
quartz. The three pits at this location have provided many interesting
specimens to those who have visited the area.
The original exploration of the Slattery Quarry, which is near Paris
Hill, took place about 1918. The Maine Feldspar Company of Auburn
was first to explore this pegmatite which was then part of a farm owned
by Francis Slattery. They mined feldspar here for a brief period and
then their operations ceased. After a processing plant was established
in West Paris in 1925, further exploration of the Slattery Quarry was
believed to be worthwhile.
The newly established mill owned by the Oxford Mining and Milling
Company arranged to lease the property from Slattery. The second min-

The second pit opened at the Slattery Quarry produced significant quantities of choice
feldspar .
Courtesy Dale H . Waterhouse.
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ing of the Slattery Quarry was soon underway.
Their instincts were well founded since the new operation exposed an
immense block of pure feldspar. They mined the Slattery Quarry through
the late 1930's and recovered several tons of this choice spar.
The feldspar mining also resulted in the discovery of substantial
amounts of fine quality rose quartz. Surprisingly, a surprising amount
of the lovely pink material was of gem quality and the type which yields
handsome asteriated cabochons. It was lamentable that there was little
demand for this sort of material at that time, however. Consequently,
large amounts of this rose quartz were used as fill in the road leading to
the quarry. It is little wonder that the roadway became a favorite and
fruitful collecting area in later years. For some time gem rose quartz
was visible, especially after a rainstorm, in the road leading to the Slattery Quarry.
After the block of feldspar had been exhausted, two other pits were
established at the Slattery Quarry. These were developed near an adjoining piece of property owned by Nicholas Harrithas of Mechanic
Falls. The mining of these newly established pits continued for a two to
three year period. One pit produced several thousand tons of good corduroy, or #2 spar, and many hundred tons of this material was taken
from the smaller excavation.
Then mining ceased until the early 1950's when Stanley Perham of
West Paris made an agreement with Mr. Slattery which would permit
him to conduct some exploratory work in the existing pits. The sides
and bottom of the oldest pit were successfully mined for more of the gem
rose quartz found earlier. Perham's arrangement also allowed him to
send collectors to the Slattery Quarry and many scoured the location for

Mining of the #3 pit at the Slattery Quarry has provided collectors with fine specimens of rose quartz and beryl.
Courtesy Dale H. Waterhouse.
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specimens during this period.
Since 1958 no additional work has been done at the Slattery Quarry.
The property is owned by the heirs of Francis Slattery.
The mining of the pits which comprise the Slattery Quarry have
resulted in the recovery of many interesting mineral specimens. In addition to some nice beryl crystals, the locale has produced small quantities
of gem aquamarine. The Slattery Quarry is well known for rather
showy specimens of beryl combined with white, smoky or rose quartz.
Col um bite and numerous samples of uranium ores have also been found
here. Unusual specimens of rose, white or smoky quartz showing parallel zonings are characteristic of this particular location. Such specimens
are highly prized by gem cutters.
The rose quartz mined at the Slattery Quarry has provided some
exceptionally lovely gemstones. The delicate pink coloring, frequently
combined with the unique property of asterism, made these stones
desirable to many. A number of the finished cabochons resulted in large
stones weighing fifty to one hundred carats. Several rose quartz faceted
gems were cut from similar material by Raymond Dean who, for many
years, handled the cutting for Perham's Maine Mineral Store in West
Paris.
Collecting at the Slattery Quarry is not presently encouraged. Many
of the older collectors, however, are hopeful that the time will come
when the location will again be available to visitors searching for gem
rose quartz and the other minerals found here.
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The Bennett Quarry

The

Bennett Quarry in Buckfield is another of Oxford County's
commercially mined feldspar prospects. Loren Merrill believed this locale
to be a further outcropping of the richly mineralized area nearby at
Mount Mica. Although the Bennett Quarry has been explored extensively, it has produced no tourmaline comparable to the material produced by Mount Mica.
Paul Bennett was first to mine this locale for feldspar during 1920.
There was an excellent market for feldspar at that time and he, undoubtedly, hoped to sell the material he mined at the mill in West Paris.
Bennett mined here on a steady basis until 1924 and then continued
sporadic exploration of the quarry for many years.
Loren Merrill and Dick Nevel frequently visited the Bennett Quarry
during this initial exploration. They were most interested in what Bennett was mining and the trio collected excellent specimens of eosphorite
and small amounts of pollucite.
A highlight of this work was the huge pocket he and Merrill opened

Horse teams were used to haul the rock-laden wagons from the Bennett Quarry during
its initial development.
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at the Bennett Quarry in 1924. This immense cavity, when fully explored, was six to seven feet wide and about thirty feet long. The pocket
slanted down into the quarry bottom and it was filled with quartz crystals which were of excellent quality. The majority of these specimens
were milky white in color and some single crystals weighed as much as
six hundred pounds.
Among the quartz specimens removed from this pocket was a gigantic
single crystal which weighed approximately eight hundred pounds.
This superb piece is, for all practical purposes, doubly terminated and it
is a milky white color. The mammoth specimen is twenty-two inches
thick and thirty-six inches tall.
The crystal, for many years, rested
on the lawn of Stanley Perham in
West Paris. It is now being used as
a memorial stone in a cemetery in
South Acton, Massachusetts.
This bountiful cavity also produced a superb specimen of smokycitrine quartz which weighed approximately two and one-half
pounds. The gem quality specimen
is believed to be the finest quality
of its sort to have ever been found
in Maine. Harvard University's
Mineralogical Department purchased this exceptional specimen
which contained a great deal of
gem quality material. Two enormous gems were faceted from the
specimen and the remaining piece
of rough material weighed about
five hundred carats.
This superb doubly terminated quartz
Several tons of montmorillonite,
crystal, which weighs approximately
which
was nearly red in color, filled
eight hundred pounds, was mined at
one end of this pocket. Nevel, who
the Bennett Quarry during 1924.
was present with Bennett and MerCourtesy Dr. Benjamin M. Shaub .
rill upon this occasion, carefully
removed an abundance of this
montmorillonite. He was hopeful that it might contain cesium which
was greatly in demand at that time, but the montmorillonite had very
little cesium content.
During this period, Dr. Kenneth K. Landes of the Mineralogical
Department at Harvard University made an intense study of the Bennett Quarry, the Harvard Quarry and other pegmatite locations in
Oxford County. It was from this careful and thorough research that
Landes compiled a thesis entitled The Paragenesis of Pegmatites of
Central Maine. Landes believed, upon the completion of his study, that
the Bennett Quarry and the Harvard Quarry were excellent examples of
the pegmatite locations in the area.
Next to lease the Bennett Quarry and mine it for feldspar was the
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Maine Feldspar Company of Auburn. Their operation lasted until 1926.
Harold C. Perham of West Paris leased the quarry from 1926. Perham's mining of feldspar at the Bennett Quarry lasted until 1931.
Just before Perham's mining ended in 1931, he opened the other end
of the huge pocket discovered earlier by Bennett and Merrill. This portion of the pocket was also filled with more of the tremendous crystallized quartz crystals. Three sides of many of these beautiful specimens
were covered with herderite crystals which made them most unusual.
At the extreme end of this pocket was a smaller connecting chamber
which contained about half a bushel of green-black tourmaline crystals
which glistened beautifully. The smallest of these crystals was oneeighth of an inch in diameter and three-quarters of an inch long. Many
larger crystals were nearly one-half inch in diameter and two to four
inches long. The pocket was estimated to contain two to three thousand
of these tourmaline crystals.
Unfortunately, few of these crystals were of gem quality which was a
disappointment to Perham and his brother, Stanley, who was working
with him. Thus, the crystals were left in their natural form and made
into unique pieces of jewelry. Stan Perham and Raymond Dean, between
1935 and 1938, made this jewelry which readily sold at Perham's store
in West Paris.
At the northerly angle where the two pockets joined there was still
another pocket. This cavity was filled with plates of lepidolite and
numerous herderite crystals which followed the alteration of a great
mass of pollucite. These herderite crystals occurred mainly in clusters
although a few single crystals were found in the pocket. When fully
explored, this portion of thl;l cavity was about two feet wide and eight to
ten feet long.
The desire to explore a pocket of this sort is, quite naturally, an
enormous temptation. In this instance the yielding to such an enticement resulted in a difficult situation. Lured by the sight of a fine specimen of lepidolite and herderite, Stanley Perham crawled into the pocket
to retrieve the piece. When he attempted to back out clutching the ·specimen, however, Perham found himself wedged tightly between the pocket
walls. The water pumps were not functioning, so he found himself soaking in a bath of three inches of ice cold water. Perham eventually exited
the pocket with the specimen, but he resolved to never again put himself
into such a predicament. This incident, which took place on November
11, 1931 was never forgotten!
Understandably the exploration of this immense pocket at the Bennett Quarry attracted a great deal of attention. Among those who
visited the site of the pocket was Dr. Charles Palache from Harvard
University's Mineralogical Department accompanied by a group of his
graduate students. He felt this to be a wonderful opportunity for them to
view this phenomena and was anxious for them to study the cavity.
Palache and his students stayed at the Hubbard Home in Paris and
each day the group journeyed to the quarry site armed with their tools
and a picnic lunch. It must have been quite a sight to see Palache and
this assemblage of budding mineralogists scattered about the quarry
eating the dainty lady finger sandwiches Jenny Hubbard had so
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thoughtfully prepared for their luncheon!
When this pocket opened by Bennett and the Perhams had been completely explored, its dimensions were found to be gigantic. The colossal
cavity was approximately five feet wide, six feet deep and sixty feet
long. This is, in all likelihood, the largest pocket that has been discovered in the Oxford County region.
The Whitehall Feldspar Company of Keene, New Hampshire leased
the Bennett Quarry from 1931 until 1933. During this period, the mining
they did was directed at the recovery of feldspar.
The area was then leased in November of 1944 by the United Feldspar and Minerals Company of West Paris who continued the operation.
They moved a great deal of rock while they mined the Bennett Quarry.
By 1945 they had enlarged the size of the pit to a width of twenty to
eighty feet, a maximum depth of seventy-one feet and a length of two
hundred forty feet.
Except for occasional work done by members of the Bennett family,
the quarry remained idle until the summer of 1962. Frank Perham of
West Paris made arrangements with them which allowed him to mine
the Orchard Pit for a period of several weeks. Perham was interested in
mining specimen material at this smaller excavation and the operation
was highly successful. When his exploration of the Orchard Pit reached
an end, Perham had recovered a multitude of fine beryl specimens.

"Deanie" was one of
many who admired the
blue-green beryls found at
the Orchard Pit.
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These include single crystals and many fine matrix pieces and this
beryl was a lovely shade of blue. Gem aquamarine has been found in
the Orchard Pit, but little of this material was encountered during this
period.
In 1970 several pockets of tourmaline were opened in the far end of
the large pit at the Bennett Quarry. They were a dark green in color,
similar to those found by the Perhams many years earlier, and contained little gem material. Nonetheless, some fine tourmaline matrix
pieces were collected from these small cavities.
In later years the Bell Minerals Company of West Paris leased the
Bennett Quarry. This firm, formerly the United Feldspar and Minerals
Corporation, did no mining here.
Larry Shaw of Rumford leased the Bennett Quarry for a three year
period beginning in March of 1977. Shaw conducted a small operation
here for two months in that year, three months in 1978 and one month
in 1979. Like so many others who have mined in Oxford County, he was
hoping to find gem materials.
Shaw's exploration enlarged the entrance to the Bennett Quarry and
increased the depth of the pit some ten to fifteen feet. He estimates that
some two hundred tons of feldspar were mined during this period.
Ten or twelve pockets were opened during this mining of the Bennett
Quarry. They averaged two feet wide, two feet high and four feet long in
size. Some fine specimens of cookeite and quartz crystals were removed
from these cavities. One of the most outstanding specimens Shaw
mined was a superb columbite crystal situated in matrix. This columbite
was approximately two inches wide, two inches thick and four inches
long.
During the time which has followed Shaw's operation, the Bennett
Quarry has been the scene of sporadic mining. Several individuals have
obtained short-term leases and the work they have done has enlarged
the quarry area somewhat. Like their predecessors, their mining has
resulted in the recovery of feldspar, quartz and cookeite.
The Bennett Quarry has, during its years of exploration, produced an
interesting variety of minerals. In addition to the aforementioned varieties, spodumene, topaz, lithiophilite, chrysoberyl, eosphorite, autunite
and cassiterite have been found here. Lovely specimens of blue, green
and purple apatite also occur at this location as have large crystals of
smoky quartz. In addition to the beryl this locale has produced, some
fine gem quality aquamarine crystals have been collected here. A pocket
discovered in 1941 held a small quantity of golden beryl crystals with
terminations which were quite gemmy. Some pocket walls have been
encrusteq with lepidolite which was a beautiful pink tinged lavender in
color. White lepidolite has also been found here. The Bennett Quarry
has also produced cesium beryl and, for many years, Mrs. Blanche Bennett had a superb specimen of this material which weighed in excess of
forty carats.
The Bennett Quarry is now owned by Paul Bennett and, for a minimal
fee, is open to collectors. Many who visit the Bennett Quarry return with
some excellent specimens which are typical of the material produced by
this location.
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Mount Mica

The

oldest quarry in the Oxford Hills is Mount Mica in the town of
Paris where gem tourmaline was discovered in 1821. This was the first
recorded occurrence of tourmaline in Maine as well as in North America.
During the years which have followed, miners and collectors have
reaped a bountiful harvest of tourmaline from the ledges at Mount Mica.
Mineral enthusiasts all over the world are familiar with the remarkable
array of tourmaline that has been found here.
Mount Mica, which is located just to the east of Paris Hill Village,
has one of the most colorful histories of any quarry in the Oxford
County region. The locale has been explored extensively during numerous mining ventures which have uncovered an abundance of pockets in
this pegmatite. A host of fine tourmaline specimens and a significant
quantity of gem material has been found in these cavities. The tourmaline found during the initial mining at Mount Mica was enthusiastically
received and considered to be quite wonderful. During the first century
of exploration at Mount Mica, the area was visited and scrutinized by
many.
The early history of Mount Mica was meticulously recorded in two
books written by Augustus Choate Hamlin whose father was one of the
original discoverers of this locale. The Tourmaline was published in
1873 and The History of Mount Mica of Maine, U.S.A. and Its Wonder/ ul Deposits of Matchless Tourmaline in 1895. The latter is devoted to a
chronological description of the initial development of Mount Mica. The
text includes Hamlin's detailed record of many pockets which were
found at Mount Mica from 1821 until the date of publication. Some of
the most outstanding tourmalines found during this era are also described in great detail. The History of Mount Mica is beautifully illustrated by fifty-seven full color pictures of the finer crystals. These illustrations duplicate the exquisite water color renderings Augustus Hamlin
made of these Mount Mica tourmalines.
The latter publication is the only complete record of Mount Mica's
early history in existence. Twelve to fifteen hundred copies of Hamlin 's
History of Mount Mica were printed at a cost of less than one dollar per
copy. Unfortunately, few copies of Hamlin's publications are available
to the public today and they have become collectible items. For this reason, the author will delve into the events that took place during the first
exploration of Mount Mica.
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How did it all begin? On a day late in the fall of 1821, the first of the
tourmaline was found at Mount Mica. Credit for this discovery goes to
Elijah Hamlin and Ezekiel Holmes. Hamlin, the son of Dr. and Mrs.
Cyrus Hamlin, was a resident of Paris Hill and a law student. Ezekiel
Holmes was visiting the community while furthering his studies of medicine with his uncle, Dr. Benjamin Chandler. The young men had
become acquainted during the time when they were students at Brown
University.
Hamlin and Holmes had acquired an interest in minerals and, on a
beautiful fall afternoon, they decided to hike through the woods to see if
it might not be possible to find some specimens. Their keen eyes and
natural curiosity were to precipitate an amazing chain of events.
As they were enjoying the jaunt, a sparkling light at the base of an
overturned tree caught their attention. A search of the tree roots revealed
a beautiful green stone shaped like a prism. Hamlin and Holmes were
excited about the discovery and wanted to extend their search, but
sunset was fast approaching. They carefully wrapped the green crystal
and hurried back to the village with their treasure. Unfortunately, the
first snow of winter fell that night and further examination of the area
had to be postponed until spring.
Their enthusiasm didn't wane during the winter, and spring found
the duo hurrying back to the outcropping of rock where they had found
the lovely green crystal. The sight that greeted them surely must have
made the long wait worthwhile. Eroded ledge was covered with multicolored crystals that flashed brightly in the sun. The surrounding area
was composed of masses of purple lepidolite, pure white feldspar, smoky
and white quartz crystal groups, books of mica and large crystals of
black columbite. This magnificent array of brightly hued specimens
was the dream come true of everyone who loves minerals and appreciates their unique beauty.
The lads collected some thirty multi-colored crystals and hurriedly
returned to Paris Hill laden with their bounty. After Hamlin and
Holmes showed their specimens to the interested villagers, many flocked
to the site to gather specimens of their own. Needless to say, the people
were quite excited about these crystals.
Hamlin and Holmes had a limited knowledge of mineralogy which
made it impossible for them to identify the crystals they had found.
Hoping to solve this problem, the young men sent several samples to
Professor Benjamin Silliman at Yale University who readily identified
them as the rare mineral tourmaline. To repay the Professor's kindness,
Hamlin and Holmes assembled a package containing some of the choicer
specimens to give him as token of their appreciation. Included with the
tourmalines was an accompanying catalog of contents and letter written by Hamlin.
Representative Enoch Lincoln, a resident of Paris, agreed to deliver
the parcel to Silliman en route to Washington, D.C. where he was to
attend the congressional congress held in the fall of 1822. Unfortunately, when the parcel reached Silliman's laboratory at Yale University, it was misplaced. It was not until 1826 that Silliman acknowledged
the receipt of this parcel. Hamlin's apt description of the specimens dis-
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patched to the Professor in November was recognized in a paper published as "Silliman's Journal".
Silliman's paper stated that " ... an apology is due, both to Mr. Hamlin
and his associate, Mr. Holmes, for the long delay in noticing the very
beautiful minerals mentioned in this catalog. This was owing entirely to
accident, both the box, which was very small, and the explanatory letter, and catalog, having been mislaid, and concealed in the laboratory,
till a very recent period ... "
Professor Silliman's article also included the letter Hamlin had included in the parcel of tourmaline specimens.
"Paris, Maine
Nov. 20, 1822
Dear Sir:
I herewith transmit to you, by the hands of Hon. Enoch Lincoln, a small package of minerals, and am in hopes that I may
soon have an opportunity to send on a box of more numerous
and larger specimens. Paris, the shire town of Oxford County,
Maine, has been settled only about forty years, and the country
around it is comparatively yet a wilderness; and until within
about a year, there has never been any examination made of its
minerals; and the only search that has been made within this
time, has most richly rewarded the labor. Most of these minerals, as you will perceive, have the same locality, are found near
by, and were discovered a short time since by Mr. Ezekiel
Holmes, a student in medicine at this place, and myself, while
on a mineralogical excursion.
This place seems to resemble much the Haddon and Chesterfield localities, inasmuch as it contains a similar colored mica,
and embraces nearly, if not entirely, the whole family of the
tourmaline. The country around here, elsewhere, seems to be
particularly rich in minerals."
Hamlin's itemized list of the specimens in this package plainly
revealed the precise spot where he and Holmes had found the tourmaline. Hamlin's description read " ... on the top and declivity of a small
hill, Mount Mica its surface measuring perhaps one acre, and elevated
not more than forty or fifty feet above the land about it ... But little
search has been made, and only in one place have we gone under the
surface, and it was there that we found the best specimens loose in the
soil..." These specimens Silliman received as gift included some tourmaline crystals which were one-half inch in diameter and six inches long.
Hamlin and Holmes are certainly to be lauded for their generosity!
The first actual mining at Mount Mica, then a part of the Chesley
Farm, took place in 1822. Cyrus and Hannibal Hamlin, younger brothers
of Elijah, began a tentative exploration of the ledge. Their modest operation uncovered a pocket area containing twenty or more tourmaline
crystals similar to those found earlier. Most of the material taken from
this particular cavity was either green or pink. Some of the largest crystals were three inches long and exceeded one inch in diameter. Among
them was superb doubly terminated transparent crystal which was a
vibrant green in color. This phenomenal specimen exceeded two inches
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in diameter and it was two and one-half inches long. Well satisfied with
the results of their efforts, the Hamlins hired an ox-team to carry the
pocket contents home.
Ezekiel Holmes was especially excited about the discovery of additional tourmaline. He began a lively correspondence with many friends
describing these magnificent specimens. They responded with requests
for tourmalines suitable for stickpins and a perfect specimen to be used
as a field stone. Some audacious petitions were made for a complete
suite of the minerals being found at Mount Mica.
The situation at Mount Mica during that particular time is, in part,
revealed in a portion of a letter sent to Holmes in Gardner where he was
then residing. The letter written by a Doctor Willis in Paris reads .. .
"According to your request I sent Cyrus Hamlin to get your
minerals at the end of the old bog, but he could find none. He
has been blowing for you lately. He with a foreigner were so
fortunate as to dig down to a nest of tourmaline. They obtained
about one hundred specimens, some of which are two inches in
diameter!"
Ezekiel Holmes' correspondence regarding the Mount Mica tourmalines included the exchange of many letters with Professor Thomas
Nuttall who was a renowned orinthologist and botanist at Harvard
University. Holmes had proposed that some of the Mount Mica specimens might be exchanged with Nuttall for specimens from the Cambridge area.
This transaction apparently took place since Thomas Webb of Boston
made mention of the specimens in a letter written to Holmes in October
of 1824. Webb's letter reads, in part, "Mr. Pedric and myself spent a day
a short time since over to Cambridge with Prof. Nuttall, who is really a
fine fellow. His specimens of your minerals are superb, particularly the
green tourmaline of which he has one fine transparent piece, almost as
large as a pullet's egg! He says that you do not go deep enough to get
the finest specimens."
This particular Mr. Pedric was J. Pedric III who resided in Boston.
Pedric was extremely anxious to obtain some of the tourmaline specimens from Holmes. His enthusiasm prompted him to go to great lengths
to dispatch two containers of blasting powder to Holmes.
Accompanying the powder was a message which plainly stated Pedric's wishes. "I requested you to make up for me a writer's stock of your
Paris minerals ... as I am making exchanges with others and can procure
for you minerals which your interior situation does not give you an
opportunity of doing. Snow will soon make its appearance and I wish
you to send me several boxes before this prevents you ... I want a fine
clear solid tourmaline for a watch seal." It is quite plausible that J. Pedric III had something quite outstanding in mind.
Although letters were the only means of communication at that time,
the news of the tourmaline being found at Mount Mica spread rapidly.
This resulted, understandably, in generating a great deal of interest in
this small prospect which was being developed at Mount Mica. The
scientists of that era were tremendously intrigued by the situation.
Many of these mineralogists visited Mount Mica prior to the Silli-
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man's publication of Hamlin's report. During this period Holmes was
engaged in considerable correspondence with Professor Charles Upham
Shephard who was a well known mineralogist at Amherst College. This
prompted Shephard to visit Mount Mica in September of 1825, one year
prior to Silliman's published report about this locale. In later years a
biography written about Shephard described this journey " ... he made a
most profitable trip to Maine, where he discovered that the locality
about Paris furnished the finest pink and green tourmalines then
known ..." that (Shephard's) discovery of the rutile locality in Georgia
and " ... the Paris, Maine tourmalines became the means by which he
was able to build up his great collection."
Professor Parker Cleaveland, a staff member at Bowdoin College in
Brunswick (Maine), was acquainted with Hamlin and Holmes and they
made him a gift of some of these first specimens of tourmaline from
Mount Mica. Some time afterwards, Cleaveland told a colleague that he
found the Mount Mica material to be of superb quality, but believed it to
be so abundant that he did not actually realize the value of the material.
Possibly this is the reason that Cleaveland sent the tourmalines to a
friend, Berzelius, in Sweden in exchange for other specimens. In Augustus Hamlin's records he indicated that " ... the late Professor Cleaveland
received several choice crystals, and among them was a superb yellow
tourmaline, which was given him by Elijah Hamlin."
An article Shephard published in 1830 offers an excellent analysis of
the situation at Mount Mica at that particular time. Shephard's text
reads in part " ... a locality of minerals yielding in interest to none in
North America, if we take into view the variety and richness of the specimens it has afforded in times past, or those which it still produces in the
greatest abundance." Specimens of lepidolite, tourmaline and quartz
were easily removed from the eroded ledge which had been explored
considerably.
This situation, however, changed. A few years later Shephard wrote
that these minerals "have long since wholly disappeared; and the collector who is now in search of these minerals is now obliged to lay open
the solid rock by the aid of gunpowder .... Mr. Chesley, with the same
liberality which characterized his father while living, is always ready,
in the most obliging manner, to promote the objects which the visitors
to his place have in view and for a very reasonable compensation is
accustomed to undertake the necessary drilling and blasting."
Professor Shephard's paper included a fascinating description of a
pocket he opened at Mount Mica in September of 1825. This contained
fine green tourmaline crystals and he attempted to make life-size drawings of seven of the specimens. Shephard engaged the services of Montanye & Mason, Lapidaries of 93 Reed Street, New York to cut several
red and green "broaches" from his tourmaline. Many years later North
America's renowned gemologist George F. Kunz described them as
"Some of the finest of the cut rubellites and gre~n tourmalines ... One of
the most magnificent known green tourmalines is 1 inch long, ¾ inch
broad, and 1 inch thick, and finer than any of the Hope gems."
For many years sporadic exploration took place at Mount Mica. In
1863 Professor Sanborn Tenny of Williams College accidentally discov-
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ered a small tourmaline pocket. In 1864 Samuel R. Carter of Paris began
his operation in the single existing shallow pit. After doing a great deal
of mining, moving many tons of rock and finding no tourmalines, Carter ceased mining. Ironically, Bowker-who owned the farm at that
time-opened a tourmaline pocket of substantial size in 1866. Little
actual mining, however, was done at Mount Mica until the end of the
Civil War.

The Hamlin Era
This sort of success prompted Augustus Hamlin and his father, Elijah, to further the earlier exploration that had been done at Mount
Mica. At this particular point in time, the excavation in the ledge was
approximately four feet deep and ten feet long. The Hamlins greatly
enlarged the quarry during their mining which continued from 1868
until 1890.
In 1870 the Hamlins were joined in their endeavor by Professor
Joseph Leidy of Philadelphia. That fall they uncovered a pocket which
contained an immense achroite (colorless) crystal with green terminations. This superb specimen was four and one-half inches long and one
and one-half inches in diameter. Another fine achroite crystal, smaller
in size, was also removed from the pocket along with numerous tiny
crystals. The largest of the achroite crystals was added to the museum
collection at Harvard University.
When winter arrived, the Hamlins suspended their exploration temporarily. During this interim period Mount Mica was first commercially
mined for mica. Approximately three to four thousand pounds of mica
was recovered during this operation. The miners were not, however,
interested in tourmaline since they considered it to be worthless. Consequently, any tourmaline they encountered was tossed on the dump.
The tourmaline found by the mica miners, however, fed Hamlin's
hope of finding more pockets at Mount Mica. He felt great potential lay
in the unexplored central area of the ledge and couldn't resist a further
attempt. A bountiful pocket opened during the 1879 operation produced
a significant quantity of tourmaline crystals. The gem material yielded
a superb green tourmaline which weighed twenty-eight carats. This
stone was faceted by Samuel Reynolds, a lapadarist in Boston. At the
time this exquisite gem was valued from $500 to $1,000 and considered
to be one of Mount Mica's finest tourmalines.
In 1881 the Mt. Mica Tin and Mica Company was formed with
Augustus C. Hamlin, the principal stockholder, as its president and
Samuel R. Carter as Superintendent. They mined until 1890 and met
with a certain amount of success. Many specimens and gems recovered
during this era were acquired by Harvard University which, by this
time, had amassed a substantial collection of Mount Mica material.
Other fine pieces were purchased by Tiffany & Company of New York
City.
Kunz's report for 1882 indicated that approximately $2 ,000 of tourmaline had been mined at Mount Mica that year. That September, some of
the finest specimens that had been found at Mount Mica were publicly
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Shares of stock in the Mount Mica Tin & Mica Company are prized collectables today.

displayed for the first time. Hamlin and Carter combined their collections of tourmaline and associated minerals from Mount Mica to make a
presentation which has never since been equalled. This impressive
exhibition was held at the Academy Hall at Paris Hill and it drew mineralogists and other scientists from various parts of the country.
The Hamlins did no mining at Mount Mica during 1884. Instead they
took the material recovered during the 1822 season to Bar Harbor that
summer and offered it for sale. The success of this venture is not known,
but the merchandise reportedly included an estimated $2,683 of tourmaline in numerous fine specimens and $1,062 of beryl.
The last major discovery made during the Hamlin Era took place in
May of 1886. Augustus Hamlin and Samuel Carter were working together at Mount Mica when they opened a pocket which was heavily
laden with tourmaline. This cavity was larger than .those found previously and this excited them. From this pocket, they recovered fifty or
more small tourmaline crystals which were embedded in a matrix of
decomposed cookeite and lepidolite.
The most valuable specimen Hamlin and Carter recovered from this
pocket was a tremendous green crystal of tourmaline. This magnificent
specimen was approximately two inches in diameter and nine and
three-quarter inches long. Both terminations were visible, if not well
defined, and the crystal occurred in four easily reassembled sections. At
that time, Hamlin considered this to be the finest such specimen in
existence. The forty-one ounce crystal was evaluated at $1 ,000 which
was, at that time, a considerable amount of money. Beautiful gems were
faceted from this crystal including the magnificent 34.25 carat green
tourmaline which became the heart of the Hamlin Necklace.
They continued their exploration of Mount Mica during the summer.
Just before they stopped mining that fall, another valuable pocket of
tourmalines was opened. The United States Geological Survey report for
this 1886 season reflects the success enjoyed by Hamlin and Carter. In
this report Kunz estimated that the one hundred crystals found during
this 1886 season could be faceted into gemstones valued at some $5,000.
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Kunz also reported that $1,000 of tourmaline specimens had been recovered as well.
During this era of mining done by the Hamlins, a total of twentyseven "nests" of tourmaline were explored. This had certainly proven to
be a prolific period for Mount Mica. Thus, the expenditure of time and
money they had invested in the development of the quarry was deemed
to be worthwhile.
During this era, for the first time, careful attention was given to the
gemstones that might be cut from the tourmaline crystals that were
found at Mount Mica. At this time the largest of the Mount Mica gems
was the 34.25 carat green stone cut from the material discovered in 1886.
Another superb "emerald green" gem from Mount Mica during this
period of time was reportedly purchased by Tiffany & Company of New
York. Many of the Mount Mica tourmalines were exhibited at the
World's Fair at Paris in 1888 where they received much acclaim and
attention from those who marvelled at their beauty.
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These sketches done by A. C. Hamlin were used, with others, for the design of the
Hamlin Necklace.
Courtesy Dr. Frederick H. Pough .

The Merrill-Stone Era
From 1890 until 1913, Loren B. Merrill and L. Kimball Stone of Paris
owned the right to explore Mount Mica. Working tirelessly, they enlarged
the quarry area extensively in their search for tourmaline, Merrill and
Stone steadily mined the outcropping of ledge at Mount Mica each
summer. All of their drilling was done by hand and the blasting was
done with black powder. At all times their prime objective was to mini-
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At the turn of the century, miners carefully marked the location of each pocket they
opened at Mount Mica . By so doing, they hoped to establish a definite pattern of this
valuable mineralization.
Courtesy U. S. Geological Survey, E . S. Bastin, 228.

mize the effect of the blasting and to avoid damaging any gem material
which might be hidden in the ledges. To expedite their operation, Merrill
and Stone used a derrick powered by a horse windlass to move the
waste material.
These ambitious young men enjoyed some degree of accomplishment
in their quest for tourmaline. Their success began in June of 1891 when
they uncovered a pocket in the quarry bottom which held thirty or more
exquisite tourmaline crystals. These crystals were nearly all blue in
color and several had green terminations. Two of these fine specimens
were, respectively, five and one-half and six inches long. The discovery
of these beautiful specimens delighted Merrill and Stone. Curiously
enough, this particular pocket held none of the pink or green crystals
that had previously been found in the other cavities.
One of Merrill and Stone's most successful seasons was the summer
of 1893. The U.S. Geological Survey report indicated that the production
for that year included an estimated $3,000 of tourmaline. The numerous
pockets they found held a host of crystals which displayed the unusual
diversification of colors that are typical of the Mount Mica locale. These
fine specimens included spectacular crystals which shaded in color from
blue to green with remarkable pink terminations. The summer's production also resulted in the recovery of a substantial number of green tourmaline crystals which were of fine gem quality.
Merrill and Stone found one particularly outstanding crystal with a
red termination. The rest of this crystal shaded into green, white, a
lighter green, deep pink, light pink and a deeper pink. This superb specimen contained larger areas of gem quality material. Among the stones
it yielded was a flawless gem weighing 63.50 carats which Kunz described as" ... one of the finest tourmaline gems ever found on this continent ... " This blue-green stone was reportedly sold for $1,000 to Tiffany
& Company and its present whereabouts is unknown. Smaller stones
cut from this same crystal included a lovely eighteen carat pink
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tourmaline.
Augustus Hamlin kept a watchful eye on the Merrill and Stone's
operation at Mount Mica. Hamlin's records indicate that by May of
1895, the pair had explored fifty-nine pockets in the new area they were
exploring just to the east of the previous diggings. Many of these cavities were barren, but Merrill and Stone recovered a reasonable quantity
of tourmaline specimens and some gem material as well. Their mining
in August of the following year resulted in the discovery of a fine green
tourmaline crystal which was approximately seven inches long. This
superb specimen was sold to Harvard University for $300 which was
felt to be, at that time, an outrageous price.
Initially, the summer of 1899 was a period of patient toil and few
rewards for Merrill and Stone. By late summer they decided it would be
prudent to halt their operation when they were finished in the area they
had been working. Just a few feet further into the unexplored ledge,
they exposed a cluster of five pockets. These nests, located some eighteen
feet below the surface of the ledge, contained a quantity of fine tourmaline specimens and gem material.
One of these cavities, which was about two and one-half feet wide
and three feet long, proved to be especially rich in tourmaline. During
the exploration of this pocket, they discovered an extraordinary nodule
of blue-green tourmaline which was to become one of Merrill's prized
possessions. This remarkable specimen was partially imbedded in the
bottom of this water-filled cavity. As Merrill and Stone cautiously
explored the area, it became evident that the nodule was originally one
end of a broken tourmaline crystal about nine inches long.
This flawless blue-green prism weighed four hundred eleven carats.
Viewed from the side the nodule was a vivid blue-green in color and
when viewed from the end it was a deep emerald green. It was estimated
that the nodule would yield a gem of about three hundred carats. This
spectacular specimen attracted, quite naturally, a great deal of interest
and Harvard University was particularly anxious to acquire the piece
and have it faceted.
An arrangement was proposed and Merrill agreed to cut the nodule
for Harvard's collection. After a great deal of deliberation, Merrill asked
to be released from the agreement because of the risk involved in cutting
the nodule. Thus, Merrill kept the huge nodule in its natural form and it
remained in his personal collection until he died some thirty years later.
This remarkable nodule, outstanding in every regard, was believed by
Loren Merrill to be the finest specimen he mined at Mount Mica.
After Merrill's death the specimen passed through several hands of
ownership until its whereabouts became unknown. When the firm of
Stephen Varni in New York offered the nodule for sale they advertised
the nodule thusly: "It would be a sacrilege for this tourmaline to be cut
up for jewelry, therefore destroying forever a splendid and historic specimen which should be kept intact in the State of Maine. Is there not
someone in the State of Maine who will present it to one of her fine
collections?" Lamentably, nobody knows what became of the huge
nodule and it may only be assumed that it was cut into gems.
This bountiful pocket produced other valuable pieces as well. Hand-
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some gems were faceted from the tourmaline gem material including a
fine eighteen carat square green stone. Curiously, the small tourmaline
crystals found in the cavity had terminations which appeared to have
been brushed with a fuzzy blue-green. About one hundred fifty of these
lovely crystals were found in the pocket and they sold readily.
The Merrill and Stone era at Mount Mica produced one other outstanding nodule. This beautiful five hundred eighty-four carat nodule
was part of a crystal similar in size to the aforementioned specimen.
Merrill supposedly carried this fine piece as a "worrystone" and, although it would have provided some large gems, the nodule was never
cut. Merrill sold Doctor Palache the nodule, along with the other two
sections of the crystal, for the handsome sum of $1,000. This superb
specimen is displayed today at Harvard University's Mineralogical
Museum.
On June 25, 1904 Merrill and Stone uncovered another bountiful
pocket which proved to be remarkable in many respects. The contents of
the cavity reflect the variety of specimens Mount Mica has produced
during its years of exploration. In total, some seventy-five pounds of
tourmaline crystals were removed from the cavity and these specimens
varied remarkably. Three unusual nodules of achroite were also found
in the pocket contents and one of these unique pieces was faceted into a
fine eight carat gem. This cavity held a multitude of small green, pink
and red tourmaline crystals as well. Approximately seventy-five carats
of gemstones were faceted from this material in which the red and pink
colors predominated. The pocket also contained a superb compound
tourmaline crystal which was formed in three distinctly separate sections. This unique specimen was about three inches wide and ten inches
long weighing six and one-half pounds. Such a specimen is seldom
encountered and Merrill readily added it to his personal collection. The
present whereabouts of this compound crystal is not known.
During the exploration of the cavity, Merrill and Stone made an
extraordinary discovery. Within this pocket was the largest single tourmaline crystal that has ever been found at Mount Mica. This remarkable specimen is fifteen and one-half inches long, seven inches wide at
the broadest point and weighs thirty-one and one-half pounds.
The mammoth specimen is divided by fracture lines into three distinct sections. The crystal is perhaps best developed in the terminated
section which is transparent to translucent and green in color. The
lower part of this section is composed of tiny brown, colorless or pastel
pink prisms scattered at all angles to the axis of the crystal. The base is
about four inches wide and formed of translucent to opaque green and
pink prisms. Complementing the compound crystal beautifully is a
small crystal of white quartz which is affixed to the upper segment.
This fine specimen was "lost" for many years and relocated early in
the 1970's as a result of painstaking efforts and research done by Doctor
Benjamin Shaub of Northampton, Massachusetts. Quite appropriately,
this tremendous tourmaline crystal is now a part of the Mineralogical
Museum collection at Harvard University.
Merrill and Stone's experience at Mount Mica made them well aware
that the size of the pockets at this location had absolutely no bearing
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upon their contents. They were well reminded of this fact when, in 1905,
a huge pocket they found in the ledge proved to be void of tourmaline.
This immense cavity was eight feet long, five feet wide and three and
one-half feet deep.
At this point in time, however, the statistics about this Paris Hill
location were quite outstanding. The U.S. Geological Survey's Production of Precious Stones of 1905 authored by George F. Kunz indicated
that the accumulative value of specimens and gems produced by Mount
Mica since its discovery was in excess of $50,000. This tourmaline had
been recovered from approximately four hundred thirty pockets. Three
hundred fifty of these had been explored by Merrill and Stone although,
regrettably, only fifty cavities contained the sought after tourmaline.
Typically, these pockets contained quartz, cleavelandite, amblygonite,
cookeite and lepidolite with bottoms composed of kaolin and decomposed mineralization. When tourmaline was present, it was quite consistently found embedded in the pocket bottoms which were composed of
softened kaolin and cookeite.
Another highlight, albeit disappointing,
of the era was the discovery of the largest of the pockets that had been
found at Mount Mica since the beginning of its exploration. They found
this huge pocket in October of 1907. When Merrill and Stone completely
explored this immense cavity it was about seven feet deep, twelve feet
wide and twenty feet long. Unfortunately, the three connecting chambers
which formed the pocket contained few valuable specimens of gem
material. This must have been tremendously frustrating to the men.
It is readily apparent that the situation which existed at Mount Mica
during this period continually teased Merrill and Stone. The positive
results of their effort led them to devote an extensive amount of time,

Loren Merrill was dwarfed by the size of this twenty foot long pocket he and Kimball
Stone opened at Mount Mica during October 1907.
Courtesy U. S. Geological Survey, E. S. Bastin, 125.
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funds and energy to the further development of this quarry.
When one considers the amount of mining done during these early
years, it's really quite remarkable. According to the records maintained
by the U.S. Geological Survey, in 1908 the excavated pit at Mount Mica
was approximately one hundred fifty feet long and fifty to one hundred
feet wide. These same records reveal that in July of 1910 the pit had
then been developed to a length of three hundred feet and a maxim um
depth of thirty-five feet. This accounting does not include excavations
which had been covered over by waste tailings.
Merrill and Stone continued their extensive search for tourmaline at
Mount Mica. Finally, in 1913 Merrill and Stone's search for tourmaline
at Mount Mica came to an end. At that point they found themselves in a
barren area covered with a substantial amount of overlying schist and
it appeared to be too costly to continue the operation at that time.

By June of 1913, the results of Merrill and Stone's operation at Mount Mica had
changed the appearance of the quarry considerably.
Courtesy U. S. Geological Survey, D. B. Sterrett, 494.

The 1915-1950 Era
In 1926 the site of the Mount Mica Quarry and the surrounding area
was purchased from the Hamlin heirs by the General Electric Company.
After a superficial exploration for cesium ore, the property was then
sold to Howard Irish of Buckfield. During the next twenty years no mining was done, but the fame of Mount Mica continued to attract many
scientists and collectors.
In 1949 a portion east of the tourmaline bearing ledge was leased to
the United Feldspar and Minerals Corporation of West Paris who proceeded to mine for feldspar.
In June of that year this operation unearthed what was, at that time,
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the third largest pocket found at Mount Mica. They had drilled only two
feet below the surface of the ledge when the drill dropped several feet
into a cavity. Another drilling several feet away broke through the ledge
in a similar fashion and a stream of water spewed forth from the first
hole. By the time the miners had actually broken open the end of the
pocket the following day, Dr. Cornelius 8. Hurlbut and several other
members of Harvard University's Mineralogical Department were on
hand to scrutinize the event. When it was completely explored this
immense cavity was found to be twenty feet long, four feet deep and five
feet wide.
This pocket, although void of tourmaline, contained a host of unique
mineral specimens. The roof of the pocket was covered with books of
mica four to five inches in diameter whereas the floor was lined with
feldspar studded with quartz crystals. Fine specimens of chisel-shape
albite crystals were removed from the pocket as were quartz crystals
which were both smoky and colorless. It also yielded a charming suite
of small, doubly terminated apatite crystals which were an unusual and
lovely honey color.
A significant discovery was made when the contents of the southeast
end of the pocket floor were examined. About two bushel baskets of
crystals were recovered from that area and their bizarre crystalline
shapes prevented an immediate identification. They were revealed in a
paper published in 1951 by Hurlbut and Wenden of Harvard University
to be beryl. No two of these beryl crystals were alike in shape and none
exhibited beryl's typical prismatic form. Most of these colorless to milky
white specimens were covered with crystal faces and varied in length
from one-half inch to eight inches. The beryl specimens were consistently zoned with a milky core and colorless exterior exhibiting a vitrious
luster. Hurlbut and Wenden's analyzation revealed that the specimens
were originally from a single large milky crystal of beryl which shattered within the pocket. The irregular fragments were then covered with
a layer of colorless beryl rich in alkali. Analysis of these fascinating
specimens revealed them to be rich in cesium, rubidium and lithium as
well as containing about ten per cent of calcium. This is the only documented occurrence of this type of beryl.
Further mining done by the firm brought to light still another interesting pocket. This cavity contained some nicely crystallized smoky
quartz as well as some fine tabular crystals of herderite which were a
golden yellow in color. One of these remarkable crystals was three
inches in length and one and one-half inches wide.

The Perham Era
After the cessation of the feldspar mining, no further work was done
at Mount Mica until 1965. During that year Frank Perham leased the
area containing the older tourmaline workings from Mrs. Ralph Spencer,
the widow of Howard Irish. Perham's plan was to concentrate on the
east end of the old pit where Merrill and Stone had uncovered the huge
tri-chambered pocket in 1909. This was to be the first mining in the old
tourmaline diggings since Merrill and Stone ceased their operation in
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1913.
Late in the spring, Perham began the preliminary task of clearing
away the old dump material. Finally, the bulldozing revealed the remains of old pocket bottoms in the ledge. These matrix areas contained
extensively decomposed cleavelandite, books of muscovite and colored
tourmaline. Essentially, the tourmaline crystals were pink at the top
shading to green, blue, purple and black. Although the tourmaline in
this pocket area was opaque and had partially eroded surfaces, a
number of good specimens were retrieved from these pocket bottoms
during this preliminary work.
Perham then began blasting in an attempt to locate and follow a
tourmaline pocket zone in the ledge. His assessment of the situation was
good and he was soon following a highly mineralized zone. This area
contained masses of cucumber green tourmaline crystals highlighted
now and then by fist size pockets containing small crystals of light
green tourmaline and quartz crystals which were colorless or smoky in
color. Disappointingly, this zone of tourmaline came to an end after
about seven feet.
The operation continued although no additional mineralization was
encountered. Eventually, a twenty-five foot high wall had been developed. At that point Perham decided to drill some test holes in areas
where he felt the zone of tourmaline should be located. The fourth hole
located in a cavity of water and he carefully began to tunnel into this
opening which was found to be a pocket.
It was a Sunday in June and Frank Perham's lifelong dream of discovering tourmaline at Mount Mica was about to be realized. Working
entirely by hand, he began a cautious exploration of the pocket. One
member of his cheering section was his Mother who commanded him to
dig ... and dig, he did! From a mass of lepidolite deep within the cavity,
Frank Perham removed a suite of gem quality tourmaline crystals. The
latest array of Mount Mica's magnificent tourmaline sparkled in the
sunlight for the admiration of all who were with Frank that day.

The tourmaline pockets found at
Mount Mica by Frank Perham also
contained a host of unique cookeite
formations.

Many of the tourmalines Perham mined occurred in segmented, easily reassembled crystals which is typical of the material produced
by Mount Mica.
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When the development of the pocket was complete it was revealed to
be shaped similarly to a horseshoe. The final dimensions of the pocket
were a length of six feet, a width of four feet and a height of three feet.
Forming the interior curve of the horseshoe was a mass of quartz,
cleavelandite and the lepidolite where the tourmaline was located. The
softened area of the pocket contained etched feldspar positioned above
curious cookeite casts which had replaced tourmaline. These yellow
pseudomorphs predominated in the pocket and many of these casts held
watermelon tourmaline crystals which were about seven millimeters in
diameter and their surfaces were partially etched. Loose in the roof of
the cavities a white quartz crystal which exceeded one foot in length
and parallel growth specimens of smoky quartz were recovered from the
pocket.
The crystals of gem green tourmaline recovered from the pocket
yielded a host of beautiful gems. They included a number of small
stones and a lovely 5.15 carat stone. Among the premiere gems the
pocket provided was a magnificent twenty-five carat flawless green
tourmaline octagon. This stone, which has been named the Rozek
Tourmaline, was one of the largest gems to be cut from material mined
that year.
A broken crystal which was eventually reassembled provided an
array of beautiful gems. One portion of the crystal yielded an exquisite
blue-green heart shaped gem weighing fifteen carats.
The crowning glory of the pocket was recovered from a nodule area of
the crystal which yielded an exquisite blue-green flawless 59.59 carat
gem. A great deal of preliminary planning preceded the actual faceting
of this nodule which was done by a lapidary firm in New York City.
They felt the stone should be cut in an emerald cut style which would
utilize all of the available gem material. Frank and his father, however,
argued in favor of a heart shape which would use the bulk of the gem
rough and also provide a truly unique gem. This was the final choice
and, at that time, the resultant stone was the third largest cut from

ii
Much of the gem tourmaline Frank Per·
ham mined was found in a matrix of
cookeite and quartz.

This louely 59.39 carat heart-shape tour·
maline was but one of many gems cut
from material found during the Perham
era.
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Mount Mica material during the history of the location. Perham's
Maine Mineral Store at West Paris handled the disposal of this rare gem
piece which was sold to a private party.
Greatly encouraged, Frank Perham renewed his lease on Mount Mica
and continued his exploration during 1966. The new work proved to be
disappointing, however, after the success of the previous year. A small
cavity containing blue-green tourmaline was opened, but these pieces
were too dark to warrant cutting. Several nice specimens were discovered, but no additional pockets containing tourmaline were found. The
results of this exploration were disappointing, but typical of the mining
which had been done at Mount Mica. For several years following the
expiration of Perham's lease, the ledges at Mount Mica were undisturbed.

The Plumbago Era

In the spring of 1973, the Mount Mica Quarry was purchased by the
Mount Mica Land Company which is a subsidiary of Plumbago Mining
Company in Rumford, Maine. Frank Perham headed their operation
during the summer of 1973. The first thing they did was to clear away
the dump area left by Merrill and Stone and the remnants of the 1940's
era feldspar operation. By the end of the summer the outward appearance of Mount Mica had been greatly changed.
Each summer the Plumbago Mining Company continued to explore
the ledges of Mount Mica searching, of course, for tourmaline. Like the
others who have mined here, they encountered pockets and some contained tourmaline. The results of this operation were typical of what has
been found at Mount Mica since the quarry was first mined during the
1820 era.
The summer of 1976 brought to light a pocket containing a small
number of lovely, gemmy tourmaline crystals that were an unusual
tangerine in color. Still another wonderful surprise was the rough which
provided a superb 36.38 carat green tourmaline emerald cut gem.
The summer of 1978 was highlighted by the discovery of a grapefruit
size pocket containing a spectacular specimen of tourmaline gem material. This remarkable chunk of green tourmaline provided the largest
gem that has ever been produced by material from Mount Mica.
Arthur Grant of Hannibal, New York was chosen to facet this gigantic stone. He is a highly skilled lapidarist and well qualified for a challenge of this sort. Many hours were spent faceting this remarkable piece
of gem material to the best possible advantage. The result was a magnificent blue-green gem which weighs two hundred fifty-six carats. This
flawless emerald cut gem, four times the size of Mount Mica's largest
tourmaline, was quickly purchased by a private party. The stone is most
certainly the premiere of the gems produced by Mount Mica.
Just prior to the cessation of the 1979 summer's mining, the miners
encountered an enormous pocket which required in excess of sixty days
of careful exploration. Records prove this to be the largest pocket ever
found at this historic location. The final dimensions of the pocket were
thirty feet long, twelve feet wide and eight feet deep.
A mass of green spodumene and greatly altered curved yellowish
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green tourmaline crystals were the first indications of the massive
pocket's presence in the ledge. This prompted the miners to work cautiously with hand tools to avoid damaging any important mineralization which might lie in the area. Their careful exploration of the pocket
revealed that at some point in time the contents had shifted position
drastically. Many tons of material had collapsed within the confines of
the pocket. As a result, the cavity was completely filled in a most
haphazard manner to within six inches of the top.
Removal of the pocket contents was a difficult and tedious task which
was limited, of course, to painstaking hand exploration. Making matters even worse it was an extremely "dirty" pocket due to the heavy
coating of mud which had permeated the cavity. Constantly running
water was another ongoing matter of contention for the miners.
The ceiling and walls of this pocket had, at one time, been studded
with quartz crystals. In many instances these crystals exceeded a foot
in size and large groups were removed intact. For the most part, the
quartz was heavily stained by iron or manganese and many were
covered with a metallic layer. These massive, translucent rusty quartz
crystals dominated the pocket contents.
Some fine specimens of pocket beryl highlighted the exploration of
the pocket. This unique material is characterized by surface etching and
an unusually brilliant clarity. The most outstanding pocket beryl specimen has three intact crystal faces with a gemmy core of peach colored
morganite with a thin overgrowth of aquamarine. The combination of
colors is rarely seen in Maine material. This fine specimen weighs
twenty-one pounds and its dimensions are approximately five and onehalf by eight by ten inches. It has since been donated to the collection at
Harvard University's Mineralogical Museum through the generosity of
Nina C. Bushnell. A four pound pocket beryl specimen and several
smaller pieces were also recovered.
Adjacent to the specimens of pocket beryl was a thirty-five pound
tourmaline crystal which had previously undergone an alteration to
lepidolite. Several smaller tourmaline crystals which had undergone a
similar alteration were found throughout the cavity. Still another large
tourmaline crystal taken from this pocket had been replaced by lepidolite.
Only a very small amount of the tourmaline recovered from this
pocket was of gem quality. This material occurred in a myriad of colors
typical of Mount Mica-deep blue, aqua, green, rubellite, salmon pink
and fine chrome. Etching covered the surfaces of the gem material in
almost every instance. These crystals were small in size but yielded a
suite of fine gemstones which are lovely. One especially beautiful pink
tourmaline brilliant weighing 7.07 carats was faceted from this material.
The lengthy time it took to excavate the colossal pocket allowed
many visitors to share in the experience. Among them was Dr. Carl
Francis and a mineralogy class from Harvard University. The students
were given a rare opportunity for a "then and now" sight of Mount Mica
when Francis displayed the Hamlin Necklace along side of the freshly
removed pocket contents.
It was a laborious effort, but eventually the contents of the pocket
had been removed. Once the pocket had been completely explored, its
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obelisk shape was revealed. When the pocket was emptied the dump
area was littered with a host of mineral varieties-albite, almandine,
cookeite, hydroxyl-herderite, lepidolite, loellingite, books of muscovite
and those huge and dirty quartz crystals. It was unfortunate that the
immense pocket wasn't overflowing with gem tourmaline but, in that
respect alone, it was quite characteristic of Mount Mica.
During recent years, the Plumbago Mining Company has done no
further mining at Mount Mica. There is, of course, every reason to
believe they will again mine here at some point in the future. In the
meantime, collectors are welcome to visit this historic locale for a small
fee.
The most recent significant discovery that has been made at Mount
Mica took place on May 28, 1986. That day three sisters from Connecticut were digging in the old area of the dump and they uncovered a small
pocket in the ledge. Careful exploration of the cavity resulted in the removal of five specimens which contained numerous blue-green pencil
size tourmaline crystals. The matrix was composed of quartz crystals,
cleavelandite and more of the unusual cookeite casts like to those mined
by Perham. It's estimated that the trio recovered about $3,000 of gem
material and specimens that day and it's safe to say it was an unforgettable event.
Other collectors to Mount Mica this past summer have left feeling
they have done well also. Among the specimens they have collected in
the dump area are a smoky quartz crystal six inches long with a small
crystal of watermelon tourmaline attached to the base, a fine matrix
specimen weighing nine pounds which was rich in tourmaline and an
excellent matrix specimen containing two lovely watermelon tourmaline
specimens. One would have to say that Mount Mica has been very kind
to collectors throughout the years.
Those who have mined Mount Mica since tourmaline was first discovered here have done so very carefully. Every effort has been made to
preserve the precious contents and the many pockets scattered throughout the ledges. Because of the extraordinary precautions undertaken by
the miners, many of Mount Mica's fine specimens and crystals have
been preserved.
Fine tourmaline specimens from Mount Mica may now be found in
private collections all over the world and others are featured in many
museum displays. The Smithsonian Institution in Washington, D.C. has
a collection of Mount Mica material highlighted by a superb crystal of
transparent blue-green tourmaline with a complete termination. The
Smithsonian's largest gem from Mount Mica is a beautiful fifty-eight
carat stone which is a lively green in color. Among the specimens
owned by the American Museum of Natural History in New York City,
is a suite of twelve remarkable tourmaline crystals from Mount Mica.
Donated to the museum by Miss K. B. Hamlin during the 1940 era, this
collection includes the original crystal found by Elijah Hamlin in 1821
and others which were illustrated in Augustus Hamlin's History of
Mount Mica.
Undoubtedly, the Mineralogical Museum at Harvard University possesses the largest collection of Mount Mica tourmalines. Fortunately for
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those of us who are interested in the material produced by Mount Mica,
the staff at the University had a profound appreciation for these specimens and took good advantage of their close proximity to the locale.
The heart of Harvard's tourmaline from Mount Mica is composed of
specimens from Augustus C. Hamlin's personal collection. These superb
tourmalines, along with Hamlin's watercolors utilized to illustrate his
book, were presented to the University by Mr. James P. Garland in 1892.
The Mount Mica display at the Mineralogical Museum includes many
specimens mined at this historic locale prior to the conclusion of the
Merrill-Stone era in 1913.
The Harvard collection of numerous lovely tourmaline gems reveals
the unique color range of material produced by Mount Mica. The Hamlin Necklace, described later on in the text, offers a fine example of the
gems cut from Mount Mica tourmaline. These exquisite tourmaline crystals in a rainbow of colors beautifully represents the treasures uncovered by the Hamlins, Carter, Merrill, Stone and others who conducted
the first explorations of Mount Mica. The noteworthy quality of these
specimens is greatly enhanced by their accompanying documentation.
In reviewing the wealth of fabulous tourmalines produced by Mount
Mica, it is easy to forget that outstanding examples of other mineral
varieties have been found here. Many such specimens are certainly
noteworthy and were, in many instances, an important by-product of
the mining operations conducted for tourmaline.
Among the other mineral varieties that have been found at Mount
Mica are some spectacular crystals of spodumene. Typically, they are
an opaque and gray in color with some areas of pastel pink or blue
material. One superb spodumene crystal discovered here was two feet
long, seven inches wide and about two inches thick. At Mount Mica, the
spodumene has a tendency to occur as flattened crystals found in association with lepidolite. Loren Merrill, during the many years he mined
here, observed that an abundance of spodumene or beryl in a pocket
area signified that little tourmaline would be included in the contents.
Large amounts of amblygonite have also been found here. One such
mass was estimated to weigh nearly one hundred pounds which is quite
unusual. Crystalline cassiterite, blade-shape crystals of columbite and
fluorapatite have also been found in the pegmatite here. Mount Mica
has produced some intriguing and curious mineralization as well, such
as the pocket of individually shaped beryl crystals and the unusual
cookeite pseudomorphs.
The history of Mount Mica is quite fascinating and it has been a most
productive quarry since the first discovery of tourmaline was made here
in 1821. This is one of the few quarries in Oxford County which has
been mined solely for tourmaline and these efforts have certainly been
worthwhile.
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The Lord Hill Quarries

For

one hundred years collectors have trudged the trail to the Lord
Hill locale and sampled the host of minerals found at this site. The vast
outcropping at the summit of the mountain has yielded a colorful
assortment of minerals which includes many rarities. During recent
years Lord Hill, which is located in the town of Stoneham, has become
well known for the unusually large crystals it has produced. These
include some of North America's finest specimens of white topaz.
Nathaniel M. Perry of South Paris, who was an avid collector, was
the first to make a serious effort to explore the pegmatite ledges at Lord
Hill. Very early in the 1880 era, he made several shallow pits in the
ledge near the summit of the mountain. These modest excavations, varying in depth from two to three feet, yielded the finest crystals of gem
topaz that had been found in Oxford County at that time. One of these
small pits may still be seen today.
Nearly all of the topaz crystals Perry found during this preliminary
work occurred in two major pocket cavities in the coarsely mineralized
ledge. Masses of cleavelandite dominated the mineralization which surrounded each of the pockets. The choicest topaz crystals varied from
one-half inch to two and one-half inches in width. The presence of many
liquid inclusions made the crystals even more intriguing. Some of this
topaz contained numerous transparent areas of gem material and some
small stones were cut from one of the larger specimens. The topaz was
colorless or tinted lightly with blue or green.
Larger, opaque topaz crystals were also found during this era. Some
of these outstanding specimens were twelve inches wide and single
crystals weighing twenty-five to fifty pounds were recovered. These
opaque crystals were not as well formed as the smaller specimens, but
they occurred in attractive pastel shades of blue, green and yellow.
Unfortunately, few of the larger crystals could be removed from the
ledge intact.
One of Perry's frequent and enthusiastic visitors was Dr. George F.
Kunz who was one of the world's foremost connoisseurs of minerals and
gems at that time. Kunz followed Perry's progress with great interest
and was quite intrigued with the mineralization at Lord Hill. The topaz
and other minerals Kunz saw from this location prompted him to write
an article about Lord Hill which was published in the American Journal
of Science in 1884. In the article, Kunz described in great detail the
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unique variety of minerals that were being found in the prospects at
Lord Hill.
The mineralogists and scientists of the era were greatly interested in
this bountiful area. Among the many who visited Lord Hill was Edson
S. Bastin who was a member of the United States Geological Survey. At
the time of his visit in September of 1906, no actual mining was being
done but he familiarized himself with the locale. Bastin made rather
lengthy remarks pertaining to Lord Hill in his Bulletin 445 report which
described the pegmatites of the area in detail. Like many of his contemporaries, Bastin felt the region had a particularly interesting mineralogical composition and held great potential for further development.
The quarries and the surrounding area continued to be explored by
the many collectors who hiked to the summit of Lord Hill. No actual
mining took place here during the next forty years, however. In the
meantime, the locale became government owned property when the
tract of land where the quarries are situated became part of the White
Mountain National Forest.
Commercial exploitation at Lord Hill began in 1947. With demand for
feldspar on the upswing, the Whitehall Company of Keene, New Hampshire negotiated an agreement with the United States Government
which would allow them to mine feldspar here. During the next few
years they mined many hundred tons of feldspar.
The mining done by the New Hampshire firm revealed numerous
pockets which contained a host of interesting mineral specimens. One
particularly outstanding pocket spanned across the width of the pit
from wall to wall. The huge cavity held a substantial amount of both

Even at Lord Hill, it is highly unusual to explore a pocket with a bulldozer!
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quartz and apatite. The miners also uncovered another pocket containing numerous outstanding specimens of blue apatite crystals and drusy
quartz.
During the 1950 operation, they encountered beryl crystals and two
large pockets filled with smoky quartz crystals. In addition, massive
topaz and purple fluorite specimens were found. Local collectors had
long believed that the ledges at Lord Hill were filled with fascinating
mineral specimens and the commercial exploitation of the area proved
their opinion to be true.
The next mining at Lord Hill took place in 1965 when the Bell Minerals Company of West Paris negotiated a similar agreement with the
United States Government. Under the direction of Bill Liimatta of West
Paris, they mined feldspar on a fairly steady basis for several years.
The mining crew encountered a number of pocket areas similar to those
which had been found previously.
During this operation the largest pocket that has ever been found at
Lord Hill was opened on November 19, 1965. Indications show that the
pocket may have been as long as forty feet, eight feet wide and three to
seven feet deep. The wall at the rear of this immense cavity was studded
with large, spectacular crystals of autunite. Lying on the floor of the
pocket were crystals of smoky quartz in varying sizes and a quantity of
purple and blue apatite crystals.
The pocket held what is believed to be the largest terminated crystal
of smoky quartz ever found in the United States. This colossal specimen
weighs five hundred seventy-three pounds and its crystalline shape is
quite well formed. The single tapered crystal is forty-seven inches long

The miners carefully explored each of the huge pockets found at Lord Hill searching
for valuable specimens.
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This forty -seven inch long smoky quartz crystal is the largest such specimen
produced by Lord Hill.
Courtesy William Liimatta.

and eighteen inches in diameter at the base.
Several other specimens of smoky quartz weighing between twenty
and one hundred pounds were also recovered from the pocket. One
immense crystal weighed four hundred pounds, but it had to be removed
in two segments. Nonetheless, it was an outstanding specimen.
The Bell operations were still under way when another noteworthy
specimen was found in October of 1966. Jack Ring discovered an immense single crystal of topaz from a pocket area. This spectacular terminated crystal weighs fifty-four pounds. For the most part the crystal
is translucent and it is eleven inches wide, a little more than three
inches thick and nine inches long. Compared with the majority of topaz
crystals which have been found at Lord Hill, this specimen is particularly well formed and it has distinctly formed crystal faces . About a
third of the crystal is blue-green and the remaining portion is grayishwhite in color. After careful consideration, Doctor Clifford Frondel of
Harvard University came to the conclusion that the crystal may have
continued for several more feet into the pocket bottom. He considered
this specimen to be the finest terminated crystal of topaz ever found in
the United States. The piece was eventually sold to the Harvard University where it is displayed in the Mineralogical Museum.
In April of 1967 Frank Perham of West Paris and Richard Robinson
of New Hampshire made a weekend visit to Lord Hill to do some serious
collecting. Mud blasting in one of the pits revealed the face of another
huge topaz crystal lying in the quarry wall. Through painstaking work,
they were able to remove the one hundred forty pound specimen intact.
This milky white crystal was mottled with green and it was fifteen
inches wide, nine inches thick and twenty-one inches long. Although
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the faces on this one hundred forty pound specimen were not as clearly
defined as those on the piece found the previous fall, it was a magnificent crystal. This topaz crystal was later sold to the Dartmouth College
Museum at Hanover, New Hampshire.
The Bell Minerals Company renewed their lease with the government
on May 1, 1970. Their feldspar operation ceased after a brief period,
however, and no further mining for commercially valuable minerals has
taken place at Lord Hill.
Ever since the area was first explored, collectors who visit Lord Hill
have found a fascinating variety of minerals. During the years which
have passed numerous fine specimens have been retrieved from the
dump areas here.
From time to time, collectors have removed huge specimens of smoky
quartz from the dumps at Lord Hill. In November of 1965, for example,
one fortunate collector recovered a two hundred twenty-five pound crystal of smoky quartz which was twenty-four inches long and had a
thirty-six inch basal circumference. The base of this terminated specimen had a white quartz overgrowth of secondary crystallization covering its base which made it attractive as well as unique.
The variety of minerals found here by collectors would make a
lengthy, and interesting, list. Feldspar containing dendritic formations
and feldspar coated with autunite crystals is typical of this locale. It is
one of the few areas in Maine to produce fluorite octahedra and these
specimens vary in color from light rose to an intense purple. Blue, green
and purple crystals of apatite serve to encourage a visit to Lord Hill. A
substantial number of phenacite specimens have been found here often
occurring as elongated transparent crystals. They may be confused with
quartz, but magnification and careful examination will reveal the striae
on the crystal faces of the phenacite. Bertrandite and a spider web formation of herderite are among the other rarities produced by this locale.
Lord Hill has also provided what is believed to be the first recorded
discovery of the mineral hamlinite. This unique specimen was found
during the initial exploration and was named for Augustus Hamlin who
did much to promote the Mount Mica locale.
It would seem that the surface of the Lord Hill quarries has barely
been scratched. Further mining ventures and the work of individual collectors will undoubtedly reveal more of the wide variety of minerals
which are associated with Lord Hill.
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The Melrose Quarry

The

Enid Melrose Ledge in Stoneham is best known for the fine
specimens of beryllonite which have been found here. Sometimes called
Sugar Hill, this location has also produced some lovely aquamarine gem
material. This prospect was developed on an area of a farm owned by
Edwin McAllister. The quarry is now owned by the Melrose heirs.
E. D. Andrews conducted the initial exploration of the Melrose Quarry
during the early 1880 era. Kunz visited the Melrose Quarry in 1885 and
he was most impressed with the quality of the beryl Andrews was finding here. Much of this choice blue beryl was of gem quality and a single
crystal was sold for $75.
Andrews was searching for crystals of smoky quartz when he uncovered a specimen containing some unusual crystals. After a great deal of
study, neither Andrews nor the other collectors in the area recognized
the small white crystals. In 1888 E. S. Dana, the noted mineralogist,
identified the crystals as an entirely new mineral variety and named
this rare phosphate beryllonite.
Since the first beryllonite specimens from the Melrose Ledge were
recognized, the locale has been established as one of the few places
where this rarity can be found. Some of the specimens included material
which was of gem quality which is most unusual. One of the larger beryllonite gems from Stoneham is a 2.95 carat stone which was purchased
by a museum in France. The American Museum of Natural History in
New York has three antique oval beryllonite gems from the Melrose
Ledge which weigh 1.00, 1.50 and 2.00 carats respectively. Chicago's
Museum of Natural History also displays a suite of beryllonite gems.
The largest of these Stoneham beryllonites is a remarkable 24.96
carat cushion-shape stone which is believed to have no equal. This gem,
which was recently faceted by Arthur Grant of New York, is exceptionally well cut and beautifully displays the brilliance of this rare gem
material. The stone was cut from a piece of beryllonite found many,
many years ago and may be seen displayed in the Mineralogical Museum at Harvard University. This extraordinary beryllonite is one of
the finest stones in Harvard's New England Gem Collection.
Most of the beryllonite crystals found here average three-eighths of
one inch in size. Larger crystals one-half to three-quarters of an inch in
size have also been retrieved from the Melrose Ledge. W. D. Nevel's collection included crystals of beryllonite one-half inch thick and two
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inches long and it seems likely these superb specimens were collected by
Nevel or Loren Merrill.
Some fine quality gem aquamarine has also been removed from the
Melrose Ledge. At one time, Robert Bickford of Norway had nearly a
pound of this lovely blue aquamarine which yielded gemstones weighing one to two carats.
Collectors who visited the Melrose
Ledge were solely responsible for its
modest development until World War
II. Then from 1942 until 1946, the
Douglass Mining Company of Portland explored the prospect as they
searched for mica. Unfortunately,
gems such as this have been cut
the quantity of mica they recovered Lovely
from the fin e aquamarine gem material
was not large enough to warrant found at the Melrose Quarry.
continuation of the operation.
During this period, a number of fine quality beryl crystals were found
at the Melrose Ledge. The largest of the blue crystals were several
inches long and as much as two inches in diameter. One exceptional
crystal is displayed at the American Museum of Natural History in New
York City. This superb specimen from the Melrose Ledge is about one
inch wide and one and one-half inches long.
The mica miners were watchful for additional specimens of beryllonite, but they encountered none. About two years after their work
ceased, however, Seymour Butters of Bethel found two fine specimens of
beryllonite while he was digging in the dumps left by the Douglass
Company. In 1969 another collector reportedly found small beryllonite
specimens while he was exploring this same area. The present dump
was made when the older beryllonite locale was upset by the bulldozing
done during the latter part of the mica mining venture. For this reason,
it would be difficult to say whether the source of the beryllonite was the
original exploration or as a result of the mica operation.
Many years ago Dr. Oliver Farrington of Stoneham and Chicago discovered a number of gem quality golden beryl crystals near the Melrose
Ledge. These exceptional specimens were found slightly to the north of
the present dump area and just around the hill.
Tentative efforts to explore the Melrose Ledge more thoroughly were
initiated late in the fall of 1971, but they were shortlived. This locale is
somewhat difficult to find and many collectors feel it to be obsolete.
After reviewing the history of the Melrose Ledge, however, it would
seem that an occasional visit might be rewarding. It is hardly likely
that the deposits of beryllonite and aquamarine have been depleted and
there is every reason to believe that more of the golden beryl crystals
might be found there.
The discovery of a good specimen of beryllonite, aquamarine or
golden beryl should certainly coax any mineral collector into investigating the area more thoroughly. It will be interesting to see just what
future finds are made at the Melrose Quarry.
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Pleasant Mountain

Some

of the world's finest amethyst was found on Pleasant Mountain in Denmark during the 1900 era. The area quickly became well
known for producing choice quality amethyst highlighted by flashes of
burgundy. Dr. George F. Kunz, Tiffany's noted authority on gems and
minerals, felt that the intense royal purple of the amethyst found here
was unequalled by even the finest Russian material.
The Pleasant Mountain locale is quite unlike the quarries in Oxford
County since the amethyst found here has not been produced in a concentrated place. Rather, the material was recovered from various separate areas of the ledges that constitute Pleasant Mountain.
Only one man was ever successful in the search for this amethyst.
George R. Howe, who lived in Norway, spent a great deal of time prospecting Pleasant Mountain for this elusive amethyst and he enjoyed
some degree of success. This knowledgeable naturalist and collector
never lost his enthusiasm for exploring the ledges in his quest for
amethyst.
Most of the amethyst Howe located occurred as crystals located in
pockets. In some areas he was able to follow what might be called a vein
of such cavities. From these pockets, Howe collected crystalline and
massive amethyst. The amethyst specimens were embedded in a yellowish kaolin substance. Other amethysts, however, were collected from
alluvial deposits on Pleasant Mountain.
A substantial amount of the amethyst Howe found on Pleasant
Mountain was of gem quality. The larger stones cut from this amethyst
weighed five to ten carats. Although some might consider these sizes
insignificant for amethyst, the superb color·of the gems more than compensated for their size.
The finest of George Howe's Pleasant Mountain amethysts is a
superb fifty carat stone. This stone, which was a fine example of the
material he found on the mountain, was set into a brooch which is described on page 237.
Howe was a brilliant man who carried on a serious pursuit of the
minerals in the Oxford County, but the amethyst was his favorite subject. He was a respected naturalist and Howe's amethysts were added to
collections all over the world. There is, reportedly, one of these amethyst
gems in the Kaiser's Collection in Germany. Many of these amethysts
from Pleasant Mountain were purchased for Tiffany & Company of
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New York through Dr. Frederick Kunz who was a contemporary of
Howe's.
Although Uncle George, as he was known locally, collected amethyst
on Pleasant Mountain for many years he never divulged the exact
geographical sources of the material. Some people believed the land
owned by Wilton Warren was the source of some of the amethyst, but
this was never proven to be true.
As a result, there has been a great deal of speculation about the exact
location of the sources of the amethyst from Pleasant Mountain. Although many have tried to pinpoint the location, their efforts have been
in vain. A small amount of amethyst has been found at the lower end of
the mountain near the fire tower. About half way up the mountain on
the westerly side, some pieces of amethyst were retrieved in and near a
brook. These included two lovely, large specimens which were placed in
the collection of H. Wallace Noyes of Portland. These discoveries, however, were isolated finds and the whereabouts of Howe's favorite sources
of amethyst remain a mystery today.
The exploration of the amethyst deposits on Pleasant Mountain by
George Howe is an excellent example of what an individual can do
while working purely for the personal enjoyment. When considering the
development of the mineral resources of Oxford County, too often we
give careful attention to the actual mining that has been done and overlook the tremendous amount the individual collectors have done to
develop the area's mineral deposits.
Without a doubt, the day will come when someone will uncover more
of Pleasant Mountain's amethyst. Whatever the future holds for these
deposits, however, George Howe's incredible amethysts will never be
forgotten . The sight of one of these magnificent stones remains a
memory forever.
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Deer Hill

0

ne of the two locations in Oxford County where one might successfully collect amethyst specimens is the Deer Hill area in Stow. Nestled
in the midst of the sprawling White Mountain National Forest near the
New Hampshire border, Deer Hill has provided collectors with amethyst
specimens for more than a century. The hope of locating crystals of this
amethyst lures many to this locale each year.
The first recorded discovery of amethyst at Deer Hill was made in
1875 on the farm owned by Chester Eastman. Two brothers, Edgar and
Eugene Andrews, were driving cattle to pasture one morning when they
found a piece of amethyst lying in the road. They took the pretty purple
rock home to their father and proudly showed him their find. Mr.
Andrews wisely advised the boys to investigate the hillside above the
road since, in his opinion, there surely must be more of the amethyst in
the surrounding area. His instinct was correct and proven so when the
boys uncovered a pocket of amethyst.
News of the amethyst pocket spread rapidly and soon many visited
the area where the Andrews boys had enjoyed their success. Among
them was Dr. George F . Kunz, Tiffany's noted connoisseur of minerals,
who was a frequent visitor at Deer Hill during that era. The Andrews
brothers sold Kunz several amethyst specimens collected from the pocket
they had discovered.
In 1885, an extraordinary amethyst was found here which was cut
into a gemstone which weighed twenty-five carats. The beautiful amethyst was believed by Kunz to be equal to the choice royal purple amethyst being mined in Siberia. It is entirely possible that Kunz purchased
this superb stone.
Little time had passed before other enthusiastic collectors had excavated many shallow pits in the pegmatite deposit which sprawls across
the mountains at Deer Hill. Edson S. Bastin, a member of the United
States Geological Survey, visited the location in September of 1906 and
carefully investigated the ledges from which the amethyst crystals were
being taken. Although he was not able to do any serious collecting, Bastin was able to pick up fragments of amethyst during his casual exploration of the diggings.
Although the amethyst specimens found during this period were
attractive, the majority of them were a pastel lavender in color. Nonetheless, they were pretty enough to entice collectors to visit Deer Hill on
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a regular basis.
By 1913, the largest of the pits at Deer Hill had been prospected to a
depth of eight feet. Douglas Sterrett of the United States Geological
Survey came to this locale during that year and observed some quartz
crystals which were only lightly tinted with amethyst. Sterrett reported,
however, that the dump areas were littered with quartz crystals which
were white or colorless. Obviously, the amethyst was being promptly
removed just as soon as it was found .
Deer Hill was first mined about 1930 by W. D. Nevel of Andover. His
small operation went well and, in addition to the mica, he encountered
numerous pockets which contained amethyst. Among them were many
of the intensely purple amethysts we now associate with Deer Hill.
Nevel was well satisfied with the results of this work and went on to
successfully mine tourmaline at the Dunton Quarry in Newry.
The area at Deer Hill was mined again in 1956 when Phillips Cole did
some exploration on the Eastman property. Although he hoped to locate
more of the amethyst, Cole directed his operation at the recovery of
mica. On August 1, the tractor being used at the site dropped down into
a huge pocket. This was the largest cavity that had ever been found at
Deer Hill and it held a bountiful cache of amethyst. The pocket, which
was twenty-two feet below the surface, held approximately one ton of
quartz crystals which included some six hundred pounds of amethyst.
This discovery provided many fine specimens and some superb royal
purple gem material. When the cavity had been fully explored it was
found to be four feet wide, seven feet long and forty-two inches deep.
Colorful mineralization composed of beryl, feldspar, smoky, white and
citrine quartz surrounded the pocket area.
One of the world's finest amethyst specimens was recovered from this
pocket. This is a resplendent single crystal, peduncular in shape, about
eleven inches long and seven inches wide at the broadest point. The
upper two thirds of the crystal, including a magnificent termination, is
an intense purple with beautifully defined crystal faces . The lower part
of the specimen is composed of secondary crystallization of smoky and
white quartz. Although transparent areas of the specimen would yield
lovely gems, it is too fine a specimen to be utilized for this purpose. This
magnificent amethyst crystal was promptly added to the permanent
museum display at Perham's of West Paris where it may be seen today.
The amethyst from this pocket attracted a great deal of attention and
the number of collectors hoping to find amethyst at Deer Hill increased.
The next significant discovery of Deer Hill amethyst was made in 1965.
That year numerous specimens of royal purple amethyst were found in
the ledge near the site of the pocket opened in 1956.
Since then hundreds have visited the government-owned property
searching for the elusive and lovely amethyst. Their exploration of the
eroded pegmatite ledge has brought to light countless fine specimens.
Several collectors have recovered huge crystal groups weighing several
hundred pounds. To be confronted with huge specimens such as this is
not an altogether pleasant dilemma. In some instances, it was possible
to make arrangements to have their treasure hauled the mile or so out to
the road by tractor. Others, less fortunate, were unable to make arrange-
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ments for such transportation and had to abandon their prize specimens.
A substantial number of royal purple gemstones have been faceted
from the material found at Deer Hill. Many of these stones have
weighed ten carats or less, but others weigh between twenty and fifty
carats. The exquisitely colored Deer Hill amethyst highlights many fine
mineral collections.
An especially beautiful 22.00 carat emerald cut gem was cut from a
piece found in the 1956 pocket and this fine amethyst is in the collection
of Harry Eastman in Fryeburg. A New Hampshire collector prizes a
round brilliant amethyst which weighs 23.00 carats. When viewed
through the table this stone is a lovely, even purple in color. Curiously
enough, viewing the stone through the pavilion area reveals prominent
purple and smoky colored zoning throughout the stone. Early in the
1970 era, Perham's Maine Mineral Store handled the sale of a remarkable 40.66 carat amethyst from Deer Hill. This fine gem was an intense
purple highlighted by flashes of burgundy red.
Three fine faceted amethysts from Deer Hill, which were collected
during the 1970 era, are displayed in the Mineralogical Museum at Harvard University. One is a royal purple amethyst which glitters with
wine-red flashes. This triangular-shape stone, which weighs 73.15 carats,
exhibits color zoning which has been observed in much of the material
from this locale. The second of these gems is a modified brilliant which
weighs 29.55 carats. It is a medium shade of lavender with small areas
of color zoning. This amethyst, which contains a few minor inclusions,
is highlighted by vivid flashes of burgundy. The third amethyst is a
flawless round brilliant weighing 24.15 carats. This gem is a medium
shade of lavender and, because it is so well cut, it is a dazzling stone.
The trio of amethysts were collected by Jim Mann of Bethel and they
are a fine addition to the New England Gem Collection at the Mineralogical Museum.
Thus, collectors continue to make the trek to Deer Hill each year just
as they have for more than a century. A surprising number of these
mineral enthusiasts are well rewarded for their efforts. There is no way
to know just what still lies buried in the ledge at Deer Hill, but the lure
of the lovely amethyst will undoubtedly attract collectors for many
years to come.
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This is the Bumpus Quarry as it appeared in 1954.

The Bumpus Quarry

The

Bumpus Quarry in Albany is the site of the largest beryl crystallization known to exist in Oxford County. This locale has also produced
enormous amounts of rose quartz and some of Oxford County's finest
quality feldspar. A substantial amount of mining, directed at the recovery of commercially valuable minerals, has taken place at the Bumpus
Quarry. This work has resulted in the development of one very large pit
which has been tunnelled in two areas and numerous smaller prospects.
Mining activity at the Bumpus Quarry has revealed the unusually
colorful mineralization at this pegmatite deposit. The feldspar at this
locale is, for the most part, a soft cream color and has provided just the
perfect background for the soft blue-green beryl crystals and lovely rose
quartz that has been found here.
During 1927 when Mr. Cummings was working the garden on his
farm, there was a large amount of cream colored rock where he was
attempting to plant his peas. His curiosity was aroused, so the planting
was abandoned while Cummings took a sample of the material to Stanley Perham hoping to learn its identity. The specimen was identified as
feldspar and the property was immediately evaluated as a possible
source of this commercially valuable mineral.
There were indications that the site contained a sizeable deposit of
feldspar. Subsequently, a portion of the Cummings Farm was leased to
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Min ing of the Bumpus Quarry revealed huge crystals of beryl scattered throughout
the ledge.

Harry and Laura Bumpus in 1927. During that same year Bumpus
began mining feldspar on the property. The spar was trucked to the
newly established mill at West Paris where it was processed.
Harold C. Perham of West Paris then subleased the area from Bumpus and the feldspar operation continued, highlighted by the discovery
of an unexpected bonus of substantial amounts of beryl. By 1929, Stanley Perham was working with his brother and handling the sale of the
beryl produced at the quarry. During the period from 1927 until 1936,
some twenty-one thousand tons of rock were moved at the Bumpus
Quarry including eleven thousand tons of feldspar. This is quite remarkable when one considers that mining done during this era was accomplished by hand.
The highlight of the Perham brothers' venture was the discovery of
some enormous, exceptionally well crystallized specimens of beryl. The
first of these huge crystals was exposed in the quarry wall during the
summer of 1928. Prior to the cessation of mining at the Bumpus Quarry
that fall, a second of these massive specimens had been revealed. It was
decided that the beryls should be carefully covered in preparation for
the coming winter. Stanley Perham assumed the task of handling the
sale of these beryls and any others which they might find . At this time
it was agreed that every effort would be made, despite the great amount
of time involved in doing such a thing, to keep these phenomenal specimens intact.
News of this magnificent pair of beryl crystals spread rapidly and the
Bumpus Quarry began to receive a significant amount of attention from
the scientific community. Drs. Charles Palache and Harry Berman, who
were members of the Mineralogy Department at Harvard University,
were among the first visitors to view these unusual beryl specimens. (An
attempt was made to negotiate an agreement which would allow the
University to remove the crystals intact, but the proposed arrangement
failed to materialize.) Dr. Hess and other staff members from the United
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States Bureau Of Mines also came to carefully examine the situation at
the Bumpus Quarry.
·
In 1929, the walls of the Bumpus Quarry were cut back revealing the
presence of nineteen more of these tremendous beryl crystals. Ten of the
crystals varied from three to four feet in diameter and were fifteen to
twenty feet long. The smaller specimens averaged one foot in diameter
and were two to four feet long. These lovely green beryls were situated
in a matrix of massive white quartz and cream colored feldspar which
was considered, at that time, the finest spar found in the United States.
The June 1, 1929 edition of the Lewiston Journal published nearby in
Lewiston hailed this discovery by emphatically stating in its headline
that" ... Albany Possesses Choicest Large Beryl Crystals In The World ... "
The article goes on to state " ... If P.T. Barnum were alive he quite likely
might attach to his curiosities of the world one of the remarkable beryl
crystals which has been located on the Harry E. Bumpus Quarry in
Albany. Or he might set up his side-show in that Oxford County town
and specify this as one of his chief attractions, to which he would invite
motorists, and especially summer visitors to Maine ... "

Visitors flocked to the Bumpus Quarry during the summer and fall of 1929 to view the
mammoth beryl crystals.

During this summer, Dr. W. B. Scott, a faculty member from Princeton
University in New Jersey, arrived with a large group of students to view
the beryl specimens and study the mine where they were being found.
Scott then reported his observations of the Albany beryls to the American Academy of Science.
The general public also became aware of the significance of the discovery of the tremendous beryls during 1929. During the fall, considerable thought was given to a means of leaving the beryl crystals in place
in the quarry walls. There was discussion regarding the possibility of
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making a state park out of the quarry and the surrounding land. The
interested parties soon realized, however, that approximately a quarter
of a million dollars would be needed to purchase the property and construction of buildings and suitable state highway leading to the quarry.
It was decided that the development of this project was not suitable at
that time and the plans were never realized.
Among the many visitors who came to view the tremendous Albany·
beryls was Dr. George F. Kunz who was an esteemed member of the
staff of Tiffany & Company in New York City. Kunz was enormously
impressed with what he saw at the Bumpus Quarry.
Acting as an agent for J. Pierpont Morgan, who was a generous benefactor for the American Museum of Natural History in New York City,
Kunz purchased two massive beryls for the sum of one thousand dollars. Before these crystals could be delivered to Dr. Kunz in New York, a
suitable crate had to be constructed for each of the specimens and this
was no easy task. Records indicate that the eight by eight inch timbers,
burlap, nails, wire and lagscrews for the pair of crates cost approximately $30. The cost of hiring a carpenter to do this work, men and a
team of horses to load the huge boxes and transport them to the nearest
railroad station for unloading also had to be considered. Thus, the total
cost of packaging and delivering the beryls to the railroad depot in
Bethel was $286.22 which was, at that time, a considerable expense.
These prize specimens were shipped on a single railroad car transferred
by the Canadian National Railroad to the Boston and Maine Railroad
and then over the New York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad which
avoided the necessity of transferring them from car to car en route.

This beryl crystal was purchased for J. P. Morgan,
the financier, who then
donated it to the Museum
of Natural History.

On August 20, 1930 these extraordinary specimens, which respectively measure 58" x 35" x 38" and 44" x 51" x 25" in size, were presented
to the Museum. This duo of light green crystals are mounted atop concrete slabs in Columbus Park, which is a small enclosed green leading
to the side entrance of the Museum on 81st Street. They represented a
most generous contribution on the part of J.P. Morgan.
The records from this era also indicate that Kunz also purchased,
while still acting as agent for Morgan, another of the huge beryl specimens from the Bumpus Quarry. This was a monster crystal seven feet
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long and four feet wide which weighed six tons. A news article published in the New York Times on Tuesday, September 9, 1930 indicates
that Morgan presented this exceptional specimen to the American Museum of Natural History as well. Despite the fanfare in the article,
nobody at the museum has any knowledge of the present whereabouts
of this colossal beryl. It may possibly have been traded to a similar
institution, but one would think such a specimen would be remembered.
Many other beryl specimens were also removed intact from the
pegmatite at the Bumpus Quarry. One such specimen was a beautiful
beryl crystal which was about twenty inches wide and thirty-six inches
long. This beryl was sold to the Field Museum of Natural History in
Chicago.
By the week of July 25, 1930 the last of the remarkable beryl specimens had been removed from the quarry wall. Among the largest of
these crystals was a specimen a little more than four feet in diameter
and fourteen feet in length. Two beautifully crystallized specimens of
golden beryl, about three inches in diameter and five inches in length,
were set at angles to this green beryl. This pair of golden beryls were the
only specimens of this sort found at the Bumpus Quarry during this era.
They also discovered a massive beryl which was a maximum of four
and one-half feet in diameter and about twenty feet in length. The largest of the beryls mined by the Perhams was a colossal crystal which
was a little more than six feet in diameter at the base and twenty-two
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Stanley Perham, a college
student in 1929, was the proud
owner of one of the world's
largest existing stockpiles
of beryl.
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feet long. This superb specimen stood almost vertically in the bottom of
a massive rosette of smaller beryl crystals which weighed in excess of
one hundred tons.
It was regrettable that all of the beryl crystals could not have been
removed intact. The massive beryl, however, was valuable for its beryllium content. Beryllium was greatly in demand at that time and the
beryllium content of the beryl at the Bumpus Quarry by the Perham
brothers was 14.52% which was about 4% higher than the average world
deposits of beryl. Beryllium is a metal lighter than aluminum possessing many important properties of steel. This beryllium ore from the
Albany location was sold, en masse, during February of 1930. In addition to the beryllium, about 4% of cesium was also recovered from this
ore.
When the Perhams concluded their exploration of the quarry, it was
evident that this deposit of beryl was the largest in the world. These
remarkable beryl specimens mined at the Bumpus Quarry were outstanding because of their size, the quality of their crystallizationwhich included many twinned crystals and huge clusters-and their
color. It is no wonder that the eyes of the world were directed at the
Albany beryls because they were truly outstanding and without equal.
Harry Bumpus continued to mine the Bumpus Quarry sporadically
until about 1930. After the death of several members of the Cummings
family, the property including the Bumpus Quarry, was sold at auction
in 1936. The United Feldspar and Minerals Company of West Paris purchased the property, but they did very little mining at that time.
In 1945 Dana C. Douglass of Bethel leased the mine from the new
owners and proceeded to mine the commercially valuable mineral resources of the Bumpus Quarry. It was estimated that the previous mining had resulted in the extraction of thirty thousand tons of rock from
the pit which was two hundred-seventy feet long, forty to sixty feet wide

Th e dumps at the Bumpus Quarry, until recently, contained a host of beryl and rose
quartz specimens.
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and twenty to sixty feet deep. From April of that year until 1948, he
mined some three thousand tons of material including about one thousand tons of feldspar, twenty-five tons of mica and fifteen tons of beryl.
This was, consequently, a most productive era for the prolific Bumpus
Quarry.
Douglass organized the Northern Mining Corporation in 1949 and
continued his effort. That year the quarry was leased to this new mining firm and the operations for feldspar, mica and beryl were ongoing.
In 1950 it was estimated to date that the production of the Bumpus
Quarry had included twenty-one thousand five hundred tons of spar,
two hundred fifty tons of beryl, seven thousand five hundred sixty tons
of quartz and four hundred fifty tons of mica.

For many years the lovely rose quartz produced by the Bumpus Quarry was sold at
Perham's in West Paris.

Along with about eleven tons of spar, substantial amounts of lovely
rose quartz was recovered by the Douglass operation. An arrangement
with this mining firm allowed Stanley Perham to purchase all of the
rose quartz they recovered and he sold this material at his store in West
Paris for many years. The operation continued in this manner for several years. Many large specimens of rose quartz were sold to be used as
cemetery monuments and smaller specimens were destined for use in
fireplaces and other ornamental purposes. It is perhaps interesting to
note that the supply of Bumpus rose quartz at Perham's store is just
now dwindling to an end.
During the Northern Mining Corporation's stint at the Bumpus
Quarry, they uncovered the largest beryl crystal produced by this locale.
This colossal specimen extended from the quarry floor in an almost
upright position and it was a maximum of six feet in diameter and more
than thirty feet long. This well crystallized massive green beryl specimen had a base which was composed of approximately one ton of
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In 1965 another huge whorl of
mica was discovered in the wall
at the Bumpus Quarry.

At the Bumpus Quarry, beryl
found in a feldspar matrix is
green.
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golden beryl. Stanley Perham, while doing some consulting work for the
Northern Mining Corporation, observed a magnificent crystal two feet
in diameter and ten feet long lying near the entrance to the pit at the
Bumpus Quarry. This particular crystal was especially unique since it
was a lovely deep aquamarine-blue in color. This beryl was in a matrix
of quartz with one end of the crystal embedded in mica and the other
end frozen in cream colored block feldspar.
Soon after the Douglass operation ceased, the Bumpus Quarry was
purchased by the United Feldspar and Minerals Corporation who also
owned the spar mill in West Paris. During that summer, Lawrence Anderson, who sold minerals at his home in East Stoneham, did a small
amount of mining at the Bumpus Quarry.
On October 4, 1955 the holdings of the United Feldspar and Minerals
Company were transferred to the Bell Minerals Company. This transaction included the mineral rights at the Bumpus Quarry. The newly
established concern, which also operated the processing mill in West
Paris, continued to mine here for feldspar and beryl.
During the 1960 era Lester Wiley of Waterford made an arrangement
with Bell Minerals to purchase the quarry and he kept on with the
feldspar operation for several years. During this period, Wiley ran a
small store on the premises of the Bumpus Quarry where he sold specimens of rose quartz and beryl to visitors. On March 17, 1967 the mineral
rights to the property reverted to the Bell Minerals Company.
The property changed ownership in 1971 when Rupert Aldrich of
Norway purchased the assets of the aforementioned firm. During his
ownership, no further mining was done at the Bumpus Quarry.
The Bumpus Quarry has produced a variety of other minerals as well.
Blue apatite crystals, uranium bearing autunite, cookeite, garnet, smoky
quartz, green fluorite, columbite and perthite have been found here.
Significant quantities of scrap mica and plating mica were found at
the Bumpus Quarry during the feldspar operations conducted here. This
commercially valuable material, along with quantities of rose quartz,
was stockpiled and disposed of in large lots. Massive whorls of mica
were exposed in the quarry walls during 1931 and 1965. The peculiar
mica formation found in 1931 weighed over thirty tons. Such large deposits of mica are seldom encountered at any location.
The Bumpus Quarry is now owned by Rodney Kimball and John
Kimball of West Bethel. The Aldrich Realty Company of South Paris
has retained the mineral rights to the property.
Many of us can easily recall the appearance of the Bumpus Quarry
during the 1950 era. At that time, visitors to the quarry could observe
massive amounts of lovely rose quartz lying about the site. It was also
possible, for those who were willing to dig a bit in the dump, to recover
from the dump fine specimens containing beryl crystals.
During the past sixty years, the Bumpus Quarry has been visited by
thousands of collectors who have pored over the dumps. Whether or not
there is more rose quartz or gigantic beryl crystals hidden within the
ledges of the Bumpus Quarry is anybody's guess. It would seem likely,
however, that future exploration of the Bumpus Quarry might have
pleasant results.
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The Scribner Ledge
Another location where beryl and rose quartz are found is at the
Scribner Ledge in Albany. This location has produced some fine mineral specimens and it has been commercially explored and developed as
well. Hope of finding gem quality rose quartz and specimens of green
and golden beryl crystals lures collectors to this quarry.
The initial development of the Scribner Ledge was done by Fred
Scribner of Albany. Very early in the 1920's, he put in a number of
exploratory blasts hoping to find mica and beryl. His work uncovered
enough beryl crystals to fill a bushel basket and this material included
some gem quality specimens. Scribner also found a small amount of
mica.
During the mid 1930's, the property was leased to the Oxford Mining
and Milling Company of West Paris. Under the supervision of Reginald
Ross and Levi Smith, a substantial amount of feldspar was mined at
the Scribner Ledge. They also encountered large quantities of colorless,
smoky and rose quartz. A single blast yielded between five and ten tons
of this material which was heavily stained with iron. Prolonged soaking
in acid removed the bulk of the staining and the quartz was found to be
quite attractive.
Operations directed at the recovery of mica took place at the Scribner
Ledge during 1943 . The Douglass Mining Company of Portland enjoyed
some amount of success during this exploration. They mined some sixteen hundred tons of rock from the Scribner Ledge. Unfortunately, the
mining didn't provide a sufficient quantity of good quality mica to warrant continuation of the venture.
Then in 1947, the Scribner Ledge was once again mined for feldspar
by William and Stanley Pechnik. They concentrated their operation on
an area a short distance down the ledge. The feldspar they mined was
trucked to the processing plant in West Paris.
This new excavation was again mined in 1954 by Joseph Pechnik. He
was quite successful in his operation which was aimed at the recovery
of good quality mica.
No further commercial mining has taken place at the Scribner Ledge.
There is not a sufficient amount of commercially valuable mineralization visible in the ledge to warrant further operation. Collectors, however, continue to visit the quarry searching for more of the beryl and
rose quartz that was found here earlier.
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Since Fred Scribner began mining here, four shallow pits have been
made in the sizeable pegmatite outcropping at the Scribner Ledge. The
area contains large quantities of garnet, black tourmaline and apatite.
The bulk of the mica found here occurs as small compact"" a" shaped
books and it is impregnated with numerous inclusions of other minerals. A substantial amount of colorless, rose and smoky quartz is interspersed throughout the deposit.
The Scribner Ledge has produced smoky quartz crystals of good quality as well as some particularly well formed crystals of perthite several
inches in diameter. Many matrix specimens containing gemmy crystals
of green and golden beryl have been found here as well. Although most
of the beryl crystals are small, they tend to be nicely formed and make
attractive cabinet specimens.
Much of the rose quartz produced by this location in Albany is of gem
quality and much of it is asteriated. Numerous gemstones have been cut
from the rose quartz which is an attractive shade of pink. The most
oustanding gem cut from this material is a pear-shaped, flawless cabochon weighing one hundred carats which is described in detail on page
234 and pictured on page b .
Fred Stearns of Waterford is the present owner of the Scribner Ledge.
He purchased the property from Raynor Brown during the early 1940's.
Interestingly enough, Stearns has received enough royalties for feldspar
that has been mined at the Scribner Ledge to cover the amount he originally invested in the property.
If careful check was made on other quarries in the area, it is thought
that this circumstance might be duplicated. Through payment of royalties, leases and other arrangements the owners of many locales have
realized a substantial amount of money from the mining which has
been done.
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The Emmons Quarry

The

Emmons Quarry lies hidden on the eastern face of Uncle Tom
Mountain in Greenwood. This quarry is one of the older locations in
Oxford County and a rather colorful assortment of minerals has been
found here. Unfortunately, The Emmons Quarry's somewhat obscure
location prevents all but a few collectors from visiting it.
Willie Emmons was the first to casually prospect here at what is
sometimes referred to as the Uncle Tom Mountain Quarry. This initial
exploration took place about 1900. Emmons collected a substantial
number of specimens including beryl, herderite, rose quartz and other
minerals.
The only commercial mining operations here took place during the
winter, spring and fall of 1932. The Oxford Mining and Milling Company of West Paris leased the land from W.W. Thomas of Portland and
mined for feldspar . They mined approximately one thousand tons of
this commercially valuable mineral during their brief operation. Due to
the remote location of the Emmons Quarry, the feldspar they mined was
hauled out from the quarry by horse teams to Willis Mill and then
transported by truck to the processing mill in West Paris.
A definite highlight of the feldspar operaton was the discovery of a
massive crystal in the quarry ledge. Lewis Proctor took a sample of this
crystal to Stanley Perham who identified it as pollucite or possibly pollucite replacing another mineral variety. This immense crystal was
seventeen feet long, twenty-one inches wide and about nineteen inches
thick. This is the largest pollucite crystal that has ever been found in
Maine.
The feldspar mining at the Emmons Quarry also brought to light
unusually large quantities of pink cesium beryl. One remarkable specimen was about twenty inches long and fifteen inches in diameter. The
top portion of this crystal was of gem quality and one cutter began to
facet a one hundred carat gemstone from the material. Unfortunately,
the enormous gem split during the cutting and two much smaller stones
were fashioned from the remaining pieces. About five thousand carats
of gem cesium beryl which would yield stones weighing two to three
carats and larger, were recovered during this era.
Crystals of amblygonite were also plentiful at the Emmons Quarry
while the Oxford Mining and Milling Company were mining. With the
owner's permission, Stanley Perham and Raymond Dean spent an
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entire day picking up about half a ton of this material. Unfortunately, a
truck couldn't get to the quarry at that time and material had to be
stockpiled. Needless to say, the collectors visiting the Emmons Quarry
for some time to come found a plentiful supply of amblygonite.
Lewis Proctor of West Paris had particularly good fortune when he
visited the Emmons Quarry about 1959. He recovered a large piece of
cesium beryl from the dumps. This unusual specimen weighed several
pounds and contained large areas of gem quality material. The specimen was sold to a private collector living in Connecticut. In addition to
this outstanding specimen, many smaller pieces of cesium beryl have
been found here and some have provided some unusual and lovely
gemstones.
Green tourmaline, apatite crystals, petalite, lepidolite, rose quartz
and spodumene are also among the minerals which have been found at
the Emmons Quarry. The locale has also produced pollucite and Charles
Marble of Buckfield found a three pound specimen of this cesium ore.
The Penley Corporation of West Paris currently owns the land where
the Emmons Quarry is situated. Collectors wishing to collect here
should contact this firm for permission. The occasional collector who
ventures across the mountain to the Emmons Quarry usually has good
luck in finding interesting specimens.
One would feel that the lure of cesium beryl alone would prompt
many to hike to the Emmons Quarry. It seems possible that the number
of collectors visiting the locale will increase in the future since more and
more attention is being directed at the older quarries in Oxford County.
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The Tiger Bill Quarry

The

Tiger Bill Quarry on Long Mountain in Greenwood is a close
neighbor of the Emmons Quarry. This location has produced some
intriguing specimens including fine crystals of both purple and blue
apatite. The quarry consists of two large pits, several small prospects
and some extensive dump areas.
The name of this Greenwood locale is derived from "Tiger" Bill Yates
who is credited with the discovery of this pegmatite deposit. As a result
of Yates' findings W.W. Thomas, who owned the property, made a casual
exploration of the Tiger Bill Quarry during the 1930's. He later sold the
quarry to Penley Brothers of West Paris and they mined here from 1948
until 1951.
This initial exploration for feldspar revealed some interesting mineralization at the Tiger Bill Quarry. Pockets encountered by the miners
held some fine crystals of purple apatite including a remarkable striated,
tabular-shape crystal which was an intense purple in color. These cavities also included some fine crystals of blue apatite. During the fall of
1951, a collector was searching through some of the material the miners
had recently added to the dumps and he found a small amount of material from a pocket. Specimens of purple and blue apatite were found as
well as crystals of quartz and mica. Beryl was also included in the
pocket contents and this material included etched surfaces and nicely
terminated crystals. Perhaps the most remarkable specimens found by
the collector included well formed crystals of herderite. These herderites,
which varied from one-eighth to one inch in size, were attached to the
surfaces of many of the crystals of quartz and beryl.
The first of the pits to be developed at the Tiger Bill Quarry provided
eleven thousand two hundred fifty-eight tons of feldspar. Then during
1952 and from 1955 until 1957, the second of the two larger pits produced
eight hundred ninety-four tons of spar. This spar produced by the Tiger
Bill Quarry was of good quality and it was trucked to the processing
mill in West Paris. A byproduct of the spar operation was beryllium ore
and one thousand six hundred ninety-one tons of this valuable mineral
were stockpiled.
No additional work has been done at the Tiger Bill Quarry. This
property is still owned by the Penly Corporation in West Paris and collectors should secure permission before visiting the quarry.
The Tiger Bill Quarry is best known for the fine crystals of purple
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and blue apatite it has produced. In every documented instance, these
rare crystals have occurred in small vugs in the feldspar.
During the 1950 era feldspar mining, the crew encountered what they
believed to be specimens of rose quartz which were subsequently identified as pink beryl, or morganite. Pollucite was also mined during this
period. Gem quality aquamarine and golden beryl have been found at
the Tiger Bill Quarry. The locale has produced good specimens of lepidolite, cassiterite, cleavelandite and autunite as well.
The Tiger Bill Quarry is probably the only location in the area where
one might successfully collect for blue apatite. The hope of finding this
and the other mineral varieties produced by this quarry prompt the visits
of many collectors each year. It seems likely, should the quarries at the
Tiger Bill Quarry be further developed at some time in the future, the
results will be most interesting.
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The Harvard Quarry
Perched high atop Noyes Mountain in Greenwood, the Harvard
Quarry is one of the most frequently visited mines in Oxford County.
The Harvard Quarry has been found to be one of the most diversified
and richly mineralized areas in the region. For the past century, collectors have hiked the wooded trail to the quarry searching for the specimens at this historic locale.
Late in the 1880 era, Isaac Noyes owned the property on this area of
· Noyes Mountain. At that time he made a casual investigation of the
property as he searched for quartz crystals. His son, George-better
known as "Shavey"-was keenly interested in the mineralization on the
steep western slope near the summit of Noyes Mountain. To aid Shavey
in his prospecting endeavors, Isaac presented him with the mineral
rights to the area. Then in 1892 he deeded one acre of the property outright to Shavey and his friend , Timothy L. Heath, from Norway.
The young men were avid mineral collectors and they immediately
began a thorough exploration of their newly acquired property. Little
time had passed before Noyes and Heath decided to act upon their mutual interest in mining the pegmatite outcropping on Noyes
Mountain. Noyes and Heath
worked zealously and their initial efforts were rewarded with
variety of good specimens. Although Heath deeded his interest in the property to Noyes in
1899, their joint exploration
continued.
Sha vey Noyes was a tall
young man and with his favorite tool in hand, an oversized crowbar, became a familiar sight as he and Heath
delved deeper into the ledge.
This first prospecting venture
at the Harvard Quarry continued into the early 1900's and
Interesting cookeite and quartz formations
they were often assisted by
have been produced by the Har vard Quarry.
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Robert Bickford who was a friend from nearby Norway.
Noyes and Heath furthered their exploration which was punctuated
by the discovery of small pockets. They were delighted at the increased
variety of the minerals they were finding.
Bastin, the noted mineralogist, visited the quarry in September of
1906 just in time to record the discovery of the largest pocket that has
ever been found at the Noyes Mountain location. On a fine fall afternoon Noyes, Heath and Bickford discovered this immense pocket in the
exposed ledge. The cavity was eventually explored to a length of ten
feet, a width of seven feet and a depth of four feet which allowed the trio
to enter the area standing upright.
Noyes' records indicate that this mammoth cavity was lined with
cookeite, sparkling quartz crystals and peculiar pseudomorphs. As they
directed their attention to the rear of the pocket, the light from their
lanterns illuminated the pocket walls which were studded with crystals
of purple apatite, green tourmaline and quartz. This colorful assortment
of crystals was embedded in a matrix of quartz and cookeite. This was
undoubtedly the most significant discovery made by Noyes and Heath
during their mining of the Harvard Quarry.
Although the exploration done in later years provided additional
pseudomorphs, they never equalled the quality of the specimens found
in this pocket. The opportunity to study these extraordinary pseudomorphs was welcomed by the noted mineralogist, C. H. Warren. (The
nature of the pseudomorph formation is described later in this text.)
Warren made a thorough study of the specimens which were both solid
and hollow. He eventually concluded that there were two distinctly different varieties of this peculiar mineralogical formation. The results of
his analyzation led him to believe that one formed after replacing topaz
and the other after the replacement of phenacite. The largest pseudomorph Warren examined, a fine specimen about eleven and one-half
inches in diameter weighing twenty-eight pounds, was added to the collection at Harvard's Mineralogical Museum. (Later analysis of these
and similar specimens conducted by the Department Of Mineralogy at
Harvard University disproved Warren's theory.)
By the time Noyes and Heath concluded their mining of the Harvard
Quarry, they had explored a multitude of pockets. This resulted in a
substantial and diversified accumulation of specimens. This
was a prolific period for the
newly developed location and
it made it obvious that the variety of mineralization in this
particular pegmatite deposit
was far more extensive than
anyone had expected it to be.
Fine specimens of amblygonite they recovered included
an unusual flattened crystal
which was approximately five
Most of the gem tourmaline found at the
and three-quarters inches long,
Harvard Quarry is a dark green.
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three and one-eighth inches wide and two inches thick. Other amblygonite specimens had a core of glassy material covered with layers of
brown, green or white amblygonite. These curious nodules were embedded in a matrix of kaolin, lepidolite or cleavelandite.
Green tourmaline was also encountered and the crystals they found
averaged two to three inches in length. Although much of this tourmaline was a lovely shade of transparent green, it included very little gem
material. One pocket held a small quantity of loose tourmaline crystals
occurring as thin needles and many of these were doubly terminated. A
number of matrix specimens containing radiating, non-transparent
green tourmaline crystals were also found.
The pockets in the pegmatite deposit explored by Noyes and Heath
held an unusual abundance of quartz crystals. These crystals, which
varied from one-quarter inch to about twelve inches in length, provided
a multitude of beautiful specimens. Most of the small crystals were
transparent and the large pieces were usually milky and they occurred
as single crystals, aggregates and parallel clusters. These quartz specimens, many of which were magnificent, occurred as colorless, smoky or
milky white crystals.
The harvest also included many attractive specimens of drusy quartz
and cookeite for which the Harvard Quarry has since become well
known. The delicate, transparent quartz crystals combine with the yellow or white cookeite to present a most attractive combination.
Many specimens of lepidolite were found in association with cleavelandite. The lepidolite occurred as masses of tiny plates and single
books as large as four inches. This variety of mica was found in varying
shades of lavender, light green and white. These unique specimens of
multi-hued lepidolite combined with cleavelandite were quite beautiful.
The variety of mineralization discovered during this first mining of
the Harvard Quarry was varied. Fine specimens of stubby-shaped cassiterite crystals on a matrix of cleavelandite were found . These doubly
terminated crystals, although they reached a maximum size of four millimeters, were unique and attractive as well. They encountered spodumene and the biggest specimen, which was part of a larger piece, was
about six inches wide and eleven and one-half inches long. Portions of
this pastel green specimen were translucent. Specimens of pastel lilac
spodumene were also found.
This mining revealed the presence of large quantities of crystalline
green apatite at the Harvard Quarry. Unique specimens of light green
and colorless etched beryl were also recovered as were columbite and
small amounts of rare minerals such as bertrandite, hamlinite, light
brown herderites, phenacite and zircon.
Highlighting this period of mining was the discovery of beautiful,
transparent crystals of purple apatite which occurred as single crystals
as well as a drusy deposit which coated the walls of some of the pockets.
Single crystals of purple apatite, seldom exceeding three-quarters of one
inch in size, were positioned on a matrix of colorless quartz crystals and
cookeite. It is for such apatite specimens that the Harvard Quarry is
best known.
The remarkable quartz pseudomorph described previously is consid-
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ered to be the premiere specimen produced by the mining done at the
Harvard Quarry by Noyes and Heath. A pseudomorph may more simply
be described as "false form" and such specimens occur when a mineral
retains its original shape after being replaced internally with another
mineral. This is considered to be one of the most unique forms of mineralization and it is rarely encountered.
This is an unusually well developed, solid pseudomorph and is considered to be one of the finest examples of a somewhat bizarre formation.
This extraordinary specimen is about six inches tall and seven inches
long. Stanley Perham was fortunate enough to have the opportunity to
purchase the pseudomorph and it is one of many fine specimens in the
permanent museum display at Perham's Of West Paris.
The minerals produced by the Harvard Quarry during this period
were studied with great interest by the scientists of the era. Consequently, Noyes reserved ownership of the dump area and sold the mineral rights to Harvard University. The Harvard Department of Mineralogy then contracted the services of Loren Merrill, assisted by Arthur
Valley, to mine the quarry during summers of 1923 and 1924. Kenneth
Landes, a mineralogist from Harvard, supervised the mining operation
and Merrill conducted the actual quarrying. Merrill's vast experience
and intimate knowledge of the mineralization in the Oxford County
area proved to be invaluable in this particular instance.
At this particular time, there was a keen interest in locating sources
of pollucite. Members of the Mineralogy Department at Harvard were
hopeful they could prove the quartz pseudomorphs being found at the
Harvard Quarry to be pseudomorphs after pollucite. Thus, they leased
the area at the Harvard Quarry hoping to determine the precise nature
of this unique type of mineralization.
Merrill encountered numerous pockets during his mining of the Harvard Quarry. They varied in size from tiny vugs to cavities about one
foot in dimension. The staff at Harvard was delighted with this operation which produced numerous pseudomorphs and a host of rare phosphates.
The time involved in the actual mining and recovery of these specimens was inconsequential compared to the many, many hours of intense
laboratory examination which followed. The usual techniques were
supplemented by critical microchemical testing of minute specimens.
Drs. Kenneth K. Landes, E. S. Larson, Charles Palache and Helen Vassar conducted the primary analytical research of the material. They
were joined in their investigation by other members of the university
staff.
Eventually, they concluded that the Harvard Quarry had produced
two entirely separate types of pseudomorphs. One had formed through
the replacement of another mineral and the other developed through the
process of encrustation. The discovery that single specimens containing
both sorts of pseudomorph formations existed was greatly intriguing to
the scientists.
This extensive examination also revealed that two different minerals
were serving as a host for the pseudomorphs. Several fine specimens
were eventually proven to be pseudomorphs after topaz. Unfortunately,
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their extensive research failed to identify any of the specimens to be
pseudomorphs after pollucite. Nonetheless, remarkable progress was
made in analyzing the cause and nature of the Harvard Quarry
pseudomorphs.
When the University's mining of the Harvard Quarry ceased, the
exploration had resulted in a wedge-shaped opening near the summit of
Noyes Mountain. The ledge had been excavated to a point approximately fifty feet below the surface and the width of this pit was about
fifteen feet wide. This second exploration of the Harvard Quarry also
resulted in the recovery of many noteworthy specimens. Such an extensive variety of minerals, including many rarities, had not been found in
any of the other quarries in Oxford County. The Harvard Mineralogical
Museum added a suite of these fine specimens to its collection. Although
the mining of the Harvard Quarry commissioned by the University
ceased in 1924, the old Noyes Mountain Quarry has since been known
by its present name.
In 1926 Loren Merrill purchased the mineral rights to the quarry from
Harvard University. Merrill then continued the exploration of the quarry
hoping to recover pollucite which was still greatly in demand at that
time as an ore of cesium. Although Merrill's mining turned up little pollucite, he did obtain many fine specimens which were added to his
collection.
Upon Merrill's death the mineral rights to the quarry passed on to his
daughter and son-in-law, Abby and Arthur Valley. Valley, who had
worked with Merrill here previously, continued to make a casual exploration of the Harvard Quarry for a number of years.
During the original real estate transactions of the Harvard Quarry,
George Noyes had reserved ownership of the older dumps. Stanley Perham purchased this site in 1934.
In 1943 Valley leased his mineral rights to William Bryant of Rumford Point and Fred L. Foster of Lynn, Massachusetts. During that fall
and winter Bryant and Foster mined the quarry for commercially valuable mica which was badly needed at that time. Unfortunately, the mica
at the Harvard Quarry was not good enough in quality to warrant continuation of the operation and they ceased working the following spring.
While this mica mining was underway, an immense crystal of pink
beryl the size of a man's arm was uncovered in the ledge. The miners
thought it to be rose quartz and they blasted it out of the quarry wall.
After a sample was taken to Arthur Valley who identified it as morganite, Valley and other collectors searched the area for the remainder of
the crystal. The search, unfortunately, was futile and no additional
pieces of this spectacular crystal were found.
This mining also exposed a variety of minerals similar to those found
during the 1900 to 1924 era. Fine tabular crystals of blue apatite were
found as well as unusual crystals of green tourmaline with centers composed of amblygonite. Specimens of topaz as well as pink, blue and
pocket beryl were recovered during this mica operation.
The Harvard Quarry then lay idle until 1948 when Valley sold his
interest in the mineral rights to Stanley Perham who reserved ownership until 2017. Then in 1963, Mrs. Stanley Perham purchased the deed
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for the acre of land on which the mine is now situated as well as the
Noyes' interests in the mineral rights on the surrounding fifty-nine
acres of property. This was done subject to the prior leasing rights of
Harvard University. Mrs. Perham is the present owner of the Harvard
Quarry.
Since Perham obtained his lease the quarry has been primarily
reserved for study purposes for those wishing to investigate this richly
mineralized pegmatite deposit. The quarry has been the site of several
exploratory operations.
Frank Perham, mining for his father in 1962, recovered a number of
fine tourmaline and purple apatite specimens at the Harvard Quarry.
He also found some unusual dark brown herderite crystals which, prior
to that time, had been unknown at this location. Another highlight of
the operation was the discovery of a tourmaline crystal about five feet
long lying in the ledge. This remarkable crystal was black on the end in
the cold melt zone and green on the end which penetrated into the
secondary zone of mineralization.
Because of its rather remote location, the Harvard Quarry has not
been explored more extensively. The quarry itself is situated nearly at
the summit of Noyes Mountain and the dump slopes sharply down the
mountain from the pit. With the existing quarry road conditions as they
are, it is difficult to transport any amount of equipment to the pit area.
Frank Perham, however, has begun the construction of a new road to
the quarry which will alleviate this problem. Future operations at the
Harvard Quarry will likely involve a tunnel and be aimed at a level
lower than the existing pit.
In the meantime, the number of collectors visiting the Harvard
Quarry each year grows. During the summer when Frank Perham was
mining, an estimated five to six thousand people pored over the dump
and quarry area in search of minerals. A spectacular panoramic view of
the area below is rewarded to those collectors tackling the steep ascent
to the summit of Noyes Mountain.
The Harvard Quarry is probably best known for its purple apatite
specimens and this is one of the few locations where one might successfully collect crystals of this material. During the 1962 mining a particularly outstanding specimen of purple apatite was found . This piece consisted of a single crystal one inch long and three-quarters of an inch
thick. The crystal was nicely attached to a matrix of cookeite and
quartz. This locale has also produced tabular crystals of blue apatite
which is even more rare than its purple counterpart . .
A number of fine tourmaline specimens have been found at the Harvard Quarry since it was opened. An Auburn man recovered a unique
twenty-one inch specimen containing a fan of green tourmaline crystals
with cores of altered amblygonite. Among the gem tourmaline pieces
found here is a fifty carat gem nodule collected by Phillip Morrill late in
the 1940's.
Some of the collectors who visit the Harvard Quarry each year are
well rewarded. Small specimens of cookeite and quartz interspersed
with purple apatite crystals were recently found in a small pocket.
Another collector retrieved a beautiful specimen which contained a well
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formed crystal of citrine quartz. A remarkable thumbnail specimen with
a vug containing a perfectly shaped crystal of colurnbite was also found
at the Harvard Quarry.
Many collectors feel the Harvard Quarry to be one of the most interesting quarries in the area. One man and his family spent the weekends
of an entire summer collecting here purely because they found something different during each visit.
The more advanced collectors return again and again hoping to find
choice specimens of purple apatite, cookeite and herderite. An excellent
example of the unusual specimens found at the Harvard Quarry is
tourmaline crystals which contain cores of altered amblygonite. Harvard is believed to be the only known location where this sort of tourmaline formation occurs.
The Harvard Quarry will undoubtedly continue to be explored by collectors. Hopefully, at some future time more mining will develop this
location and reveal more of the treasures of Noyes Mountain. The colorful variety of minerals which have been found here is sufficient reason
for further exploratory mining operations.
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The Nubble Quarry

The

Nubble Quarry has, during its relatively brief exploration, produced some of the choicest quality mica ever found in New England.
Located in Greenwood, the quarry has also provided collectors with
numerous interesting specimens and gem material as well. The rather
extensive dump at the Nubble Quarry contains about twenty thousand
tons of rock which was removed from this single pit.
Matti Waisanen was the first to discover the deposit of feldspar on his
farm and realize its significance. Since then, the site has been explored
and developed to become the Nubble Quarry as we know it today.
During 1935, the Oxford Mining and Milling Company of West Paris
obtained a lease on the property and mined feldspar here for a number
of years. Their operation of the Nubble Quarry continued after the firm
became part of the United Feldspar Company. During the latter part of
this venture, Richard Wagar acted as foreman of the project.
The feldspar mining at the Nubble Quarry revealed an extensive deposit of fine quality mica. Subsequently, the quarry was mined for mica
by the Douglass Mining Company of Portland from January of 1943
until December 1944. The large, firm books of ruby colored mica removed
from the pit were of outstanding quality equal to the best of any mica
being found in New England at that time. The Douglass Mining Company blew about four tons of choice ruby mica in a single blast. Remarkable sections about one and one-half feet wide were cut from this superb
material.
Sometimes called the Waisanen Mica Quarry, this locale was again
mined for mica from 1956 until 1959 by several area concerns. M. G.
Sparks headed the work done by the T. C. Mining Company while
Sparks and Buchanan directed the work done by the Miles Channing
Mines Company. George Wiley was in charge of the final such venture.
The Nubble Quarry was last mined during 1960. At that time, Frank
Perham mined a quantity of mica and feldspar. He also conducted an
exploratory operation which allowed him to further his study of the
area's pegmatite deposit.
For many years, the Nubble Quarry has been owned by the Stanley
Perham family. The dumps are occasionally bulldozed to provide fresh
material for the many collectors who visit the location.
A number of interesting specimens have been found at the Nubble
Quarry and the hope of finding such pieces induces many collectors to
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revisit the quarry site. One collector was fortunate enough to find a
piece of etched beryllonite near the right-hand wall of the quarry and it
is possible that other specimens of this rarity may be buried in the
dump. Several thumb-sized specimens of chrysoberyl have been found
near or in the deposits of clear quartz at the N ubble Quarry.
The gradual development of this section of pegmatite has revealed
numerous small pockets in the feldspar which contain tiny gem beryl
crystals. Nicely formed feldspar crystals and crystals of green apatite
are frequently encountered at the Nubble Quarry as are specimens of
garnet crystals. Frank Per ham's mining yielded a number of exceptionally fine matrix specimens of black tourmaline.
Thumb-sized pieces of beryl are often found in the dump areas. Some
gem quality aquamarine has been found here, but most of the gem
material produced by the Nubble Quarry is quartz. Gem quality pieces
of rose, smoky, milky and colorless quartz have been collected here. A
substantial amount of this material will show, when cut en cabochon, a
six-rayed star. Such stones are attractive as well as unusual.
It will, of course, be interesting to see just what other minerals will be
found at the Nubble Quarry in the future. It is hoped that the location
will continue to produce unique specimens equal to the quality of those
found here in the past. It would seem likely that the surface of this
unique location has barely been scratched.
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The Waisanen Quarry
In recent years, the Waisanen Quarry in Greenwood has become well
known for the fine crystals of smoky quartz and the rare minerals it has
produced. Sometimes referred to as part of the Tamminen-Waisanen
Quarry, this lies only a few yards east of the Tamminen Quarry.
Exploration of the Waisanen Quarry began in 1931 when there was a
great demand for local sources of feldspar . That spring Matti Waisanen
noticed that the spring runoff on his farm had revealed what appeared
to be a ledge composed of pure white feldspar. The initial testing which
followed indicated that the ledge was worthy of further investigation
and the first mining of the Waisanen Quarry was under way.
Feldspar was mined here for the next four years . This resulted in the
development of a single pit which was approximately eighty-five feet
long and thirty-five feet wide which continued to a depth of forty feet at
the deepest point. When the mining operation ceased just prior to the
winter of 1935, there was eleven feet of overburden around the circumference of the pit. The miners returned in the spring only to find that the
pit was full of water. They were discouraged about these circumstances
and decided against continuation of the operation. This was at a time
when clearing the edge of the pit and removing the water would have all
been done by hand and one cannot blame them for feeling it to be a
hopeless situation.
For many years to come, the Waisanen Quarry was ignored and during this time it was purchased by Stanley Perham. Then in 1961 Perham's son, Frank, took a closer look at the area of ledge above the
water-filled pit. He was encouraged by his observation and in 1962 they
began the planning for further mining of the Waisanen Quarry.
By May of 1963 Frank Perham had bulldozed a new road to the Waisanen Quarry and cleared the trees and dirt which covered the very top
of the quarry walls. His modern equipment made short work of the
dilemma which had confronted the miners of nearly thirty years ago.
Perham put a pump on a raft and floated it out into the pit. Five days
later, the pit was empty of water and the quarry walls and floor were
visible for the first time since that first operation which ended in 1935.
The quarry appeared to have a sufficient deposit of feldspar to warrant further exploration. Consequently, the quarry was leased to the
Bell Minerals Company of West Paris and they began mining the Waisanen Quarry for spar. Their operation soon revealed the bottom of the
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News of the pockets being found at the Waisanen Quarry in 1963 attracted many
collectors.

quarry which had been described by some of the miners who earlier
mined the quarry as " .. . an altered spongy looking mass of spodumene ... "
Frank Perham was then on the alert for the presence of lepidolite in
the ledge. His suspicions were proven to be correct when the felspar
miners happened upon about two hundred pounds of lepidolite. He
began a careful examination of the vugs which appeared in the quarry
wall and discovered that some contained tiny thumb-size smoky quartz
crystals. Then, a water hole revealed a vug filled with cream-colored
kaolin.
Careful exploration of the vug uncovered the presence of a single
crystal of green tourmaline. The discovery of this crystal, which was
about two and one-half inches long and one inch in diameter, greatly
encouraged Perham. Granted, the crystal was dark in color and badly
flawed but it was proof that similar mineralization might exist in the
undeveloped areas of the ledge. There was no mineralization surrounding this small cavity that typifies the tourmaline pockets in the Oxford
County pegmatites. With this thought in mind, the exploration continued and he delved deeper into the wall at the Waisanen Quarry.
While sorting through the rubble of the last blast of the day, Perham
found the first of the bountiful pockets he was to discover at the Waisanen Quarry. The pocket was partially hidden under a mass of mud
which was firmly attached to the wall of the quarry.
As he carefully explored the sticky mass, Perham discovered a remarkable specimen of smoky quartz crystals. The specimen, which was
actually composed of four doubly terminated crystals, exhibited the
unique parallel growth which was to typify the specimens that were
produced by this mining. At first glance, the specimen appeared to be a
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Frank Perham was well pleased with the smoky quartz specimens he found at the
Waisanen Quarry.

large, distorted single crystal but the opposite side was covered overgrown with a multitude of individual crystals with many crystal faces.
When fully investigated, this first pocket had been explored to a maximum length of about four feet and it was two feet wide. From the center
of the cavity, however, the ends tapered sharply to the point where the
pocket ended. This sizeable vug was outlined by crystals of white quartz
and books of muscovite.
Perham continued his exploration of this highly mineralized area
until he was about ten feet to the east of the old pit. This mining of the
Waisanen Quarry uncovered many more pockets which were aptly
characterized by the aforementioned muddy cavity. Perham soon realized that the presence of crystalline white quartz and muscovite books
was a definite clue that a pocket was nearby. The chambers varied in
size, but it generally followed that the better developed smoky quartz
crystals were found in the larger pockets.
The finer smoky quartz specimens Perham found that summer were,
like the one from the first pocket, a rich dark coffee color. The color of
these specimens in each pockets varied somewhat, but it soon became
evident that the nicer colored smoky quartz crystals were produced in
ratio with the free space in each cavity. In nearly every instance, the
matrix or area surrounding each of the smoky quartz crystal specimens
was composed of white quartz. Like the first vug containing the green
tourmaline crystal, the mineralization surrounding each pocket was
minimal.
Along with these fine specimens of smoky quartz, Perham found an
unexpected bonus. In many of the pockets he discovered fine, rare specimens of beautifully crystallized herderite. This herderite was found in
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This exceptional crystal of herderite is a
fine example of the rare phosphates that
have been produced by the Waisanen
Quarry.

Spectacular smoky quartz crystals are
among many fine specimens Frank
Perham mined at the Waisanen Quarry.

combination with pocket beryl which is a most unusual situation. Perham's study of the specimens and the vugs in which they were found led
him to the conclusion that the herderite was derived from beryl which
was encompassed by the development of the mineral laden cavities.
These extraordinary specimens of herderite had three distinctly different forms. One pocket produced colorless herderite which occurred in
small, nearly square crystals. These tiny herderites, which were no

The distinctly different crystalline forms
of herderite were found at the Waisanen
Quarry.
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larger than one-sixteenth of an inch, coated the colorless and white
quartz crystals in the pocket.
The shape most frequently taken by the herderite was crystals with
unusual chisel-tip ends and these were, typically, nicely defined crystals
which were light yellow in color. These herderites varied in size from
tiny one-sixteenth inch specimens to the largest crystal which would
have, in entirety, exceeded a length of three inches. Unfortunately, the
end sections of this two-inch specimen were never found.
Many of the other herderites were thin polygons. With wafer thin
edges, these unique crystals formed as a result of multiple twinning.
These poorly formed herderites were shaped like an oval while formed
as a result of single twinning were shaped like a hexagon. The crystals
of herderite which exhibited multiple twinning were basically round in
shape. The larger specimens of these polygon shaped herderites had a
diameter of one and one-half inches.
Judging from outer appearances the herderites mined by Perham had
three different exterior forms, but inwardly they shared a single common shape. The blocky crystals, those with chisel-shape tips and the
delicate polygon crystals each were a variation of a single basic shape.
Fine specimens of bertrandite were also found in the pockets containing the herderites. This occurrence of bertrandite was limited to an area
of the ledge about six feet deep, ten feet wide and six feet long. It was
not unusual to find scores of these minute bertrandites coating the mineral specimens in a single pocket. Many of the bertrandite crystals were
tiny wafers with remarkably thin edges. These tiny crystals were only
about one-sixteenth of an inch in size and they were found in pockets
situated near a mass of unaltered beryl.
The other bertrandites were lovely, diminutive crystalline prisms
which were attached to crystals of white quartz. Only a few of these
unique specimens were found in a single pocket and their delicate pearly
luster made them readily recognizable. These peculiar bertrandites varied in size from one-sixteenth of an inch to one-quarter inch.
This sector also contained a substantial deposit of altered green
spodumene which included crystalline specimens one inch thick, four to
six inches wide and one and one-half feet long. A mass of pastel green
beryl weighing about two hundred pounds was found in association
with the spodumene. Although this mass of beryl was unaltered, small
areas of altered beryl were found near vugs in the ledge.
Perham's exploration of the Waisanen Quarry resulted in the recovery of a potpourri of other interesting minerals. In one pocket tabular
purple apatite crystals, one-sixteenth of an inch long, were found in
association with groups of bertrandite crystals. Two beautiful crystals
of royal purple apatite were found lying on the pocket floor of a small
cavity containing smoky quartz crystals. One of these crystals was one
inch wide and the other was three-fourths of an inch wide. Interestingly
enough, cautious exploration of the other pockets failed to produce other
purple apatite crystals.
Another pocket, opened on July 29, produced the tourmaline Perham
had hoped to find. The sought after material occurred in a small pocket
which was about one foot in size. The preliminary examination of the
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About three hundred carats of gem tourmaline and some colorful specimens of tourmaline and purple apatite were harvested from this pocket.

The largest gem
tourmaline crystal
produced by the
Waisanen Quarry
in 1963 weighed
one hundred
carats.

This superb purple apatite crystal is
one and one-quarter inches long and
the finest that has been found at the
Waisanen Quarry.

pocket was disappointing since it held only a few small quartz pieces
and none of the beautiful smoky quartz crystal groups which had been
found earlier. Crystals of green and blue tourmaline were found, however, beneath the crust-like layer of cookeite which covered the bottom
of the chamber. These colorful specimens were strewn in a mass of soft
cookeite and easily removed. Although it was apparent that the tourmaline crystals were originally four to six inches long, they were now small
etched and broken pieces. Two thousand carats of tourmaline were
removed from the pocket and about three hundred carats of this material was of gem quality. This gem material included a single one
hundred carat crystal which was a vibrant green in color.
This was the only occurrence of colored tourmaline to be found at the
Waisanen Quarry. Oddly enough, there were none of the tracer minerals
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such as lepidolite or cleavelandite found in the area surrounding the
pocket and only about one pound of these specimens was recovered
along with the tourmaline. Thus, there was no clue as to its existence
which is quite unlike the other tourmaline producing quarries in the
Oxford County pegmatite area.
By the time Perham concluded his operation in 1963, about twelve
hundred tons of rock had been moved from the ledge at the Waisanen
Quarry. This operation had provided a variety of specimens including
albite crystals, etched green beryl, morganite, cassiterite, columbite,
heterosite, montmorillonite, rose quartz and triphylite. Obviously, the
mineralization at this quarry was varied and well worth further examination.
In summation, Perham's mining of the Waisanen Quarry was highlighted by the discovery of an array of superb specimens. The coffeehued smoky quartz crystals are some of the finest that have been found
in the pegmatites of Maine. The host of herderite and bertrandite specimens provided a great deal of material to be contemplated by enthusiasts of these rare phosphates. The colorful specimens of tourmaline and
apatite added just the right finishing touch to a fine summer of exploration. A collection of the finer specimens Frank Perham mined at the
Waisanen Quarry is now part of the museum display at Perham's of
West Paris.
No additional mining operations have taken place at the Waisanen
Quarry since this era, but the collectors have certainly been- enjoying
the area. Excellent specimens of herderite and bertrandite have been
found in the dumps by those enthusiastic advanced collectors.
There is every reason to believe that future exploration of the Waisanen Quarry will continue to result in a multitude of unique mineral
varieties. In the meantime, collectors continue to pore over the dumps in
search of the rare phosphates for which this locale has gained renown.
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The Tamminen Quarry

The

mineralization at the Tamminen Quarry in Greenwood is widely
diversified and colorful. This is one of the more popular quarries in
Oxford County and each year many collectors visit the Tamminen
Quarry searching for specimens. This locale is especially well known for
unique pseudocubic crystals of transparent, colorless quartz.
The 1920 era brought the advent of a great demand for feldspar to
supply the newly established processing plant in West Paris. It was
with this market in mind that William Donahue of New York approached
Mr. and Mrs. Nestor Tamminen and expressed an interest in examining
their property. He believed that potential deposits of feldspar were
located on certain areas of the farm's pasture and field. Thus, an
agreement was made that would allow him to investigate these areas
and Donahue proceeded with his exploration. The pasture area was
proven to contain deposits of feldspar. Donahue's investigation of the
field, however, was fruitless and this small excavation was filled in as
agreed upon.
As a result of this work, on September 18, 1930 the Tamminens leased
Donahue the pasture area for a five year period. Donahue's mining of
the Tamminen Quarry lasted for a brief period and then he sub-leased
the site to the Oxford Mining and Milling Company of West Paris. This
concern successfully mined feldspar here for a number of years and they
recovered a quantity of beryl as well.
This exploration of the Tamminen Quarry soon revealed the unique
mineralization of the locale. The miners encountered a rare combination
of pollucite and petalite in the pegmatite at the quarry. This was the
first time this particular association had been encountered in the United
States. Along with the feldspar, the miners recovered about five hundred
pounds of massive pollucite.
A definite highlight of the mining was the discovery of fine crystals
of pollucite. This was the first time these rare specimens had been
encountered in the United States. The mineralogy of this small quarry
became even more intriguing when, in 1935, a collector discovered a
specimen of graftonite while working through the dump area. This was
the second documented discovery of this rarity.
After this lease expired, the Tamminen family continued a sporadic
exploration of the feldspar quarry. During the few months they mined
in 1948, blasting revealed the presence of a tremendous pocket filled
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with quartz crystals. Thousands of individual crystals and a quantity of
fine crystal groups were removed from the kaolin in which they were
embedded. These quartz crystals, which were well formed and unusually
transparent, were of superior quality. Thousands of individual crystals
and a substantial number of fine specimens of multiple quartz crystals
were collected by the Tamminens.
Then in September of 1951, the Tamminen Quarry was once again
mined for feldspar when the property was leased to the United Feldspar
and Minerals Company of West Paris who had purchased the assets of
the Oxford Mining and Milling Company. They immediately began
their operation for feldspar and it continued until the final days of
December. Mining resumed again in April of 1952 and continued through
mid-August.
The single open pit at the Tamminen Quarry was greatly enlarged
during this period of mining in 1951-1952. This was an interval of intensified activity and a crew of ten was mining on a daily basis. The miners
continued to encounter more pocket areas including quartz filled cavities like the one found by the Tamminens in 1948.

The horseshoe-shaped
pit at the Tamminen
Quarry has produced a
fascinating variety of
minerals.
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During the summer of 1952, the exploration of the pegmatite revealed
an outstanding crystal of amblygonite in the quarry wall. This particular crystal was nicely crystallized and about sixteen inches wide. This
mammoth crystal was coated with a rind of red which was typical of
much of the amblygonite found at the Tamminen Quarry. The amblygonite specimen was surrounded by large deposits of cleavelandite, montmorillonite and altered spodumene which created a spectacular, colorful
array of minerals.
The United Feldspar and Minerals Company resumed mining of the
Tamminen Quarry in December with intent of mining throughout the
coming winter. Meanwhile, the firm was purchased by the Bell Minerals
Company who continued working here. Their exploration included the
blowing away of one end of the quarry wall which made it possible to
drive their equipment right into the pit area.
Meanwhile, the variety of minerals produced by the Tamminen Quarry
increased. Among them was lepidolite, blue albite, substantial quantities of pink montmorillonite, small amounts of purple apatite and herderite, pinite and a host of spodumene alterations. Fine crystals of amblygonite, in addition to the aforementioned specimen, were also found
here. Some of the feldspar produced by the Tamminen Quarry fluoresces
blue due to the presence of small amounts of scheelite and dendritic
formations are often seen in this spar.
Both green and watermelon tourmaline have been found at the
Tamminen Quarry, but little of this material has been of gem quality.
The area has also produced cookeite in varying shades of gray, pink
and purple as well as specimens of pink and green spodumene. A host of
spodumene alterations have been observed at the Tamminen Quarry.
Green beryl and cesium beryl has been found here as has sphalerite and
cassiterite.
The Tamminen Quarry is probably best known for the unique specimens of quartz it has produced. Varying amounts of smoky, citrine and
milky quartz have been found here as have vast quantities of colorless
quartz crystals. Doubly terminated specimens and crystals containing
moveable bubbles are typical of the Tamminen Quarry. Unique parallel
formations of quartz crystals and drusy phantoms have been observed
in many specimens. The Tamminens have amassed an extensive collection of these quartzes which is quite outstanding. The collection includes
many of the lovely and unusual pseudo-cubic quartz crystals for which
the locale has become well known.
During the years that the quarry has been mined, Nestor Tamminen
has handled all of the specimen material it has produced. As a result of
this, he has a fine collection of the minerals which have been found here
including the aforementioned collection of quartzes. The Tamminens
have always been most generous in showing their collection to those
who are interested.
Separating the Tamminen Quarry from the Waisanen Quarry located
just to the west, is a small ledge which is often referred to as the
Waisanen-Tamminen Quarry. The ledge was first explored from the
Waisanen side of the property. During the feldspar operation Bell Minerals Company conducted at the Tamminen Quarry, they briefly ex103

plored this area.
The work they did in this small excavation produced a substantial
amount of feldspar which was of good quality. The mining also revealed
it to be an area of interesting mineralization for other reasons. Fine
specimens of smoky quartz crystals, some of which were a foot in
length, were found during the feldspar operation. Gem quality amethyst
and aquamarine were also found in this area. The prize produced by the
Waisanen-Tamminen Quarry was a small pocket which contained
numerous crystals of tourmaline. These outstanding crystals, which
were about one-quarter of an inch in diameter, were four to five inches
long. The tourmalines were particularly unique because of their coloring
which shaded from green to blue to red.
Each year the Tamminens continue to explore the quarry and this
work, although not of long duration, has provided some fascinating
specimens. The Tamminen Quarry will, undoubtedly, continue to produce the unique and colorful variety of minerals which make it a favorite
haunt for collectors.
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The B B #7 Quarry

Q

ne of Oxford County's most bountiful pockets of gem green tourmalines was found at the BB #7 Quarry. Located in North Norway, the
quarry has received international attention on several occasions during
its relatively brief existence.
The rather peculiar name was bestowed on the quarry because the
original owners of the land where the mine is located were Maurice
Benson and Annie Brown. The numeral "7" was affixed to the name
because the final pit that was developed to its present dimensions was
the seventh such excavation to be made at this site. Hence-the appropriate, if unusual, name B B #7.
The property was first investigated as a possible source of mica during the 1925 era. At that time, Roy and Ross Upton brought samples of
mica they had found on their farm to Stanley Perham for identification
and evaluation. Although the mica was of good quality, the Uptons
didn't do any mining at the site.
During the 1940 era, Matti Waisanen conducted an exploration of the
ledges at what is now the BB #7 Quarry. His tentative efforts revealed
extensive deposits of feldspar as well as mica. At that time, Waisanen
concluded that the deposits of these commercially valuable minerals
were located primarily on the Brown property south of the former Upton
farm .
It was not, however, until 1952 that any actual mining was done at
the BB #7 Quarry. During that year, Stanley Perham arranged to lease
the Upton property which was then owned by Maurice Benson. Subsequently, Perham leased the adjoining parcel of land which was owned
by Annie Brown. Perham had observed that the veins of feldspar and
mica appeared in various areas on these two pieces of property, it
seemed both practical and necessary that both areas be leased preparatory to the onset of any actual mining.
Perham and a crew of several men began mining the B B #7 Quarry
in hopes that enough mica could be recovered to make the venture profitable. After a number of exploratory blasts were made, they found a
rich vein of mica on the land leased from Benson. Adjacent to these
mammoth books of mica were immense crystals of black tourmaline in
corresponding sizes.
Eventually, an estimated two hundred tons of top quality mica was
removed from this deposit. Most of the mica was transported to the
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Mining at the BB #7 Quarry was directed at development of the mica deposit.

Mining operations for mica at the BB #7 Quarry continued throughout the winter.

United States Government Depot in Franklin, New Hampshire for
further distribution.
In 1953, the property was acquired by the newly organized T. C. Mining Company with Stanley Perham acting as president. Several years
later the property was leased to the Miles Channing Mines Company
and then, during the summer and fall of 1956, rights to mine the mica
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Visitors waited anxiously for the dust to settle before scrambling down the ladder into
the pit at the B B #7 Quarry.
Courtesy Sumner and Leila Wolfson.

were transferred to Milovich and Hise of Connecticut and North Carolina respectively. About 1960, the ownership of the property was returned
to the T. C. Mining Company which still owns the B B #7 Quarry.
During the early part of August in 1954, the mica operation revealed
a tremendous deposit of lepidolite, albite and cleavelandite in the easterly end of the ledge. At this point the mineralization of the area took on
a completely new outlook.
The miners were completely a ware of the significance of these minerals and they were watchful for a pocket in the ledge. They soon discovered a tracer pocket which was carefully explored. The pocket and its
surrounding area was laden with crystals of cassiterite, albite and
garnet. They also found specimens of cleavelandite, columbite-tantalite
and crystals of smoky and colorless quartz coated with cookeite. A
number of beautiful specimens were removed from the cavity.
The exploration was highlighted by the discovery of a superb specimen of botryoidal beryllonite which was about one-eighth inch in size.
This formation of beryllonite is extremely rare and the only other specimen of this type had been found earlier at the Dunton Quarry in Newry.
On Friday, August 13th, Stanley Perham sent Raymond Dean to the
quarry to check on the progress which was being made in this richly
mineralized area. "Deanie" failed to return after a lengthy period of
time had passed, so Perham went to the mine to learn the reason for the
delay. After -what was a prolonged absence on his part, Mrs. Perham
and the author went to see what was keeping everyone.
We arrived at the BB #7 Quarry about three o'clock in the afternoon
to find ourselves in the midst of what was going to become one of the
most memorable and exciting experiences of my life. A pocket, at that
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All of us at the BB #7 Quarry waited for a chance to empty the tourmaline pocket.

time about the size of a football, had been uncovered in the quarry wall
and this chamber was laden with sparkling crystals of green tourmaline.
A single book of mica five feet square had to be removed from the
area just in front of the gem tourmaline pocket before it could be
explored properly. The pocket and its surrounding area provided a host
of colorful specimens. Suspended in the feldspar above the cavity was a
remarkable crystal of black tourmaline two and one-half inches wide
and three feet long.
The pocket area was divided into sections by large rounded masses of
cleavelandite. Behind these masses were areas filled with kaolin and
tiny pieces of lepidolite, feldspar crystals, cleavelandite, quartz and
cookeite. The tourmaline crystals were embedded in the kaolin which
readily softened with the application of a small amount of water.
It was, of course, the tourmaline which was the cause of the excitement that ran rampant among those present at the quarry that day.
The vibrant green crystals were easily plucked from the softened kaolin
and they sparkled in the sunlight. I remember taking a handful of kaolin from the pocket, squeezing my fingers and being left holding a handful of vibrant green tourmaline crystals!
The cautious exploration of the pocket resulted in the removal of
eight to ten thousand carats of gem quality green and blue-green tourmaline crystals. The pocket also held about four thousand carats of
indicolite, or blue, tourmaline. The few pink crystals in the pocket were
not of gem quality. Nevertheless, this was one of the largest tourmaline
pockets to have been found in Maine at that time.
Many of the remarkable crystals of green tourmaline were terminated
and the surfaces of the terminations were, in most instances, dull and
etched. These crystals were in remarkably good condition unlike, for
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The pocket found at the BB #7 Quarry contained fine tourmaline crystals which were
unusually large in size.
Courtesy Dr. Benjamin M. Shaub.

example, so many of the Mount Mica tourmaline crystals which had to
be reassembled. The material in this B B #7 Quarry pocket varied in size
from tiny crystals to a remarkable finger-sized crystal about three
inches long. Many were the diameter of a pencil and the tourmaline
crystals averaged one to two inches in length.
About two weeks of painstaking work were involved in the complete
development of the pocket. The cavity was eventually explored to a
length of six feet. In consideration of the recovery of gem tourmaline
and specimens, the results were well worth the time invested. Once the
initial sorting had been completed and the gem material separated from
the balance of the pocket contents, about two hundred pounds of less
valuable material from the pocket area was set aside for future examination.
The crystals they removed from the pocket were unusually large and
they were of fine quality. Many beautiful gems were faceted from the
largest gem tourmaline crystal which weighed 137.47 carats. It was
found in two easily reassembled sections, the largest of which weighed
99.97 carats. This single crystal yielded two magnificent square gems
weighing 23.67 and 10.91 carats respectively, a triangular stone weighing 6.77 carats and a smaller navette-shape stone weighing 1.78 carats.
If it had not been for a large flaw in the termination of this crystal, it
would have yielded a greater quantity of gems. Another remarkable
tourmaline crystal weighed 37.50 carats.
Also harvested from the pocket were some excellent specimens although they were few in number. The specimens were basically composed of green tourmaline, cookeite and lepidolite and they were lovely.
Unfortunately, once they had been removed from the pocket the kaolin
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which bonded the minerals together dried out and they fell apart. A few
were salvaged, however, and they may be seen in the museum display
at Perham's of West Paris. The specimens include the largest tourmaline crystal in the pocket which weighed 738.50 carats. Although it is
devoid of gem material, the mammoth tourmaline is a truly magnificent
piece.
The dazzling array of gemstones cut were faceted by Raymond Dean
who was Perham's lapidarist. The initial cutting yielded a total of
143.78 carats of gem tourmaline and they were well received by the customers who visited Perham's. Ultimately, thousands of carats of exquisite green tourmaline gems were faceted from the BB #7 Quarry material. The indicolite material in the pocket yielded a small number of
faceted stones and variety of cabochons.
The tourmaline in this
bountiful pocket attracted
the attention and interest
of many. Among those fortunate enough to be on the
site while the pocket was
being explored were Dr.
Cornelius Hurlbut, Professor of Mineralogy at Harvard University; Judge
Benjamin Butler of Farmington; George Ebeling of
Walker & Ebeling Jewelers
of New York City; Thomas
Smith, Chairman of the
Board of Standard Brands;
E. Lawrence Sampter and
Mr. and Mrs. Sumner Wolfson who are collectors.
Other than the miners
themselves, relatively few
people are present when
pockets of tourmaline are
One of the larger green tourmaline gems combined with pearls and diamonds to create this
found. I feel most fortunate
lovely pendant.
to have been present for
this momentous event. The
memories of the pocket will
always be treasured with mixed feelings of excitement and awe. The
thrill of seeing one of Nature's most precious creations revealed is something one cannot describe in mere words.
If this pocket of dazzling tourmalines has no other effect, it should
serve to cast out all superstitious aspersions to "Friday the 13th." This
was truly a lucky day for those involved and for the mining history of
Oxford County.
It is hoped that further exploration of the B B #7 Quarry will take
place at some point in the future . The possibility that other tourmaline
pockets might be hidden within the ledge is certainly thought provoking.
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The Perham Quarry

The

Perham Quarry was the first site in Oxford County to be developed solely as a source of feldspar . The deposit at this West Paris location is, without a doubt, the largest and most productive source of feldspar in the area. The Perham Quarry has had more effect, both directly
and indirectly, on the local mining industry than any other quarry in
the region.
Elmer Aldrich began mining feldspar on the Swift lot in West Paris
early in the 1900 era. Drilling by hand and blowing the ledge with black
powder, he mined two or three carloads of spar and hauled it down the
hill to the railroad in West Paris. The material was then transported via
railroad to the Littlefield Station plant owned by the Maine Feldspar
Company. Aldrich's work on the Swift lot did not reveal any substantial
amounts of feldspar.
Just after the small operation at what was then known as the Aldrich
Mine, the quarry and the surrounding acreage was purchased by Alfred
C. Perham of West Paris. He was in the lumbering business and held
the small prospect in little regard.
By 1918, however, the seemingly inexhaustible supply of feldspar in
the Auburn area was greatly depleted and a search for new prospects
was underway. When the ledge on Curtis Hill in West Paris was
explored as a possible supply of this commercially valuable material,
Perham began to suspect that perhaps the small Aldrich prospect might
be worth some consideration.
Perham was greatly interested in the growth of local industry and
found the spar mining intriguing. When the local market for lumber
dwindled in 1921 and 1922, Alfred Perham decided the time to investigate his property for feldspar had arrived. At that time his son, Ronald,
who was attending Bates College in Lewiston, was able to obtain some
relevant information with regard to feldspar mining.
Bernard Richardson supplied a specially tempered drill which would
penetrate the ledge on the Perham property and the exploration was
underway. Perham was assisted by Ronald and by his youngest son,
Stanley, who was greatly intrigued by minerals. The first serious exploration for feldspar on the property was underway.
The first casual search made it plain to the Perham trio that this
endeavor would involve a great deal of hard labor and considerable
expense. They began delving into the ledge in the area which appeared
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to be the most promising, but the
results were disappointing. This
was a particularly difficult area in
which to work and Alfred Perham
wasn't just sure what the next step
should be.
Stanley was familiar with his
father's farm, and because of his
keen interest in minerals, well acquainted with the outcropping of
ledge on the property. One such
place was slightly southwest of the
area they had first explored. The
cattle often sought shelter here
under a huge hemlock tree.
After driving the cows out of this
shelter late one afternoon, Perham
noticed that the cows had kicked
the moss away from the ledge exposing a creamy white rock. The
Perhams returned here the following day and discovered what appeared to be a sizeable amount of
feldspar which broke away into
block-like pieces.
Stan Perham was a happy young man
They worked vigorously to strip
when he was photographed sitting
the
ledge of its burden of trees, brush
on the firs t blast of spar at the Perand moss. Eventually, they had exham Quarry.
posed a vein of feldspar more than
twenty feet wide and decided to try blasting the area. This primary
explosion used not only the last of the black powder in Sam White's
Store, but the last cash Alfred Perham felt he could spare for what
seemed like a dubious venture. Luck was with the Perhams, however,
because the blast revealed the feldspar deposit to be of considerable size
and excellent quality as well.
They proceeded to drill a single hole forty-two inches deep into the
ledge and blast again. The results were an exciting seventy-five tons of
spar worth, at that time, $7.50 per ton. The material was carted to the
railroad in West Paris and shipped, upon the request of Stanton G.
Smith, to the Maine Feldspar Company at Littlefield's Station near
Auburn. The crew at this processing plant were amazed at the fine quality of the spar from Perham's farm.
At that time, it was obvious that the deposit of feldspar on the Perham property was tremendous in size and there was a great demand for
this commercially valuable material. Subsequently, the Oxford Mining
and Mineral Company established a processing plant in West Paris.
The newly organized firm began its operation with the feldspar being
mined at the Perham Quarry. Before long, all four of Perham's sons
were involved with the quarry operation. Harold acted as mine foreman
assisted by Stanley, and Ronald participated in the mining when his
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This was the first mining crew to work the Perham Quarry .

Mining continued throughout the winter of 1923-1924 and the feldspar was carefully stockpiled.

The miners loaded the loose feldspar into wheelbarrows which were guided down
ramps to the waiting wagons .
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college studies permitted. Roy Perham returned from Pennsylvania with
his family and began working in the quarry. What had started purely as
an enterprise that might supplement income from lumbering and farming was now an occupation which was of great importance to the Perham family.
Other firms wishing to obtain some of this feldspar approached
Alfred Perham, but he adhered to his agreement to solely supply the
West Paris mill. He realized the area was badly in need of industry and
that the mill was dependent upon the spar his quarry produced.
It is interesting to note that Perham's mining eventually took him
back to the site of their first exploratory endeavor. The mining revealed
that this area of feldspar was just a small, isolated deposit surrounded
by worthless rock. Had Perham realized this, the search for feldspar
might well have ended right here.
Mining at the Perham Quarry
continued and the miners were
amazed when they began to
realize the full extent of the deposit. The spar the quarry produced was also of excellent quality and brought a good price.
Ton after ton of feldspar was
mined and trucked down over
the hill to the mill for process. ing. The mining was proceeding
so satisfactory that they mined
right through the winter on several occasions.
The Oxford Mining and Milling Company merged with the
larger United Feldspar and MinDuring the winter huge sleds were used to
erals Corporation in 1930 . To
haul the spar.
insure the unity of the quarry
and the mill, Alfred Perham sold
the mine and mineral rights to the new owners of the firm .
Under the new ownership, mining of the Perham Quarry continued.
Late in 1952 the mill and its properties was sold, as partial package of
several businesses, to the American Encaustic Tiling Company of Lansdale, Pennsylvania. Subsequently, the holdings in West Paris were sold
on January 1, 1952 to Richard Bell of the Bell Clay Company in Gleason, Tennessee.
The Perham Quarry, and other holdings of the firm, continued to be
operated by the Bell Minerals Company. Under this new management,
this feldspar operation continued on a fairly regular basis. A crew of
several men were successful in recovering vast amounts of spar from
the quarry on the Alfred Perham farm.
Then in 1971 ownership of the Perham Quarry, along with the mill,
was sold to Rupert Aldrich of Norway. Coincidentally, Aldrich is the
grandson of Elmer Aldrich who was first to mine the ledge at the Perham Quarry early in the 1900's. Only a small amount of mining was
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Feldspar mining has created this huge pit at the Perham Quarry.
Courtesy David R. Irons .

done after Aldrich made this purchase.
In 1985 the Perham Quarry was sold to Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
Brown of West Paris who own the abutting property. This new ownership is most appropriate since Mrs. Brown is one of Alfred Perham's
granddaughters.
This location, sometimes referred to as the Bell #1 Quarry, consists of
one immense pit and several smaller pits and prospects. The main
quarry is about seventy feet deep and the area in the north end of the pit
has been tunnelled extensively. Since Alfred Perham and his sons
mined the first feldspar at the Perham Quarry, the location has produced between 125,000 and 175,000 tons of fine quality feldspar and the
deposit is far from depleted.
Other than the feldspar, there is a limited variety of mineralization at
the Perham Quarry. It is true that feldspar is a commercially valuable
material, but it holds little intrigue for the collector. Consequently, a
relatively small amount of collecting has been done here.
During 1926 and 1927, mining in the northerly pit produced a few
crystals of pink and green tourmaline which were about the size of a
match-stick. Very little of this material, however, was of gem quality.
The only quantity of gem material found at the Perham Quarry has
been smoky quartz. At times the feldspar operations have uncovered
beautiful, well formed crystals of this material. These rather interesting
smoky quartz specimens are often doubly terminated. During the 1903
mining here a remarkable gem quality peduncle was found which was
fifteen millimeters long and sixteen millimeters in diameter. The termination on this fine, diminutive specimen was attached to a stem less
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This unusual "mouse-shape " smoky quartz was found at the Perham Quarry.
Courtesy Dr. Benjamin M. Shaub .

than five millimeters in diameter_ Small amounts of milky-white quartz
crystals and massive rose quartz, which was very light in color, have
also been found here.
A small quantity of purple apatite crystals was moved from the left
side of the head wall in the big pit at the Perham Quarry. Pockets containing blue, yellow and green apatite have also been found as well.
Nearly all of these apatite crystals, although beautifully formed, have
been less than one-quarter inch in size.
Fine specimens of cream colored feldspar and some rather interesting
dark green spar have been produced by the Perham Quarry. Excellent
dendritic formations have been observed on the feldspar found here.
Small pyrite crystals, garnet, diminutive crystals of albite and good
black tourmaline crystals are among the other minerals produced by
this locale.
Large expanses of glacially smoothed ledges are visible at the Perham Quarry. Located near the pits, this geological formation is the
result of glacial activity which took place many thousands of years ago.
In summation, the development of the feldspar deposit at the Perham
Quarry was one of the most valuable contributions to the mining industry in Oxford County. The discovery of this mammoth deposit of feldspar precipitated the exploration of countless new prospects and the
reopening of older area quarries. This rather different sort of production
sets the Perham Quarry apart from other locales, but it does not in any
way detract from its importance.
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Black Mountain

The

intriguing mineralization at the site of the Black Mountain
Quarry was first discovered by Edmund F. Bailey in 1878. Located in
the town of Rumford, this locale consists of one large pit and four
smaller excavations. Black Mountain, which was originally explored as
a possible source of tourmaline, has been the scene of a substantial
amount of commercial activity.
Actual exploration of the area was delayed for several years, however, since Bailey's intense study of mineralogy had not yet begun. During the spring of 1883, Bailey obtained the necessary permission and
began his first investigation of these ledges. He was searching for
tourmaline and the results of this blasting were encouraging.
Among those watching Bailey's work with more than casual interest
were Augustus C. Hamlin and Samuel R. Carter who had done so much
to further the development of Mount Mica. They were apparently impressed by what they saw since the Mount Mica Company, owned by
Hamlin and Carter, leased the Black Mountain property that summer.
The exploration done by the Mount Mica Company failed to produce
any gem tourmaline, but they found a host of fine specimens. These first
tourmaline specimens produced by Black Mountain, which was then
often referred to as the Bailey Quarry, were readily sold at auction in
New York City. Due to the lack of gem tourmaline, however, the Mount
Mica Company abandoned their efforts at this locale.
Bailey's exploration of Black Mountain continued, nonetheless. As
the work progressed he encountered numerous specimens including the
combination of lepidolite and opaque pink tourmaline for which the
locale has become well known. During the spring of 1885, Bailey sent a
suite of these attractive specimens to Professor S. L. Penfield for confirming identification. The task was completed by Penfield and Professor H. L. Welles and a detailed analysis of these pieces was returned to
Edmund Bailey.
The specimens collected by Bailey included a piece of white rock
which appeared, at first, to be quite ordinary. Analyzation of this specimen, however, revealed that it was a specimen of the rare mineral pollucite. Rare crystals of honey yellow microlite, which were about 2mm in
diameter, were also identified. The suite of specimens also included dark
reddish-brown crystals of mangano-columbite which were similar to
rutile in form. Several of these mangano-columbite crystals were ten
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millimeters long which is quite outstanding.
Bailey was joined in his work at Black Mountain by Nathaniel H.
Perry who was a mineralogist from South Paris. The pair continued
their exploration for several years and happily displayed the fruits of
their labor. They recovered a variety of fine specimens, but none of
these included any gem tourmaline. Bailey, in April of 1893, published
an article about the work being done at Black Mountain in a publication
of the era known simply as Minerals.
The diversification of minerals Bailey and Perry found impressed the
mineralogists of that era. H. W. Foote wrote a paper about the mineralogy of Black Mountain which appeared in the American Journal of
Science published in June of 1896. Foote devoted portions of his text to
the occurrence of microlite, pollucite, mangano-columbite and the subsequent analysis of these minerals.
On May 25, 1889 Bailey purchased the eighty-acre sector of property
known as Lot No. 65 from George Andrews of Andover. Bailey's and
Perry's sporadic exploration of Black Mountain continued. A profusion
of unusually fine-grained lepidolite predominated the mineralization at
the site. This lovely material occurred in a medium shade of purple and
superb lepidolite specimens embellished with remarkable fans of pink
tourmaline were found. Unusual specimens of white lepidolite were also
collected.
Bailey later sold this piece of property on April 8, 1899 to William
McCrillis, who lived locally. At that time there was considerable interest
in mining commercially valuable mica which, undoubtedly, prompted
McCrillis to feel this highly mineralized area might be a good investment.
Then on August 31, McCrillis leased his newly acquired property for
a period of one year to Daniel Longstreet of Boston. A stipulation of
this agreement was that McCrillis would own outright any tourmaline
Longstreet might find at Black Mountain and one-half the net return on
all other minerals which might be recovered.
Records indicate that, although the property had been leased, McCrillis was actively involved with Longstreet's plans for Black Mountain.
With considerable fanfare, McCrillis opened the quarry at sunrise on
September 29 and christened it the "Dewey Mine." The origin of this
name is a mystery.
This premiere mica mining venture at Black Mountain was no small
operation. Longstreet employed, and personally compensated, a crew of
approximately twenty men to mine the quarry. George Tenney, from
New Hampshire, was foreman of the operation and many of the miners
were men he brought with him.
To save time, the crew was domiciled at the quarry site in a newly
constructed bunkhouse. A suitable cookhouse was also established and
Dick Ford, believed by one of the miners "as fine a cook as ever served a
meal," kept the crew well fed. A number of smaller buildings on the site
housed the boiler which powered the steam drill utilized by the crew and
the other equipment required for the mining operation. A man named
Brock, who was large in stature and "strong as an ox," operated the
steam drill and acted as blacksmith.
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These men who mined at Black Mountain were paid $1.25 for a ninehour day. This wage, which included room and board, was considered to
be a good rate of pay at that time. The work the men performed was,
however, exhausting. Once the mica had been exposed in the quarry
area, it was hand sorted and loaded into baskets. These baskets, which
usually weighed about two hundred pounds, were carried on the shoulders of the crew to the shed where it was stored.
The crew began mining immediately after the opening of the "Dewey
Mine." Their hard labor resulted in the recovery of an estimated one
hundred tons of scrap mica. Arthur Philbrock, who had a farm in the
area, hauled wagonloads of mica for a distance of seven miles to Frye
where it was loaded onto railroad cars. The exact destination of the
mica shipments is not known. When the snow arrived that winter, the
mica mining ceased for reasons which are perfectly understandable.
During this operation, the miners found a substantial amount of
feldspar which was cast aside and considered to be worthless. Lepidolite also had no value although many a "pretty rock" was saved by
members of the crew.
It is not known whether or not Longstreet's crew resumed mining at
Black Mountain the spring of 1900.
During the period of Longstreet's lease, McCrillis sold one quarter of
his interest in the property at Black Mountain to John B. Humphrey of
Boston. This transaction was made on October 7, 1899 while Longstreet's mica mining operation was under way. To further complicate
the situation McCrillis then sold his remaining interest in Black Mountain to Hazen "Jockey Mine" Wooster who lived in Canaan, New
Hampshire. A section of McCrillis' deed to Wooster reads " ... If the suite
on which the above attachment is made should finally go to judgment
then the said Wooster agrees to pay the same or hold McCrillis
harmless ... "
Just what this lawsuit might have entailed remains a mystery. Wooster, however, sold the Black Mountain property on April 22, 1901 to
William E. Gray who lived in East Orange, New Jersey. The price,
which included " ... tools, buildings, engines, boilers, and 150 tons of
mined mica ... ," was $15,000. Gray then sold his newly acquired real
estate, for the same price, to the Stamford Mica Company which was
based in New Jersey.
The Stamford Mica Company-whose principal officers were Messrs.
Furman, Gray and Lay-conducted a mica mining operation at Black
Mountain in 1901. Oliver Gildersleeve headed the operation which, it is
believed, continued into the following year. During this period, they recovered a substantial amount of mica from this pegmatite deposit.
This mica operation at Black Mountain continued until 1903. Oddly
enough, the actual work was done by several different persons who
leased the area. During this period, ownership of this property changed
frequently. The Stamford Mica Company suffered severe financial distress during 1903, however, which necessitated the actual sale of the
Black Mountain property.
Thus, in 1904 the quarry at Black Mountain was sold to the Gildersleeve and Poor Company located in Gildersleeve, Connecticut. Their
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operation, under the direction of Gildersleeve's son Walter, was directed
at the recovery of scrap mica and feldspar. The mining went well and,
during the 1905 operation, they recovered an estimated two hundred
fifty tons of mica. The feldspar Gildersleeve mined was refined locally.
The mica was transported by horse-drawn wagon to the railroad at Frye
and then shipped via rail to a processing plant in Gildersleeve, Connecticut. At the conclusion of this second year of operation at Black Mountain, an estimated one thousand tons of scrap mica had been transported to Connecticut.
Edson S. Bastin of the United States Geological Survey visited Black
Mountain during 1906. At that time, he reported that two quarries had
been excavated on the western slope of the mountain. The largest, and
uppermost pit, was about fifty feet wide, two hundred feet long and had
a maximum depth of twenty-five feet. The smaller of the pits was about
one hundred feet wide, one hundred feet long and had a maximum
depth of thirty-five feet.
Bastin's Bulletin 445 indicates that he found the Black Mountain
locale to be somewhat different than the other quarries in the area. Two
minerals-cleavelandite and muscovite-dominated this particular pegmatite. He observed the presence of quantities of opaque, white quartz
as well.
The deposit of muscovite at Black Mountain was unusually large,
and single masses, which were almost entirely mica, were estimated to
weigh one-half ton. Unfortunately, most of this mica was heavily flawed
and only of scrap value. Bastin saw one massive mica crystal which
was about one and one-half feet wide and three feet long and observed
many blade-shape crystals varying in length from one to two feet.
Bastin also saw many superb specimens containing miniature bundles, varying in size from one-eighth to one-half inch in width, of
opaque pink tourmaline. The matrix for these specimens was a colorful,
coarse-grained granite composed of feldspar, muscovite, quartz and
pink tourmaline. An abundance of flattened crystals of spodumene,
three to four inches thick and varying in length to a size of two and
one-half feet, were also frozen in this matrix. The only other noteworthy
tourmaline Bastin saw were green-black crystals which averaged onehalf to one and one-half inches in diameter and four to eight inches in
length.
It seems curious that Bastin's report made no mention of seeing any
lepidolite during his visit to Black Mountain. This is unusual since the
attractive lilac lepidolite has been a predominant feature of the mineralization at that locale since the time of Bailey's discovery.
The Gildersleeves did not do any further mining at Black Mountain.
In 1909, they sold the property to Mr. Alexander who was an agent for
the Maine Products Company located in New York City. The company
failed, however, to do any further exploration of their newly acquired
property.
Nothing was done at Black Mountain until 1931. At that time, Stanley Perham of West Paris made an arrangement with the Maine Products
Company which would allow him to work the dumps for scrap mica.
Perham's efforts, which continued through 1938, resulted in the recov122

Cesare Trusiani and Stan
Perham worked together to
develop Black Mountain during the 1940 era.

ery of several hundred tons of mica.
The Black Mountain Quarries were next leased to F . D. Pitts of
Auburn, Massachusetts who subleased the locale to Cesare Trusiani of
Brunswick. Trusiani's operation, which began in 1938, was directed at
the recovery of scrap mica, feldspar, spodumene, beryl and lepidolite.
Trusiani was an industrious worker and he furthered the development of Black Mountain extensively. In 1940, he was mining mica seven
days a week. During the latter part of this year, Trusiani excavated several new pits which were situated above the largest quarry at Black
Mountain.
During Trusiani's mining he found some peculiar specimens which
were identified, by Stanley Perham, as masses of pollucite that were
intergrown with fans of pink tourmaline. A substantial number of these
unusual specimens were collected. Trusiani halted his exploration of
Black Mountain in 1942.
The highlight of Trusiani's operation was the discovery of what was,
at that time, the world's largest crystals of eosphorite. Trusiani sold several specimens containing eosphorite crystals to a duo of collectors who showed
the pieces to Dr. Harry Berman who was a member
of the Mineralogy Department at Harvard University. Dr. Berman was somewhat disappointed to
learn that no single eosphorite crystals were available, but he agreed to purchase the specimens provided he be allowed to visit the site of their discovery.
Berman and Stan Perham paid a visit to the
A delighted Harry
Black Mountain Quarries the following day. They
Berman clutches
arrived only to learn that Trusiani had blown some
some of his eosthirty or forty tons of feldspar the previous afterphorite specimens.
noon which was absolutely riddled with eosphorites.
Some of these rare crystals were one inch long which
exceeded the size of any such specimens found prior to this time. Dr.
Berman spent the entire day poring over the multitude of specimens and
finally made a selection of one hundred or so of the better pieces. Somewhat perplexed and amused by this abundance, Berman was heard to
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remark, "Who would have thought the day would ever come when I'd be
selecting only the best eosphorite crystals!"
Subsequently, the mineral rights to Black Mountain were leased to
the United Feldspar and Minerals Corporation of New York City during
the fall of 1943. The work done by this firm, however, was limited to the
selection of various minerals and ores for future study and analysis.
During the two years the United Feldspar and Minerals Corporation
conducted their superficial exploration of Black Mountain, a wonderful
event took place. With funds obtained from the United States Government, a new road to the quarry sites was constructed. This was a great
improvement since, prior to this time, there was no actual "road" to
follow in an ascent of the mountain. As Stan Perham's wife recalls,
"You just sat in a horse-drawn slugee which meandered aimlessly
through the woods and up the mountain!"
Dana C. Douglass of Bethel leased the area from the Maine Products
Corporation during 1950. He was interested in learning more about the
beryl and lepidolite deposits at Black Mountain. There was certainly
enough lepidolite to study since one of the pits contained, at that time,
several tons of this material and there was a tremendous outcropping of
lepidolite in the quarry wall. During the period of Douglass' lease, no
actual mining was done.
Th us, Lot #65 at Black Mountain remained in the hands of the Maine
Products Corporation until March of 1978. At that time, ownership was
transferred to Larry Shaw of Rumford who had made prior attempts to
lease the property.
Shaw, aided by a crew of two or three men, proceeded to mine the
largest of the pits at Black Mountain. He was interested in obtaining
specimens of lepidolite and the attractive rubellated granite produced by
this locale. Like his predecessors, his hope of finding some gem quality
material was not realized. Shaw's modest exploration of Black Mountain lasted for a four-month period.
Ownership of the area was later transferred from Shaw to Joe Martin, Jr. of Rumford Point in October of 1979. Martin has conducted a
cursory examination of the complex of quarries at Black Mountain but
has done no actual mining. The locale is currently open to collectors on
a fee basis.
Although Black Mountain was first explored as a potential source of
gem tourmaline, little, if any, such material has ever been found here.
The pockets encountered in this pegmatite mass were few in number
which makes it quite unlike other quarries in Oxford County.
Loren Merrill was under the impression that a small pocket of gem
tourmaline crystals was discovered during the early mining of Black
Mountain. These pencil-size crystals, which were described as being
several inches long, were reputed to have been taken from a cavity in
the quarry floor. Merrill, however, was not able to actually prove the
existence of this pocket.
Although green tourmaline has been found in some of the mica at
Black Mountain, the location is primarily known for curious fan-like
arrangements of pink tourmaline on a matrix of lepidolite. The combined rosy pink of the tourmaline and the intense lilac lepidolite pro-
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vides a striking effect. Oddly enough, nearly all of this pink tourmaline
is opaque.
The lepidolite found at Black Mountain is unusually fine grained
and, for the most part, it is a deep lilac color. Until recent years, huge
boulders of this material were visible in the dump areas. White and yellow lepidolite have also been found here completing a seldom seen spectrum of this mineral.
A pegmatite vein can be followed across Black Mountain for eight or
nine thousand feet. This deposit was the subject of considerable investigation from 1942 until 1945 when the Bureau of Mines was conducting a
thorough research program directed at the pegmatite areas of New
England.
This study revealed that a substantial amount of beryl was present at
Black Mountain. An impressive number of beryl crystals were visible in
the ledge and an actual count of 1,025 such specimens was made. These
beryl crystals varied in diameter from one-eighth inch to twenty-four
inches. Numerous crystals of spodumene were also observed, including
some mammoth specimens five feet in length.
An impressive variety of minerals occurs in the pegmatite deposit at
Black Mountain. In addition to the aforementioned minerals, this locale
has also produced columbite, tiny crystals of white and pink apatite,
autunite, rhodocrosite, montmorillonite, pyrite, amblygonite, vesuvianite
and small crystals of zircon. The variety of quartz produced by Black
Mountain includes specimens of massive smoky quartz and some fine
drusy white quartz crystals.
Black Mountain has been explored for more than a century and this
investigation has resulted in the discovery of many outstanding specimens. These include fine pieces of radiated tantalite, golden and blue
beryl, dendritic uraninite and cassiterite as well as the superb eosphorite crystals produced by Trusiani's mining. The remarkable specimens
of lepidolite embellished with radiating crystals of pink tourmaline
found here are unique as well as lovely.
Although the gem tourmaline Edmund Bailey had hoped to find here
never materialized, it is doubtful that he would be disappointed in the
diversified assortment of minerals produced by Black Mountain. It
seems likely that Bailey, who was a learned mineralogist, would be
quite pleased with Black Mountain's production.
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The Newry Quarries
Although the complex of quarries high atop Halls Ridge is usually
referred to quite simply as Newry, this locale is actually composed of
three large pits and a scattering of smaller excavations. The largest of
the Newry Quarries is the Twin Tunnel Quarry, or Nevel Pit, and the
Dunton Quarry which is located further up the mountain.
The Newry group is best known for tourmaline, but a host of other
minerals are also found here. One hundred twenty different minerals ·
have been identified from this locale and the list is still growing. The
roster includes many unusual minerals which are virtually unknown
elsewhere. Micromount enthusiasts are particularly fond of the Newry
Quarries where they are able to collect intriguing specimens of herderite, eosphorite, beryllonite, yedlinite and other rarities. Mineral enthusiasts have found these outcroppings of ledge high atop the mountain to
be a favorite collecting spot for the past century.
Newry-Circa 1900
Oxford County's most recently celebrated tourmaline locale is, of
course, the Dunton Quarry. This pit lies near the summit of the extensive pegmatite outcropping which is located in the northeastern corner
of the town of Newry. During the latter part of the nineteenth century,
this area received a great deal of attention from local mineral enthusiasts. These men were hopeful of finding a deposit of tourmaline similar
to the discovery which had been made at Mount Mica in Paris Hill some
years earlier.
Edmund Bailey, who was well respected as one of the area's most
knowledgeable collectors, is credited with the actual discovery of tourmaline at the Dunton Quarry in 1898. Diaries kept by Bailey, who lived
nearby in Andover, reveal that he had actually collected tourmaline
here prior to this date. Encouraged by the sight of glistening tourmaline
he had found near the summit of the mountain, Bailey was prompted to
make a few blasts and went on to continue his exploration for the ensuing four years. During Bailey's lifetime, he made a precise identification
of fifty-one different minerals he had collected at Newry.
Bailey's discoveries encouraged others to search this area for tourmaline in a more organized manner. On September 27, 1902 Dr. Hiram F.
Abbott of Rumford Point obtained permission from Mr. Pettengill, who
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owned the mineral rights on this property, to explore this potential
tourmaline deposit. Abbott's notation in his diary for October 27 reveals
that he was joined in the venture by " .. . C. L. Potter of South Waterford ... brought over miners of the Oxford Mica Mining Company and
lodged them with Joshua H. Abbott ... " The first commercial mining
venture at Newry began with Potter acting as superintendent.
It was helpful to have the mining crew conveniently boarded at the
Abbott Farm at the very base of the hill. They began work immediately,
but merely reaching the area where they were to mine was a laborious
task in itself. The outcropping was near the summit of the hill and the
steep ascent was nearly a mile above the Abbott Farm. When the crew
began their work there was no trail to follow . Working laboriously, they
eventually created a crude wagon road of sorts which wound up the hillside and horse drawn slugees simplified transportation of their equipment. When the first two months of the operation had been completed
Abbott's journal entry for December 22 indicates that he "expended to
Joshua Abbott $10.00 on his bill vs. 0. M. M. Co. for boarding mining
crew ... "
By February of 1903 Horace C. Dunton, who lived in Rumford Falls,
had purchased the area's mineral rights from Mr. Pettengill and joined
forces with Dr. Abbott. On the fourth of that month Abbott recorded a
" ... drive to R. Falls with Mr. Potter to call on Horace C. Dunton to see
what share Mr. Potter and myself were to have in the tourmaline business and Mr. Dunton says that we have to have an equal share with two
others as promoters and one cash member; of 1/ 5 of profits and losses ... "
Thus, the first commercial operation was conducted with a gentlemen's transaction rather than a conventional legal agreement. The
somewhat sporadic mining venture continued until 1904 and the men
met with some amount of success. Two shallow open pits developed at
this time produced a number of the unique tourmaline crystals with centers of pink and an outer rind of green. It was the initial discovery of
this peculiar formation of crystals and these unusual specimens caused
considerable excitement among local mineralogists and miners. One of
them, George R. Howe of Norway, coined the name "watermelon" for
the crystals. Such specimens have since become recognized as classic
tourmaline produced by the Dunton Quarry.
The miners encountered a variety of minerals during this first operation at the Dunton Quarry. This confirmed Edmund Bailey's hunch that
the area was, indeed, worthy of investigation. The ledge was primarily
composed of quartz, feldspar, muscovite and a profusion of cleavelandite which frequently occurred in individual blade-shaped crystals as
much as one foot in length. Wedge-shaped books of muscovite were also
common and the miners were particularly intrigued by the flat books of
muscovite which contained crystals of transparent green tourmaline.
These crystals, although not gem quality, were as much as three inches
long in some instances. Flat opaque crystals of spodumene, typically
white in color, two feet long were recovered by the miners. Small
amounts of columbite and autunite, occurring in small crystals associated with cleavelandite, were also unearthed in the ledge. Curiously,
the mining revealed but a single specimen of beryl and this was a small
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loose crystal. Bastin described it as " ... being perfectly transparent and
almost deep enough in color to be classed as emerald."
During this venture, the newly developed pit became known as the
Dunton Quarry and the initial exploration of this site attracted a great
deal of attention from collectors and scientists. They were, of course,
hopeful that this new locale would produce tourmaline similar to the
material being found at Mount Mica during this era. Dr. George F.
Kunz, the renowned mineral connoisseur, and Edson S. Bastin from the
U. S. Geological Survey were among those who visited the quarry site.
Loren Merrill, who was still mining at Mount Mica, kept close watch on
the material being mined here by his contemporaries.
The first of the Newry tourmaline which was of significant value was
found in association with lepidolite and cleavelandite. The material
occurred in pastel shades of pink and green, which have come to be
associated with the Dunton Quarry, and pink was the predominating
color. The miners were excited about the discovery of a substantial
number of tourmaline crystals with pink centers and a rind of green.
The "watermelon" tourmalines that have since been found at the Dun- •
ton Quarry are familiar to collectors in all parts of the world.
In a report published by the U. S. Geological Survey in 1905, Dr.
George F. Kunz described the first of the tourmaline mined at the Dunton Quarry.
"At Newry a good deal of tourmaline has been found, some of
the crystals very large, up to 4 inches in diameter; but at that
place the crystals are not in pockets, but traverse the pegmatite in the manner of beryls, and hence are liable to much
breakage."
Unlike the tourmaline produced by the Mount Mica locale, the material found at the Dunton Quarry did not occur in pockets or cavities.
These crystals were "frozen" in their matrix and removing them intact
was an impossibility. These unique tourmalines were recognized as
being fine specimens, but mining for such material did not warrant continuation of the mining.
The other disappointment was the lack of gem quality tourmaline
produced by the mining. For the most part, the material was opaque to
semi-transparent and only a small amount of gem quality rubellite was
recovered. By January of 1903, Loren Merrill had faceted a number of
pink tourmaline gems from the rough material mined during the initi;:11
commercial venture at the Dunton Quarry. The stones were lovely and
Merrill was prompted to facet an additional forty stones during the next
few weeks. This suite of stones, the largest of which was a one carat
rubellite, was evaluated by Merrill at $300. Potter, the mine superintendent, was impressed with these gems and established a small shop at
Rumford Point where he produced more of the Dunton rubellite gems.
The miners were faced, however, with an insufficiency of gem tourmaline and the considerable expense invovled in the continuation of the
operation. Because of these considerations, Dunton and the other investors decided that further mining would be imprudent. Thus, the first
commercial mining of the Dunton Quarry came to an end.
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The Nevel Era
During 1926 and 1927, the General Electric Company took over the
Dunton Quarry and their operation was directed by William D. Nevel of
Andover. This mining venture was directed at the recovery of pollucite
which was, at that time, greatly in demand as an ore of cesium to be
utilized in the manufacture of radio tubes and the photo-electric cell.
General Electric invested a substantial amount of money in this
operation and greatly improved access to the quarry area as well. At the
quarry site, a camp was erected to house the miners and a blacksmith
shop was established nearby. Special horse drawn wooden carts were
utilized to transport men, equipment and ore up and down the steep
mountain road.
The venture was quite satisfactory as far as the recovery of the pollucite was concerned. More importantly-, however, the extensive development of the quarry provided greater insight into the mineralogy of this
pegmatite. Dick Nevel was also an avid collector and, while conducting
this operation for General Electric, he carefully set aside a host of fine
specimens which were later marketed to museums and private collectors.
It was during this period that the extensive quantity of mineral varieties produced by the Dunton Quarry was first realized. When the General
Electric pollucite venture ended in 1927, Nevel continued to rework the
dumps and further develop the quarry area. During the late 20's Nevel
mined some thirty-five tons of pollucite and in 1935 he recovered spodumene, montebrasite and feldspar from the existing dump areas.
During the Nevel era, the pegmatite at the Dunton Quarry produced
an amazing assortment of mineral varieties which made a tremendous
impact on the scientific world. News of the discovery spread far and
wide and among the many who visited the locale was George Holman of
Vermont who was a collector of fine mineral specimens. A visit to the
Dunton Quarry in 1929 greatly impressed Holman who went on to describe the locale in an article as " ... The place was a kaleidoscope of
color, and it seemed as though specimens suitable for any cabinet were
at every hand. Surely this was a collector's dream come true ... One of
the first tourmaline specimens found was a crystal about one inch in
diameter, having a green exterior and pink center mounted on a matrix
of smoky quartz together with other green crystals, some with pink centers. A specimen was obtained showing three groups of pink, green and
dark blue crystals, in parallel growth, the matrix being cleavelandite.
One specimen was obtained, showing a complete crystal, red and green,
in a cavity accompanied by albite crystals. Indicolite was abundant and
in every shade ranging from a very dark blue to pale greenish blue, a
single crystal often showing several shades ... "
This was a prolific period for the Dunton Quarry and knowing just
where to initiate a description is difficult. The tourmaline, of course,
garnered the most attention. These fine watermelon tourmaline specimens mined by Nevel were much like those found during the 1900-1904
era. The tourmalines primarily occurred in matrix although some isolated crystals were recovered. Curiously enough, few of the tourmaline
crystals had terminations. A letter Nevel wrote to Professor Palache at
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Harvard University describes these tourmalines he reaped from the
ledges at the Dunton Quarry.
"December 14, 1927
Dear Professor Palache,
I have now gotten ready the largest and best of the gems
from Newry-four tourmalines of various shades and one
pale bluish caesium beryl. The latter is the first gem cut from
this material at Newry. We found a number of these crystals
or broken pieces of same but all were opaque. I had hoped to
get a ten carat gem but when the flaws were ground out it
reduced it to about 4 carats.
The four tourmalines were found in little cavities in the
same area that produced the eosphorites, the only pockets
formed in the entire ledge. The largest is of 15½ carats weight
and much the largest ever found at Newry that I know anything about. Mr. Merrill told me the largest gem he ever saw
from there was a pink stone that weighed 1 ¼ carats. This
was a fragment broken out from the pink center of one of
those big 'watermellon' crystals that they found 25 years ago
but no pocket material was taken out. The several tiny cavities I found this Summer were at the opposite end of the vein
from where they worked years ago. The largest cavity was 4
inches across.
The gems consist of one sapphire blue, one dark blue-green,
one fine pink and the large green stone of 15½ carats beside
the cut beryl. I consider the large one worth $8.50 per carat in
view of its brilliancy and exceptional size from that locality.

The Nevel Quarry, better known as the Twin Tunnel Pit, is one of the few areas in
Oxford County to have been explored via tunneling.
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The pink one at $10.00. It weighs about 1 carat and is fine
color. I have a large piece of pink I intend to cut but there will
be flaws in it.
Very truly yours,
W. D. Nevel"
Nevel's venture at the Dunton Quarry brought to light the second
documented discovery of beryllonite. This rare phosphate was found in
association with cleavelandite and some specimens contained beryllonite crystals three inches in size. Fine samples of herderite and eosphorite were also found.
In 1936 Nevel opened a new pit below the Dunton Quarry and mined
t4,ere in an effort to recover feldspar and other commercially valuable
minerals. This operation continued until he lost his life in a premature
dynamite explosion in 1938. This marked the end of an era when the
Dunton Quarry was developed extensively and a great deal of credit for
this is due to Dick Nevel's effort.
The 1940 - 1967 Era

The next firm to mine at Newry and continue Nevel's efforts was the
United Feldspar and Minerals Company of West Paris. They worked in
the Dunton Quarry and in other excavations located just below it-the
one opened by Nevel in 1936, which has become known as the Twin
Tunnel Pit, and two new excavations in the same area. Their operation
was aimed at the commercially valuable feldspar and spodumene, but
they stockpiled scrap mica, beryl and amblygonite as well. During 1940
and 1941, the firm found numerous fine amblygonite crystals from the
new pit they opened some two hundred yards east of the quarry opening. The United Feldspar and Minerals Company worked steadily here,
weather permitting, and continued to mine high quality feldspar and
spodumene until their operations ceased in 1945.
Four fine specimens of yedlinite were found at the Twin Tunnel
Quarry, or Nevel Pit, in September of 1941. These diminutive crystals
were originally thought to be purple apatite. Mary Mrose of the United
States Geological Survey, however, identified these tiny pyramid-shape
crystals as a new mineral variety. They were named in honor of Neil
Yedlin from New Haven, Connecticut.
Since the abatement of this last commercial operation, various attempts to mine the Newry Quarry complex have taken place. The
Whitehall Company of Keene, New Hampshire leased the pit recently
worked by the United Feldspar and Minerals Company in 1948. The
New Hampshire firm mined here during 1948 and 1949.
In July of 1949 some exceptionally fine rose quartz crystals were
found during the Whitehall operation which was aimed at the recovery
of feldspar and tourmaline. These exquisite rose quartz crystals were
almost a deep red in color and, for this particular mineral variety, they
were unusually large. A superb single crystal was one-quarter of an inch
wide and nearly an inch long. A block of feldspar was removed that
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contained in one side a pocket, about six inches wide, of these rare crystals. Stanley Perham handled the sale of these museum quality specimens which were purchased by the Mineralogical Department at Harvard University.
Harvard University, whose Mineralogical Museum has a fine suite of
Newry material, also conducted a brief operation at the Twin Tunnel Pit
and the adjacent excavations. Their mining, which took place during
1949, was aimed primarily at the recovery of tourmaline specimens.
The area was further explored early in the 1950's when the Beryllium
Development Corporation of Reading, Pennsylvania, was investigating
possible beryl deposits. They made a number of exploratory pits across
the valley from the Dunton Quarry. Stanley Feitler of their Bethel office
headed the operation which resulted in the excavation of one fairly
large pit and a sizeable dump. Beryl and uranium bearing minerals
were plentiful at this quarry which has become known as the Scotty
Mine. Some blue tourmaline, rose quartz and a suite of diminutive rose
quartz crystals were among the other minerals mined during the work
done by this firm. A much welcome by-product of the work done by the
Beryllium Development Corporation was the construction of a new, and
greatly improved, road leading up the mountain.
During 1956 the United Feldspar and Minerals Company of West
Paris returned to explore the twin tunnel pit for spodumene. Their operation was, however, short lived and produced nothing of consequence.
The firm returned in 1964, operating under the new name of the Bell
Minerals Company. That year they leased the area containing the old
Nevel Pit from the International Paper Company. During the course of
their operations, about three thousand tons of material were removed
from a new pit they opened just to the left of the Twin Tunnel Quarry.
This new pit is located in the same pegmatite mass as the Twin Tunnel Pit, so they share a common mineralogical composition. During the
course of this mining, the list of minerals encountered by the Bell Minerals Company was considerable. Added to the other minerals produced
by the Newry Quarry complex, the varieties produced here are simply
outstanding.
The Bell operation revealed concentrations of quartz where the miners
uncovered opaque spodumene crystals. These magnificent crystals,
which were usually a pastel shade of green, often reached a length of
ten feet and they were covered with a coating of montmorillonite.
Columbite was also found in association with the spodumene and single
columbite crystals more than a foot long were recovered from the quarry
walls. Still another bonus reaped by the miners was siderite crystals one
inch in length and colorless to pastel lavender crystals of fluro-apatite.
Superb crystals of amblygonite were collected including a remarkable
specimen containing three-quarter inch crystals which were remarkably
transparent.
This newly revealed area of the pegmatite mass provided a host of
rare phosphates as well. Commonly encountered were vivianite and
triphylite sprinkled with lesser amounts of purpurite and heterosite.
There was an unusual quantity of rarities provided by various stages of
alteration which provided ample study for those scientists intrigued by
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this well studied and documented pegmatite deposit.
During this same period Harvard University subsidized a limited
exploration of the rose quartz crystal deposit high atop Plumbago
Mountain. The work was done by Frank Perham and resulted in a fine
suite of specimens. Among them were the sought after rose quartz crystals as well as nicely crystallized eosphorite specimens and specimens
of botryoidal herderite. Perham also mined some unique amblygonite
crystals which were a pastel yellow in color.
In the summer of 1967 a private collector, Richard Robinson from
New Hampshire, had the distinct pleasure of discovering a pocket of
tourmaline at the old Dunton Quarry. Permission was secured from the
property owner, the International Paper Company, and the pocket contents were excavated. "Robbie," assisted by Frank Perham, reaped a
harvest of exquisite blue-green tourmaline from the pocket. Unlike the
material produced previously by the Dunton Quarry, a substantial
amount of the tourmaline was of gem quality which made the find quite
exciting. The specimens, including some fascinating globules of lepidolite, and a suite of gems faceted from the tourmaline made a fine addition to Robbie's collection. Frank Perham utilized a portion of the
pocket contents to create a replica which was added to the museum display at Perham's of West Paris.
Frank Perham, during the summer of 1970, conducted a mining operation for feldspar in a ledge well below the other pits. The prospect site,
which is located on property owned by the Stanley Perham Family of
West Paris, produced about five hundred tons of high grade spar. This
small pit also held numerous interesting specimens including some fine
phosphates typical of the Newry locale. The mining done by Perham
provided a new area for the collectors to explore at this abundantly
mineralized site.
The 1972 Era

Any tale of merit begins, once upon a time ... That time was August of
1972 when an owner of property adjacent to the Dunton Quarry was
making a casual examination of the exposed ledge in the quarry. He
had been advised to spend some time in the fresh air and get some exercise. This seemed to be the ideal time to make a casual investigation,
limited to hand tools, of the old quarry. The landowner, International
Paper Company, was agreeable. The man had a healthy curiosity but
no particular knowledge of minerals and was, thus, blessed with sheer
luck when he discovered a small pocket of tourmaline.
This discovery was to trigger a chain of unprecedented events that
would astonish scientists and collectors all over the world. During the
next few months, the Dunton Quarry became a beehive of activity
which resulted in the discovery of the world's largest and most bountiful
pocket of gem tourmaline. It was a "happening" of the greatest magnitude which made an instant celebrity of the old Dunton Quarry. International attention was riveted to the small pit and superlatives were
heaped upon its latest production of tourmaline.
Dale Sweatt of Peru (Maine) was the man who stumbled upon the
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first of this Dunton tourmaline. On one day in particular Sweatt was in
the company of an acquaintance, Jim Young, who had been a frequent
visitor at the quarry. They began to delve into an area of the dump
where Nevel's operation ended many years previously. Sweatt and
Young, joined by George Hartman, a collector from Vermont, had burrowed into the dump for about eight feet when they uncovered the tip of
a small pocket. Their cautious investigation of the pocket was rewarded
with a remarkable abundance of tourmaline crystals.
At this point in time, there was no lack of incentive to continue the
exploration. The trio continued to excavate the dump to a greater depth
and they encountered another small tourmaline pocket in the ledge. By
now they'd been hard at work for three days and the activity was
attracting a great deal of interest from other collectors visiting the Dunton Quarry. To safeguard the crater they had created in the area, one
man remained on site while the other two went down the mile long hill
for sustenance and sleep.
During one of Sweatt and Young's departures from the quarry, they
asked Dean McCrillis of Roxbury to take a look at their tourmaline. Well
acquainted with the mineralogy of the area, McCrillis was favorably
impressed and advised them to enlarge their investigation of the ledge.
Another two days of work unearthed additional tourmaline which was
of better quality than the material they had previously found.
At this point, an agreement was made that brought McCrillis into the
venture as a partner. He possessed experience in working the area's
pegmatites which was deemed desirable if the excavation was to continue. McCrillis's knowledge of minerals would also allow them to more
accurately assess the value of any future discoveries that might be
made.
About three feet down in the ledge, another zone of pocket mineralization was found. This appeared to be a vug, or pocket, of substantial
size with extensions in two different locations. Careful exploration
uncovered a mass of lepidolite, often a clue to the presence of tourmaline, in the center. The initial exploration of the right-hand canal
resulted in the discovery of cleavelandite and the sought after tourmaline. The matrix specimens and crystals they found heightened the
desire to further the exploration of this area. Tired as they were, the
men continued to enlarge the canals. The discovery of additional tourmaline crystals, which were improving in quality, was sufficient encouragement to continue working.
After a few days had passed, the men were exhausted but their
stream of tourmaline was not played out. During their exploration of
this area, the tourmaline and associated specimens were packed and
transported to be stored safely. That Sunday night, nature blessed the
area with intense thunderstorms which left the small cavern filled with
water. This seemed to be the opportune time to tumble huge boulders
into the area and rest while they re-evaluated the situation.
Their predicament might be likened to that of the dog which suddenly
"catches" the car he's chased so often! Despite their good fortune, the
men realized they were in a dilemma of some magnitude. The results of
their initial exploration made it obvious they could no longer justify this
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activity as "rockhounding." It was also apparent that additional exploration would have to entail the proper use of mining equipment.
The four men spent a great deal of time discussing the matter at hand
and, on Labor Day weekend, they reached a mutually agreeable decision. The material obtained thus far was, at this point in time, split
evenly among the foursome. They resolved to approach the landowner
in an attempt to obtain a lease that would allow them to actually mine
the area where they had been working.
Initially, the International Paper Company hadn't the slightest interest in the proposed agreement. The three men negotiated persistently,
however, during the next few weeks. In the meantime, the fourth of the
partners continued to remove additional amounts of tourmaline from
the pocket area. Undoubtedly, this activity heightened the attention of
the company who subsequently filled in the excavation and closed the
quarry to the public.
By October 12th, affairs were well in order for all concerned. The
terms of a mutually satisfactory lease had been negotiated with the
International Paper Company. The newly incorporated Plumbago Mining Company-George Hartman, Dean McCrillis and Dale Sweatt-had
obtained the sole mining rights to the Dunton Quarry for the ensuing
ten months. The waiting was over at last and the men were anxious to
begin mining.
The first action taken by the neophyte enterprise was to engage the
services of Frank Perham of West Paris. Perham. is a professional geologist who is well familiar with the pegmatite deposits in southwestern
Maine and they felt the expertise of this experienced miner would serve
them well. Perham, who has a particular fondness for Maine tourmaline, readily agreed. He promptly arrived on the scene with a compressor, jackhammer, tractor and all the other necessary paraphernalia
needed for mining. The latest mining operation at the Dunton Quarry

A tractor made short work
of clearing away the
debris from earlier mining
operations at the Dunton
Quarry.
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was officially underway.
The rubble and accumulation of many years was rapidly cleared from
the ledge and the appearance of the quarry changed radically during
the first few days of work. Working carefully, the crew entered the back
of the pocket they'd been following in August. Unfortunately, various
collectors had removed all but a few fragments of the tourmaline from
the pocket.
Although they were disappointed, everyone was eager to continue
with their exploration of the Dunton Quarry. During the next few days
the jackhammer saw a lot of use and the sounds of blasting echoed
throughout the woods. After one such explosion, the men eagerly leaped
into the pit and were pleasantly surprised to discover a large pocket at
the base of the quarry wall. The adrenalin was flowing as they began a
tentative exploration of the cavity.

The floor of this pocket
found at the Dunton
Quarry was laden with
logs of tourmaline crystals.

Luck was with them because they discovered this particular pocket
was bountiful. The cavity, which was several feet in diameter, contained
a substantial number of tourmaline crystals and sections of crystals.
These crystals, some of which were several inches long, were larger
than any of those found in August. The lush raspberry red and grass
green crystals were brought out into the sunlight by eager hands and
the tourmaline glistened brilliantly. It soon became apparent that some
of the tourmaline was of gem quality. Some excellent matrix specimens
of lepidolite, cleavelandite and tourmaline were also salvaged from the
area surrounding the pocket.
The crew was soon aware of the many superlative features of the
pocket. This was the largest tourmaline pocket that had ever been discovered at the Dunton Quarry. Never had such crystals been found here
and Dunton tourmaline had never before been seen in these vivid colors.
The quantity and quality of the gem material was far superior to what
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was believed to be typical of this locale. So many "firsts" after such a
relatively brief period of exploration!
Needless to say, the crew had a grand time emptying the pocket.
After the contents had been safely wrapped and set aside for safe keeping, they furthered their exploration of the ledge. They were, of course,
anxious to take advantage of their lease and cover as much territory as
possible. The drilling and blasting began promptly.
These efforts were well rewarded with the discovery of one or two
additional tourmaline pockets. With this amount of success tucked
under their belts, all systems were certainly "go". After a roundtable
discussion they agreed to concentrate on a relatively unexplored portion
of the ledge a few yards away. Blasts were made in several strategic
areas and the back breaking task of clearing away the rock dislodged
by the dynamite began.
Had the men only known just what lay below this rubble, their shovels would have been weightless. Hartman, McCrillis, Perham and Sweatt
were about to embark upon the most important discovery in Maine's
mining history. They were on the brink of an exciting, spine tingling,
awe inspiring and downright fantastic discovery that would become the
talk of mineral enthusiasts all over the world.
They were astonished to find that, despite the overwhelming odds,
they had found another pocket. Shovels were set aside and they began
the cautious, gentle task of exploring the vug. The removal of the
decomposed albite which made up the outer area of the pocket was a
simple task. It soon became evident that this new pocket also held
tourmaline. The first of the material they excavated was painted with
more of the vivid greens and raspberry reds found earlier. Such good
fortune was more than the average man can withstand! The jubilant
crew could hardly believe their luck and jokingly referred to this latest
discovery as their "Tuesday Pocket" thinking that their average of one

Emptying the tourmaline
pockets at the Dunton Quarry
was the experience of a lifetime for Frank Perham, at
left, and Dean McCrillis.
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Dean, at left, and Frank
worked in strange positions
while sprawled in the cold
water which constantly
seeped into the area.

a day was adequate. Such success was unheard of as well as unprecedented and eager hands delved into the partially explored cavity. It was
October 24th and there seemed to be no end to this "Tuesday Pocket".
McCrillis's log for that day reads " ... Weather broke very cold and
clear. Set off two blasts to enlarge the entrance of the pocket and spent
most of the morning cleaning up around the outside of the pocket.
Around noontime we were able to see into the pocket and were extremely
pleased and excited to see a vast display of tourmaline crystals, not
many of good gem quality, but beautiful color. We left tonight with some
feelings of hope."
They renewed their effort the following day and it was soon apparent
that the new pocket was composed of sub-chambers that stretched out in
several directions. Just when they appeared to have reached the end of
one such chamber, another corroded area of albite was broken away
leading to additional tourmaline. Progress was painstakingly slow and
icy water continually seeped into the cavity.
The pocket area was soon large enough to accommodate two men
although the quarters were cramped. Hunched on the uneven, cold, wet
pocket floor McCrillis and Perham found themselves in an area of the
finest tourmaline they'd encountered. The men were in high spirits and
their good humor was to continue during the days to come. McCrillis,
Perham and Sweatt conducted the exploration of the pocket and dubbed
themselves "Frick, Frack and Farckle." Before they completed their
task, they realized they were a most fortunate trio!
McCrillis's log for Wednesday, October 25th reads " .. .The crystals
were interlocked in a nightmarelike tangle similar to 'pickup sticks' and
were covered with a greasy black film of manganese stain. Every once
in a while we would take a crystal out and wash it in a puddle of water
just to reassure ourselves that it was really tourmaline we were finding.
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It seems inconceivable that we will ever be able to match up these crystal sections, as the interlocking must have taken place many thousands
of years ago ... "
Meanwhile, outside the pocket there was a flurry of activity. The
abundance of tourmaline was wonderful, but a safe storage area had to
be secured. Dale Sweatt made a quick trip to Rumford and rented the
two largest safety deposit boxes available. Bags, boxes and wrapping
paper were brought up the mountain to the pocket site since the specimens had to be carefully protected to eliminate the possibility of damage. The astonishing abundance of material they shoveled from the
floor of the pocket was dumped into sacks and crates.
Trusted visitors to the site were given the task of wrapping the specimens and packing them carefully for transport down the mountain. A
seemingly never ending flow of tourmaline passed from the pocket
depths to waiting hands. Thus, there was plenty of work for everyone.
The work continued and McCrillis' journal for October 27 gives a precise description of the events at hand. " ... Another fine, clear autumn
day. Spent most of the morning cleaning up around the sides of the
pocket and digging out rubble, at the same time, trying to leave some of
the crystals in place to show visitors from the State of Maine Geology
Department due in the afternoon. Late in the morning, while cleaning
the back of the pocket, we found the beginning of another vug. Pulled
out two or three crystals the size of beer cans. Left the area intact until
arrival of Robert Doyle, State Geologist, and his assistant, Walter Anderson. Showed them the beginning of the pocket and invited each one
in turn to remove a crystal or two. They were tremendously excited and
we had a hard time getting them out of the pocket.
"It is apparent that these clusters of large crystals occurred thousands of years ago when some pressures or tremors caused the crystals
to break off from the sides of the pocket and fall in a mass to the center
and sometimes base of the pocket. We found that by carefully removing
crystals and then laying them in rows outside the pocket, we are able to
match some sections. This is a frustrating process as crystals seem
fairly uniform in diameter-two or three inches-and similar in appearance, i.e. deep red cores with thin layer of green on outside. Have
wrapped crystals from same clusters together and placed them in same
box-hope to make better matches at some later date. Doyle, Anderson
and Malcolm McLean from the Paper Company, assisted Dale and Fred
in partly cleaning and wrapping crystals, while Frank and I very gingerly took them from the pocket. All hand work now. The further we go,
the more difficult it becomes to reach the tourmaline. We are constantly
being bothered by surface water seeping from the back of the pocket. As
we are afraid to blast near the crystals, we have to chisel by hand to
make room in the pocket to work. Many times, one man has to bail
water while the other works to extract the crystals. This leads to some
very strange body positions and entanglements. On more than one
occasion, when either Frank or I have become cramped or cold from
laying in the water, we have had to stop and figure out how to untangle
ourselves in order to get into a new position. We are now deep enough
into the ledge so that even with the problem of seeping water, it is
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warmer inside the hole than out. Actually, I don't think we are really
paying too much attention to the physical discomfort at this point, the
tourmaline seems to get better and better and more abundant the
further we go into the wall ... "
Those of us in the packaging crew at the quarry site steadily wrapped
specimens. As the flow of tourmaline persisted, we became complacent
about the small specimens which, at a prior time, would have been
exciting. Our collective "oh's and ah's" were now reserved for the larger
crystals which were quite plentiful. As ridiculous as it may seem, large
logs of tourmaline were common.
Although the miners were basking in their exceptionally good fortune, emptying the pocket was not an altogether pleasant task. A great
deal of ardurous work was involved and most of this labor was done by
hand and without gloves. The men, particularly Dean and Frank who
were usually working within the confines of the pocket area, became
accustomed to being dirty and wearing soggy clothes. There were times
when a bucket brigade went into action in an attempt to lower the water
level in the pocket. Other than this, there was little that would be done
to make things more comfortable. Meals were eaten on a "catch can"
basis and they were haphazard affairs with no thought given to nutrition. A lot of peanut butter sandwiches were consumed during the
operation.
This colossal pocket contained tourmaline, tourmaline and more
tourmaline! Crystals of " beer can" size and larger were plentiful and it
soon became evident that elongated, sloping terminations were typical
of the crystals found in this particular pocket. One mammoth crystal

Tourmaline crystals found
by the Plumbago Mining
Company were outstanding
in size as well as quality.

_
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was about nineteen inches long after it had been reassembled. Examples of recrystallization were numerous and a single small green crystal
sported twenty-two faces on its termination. In this particular pocket,
green was the dominant color although some lush raspberry crystals
and fragments were recovered as well. Exquisite watermelon crystals
were a resplendent combination of these two colors. The sight of one
such piece held up to the sunlight was simply breathtaking.
The safety deposit boxes had long since been filled, so Dale reserved a
vault in a bank in nearby Rumford where the tourmaline could be stored
for safekeeping. The mere thought of the time which would have to be
invested in the sorting of the material was devastating. At this point,
nobody had the energy to even contemplate such a task.
Saturday, October 28th, was a particularly eventful day and those of
us at the Dunton Quarry were treated to the thrill of a lifetime. On this
chilly, dreary, damp day a specimen which could only be called the
piece de resistance was uncovered in the rear wall of the pocket.
Dean's relation of the day's activity reads " ... Very cold and dismal
today with a light drizzle. Enlarged outside of pocket by hand to give us
more room to work. Found what appears to be the beginning of another
pocket behind the one we are now working. By laying on our backs in
the present pocket and reaching up as far as we can through a small
fissure in the back of the pocket, we can feel large crystals but can't get
them out through the hole. By chiseling and prying on the wall, we
enlarged the hole enough so that Frank could get the top part of his
torso into the pocket. He brought out some very fine tourmaline and a
great deal of granular and crystalline albite, most of it snow white and
very pretty. Enlarged the pocket in the afternoon so that two of us can
work inside. Hard to tell at this point the size of the pocket, but there
seems to be no end in sight. We have to work very carefully as we find
nests of tourmalines randomly dispersed in the cleavelandite. We uncovered one tremendous crystal today, green, about 13 inches long, 4½
inches in diameter, semi-transparent to transparent with a basal pinacoid termination. Carefully scraped the albite away from the crystal
and left it in place ... "
This tremendous crystal is now better known as the Jolly Green
Giant and its home is the Smithsonian Institution in Washington, D.C.
Dean and Frank were thoughtful and delayed their progress so those of
us who wished could view the mammoth specimen while it was still
embedded in the pocket wall. Thoughts of creature comfort were cast
aside as we crawled, each in turn, through the narrow passage leading
to the larger chamber. There we were in a fairy cave straight from
"never-never-land" viewing one of nature's most exquisite creations.
The crystal of green tourmaline was perfectly mounted in a wall composed of albite and opaque bits of pink and green tourmaline. What
indignities we may have suffered as some of us were extricated from the
pocket by awkward tugs on our feet were a small price to pay for the
sight we saw. When the viewing ended and the specimen had been photographed in place, this mammoth green tourmaline crystal was carefully extracted from the wall of the pocket and brought outside for all to
admire.
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Dale Sweatt proudly made
the premiere appearance of
th e "Jolly Green Giant"
plucked from the depths of
the Tuesday Pocket.

Then it was time to cautiously pack the gigantic crystal in a safe
place and work resumed for all of us. Everyone was well aware of the
season and Maine's winter weather could be expected at any time now,
so time was of the essence and the pace quickened as much as possible.
The notation in Dean's journal for this day reveals the not all
together pleasant working conditions " ... We are now about 12 to 13 feet
1nside the mountain. I can't help but feel sorry for those working outside
the hole. It seems that they are doing all the dirty work while Frank and
I have all the fun, even though we are cramped and the physical labor is
very hard. We worked late into the night today. There seems to be no
boundary as yet to the interior of the pocket. Frank was so tired, he
slept on the mountain tonight in the guard's shack. Dale and I took all
the material we mined today, which must have amounted to at least 200
pounds of tourmaline, down off the mountain and stored it in my
mother's summer house as the bank was closed ... "
The journal entry for October 29th continues " ... Arrived back at the
site at dawn. Frank was already working inside the hole. I joined him
inside the hole and Dale worked outside, trying to make room for the
rubble we will be pushing out through the entrance. Inside the pocket,
we spent most of the morning cleaning out some of the debris and
exploring the pocket in an attempt to determine just how extensive it is.
At this point, it is at least 15 feet long and 8 feet high, and there appears
to be another chamber forming over to our right.
" By afternoon, we left the first chamber, even though there are still
plenty of tourmalines there and started to explore the second chamber.
Our only light sources are battery lanterns. Usually Frank and I spell
each other, one holding the lantern while the other works. At times we
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both stop and put on both lanterns to explore. It is truly too beautiful to
describe. There are pillars of purple lepidolite with very crystalline
white albite piles between. Protruding from the albite are tourmaline
crystals of all sizes and colors. As we worked our way into the second
chamber, the tourmalines appeared to be smaller but even gemmier.
Most of the tourmalines now are from two to four inches in diameter,
some with red cores and a green rind, and others solid green. We have
found no solid red crystals today.
"It rained hard all day and was very windy and cold, but nobody
seemed to mind. Of course, Frank and I were inside the hole and we
were not aware of the weather at all. When Dale is not shoveling rubble
out, he huddles inside the entrance to the pocket and wraps and packs
the better specimens.
"The State sent two photographers up to take movies and still pictures but they were able to take only still pictures due to the bad
weather.
"Dale's wife and my wife helped with the sorting outside the hole.
The section of the pocket we are in now is so rich with tourmalines that
even after the two of us in the pocket have picked out the better and
bigger crystals, all of the refuse we send out has to be sorted again.
There were several times today when Frank and I were literally blocked
in the hole, as we had so much matrix material piled up at the entrance.
Those outside couldn't shovel it out fast enough to keep the entrance
open. I don't think either one of us gives any thought to the confinement
because we are having so much fun and I don't even mind not smoking.
I tried smoking once or twice but found the smoke too irritating because
of the small space and the lack of circulating air. Every once in a while,

Visitors at the Dunton
Quarry took turns traversing the small tunnel which
led to the Tuesday Pocket.
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someone would send in a can of beer or an Italian sandwich and we will
eat and drink as we work.
"We are now 25 to 30 feet inside the ledge and have to handle the
material at least twice before we can get it out to the entrance of the
pocket. The volume of material produced today is unbelievable, as it was
even more than yesterday-somewhere in the vicinity of 300 pounds. We
all packed the material on Dale's truck and everyone left the mountain,
except me. I was too tired and spent the night in the guard's shack.
Tomorrow morning, Dale plans to find more space in the bank to store
the material."
By now, the warm and beautiful fall days had become a thing of the
distant past and the weather, which brought a deluge of heavy rain,
was causing a lot of problems. The steep road up the mountain is bad
enough in itself, but what was being utilized as a continuation of that
road from the Twin Tunnel Pit some four hundred yards further up to
the Dunton Quarry had become all but impossible to traverse. Winching
the vehicles along the road became necessary, and proved to be an
extremely time consuming task. It was essential that at least one vehicle be brought to the quarry site each day to keep the crew outfitted with
supplies and to remove the tourmaline from the area at the day's end.
Finally, Frank's Jeep pickup truck and Dean's Landrover-both covered
with a thick layer of dirt and mud-were the only vehicles able to reach
the pit. The rapidly approaching winter weather was becoming a serious
concern.
The pocket still had to be emptied. To expedite removal of the contents, a board fifteen feet long with a rail attached to either side was
utilized to form a ramp of sorts. This track was then placed in position

This little red wagon was used to haul a precious cargo of tourmaline from the
depths of the pocket.
Courtesy Dean McCrillis.
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extending from the pocket opening to the entrance of the second chamber. Frank purloined his son's little red wagon and attached a long piece
of rope to the handle. Once the cart had been loaded, someone on the
outside hauled it out by the rope and it did increase the amount of rock
that could be removed from the pocket in a day. That little red wagon
hauled thousands of dollars worth of tourmaline each day. The badly
bent cart served its purpose well and reposes today in the Plumbago
Mining Corporate Office as a gentle reminder of those days at the mine.
Quite unbelievably, the rapidly expanding pocket was still bountiful.
Dean's log for October 30 " ... When one of us comes to an area of good
tourmaline, that person carefully picks and packs out the better specimens while the other uses the cart to send out the albite, lepidolite and
smaller tourmalines that have to be shoveled away to get at the better
material. The rubble is still so rich with good tourmaline that it is now
taking two or three people on the outside of the pocket working all the
time to pick out the smaller tourmalines from the other material. There
is so much material to be sorted at the end of the day we bag anywhere
between 15 and 20 bags of unsorted pocket material to be sorted at some
future date. Those bags are used grain bags and weigh anywhere from
150 to 200 pounds when we get them filled .. ."
During the next few days the production of the pocket decreased dramatically which wasn't at all a disappointment to the Plumbago crew.
The weather was getting more inclement and becoming bitterly cold.
They knew nature could bring their stint at the quarry to an end
momentarily. Now that the pocket appeared to be played out, they were
glad to take advantage of the opportunity to make a hasty clean-up of
the dump area outside the pocket. The accumulation of less valuable
specimens and pocket rubble was hastily bagged and taken away for
storage until it could be sorted later. Strategic blasts were made in the
pocket area for safety reasons and it was temporarily closed.
On Sunday, November 5, it was snowing hard when the crew vacated
the quarry area. This last day on the mountain was an exhausting
ordeal for Dale, Dean and Frank. The remains of the road from the
Dunton Quarry to the Twin Tunnel pit below were now icy as well as
muddy and practically impassable. Moving the larger pieces of equipment to the base of the mountain was a difficult and perilous task.
Frank's trip towing the compressor nearly ended in disaster when he
slid all too close to the edge of the Twin Tunnel Pit. The trio were
relieved when they'd safely completed the final descent of the mountain.
Thus, the excavation of the "Tuesday Pocket" reached an end. The
gigantic cache of tourmaline has baffled and bewildered the most seasoned of mineralogists and, as Frank Perham observed, "Just boggles
the mind." Without a doubt, this is the world's most significant discovery of its type.
When the mammoth vug had been completely developed it reached
the maximum dimensions of six feet wide, seven feet high and twenty
feet long. This single pocket held approximately seventeen hundred
pounds of tourmaline and a substantial portion of this amount was of
gem quality. The pocket had eventually developed into three room-like
chambers which the men jokingly referred to as the " livingroom, kit-
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chen and bedroom." What more could one wish for than a dwelling lavishly decorated with tourmaline!
Compared to other material which had previously been found at this
locale, the tourmaline in the pocket was unique. Characteristic tourmaline specimens were single crystals or crystal sections best described as
"logs." Free of any matrix, these remarkable specimens had an average
diameter of one and one-half to two inches. They varied in length from
tiny crystals to the aforementioned thirteen inch long Jolly Green
Giant. Although a quantity of green crystals were recovered, there was
an abundance of extraordinary watermelon crystals composed of rubellite cores varying in diameter from one inch to three and one-eighths
inch. As implausible as it may seem, these magnificent watermelon
tourmaline crystals predominated in the pocket contents. Most of these
tourmaline crystals had elongated green terminations which often consisted of a third of the crystal length.
Few matrix specimens were recovered from the "Tuesday Pocket", as
well as the others opened that fall, since the cavities had collapsed long
before they were opened. One matrix specimen composed of albite peppered with small crystals of pink and green tourmaline was especially
attractive.
Needless to say, the winter months of 1973 were devoted to sorting
vast amount of material mined the previous fall. The Plumbago Mining

Dale Sweatt, Frank Perham, and Vincent Manson were kept busy during the winter
of 1973 sorting the tourmaline harvested at the Dunton Quarry.
Courtesy Dean McCrillis.
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Corporation was fortunate to obtain a suite of offices in the same building housing the vault where the finer tourmaline specimens were being
stored. Frank Perham stayed on to assist in the grading and appraisal
of the gem material. Dr. Vincent Manson, then an associate of the
American Museum of Natural History in New York, was a frequent visitor to the office as was John White of the Smithsonian.
Scores of boxes and sacks of tourmaline were sorted that winter.
Dale, Dean and Frank were confronted with a mammoth task, but by
spring the initial sorting had been accomplished. This was a difficult
stint of work but working in the comfort of the offices was a great
improvement over their labor in the cold, wet confines of the pocket.
Many broken crystals, which had been set aside at the quarry, were
reconstructed. This resulted in the assemblage of some outstanding
specimens which made it an excellent investment of the time involved.
A lapidary shop was soon established within the office suite and the
Plumbago Mining Corporation was soon making ready to cut the tourmaline they had mined at the Dunton Quarry.
The days of tedious sorting and grading of the tourmaline revealed
some wonderfully pleasant surprises. It was only then that the full
potential of gem material from the "Tuesday Pocket" was realized.
Careful examination of the watermelon logs of tourmaline revealed that
the heavily flawed areas were confined primarily to the thin green rind.
The realization that the rubellite cores were, in many instances, essentially flawless was an extraordinary discovery.
After the great success they had mining the Dunton Quarry the previous fall, the Plumbago Mining Corporation definitely wanted to continue to expand their exploration. As time and weather permitted that
winter, they carefully scrutinized other ledges in the area of the quarry.
Simultaneously, they began a negotiation with the International Paper
Company hoping to extend their lease on the property. Their efforts met
with success and the terms of an extended lease were agreed upon. During the winter of 1973, Fred Hartman sold his interest in the Plumbago
Mining Corporation to John Marshall of Massachusetts.
When summer arrived, the men continued their operation at the Dunton Quarry. Their laborious efforts were rewarded with the discovery of
an additional eight to ten pockets of tourmaline. These cavities were a
more conventional size than the "Tuesday Pocket," but the quality of
the material they contained remained the same. During the summer
they also did some exploratory work at one of the smaller prospects, the
Crooker Pit, and opened a pocket containing about a quart of lovely blue
tourmaline. The largest of the stones faceted from this Crooker tourmaline weighed between eight and ten carats.
The 1974 season which followed was, in comparison with the previous
years, somewhat of a disappointment. By the time fall arrived, however,
they decided against continuation of the mining of the Dunton Quarry.
This decision was based upon what they had seen in the ledge at the
quarry and upon the results of the core drilling operation they had conducted here. Mining a pegmatite area is costly and the indications were
that further exploration would not be particularly successful. No additional work was done at the Dunton Quarry during the remaining
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period of the lease.
In December of 1975, the partnership of the Plumbago Mining Corporation underwent another change. The original partnership was dissolved and Dale Sweatt has since been marketing his share of the tourmaline mined at the Dunton Quarry.
The quality and quantity of the gem tourmaline harvested at the
Dunton Quarry during the 1972-1974 era was simply amazing. As the
sorting progressed, it became evident that ten to twelve percent of the
material would yield gemstones which is practically unheard of. Pink
tourmaline predominated the pocket contents and it was an exquisite,
intense shade of raspberry entirely free from the brownish overtones
normally associated with this gem material. The lesser amount of elbaite
in the pockets was a vivid grass green color. A small quantity of lovely
indicolite material was also included in the pocket contents and a
meager amount of colorless, or achroite, tourmaline was collected.
Thousands and thousands of faceted tourmaline gems were cut at
Plumbago's office and by lapidary firms in Canada, Europe and Asia.
The vivid pink, lush green and magnificent blue tourmalines were well
received by the international gemstone market where they sold readily.
Rubellite gems of this pure, intense color had not previously been available and they were highly prized and coveted. Extraordinary flawless
rubellite gems weighing fifty carats were readily available which is also
a completely unprecedented situation. The brilliant green tourmaline
from the Dunton Quarry was greatly admired and the pure blue material was readily, as always, purchased.
The largest of the rubellite gems is a dazzling round brilliant which
weighs 60.05 carats. This phenomenal gem, which is flawless with the
exception of a tiny white inclusion, is part of the New England Gem
Collection displayed in the Mineralogical Museum at Harvard University. The most outstanding green tourmaline was a flawless gem weighing forty-five carats. Numerous bi-colored tourmalines were also cut
from the Dunton tourmaline. The largest of these extraordinary stones
had a vivid pink and green color combination and this lovely bi-color
gem weighed forty carats. The stone was nearly flawless which is most
unusual in bi-color tourmaline material. Another fine bi-color faceted
from the Dunton tourmaline is a beautiful 44.70 carat octagon. The
colors of this stone are intense shades of green and pink with each
occupying about one-half of the stone.
Needless to say, a profusion of small gems were also faceted from the
tourmaline mined by the Plumbago Corporation. A substantial amount
of the tourmaline was also cut into beautiful pink and green cabochons
including numerous stones displaying a cat's eye effect. Material of
lesser quality resulted in a host of beautiful tourmaline baroques.
Yet another lapidary technique was applied to many of the watermelon tourmaline crystals and illustrates most beautifully the colorful
combination of pink and green tourmaline. These unique specimens
were sliced into sections which were then polished on both sides. These
slices exhibited the exquisite combination of the pink and green tourmaline and they varied in size from small pieces to polished slices sixty
millimeters in size. In many of the rubellite centers, phantom crystals
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were evident which is most unique. Never before has such a multitude of
watermelon tourmaline slices been available.
Quite accidentally, some of the tourmaline was considered as carv1ng
material which eventually resulted in superb miniatures and cameos.
These beautiful carvings offered a fine presentation to the world of fine
art and many are described on pages 242-248. The Newry tourmaline
carvings have become highly prized objets d'art.
This cache of remarkable tourmaline from the Dunton Quarry was an
instant success. The material has been greatly in demand which is partially due to the excellent publicity this tourmaline has received. The
lovely Dunton Quarry tourmalines have been set into exquisite pieces of
jewelry varying from inexpensive ornaments to costly original designs
rendered in tourmaline and diamonds.
Thus, the results of the Plumbago Mining Corporation's work at the
Dunton Quarry have been startling and history in the making. The sale
of the tourmaline has, of course, been lucrative but nothing in the world
could match the experience shared by Dale Sweatt, Dean McCrillis and
Frank Perham as they emptied the "Tuesday Pocket." Exhausted, dirty,
and wet as they were, the trio experienced the thrill of a lifetime. Perham's normal complacency was shattered and, as he has been heard to
say, he might have been willing to do the mining gratis had he known
what they were going to encounter at the Dunton Quarry. Such an
adventure is, understandably, priceless.
This pocket bearing area of the ledge at the Dunton Quarry held, in
addition to the tourmaline, a unique assortment of mineral varieties
including a number of rare phosphates associated with this locale. Doctors Frondel and Hurlbut from Harvard University found these first
specimens of beryllonite produced by the Dunton Quarry since the 1920
era. Some of these beryllonites occurred, along with eosphorite, on green
tourmaline crystals. John Stewart and Palmer Sevrens of Boston University made a detailed study of one such specimen and made the
world's second discovery of uralolite. Herderite, autunite, whitlockite
and montebrasite were among the other unusual minerals produced during operation.
The last of the mining done during 1974 resulted in a huge honeycombed pocket area. Since many collectors were visiting the Dunton
Quarry at that time, the International Paper Company engaged the services of Jim Mann of Bethel to dislodge the tunneling left by the Plumbago Corporation. During this work, Mann uncovered a cavity containing about fifteen hundred carats of blue tourmaline. Most of these
crystals, which were the diameter of a pencil, were broken into pieces
about three-quarters of an inch in size. One of these crystals, which
were not of gem quality, was reassembled to a length of four and onehalf inches.
During 1976 a new mineral was discovered at The Bell Pit and additional specimens of this rarity were later discovered at the Dunton
Quarry. The material which was first collected was similar in appearance to brown eosphorite. These tiny blebs of hexagonal crystals radiated about a single source. The platy, and brittle crystals were found
in association with eosphorite, siderite, sphalerite, amblygonite and
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colorless wardite. The specimens found at the Dunton Quarry were
extremely fragile white botryoidal formations . The physical and chemical examination of this new mineral, found to be similar only to viseite,
was time consuming and complex. This calcium aluminum silicophosphate required a tremendous amount of intensive laboratory study.
Absolute identification of this new mineral required x-ray crystallography, powder diffraction and chemical analysis.
Pete Dunn and Daniel Appleman of the Smithsonian Institution in
Washington, D. C. were chiefly responsible for this work and they are
well qualified for a matter of this sort. With dogged persistence and
highly piqued scientific curiosity, Dunn and Appleman put the tiny
specimens through an exhausting series of tests.
After this lengthy period of research the Commission on New Minerals and New Mineral Names, IMA, accepted Dunn and Appleman's
identification of this mineral. Dunn was chosen to name the new variety and he took the opportunity to pay tribute to a man who has long
been involved with the minerals of the richly mineralized pegmatites in
Oxford County. An article published in the Mineralogical Magazine,
Vol. 41, pp 437-42 in December 1977, Dunn and Appleman's paper reads
" ... We have named the new mineral perhamite for Frank C. Perham,
geologist and pegmatite miner of West Paris, Maine, in honor of his
dedicated labors in the recovery of mineral specimens ... " Like so many
rare phosphates, perhamite is not especially appealing from an esthetic
viewpoint but it will certainly give the phosphate collectors a new
challenge.
During the past thirteen years, there has been no mining at the Dunton Quarry or the other Newry locations. The Dunton Quarry has been
visited by many wishing to see this now famous site. Many ambitious
collectors have successfully found small pieces of tourmaline in the
dump surrounding the Dunton Quarry.
In 1986, Joseph Martin Jr. of Rumford Point leased the dump area at
the Dunton Quarry from the International Paper Company. This
agreement allows him to permit collectors to visit the quarry site and
this is done on a fee basis. Martin has constructed a new road leading to
the Dunton Quarry which makes access far easier than it was in the
past.
In retrospect, Edmund Bailey's hunch that the area which is now
known as the Dunton Quarry might be a source of tourmaline was absolutely correct. Perhaps Bailey, lforace Dunton and Dick Nevel have
been able to observe, in some way, the remarkable tourmaline which
was produced here during the 1972-1974 era. Whether or not more of this
remarkable tourmaline is hidden in the ledges at the Dunton Quarry is
impossible to know. Meanwhile, the vast wealth of tourmaline mined at
the Dunton Quarry has made it the most celebrated locale in Oxford
County.
There is every reason to believe that the list of minerals which have
been produced by the complex of quarries at Newry will continue to
grow. This locale will undoubtedly retain its status as one of the most
productive areas in Oxford County.
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This beautifully terminated tourmaline crystal, 9 cm long, affixed to a matrix of
cleavelandite, was one of the finest specimens mined at the Dunton Quarry during
the 1972-1974 era. (see page 136)
Photo © 1985 by Wendell E . Wilson .
Specimen is from the collection of the Harvard Mineralogical Museum.
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North America's largest aquamarine gem is this exquisite 133¾ carat stone faceted
from material found at Stoneham. (see page 235)
Courtesy Benjamin M . Shaub

The Scribner Ledge in Albany produced the material from which this unique asteriated rose quartz gem was cut. (see page 234)

b

This magnificent lepidolite vase was carved from material Loren Merrill mined at
Mount Mica . (see page 237)
C

Thousands of sparkling pink and green tourmaline gems were faceted
from the contents of the "Tuesday Pocket" found at the Dunton Quarry.
(see page 148)
Courtesy Benjamin M. Shaub

This magnificent objet
d'art created by the firm of
Gerhard Becker displays
the exquisite beauty of the
multi-colored tourmaline
produced by the Dunton
Quarry. (see page 242)
Courtesy Dean A.McCrillis
d

One of the finest specimens recovered from the pegmatites of Oxford County is this
remarkable peduncular amethyst crystal found at Deer Hill in 1956. (see page 65)
Courtesy Benjamin M. Shaub
e

Beautiful specimens of parallel growth smoky quartz crystals highlighted Frank Perham's exploration of the Waisanen Quarry during 1963. (see page 96)

Superb specimens of herderite occurring in three distinctly different crystalline shapes
were found at the Waisanen Quarry. (see page 97)

f

Black Mountain is best known for superb specimens composed of pink tourmaline
fans frozen in a matrix of lepidolite . (see page 119)
Courtesy Benjamin M. Shaub
g

/

Rose Quartz crystals from high atop Plumbago Mountain in Newry are highly
prized by collectors. (see page 133)

The Hibbs Quarry in Hebron was discovered to be the site of a massive deposit
of choice rose quartz. The color and clarity which was typical of this material
is seen here in this fine ten-pound specimen. (see page 19)
h

Merrill and Stone mined Mount Mica 's largest tourmaline crystal in 1904. It is now
displayed at Harvard University's Mineralogical Museum. (see page 42)
Courtesy Benjamin M. Shaub

The color variation of Mount Mica's tourmalines is well-represented in the famed
Hamlin Necklace (see page 240)
Courtesy Maine State Museum
j

The Peary Necklace, made of Swift River gold and lush green tourmaline from Mount
Apatite, is one of Maine's most beautiful pieces of jewelry. (see page 239)
Courtesy Maine State Museum
k

Tourmaline from the Dunton Quarry was combined with Swift River gold to produce
the lovely and charming Maine Tourmaline Necklace. (see page 248)
Courtesy Maine State Museum

One of Mount Mica's finest tourmalines is this lush green tourmaline nodule mined
by Loren Merrill. (see page 41)
Courtesy Benjamin M. Shaub

One of the most beautiful pieces of jewelry created entirely of Maine material is this
amethyst and pearl brooch made for George Howe. (see page 237)
Courtesy Benjamin M. Shaub

m

This massive crystal of smoky quartz, which is 19½ inches long, is one of the finest
specimens produced by the richly mineralized Mount Apatite area. (see page 159)

Mount Mica produced this beautifully crystallized specimen of beryl during the mining done by the Plumbago Mining Corporation. (see page 49)
Courtesy Benjamin M. Shaub

n

This miniature box, handcrafted of watermelon tourmaline, rube/lite beads and
gold, is the perfect container
for this lovely tourmaline
gem. This tourmaline was
produced by the Dunton
Quarry. (see page 148)

The P. P. Pulsifer Quarry in Auburn is best known for superb crystals of purple apatite
such as these. These beautiful 31 cm x 1 cm crystals are excellent examples of the
Pulsifer apatites. (see page 165)
Photo © 1985 by Wendell E. Wilson.
Specimen is from the collection of the Harvard Mineralogical Museum.
0

An abundance of watermelon tourmaline "logs" were recovered during Plumbago
Mining Corporation's mining of the Dunton Quarry . (see page 147)

Kibbey Stream in Kibbey Township produced this unusual specimen which contains
a crystal of gold measuring 8 mm x 12 mm x .50 mm. (seepage 185)
p

Miscellaneous Quarries
In Oxford County

The

following paragraphs are devoted to small quarries that may
not have such colorful and productive histories as those in the previous
pages. One must bear in mind, however, that the acclaim given the
minerals of Oxford County is not controlled by the activity of a single
location. This renown is the result of the production of many quarries
including innumerable small prospects which have been investigated
casually. Each, in its own way, has ultimately contributed to the development of the overall mineralogical wealth of the Oxford County region.
At some time in the future, one of these small prospects may yield
some fine specimens or rare minerals and find itself in the limelight for
a time. It is also possible that one of these locations may be developed to
a point at which it would compete for attention with, for example,
Mount Mica or the Newry Quarries.
Thus, for these reasons the following paragraphs have been written.
A random selection of these small prospects has been made since it is
not possible to make mention of the many locales which have been
explored.

The Willie Heikkinen Quarry
Located in Greenwood, this is another quarry which has been developed as a result of the local feldspar market. Richard Wagar did the first
mining here which took place during the 1930's. Since his operation
ceased, the Willie Heikkinen Quarry has been mined for feldspar on
numerous occasions.
'~
In addition to the usual pegmatite minerals, the locale has produced
pyrite and beryl. One of the most outstanding specimens produced by
the Willie Heikkinen Quarry was a remarkable beryl crystal ten feet
long and three feet wide. A small amount of amethyst has also been
found here.
The Willie Heikkinen Quarry is probably the best known to collectors
as a potential source of fluorescent minerals. The quantities of autunite
and hyalite which have been found here make it a fairly unique location. A late evening visit to the quarry usually provides collectors with a
great deal of fun and some interesting specimens.
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The Stanley Perham Family of West Paris has owned the Willie
Heikkinen Quarry for many years. It is basically maintained for
collectors.

The Bessey Quarry
The Bessey Quarry in Buckfield sees fewer collectors each year. This
is a large, deep pit and examination of the walls and floor of the quarry
is impossible because it is always filled with water.
The quarry has been the scene of various commercial feldspar operations which have, in total, resulted in the recovery of about fifty thousand tons of spar. The most serious mining at the Bessey Quarry was
done during the 1940 era. In 1946 the United Feldspar and Minerals
Company of West Paris reactivated the old workings and enlarged the
size of the single pit substantially. Additional work was done during the
1950's by the Bell Minerals Company which had purchased the aforementioned concern.
Feldspar mining during the summer of 1949 revealed the presence of
small pockets in the ledge at the Bessey Quarry. Some nice specimens of
smoky quartz crystals were taken from these pockets. Many of these
crystals contained liquid inclusions, phantom crystals and moveable
bubbles which made them very appealing to collectors.
Beryl, albite, sphalerite and pyrite are among the minerals which
have been collected in the dumps at the Bessey Quarry. Beautifully
formed tiny pyrite crystals have also been recovered from some of the
pockets which have been found here.

The Wardwell Quarry
The Wardwell Quarry is located in the town of Albany. This location
consists of five open pits as well as numerous prospects which have
been developed in the search of commercially valuable feldspar and
mica. The largest pit, which is often referred to as Wardwell #1, has seen
the greatest amount of activity.
This quarry was first explored during the 1930's, but Joseph Pechnik
and his sons of South Paris were the first to seriously mine here. From
1940 until early in the 1950 era, the Pechniks did a substantial amount
of mining. This exploration resulted in the recovery of feldspar and
some choice ruby mica.
The most recent mining of the Wardwell Quarry was done by Lester
Wiley of Waterford who was interested in whatever mica might remain
in the deposit.
Interesting specimens have been produced by this Albany location.
Beryl crystals, some of which were three feet long and ten inches in
diameter, have been found as well as nice specimens containing crystals
of uraninite and autunite. The green apatite from this locale fluoresces a
bright golden color which is unusual. The Wardwell Quarry has also
produced some fine specimens of rose quartz. This quartz varies in color
from a very light rose to an intense purplish rose which is unique in the
Oxford County region.
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1. Black Mountain
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Newry
Dunton
Scotty
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Deer Hill
Lord Hill
Bennett
Bennett Orchard Pit
Hibbs
Mount Rubellite
Whispering Pines
Slattery
Mount Mica
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Heikkinen
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18.
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27.
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32.
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Waisanen
Nubble
BB #7
Harvard
Melrose
Scribner
Bumpus
Tiger Bill
Emmons
Melrose
Maine Feldspar
Greenlaw
Keith
Pulsifer
Wade
Berry-Havey
Pleasant Mountain

The quarries are closely tied in to the central portion
of Oxford County extending southeasterly to Androscoggin County.
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The Mount Marie Quarries
Little Singepole Mountain in Paris is peppered with many pits and
small prospects. A large portion of this area, which is referred to as
Mount Marie, has produced a colorful assortment of minerals. None of
these excavations is very large and the principal pit is filled with water.
The Mount Marie Mining Company was the first to work this location. Then, Harold C. Perham of West Paris obtained the mineral rights
to this area. From the late 1920's until 1940, exploratory work was done
here but it did not indicate there was a sufficient amount of feldspar to
warrant continuation of the operations.
In 1940 ownership of the property passed into the hands of the United
Feldspar and Minerals Company at West Paris. They were also interested in the locale as a potential source of feldspar.
The Pechnik brothers continued the feldspar operation and mined
here during 1948. The material they mined was then trucked to the processing plant in West Paris.
Then the mineral rights to the quarry area were sold to the Bell Minerals Company when they acquired the assets of the United Feldspar
and Minerals Company. These rights were later sold, in January of
1971, to Rupert Aldrich of Norway.
The exploratory work which was done here during the summer of
1971 exposed the bottoms of pockets that had been explored many years
earlier. Interesting tourmaline specimens and a small amount of gem
material was collected from these old pocket areas.
Although a relatively small amount of mining has been done at
Mount Marie, it has resulted in an accumulation of attractive specimens. One area near the summit of the mountain has a large concentration of black tourmaline. Quartz is abundant occurring as rose, colorless, citrine and smoky varieties. This includes crystals of citrine and
white or colorless crystals containing moveable bubbles. Massive and
crystalline beryl has been found here as well. Most of this material is a
greenish color although some unusual yellow-white crystals were found
in one of the pits. These unique ·crystals were one-half to one inch in
diameter and as long as six inches. Mining done here about 1950 uncovered a small number of specimens of purple and blue apatite crystals.
Montmorillonite, perthite, lepidolite, pollucite, purpurite and columbite have also been found at this cluster of quarries. Similar minerals
have been recovered from the Mount Rubellite area located just to the
east of Mount Marie.
Just a little to the left of the concentration of quarries is a deposit of
colored tourmaline. Loren Merrill once purchased a powder keg full of
gem tourmaline which was reportedly found here when Mount Marie
was first being explored and mined. Merrill felt the tourmaline to be of
fine quality and he was most impressed by its rich blue-green color.
A particularly interesting pocket was opened at Mount Marie by
members of the Oxford County Mineral and Gem Association during a
field trip during the summer of 1948. After seeing promising signs of
cookeite and quartz crystals in the upper end of the main pit, they
explored the area more carefully. They subsequently discovered a pocket
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which, when fully explored, was large enough for a man to enter. A
number of fine specimens were removed from the pocket including unique
specimens of parallel growth smoky quartz crystals and a fine crystal of
cesium beryl. They also accumulated about a pint of fractured pink,
green and blue tourmaline crystals and a similar amount of citrine
crystals.
Other collectors visiting the Mount Marie area have been well rewarded. Fine specimens of aquamarine, one of which weighed ninety
carats, and some lovely yellow cookeite have been found. Another
example of this success is a superb morganite crystal which weighed
nearly one ounce. This noteworthy piece was tinted beautifully with
areas of pastel pink and blue.
Thus, a colorful variety of minerals have been found at the Mount
Marie Quarries. Although the mining of the area has been quite limited,
it is obvious that Mount Marie is a richly mineralized area.
The property where the Mount Marie Quarries are located is owned
by Andrew Haverinen. In 1986, he obtained the mineral rights to the
site from Rupert Aldrich.
The Stearns Quarry
The Stearns Quarry, sometimes referred to as the Hornet Quarry, is
located near Lovejoy Mountain in Albany. This is another location
which seems to attract fewer visitors with each passing year. The property is owned by the Stearns heirs.
Hugh Stearns, the owner of the property, initiated the mining of this
locale in 1938. His exploration was directed at the recovery of feldspar
and he was hoping to recover beryl and mica as well. This mining
resulted in the development of two pits and the larger was about fifty
feet long. Mr. Stearns removed about four hundred tons of rock during
his mining endeavor.
During the late 1940 era Joseph Pechnik and his sons mined these
pits for the United Feldspar and Minerals Company at West Paris. The
feldspar deposit at this locale proved to be insufficient to warrant continuation of the mining. The beryl and mica they recovered was of poor
quality, so their work ceased in 1952. Despite its failure to warrant
extensive commercial operations, the Stearns Quarry has provided some
minerals of interest to the collector. A number of nicely crystallized
beryl specimens have been found here and some of the material has
contained areas of gem quality. The largest beryl crystal this location
has produced was thirteen inches in diameter. Crystals of uraninite
have also been collected at the Stearns Quarry.
The Guy Johnson Mica Quarry
The Guy Johnson Mica Quarry located on Lovejoy Mountain in
Albany is another location which was explored as a potential supply of
feldspar for the mill in West Paris.
Guy Johnson began mining feldspar here in 1938. He later leased the
property to the Douglass Mining Company of Portland and they oper-
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ated the small prospect for several months.
During 1944, Lawrence Anderson of East Stoneham made periodic
attempts aimed at the recovery of the mica in the ledge at this location.
In more recent years, Lester Wiley of Waterford mined mica and feldspar at the Guy Johnson Mica Quarry.
The mining for feldspar and mica at the Guy Johnson Mica Quarry
has uncovered numerous specimens of beryl. These have occurred as
small crystals scattered throughout the ledge and most are an unusually nice blue in color. Although the amount of beryl found here has
been small, collectors visiting the site have found some good specimens.
This quarry is rich in black tourmaline and biotite. Nice specimens of
apatite, torbenite and autunite have also been found here. Whereas the
Guy Johnson Mica Quarry does not offer a wealth of rare minerals,
some collectors feel a visit to the quarry is worthwhile and have an
optimistic viewpoint regarding what they might find here.
The Donahue Quarry
Another Albany location is the Donahue Quarry which was named
for E. 0. Donahue of Bethel. This quarry is often referred to as the
Donahue Mica Prospect.
The initial mining of the Donahue Quarry took place in July of 1942.
Arthur Kimball of Bethel mined here for feldspar and mica during that
summer and fall . The quarry was then leased to the Douglass Mining
Company of Portland who mined during the following year. The quarry
is now owned by the Ralph Kimball heirs.
Although the deposits of feldspar and mica at the Donahue Quarry
appeared to be substantial, they proved too small to warrant any extensive mining. Just as operations ceased, it seemed that the mica vein was
following a different path that might continue for some distance. Although the size and quality of the mica books improved, they were
riddled with extensive amounts of iron inclusions. Thus, it seemed best
to discontinue further operations of this sort.
Small crystals of beryl have been found here and this material is
probably the only thing of interest to collectors. The location has produced black tourmaline, biotite and perthite.
Only time and further exploration of the area will determine whether
or not there is any interesting mineralization at the Donahue Quarry.
Hoopers Ledge
Hoopers Ledge is located on the south side of Paris Hill. This location
owes much of its notoriety to the fine specimens of chrysoberyl it has
produced.
The Maine Feldspar Company of Auburn were first to mine here.
They had been lured to the Walter Twitchell farm by the outcropping of
feldspar they saw on the property. About 1920, they began their operation and mined feldspar here for several years.
During the latter part of the 1920's, Lester Twitchell sold the property
to the Oxford Mining and Milling Company of West Paris. The feldspar
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mmmg they did enlarged the pit to an approximate length of one
hundred feet.
Unfortunately, the outcropping of feldspar which appeared to be of
such good quality was merely a front for a very coarsely grained pegmatite mass. An unusual amount of biotite was found to have permeated the feldspar deposit. For these reasons, no additional commercial mining has been done at Hoopers Ledge for many years.
Ironically, a good use was found for the considerable amounts of poor
quality rock at Hooper's Ledge. During the reconstruction of Route 26
between South Paris and West Paris in the 1950 era, great quantities of
"rip-rap" rock were needed. The useless rock from this nearby location
was suddenly valuable and provided just the answer.
Small amounts of beryl have been found at Hooper's Ledge. The location has also produced small quantities of nice quality rose quartz
including some gem material.
Hoopers Ledge is best known for the chrysoberyl it has produced.
This greenish colored material is considered to be somewhat of a rarity
and specimens of any particular size are prized. The largest of the chrysoberyl specimens which have been found here is a massive crystal
which weighed about one hundred pounds. Unfortunately, this remarkable specimen was broken during blasting but chunks of this chrysoberyl weighing several pounds were recovered along with many smaller
specimens. For the collector hoping to obtain a specimen of chrysoberyl,
Hoopers Ledge is just the quarry to visit.

* * *
In Oxford County, there is an abundance of other small quarries and
prospects which are noted for producing specific mineral varieties. A
few of these locations are listed here in an attempt to round out the
overall picture of the minerals that have been found in the area and the
quarries which have supplied them.
Hedgehog Hill in Peru is noted for fine specimens of garnet; the
Wheeler Quarry in West Bethel is known for producing mica and small
amounts of chrysoberyl; star quartz has been found at the General
Electric Quartz Quarry on Lovejoy Mountain in Albany; bertrandite has
been found at the Pingree Ledge which is also in Albany; pollucite has
been found at Owl's Head in Buckfield. One could go on for many pages
listing the minerals found at other locations.
Many of the quarries and prospects which have seen limited exploration or development are now only known to some of the older collectors
in the area. Some are difficult to locate such as Red Hill in Rumford and
Witt Hill in Greenwood. Another excellent example of an obscure locale
is the General Electric Pollucite Quarry on the north side of Hodgdon
Hill in Buckfield. Pollucite, beryl, amblygonite, cassiterite, pyrite and
tourmaline have been found here. This particular quarry is well hidden
in a thickly wooded area and it is difficult to locate even when the
searcher is familiar with the location. It has become somewhat of a joke
in recent years for many, many collectors try in vain to find the General
Electric Quarry.
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Mount Apatite

The

mineralogical composition and mining history of Oxford County
is closely associated with the pegmatite deposits in nearby Auburn and
Poland in Androscoggin County. The two areas are similar and entwined
in many ways. Both have been explored, successfully, as sources of gem
tourmaline and commercially valuable feldspar. The establishment of
the Maine Feldspar Company's processing plant at Littlefield Station
near Auburn was a contributing factor to the construction of a similar
concern in West Paris.
The area in Auburn known as Mount Apatite in Auburn is honeycombed with numerous pits and small prospects which are situated on
either side of the Hatch Road. Records indicate that three specimens of
tourmaline from the Mount Apatite area were added to the collection of
Maine's State Geologist in 1839. Exploratory mining of this sector
began as early as 1868.
The names of Pitt P. Pulsifer, Eli Turner, John S. Towne, Loren B.
Merrill, Nathaniel H . Perry, Martin L. Keith, Thomas F. Lamb, G. C.
Hatch, Hiram U. Greenlaw and William R. Wade are all associated with
the work which has been done at Mount Apatite. The complex of quarries here have produced significant amounts of gem tourmaline, purple
apatite and other minerals as well as substantial amounts of feldspar.
Thus, Mount Apatite and its mineral wealth is familiar to collectors all
over the world.
Exploration of this richly mineralized area resulted in the discovery
of what are believed to be the finest specimens of gem smoky quartz
that have been found in North America. During the mining of Mount
Apatite just after the turn of the century, a tremendous crystal of smoky
quartz was discovered in the ledge. Painstaking care was taken to
remove this remarkable specimen intact and it was well worth the
effort. This massive crystal is approximately nineteen and one-half
inches long and nine and one-half inches thick. Large masses of flawless material may be seen in this spectacular specimen which is a lovely
deep amber in color. This remarkable smoky quartz crystal is the heart
of the museum display at Per ham's of West Paris. The companion specimen to this piece is an exquisite chunk of gem smoky quartz which
weighs four and one-half pounds. One side of the piece is covered with a
thin layer of semi-transparent white quartz and it appeared to be a
rather insignificant specimen when the piece was picked up from the
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rubble on the dump. Closer scrutiny revealed the chunk to be composed
of flawless smoky quartz. Although massive gemstones could be faceted
from this rough specimen, the Perhams have kept it in its natural state.
Both specimens are without equal and are fine examples of the superb
material that has been found at Mount Apatite.
In 1862, a young boy found a "pretty" piece of green tourmaline on
his home at Haskell's Corner. He was intrigued by the specimen and
placed it on a mantle in his home. Reverend Luther Hills later visited
this farm owned by G. C. Hatch in 1868 and noticed the specimen. The
discovery of the tourmaline was discussed and Hills, who was interested
in minerals, then spent a great deal of time tramping about the Mount
Apatite area searching for similar specimens. The hunt, at that time,
was fruitless. Later, a lovely two carat gem was faceted from this first
tourmaline specimen found at the Hatch Farm.
Interest in the Mount Apatite area persisted, however. The quantities
of tourmaline being found at Mount Mica in the not too distant town of
Paris Hill were attracting a great deal of attention at that time. Encouraged by the discovery of the single tourmaline specimen on the Hatch
Farm, several men were hopeful that similar deposits of this gem material might exist at Mount Apatite.
In 1883, some exploratory mining took place on the Hatch Farm and
it resulted in a small excavation about twenty feet long, eight feet wide
and eight feet deep. Nathaniel Perry, a well-known mineral collector
from South Paris, conducted this small operation and he uncovered a
pocket of fine gem tourmalines. Perry removed some fifteen hundred
crystals from the pocket which occurred in lovely pastel shades of pink,
blue, lilac, yellow and green as well as achroite. Several specimens containing nearly all of the aforementioned colors were removed from the
pocket along with several rare achroite crystals. Some crystals exhibited exquisite combinations of pink with blue or green. These remarkable tourmaline crystals varied in length from one-half inch to four
inches. Although this tourmaline was gemmy, it was badly flawed and
only a few stones were cut from this material. When writing about this
tourmaline in 1884, Kunz described it as " ... differing in general appearance from the other Maine tourmalines, and are as a rule somewhat
lighter in color and of more brilliant polish ... "
Needless to say, interest in Mount Apatite increased dramatically.
During the summer of 1884, the site of the tourmaline discovery on the
Hatch Farm was leased to Loren Merrill who had been mining Mount
Mica. Sharing the lease was Thomas Lamb of Portland who had been
assisting Merrill with his effort at the Paris Hill quarry. Merrill and
Lamb made a modest exploration of the area surrounding the pocket
area and opened several cavities which also contained tourmaline.
Much of the tourmaline found at Mount Apatite by Merrill and Lamb
was an intense, rich green in color which was most impressive and considered to be comparable to the finest of the material produced by
Mount Mica. A superb two carat stone was faceted from one of the crystals which yielded many other gems. They recovered a quantity of gem
material and some fine cabinet pieces. The quality and beauty of the
"emerald" green tourmaline induced many others to visit Mount Apatite
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in search of more.
While Merrill and Lamb were mining at Mount Apatite, they reportedly encountered huge crystals of black tourmaline which were as much
as eight feet in diameter and twelve feet long. Exceptionally fine specimens of crystalline smoky quartz and cookeite were also recovered.
The pair continued to mine here for several years and their progress
was closely monitored by the scientists of the era. Kunz's Precious Stone
Report indicated their tourmaline production for 1886 was worth some
$500. A similar report by Kunz reveals that " .. .in the fall of 1887, $200
worth of tourmalines and $400 worth of other minerals were found ..."
The 1890 operation, as reported by Kunz, states that about $1,000 of
material was mined here at Mount Apatite.
Next to mine this area was the Mount Apatite Mining Company
which was specifically organized with this purpose in mind. During the
summer of 1891 they carried on limited exploration of the excavations
left by Merrill and Lamb, but only a little gem material and specimens
were found.
Since the mining of Mount Apatite began in 1883, some exceptional
gems have been faceted from the tourmaline harvested from these
ledges. The American Museum of Natural History in New York City
displays, for example, an exquisite green rectangular stone weighing
11.87 carats which was cut from Mount Apatite tourmaline. The area
has been found to be rich in tourmaline and the activity which has
taken place here in Auburn has attracted a great deal of attention.
Thus far, the area at Mount Apatite has been discussed as a whole. It
is important to realize, however, that numerous quarries and small
prospects were made here by various persons. Several of the quarries
have been outstandingly productive and, as a result, retained separate
identities rather than remaining a part of the collective group of prospects generally known as Mount Apatite.
On the east side of the Hatch Road is the Greenlaw Quarry and the
Maine Feldspar Quarry. On the westerly side of the road is the Keith
Quarry, the Pulsifer Quarry and the Wade Quarry. The following paragraphs are devoted to a discussion of several of these locations in an
attempt to better acquaint the reader with the conditions that exist at
these quarries. Also included is some information about the BerryHavey Quarry located nearby in the town of Poland.

The Maine Feldspar Quarry
In 1902, an area on the Hatch Farm was leased by the Maine Feldspar Company of Auburn who immediately began mining for feldspar.
The material they mined was of very good quality and the production
was substantial. This spar was needed to maintain the processing plant
they had established nearby at Littlefield's Station in 1897.
The mining done by the Maine Feldspar Company resulted in the
development of what was to become the largest excavation at Mount
Apatite and a number of smaller pits. When Bastin visited the site in
October of 1907, he reported that the work done by the Maine Feldspar
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Work began at the Maine Feldspar Quarry early in the 1900 era.
Courtesy U.S. Geological Survey, D. B. Sterrett, 503

By the time this photo was taken in June of 1913, a tremendous amount of feldspar
and a small quantity of gem material had been removed from the Maine Feldspar
Quarry.
Courtesy U.S. Geological Survey, D. B. Sterrett, 504
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Company had resulted in the excavation of several pits which were
approximately fifty feet wide, seventy-five to one hundred fifty feet long
and ten to twenty feet deep.
At the time of Bastin's perusal of the Maine Feldspar Company
Quarry, they had encountered a few small pockets. Apparently, the
average size of these cavities was one foot or less. Tourmaline, aquamarine and herderite were removed from the pockets which were found in
association with cleavelandite. They also encountered quartz crystals,
lepidolite and cookeite.
Their operation continued on a regular basis and eventually resulted
in the enlargement of the largest pit at Mount Apatite. The Maine
Feldspar Company mined an average of one hundred fifty tons of spar
each month and their operation continued for many years. While they
mined spar, the crew was watchful for other minerals and John Towne
of Brunswick was hired to handle the disposal of any gem material or
good specimens that might be found.
The tourmaline pocket found by the miners in 1927 is absolutely
unforgettable. They had approached an area in the ledge which appeared
to contain a large quartz pocket. To avoid having to spend a great deal
of valuable time clearing out this pocket area, the miners exploded six
cases of dynamite in the outer regions of the pocket.
To their horror the explosion resulted in a showering of bits and pieces
of tourmaline that covered a wide area of the quarry. Judging from the
size of the fragments, it seemed likely that this pocket contained some of
the largest and finest tourmaline crystals ever found at Mount Apatite.
It soon became obvious that gem watermelon crystals predominated in
the pocket contents. The miners also picked up gem tourmaline pieces
which were an incn or larger in size.
One particularly outstanding specimen was saved from the remains
of the pocket. This was a beautiful crystal of tourmaline neatly situated
upon a matrix of quartz and cookeite. The major portion of the crystal,
which had a well defined termination, was a fine blue-green in color.
The remainder of the crystal was a lovely rosy pink with an etched termination. The crystal was found in four pieces which were easily reassembled to a width of about one-half inch and a length of one and threequarters. This remarkable crystal was estimated to weigh about seventyfive carats and it was a superb cabinet specimen. Had the tourmaline
been cut, it would have yielded several gems weighing two to three
·carats.
Many other good specimens were also salvaged from the pocket contents. A fine, large matrix specimen containing crystals of pink and
green tourmaline was purchased by Mrs. Andrew Carnegie of New York
City for her personal collection. The Coombs Necklace, described later
in the text, was created using a suite of the finer gem quality watermelon crystals.
Exploration of the pocket revealed it to have an unusual hard, honeycomb structure. There were indications that the pocket was approximately four feet wide and of corresponding length. Some of the older,
more experienced miners felt this was the smallest the pocket could possibly have been and believed it to have been much larger than the
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aforementioned dimensions.
Needless to say, it was disappointing to all concerned that this pocket
was so badly damaged. The miners had no way of knowing, from the
appearance and mineralization of the ledge, that they were in a pocket
area. This is believed to be the only time a pocket has been harmed in
this manner which speaks well for the skills of the men who mined the
pegmatites of southwestern Maine.
In addition to tourmaline, a number of interesting minerals have
been found at the Maine Feldspar Quarry. An abundance of lepidolite,
in an unusual ball-like shape, has occurred here. Fine specimens of
quartz crystals have been produced by this locale as have lovely specimens of pastel lilac spodumene, pollucite and amblygonite.
The Maine Feldspar Quarry has also produced outstanding specimens of gem quality morganite. One remarkable crystal was about
twenty-two inches long and it had a diameter of some twelve inches.
Specimens of this size are rare at any location in Maine.
Since the Maine Feldspar Company ceased their operations early in
the 1930 era, there has been no further mining of this location. Collectors continue to pore over the dumps and some nice specimens are found
here. Hopefully, the Maine Feldspar Quarry will be mined again at
some future date.

The Pulsifer Quarry
One of the most prolific sectors at Mount Apatite is the Pulsifer
Quarry. In 1901 Pitt P. Pulsifer, after becoming fascinated with the
tourmaline being found at Mount Apatite, initiated the development of
two small excavations on his farm. One of these is today known as the
Pulsifer Quarry and the other is called the Wade Quarry.
Pulsifer mined here for three years and he enjoyed a certain amount
of success. His exploration uncovered a number of tourmaline pockets
which contained some excellent gem material. The lush green tourmaline, which was to become associated with the Pulsifer Quarry, provided
a number of faceted gems weighing six to eight carats as well as some
smaller stones. A small portion of the tourmaline Pulsifer mined was
pink in color. Pulsifer's correspondence written April 21, 1901 refers to a
pocket in pink material he had found the previous fall. It was estimated
that the value of the tourmaline mined during this period was worth
some two thousand dollars which was a significant sum of money at
that time.
During the summer of 1901, Pulsifer's exploration uncovered a cavity
which was heavily laden with magnificent specimens of purple apatite.
This is the first documented discovery of this rare mineral, but it is
likely that Pulsifer was somewhat disappointed since the pocket contents included no tourmaline.
The walls of this cavity were lined with feldspar, cookeite, albite,
muscovite and quartz crystals. Many of the quartz specimens had a
smoke colored glassy core which had been covered with a parallel overgrowth of white.
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Pulsifer's exploration of the pocket resulted in the recovery of an
abundance of superb purple apatite specimens . These apatites, which
were exceptionally well crystallized, occurred in the intense shade of
purple which has since become considered typical of the Pulsifer Quarry.
The crystals varied from one-quarter to one-half inch in size and, for the
most part, were beautifully transparent.
Pulsifer collected a dozen or more superb matrix specimens from this
pocket. These fine specimens were composed of multiple crystals of
royal purple apatite embedded in white quartz. In many instances, the
apatites were coated with cookeite or tiny plates of lepidolite. The pocket
also held about two thousand loose apatite crystals and at least three
hundred of these were terminated.
To say the least, this was a spectacular discovery. These superb apatite specimens captured the attention of the scientists who were closely
watching the exploration in the pegmatites of southwestern Maine. Doctors Palache and Wolff at Harvard University published, in 1902, a
paper describing Pulsifer's discovery of these remarkable apatites.
During his mining venture, which lasted three years, Pitt Pulsifer
adhered to a strict budget. He had observed that mining frequently
resulted in neither gem material nor funds. As a result, Pulsifer was
quite methodical in the development of the ledges on his farm. After
each haying season he spent exactly one hundred dollars and not a
penny more. Regardless of how promising the area appeared to be, the
mining ceased once the budget had been expended.
When Pulsifer ended his mining, the largest of the two pits was
approximately twenty-five feet wide, eight feet deep and twenty-five feet
long. Needless to say, he was well satisfied with the successful results of
his endeavor. The larger of the excavations has since been known as the
Pulsifer Quarry and the smaller pit, described later in the text, became
known as the Wade Quarry.
Pulsifer's mining had been directed toward the recovery of tourmaline and he placed little value on the apatite he had found . In 1912 Doctor Charles Palache, with a companion, traveled via horse and buggy
from Harvard University to peruse these fine apatites. Acting as an
agent of the University, Palache purchased Pulsifer's apatite including
a superb matrix specimen of two large crystals imbedded in blades of
al bite. On that same occasion Pulsifer agreed to give him first refusal of
any additional apatite specimens he should find. Although Pulsifer recovered more apatite at a later date, he failed to follow through with his
agreement which, understandably, was a disappointment to Palache.
In addition to the tourmaline and apatite he found, Pulsifer collected
a small amount of gem quality aquamarine and morganite. In the Collection of New England Gems at Harvard University is an exquisite
morganite which weighs 18.49 carats which was cut from some of this
round. This flawless gem, which is round in shape, has a dazzling brilliance seldom seen in this gem material. The staff at Harvard felt most
fortunate to obtain this morganite from the estate of George F. Kunz
who, it is assumed, purchased the rough from Pulsifer and had the stone
cut.
Pulsifer, however, continued to prospect and mine periodically. From
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time to time more pockets of tourmaline and apatite were found, but
none approached the quality of those he had discovered during his earlier mining ventures.
During the initial exploration of the Pulsifer Quarry, the largest of
the fine purple apatites produced by this locale was discovered. This
superb specimen consists of a large single apatite crystal situated, along
with a smaller prism, upon a small matrix piece of cookeite. The spectacular piece, called the Roehling Apatite, is well known and considered
by many to be the world's finest purple apatite specimen.
The Roehling Apatite specimen includes a single crystal which weighs
just slightly in excess of one hundred grams. Like so many apatites
produced by the Pulsifer Quarry, the specimen is exceptionally well
crystallized and quite transparent. This royal purple apatite crystal is
approximately one and one-half inches wide, one and one-half inches
thick and one and three-quarters of an inch long.
The precise date of the Roehling Apatite's discovery is, unfortunately,
not known. Pitt Pulsifer had this specimen in his collection in June of
1916 as referred to in an article published in the American Mineralogist.
The apatite was then described, in a similar article published in 1917, as
being part of the collection owned by A. H. Petereit who was a mineral
dealer in New York City.
In 1918, however, the spectacular apatite from the Pulsifer Quarry
was purchased by Mrs . Washington A. Roehling for the sum of $250.
She then presented the specimen to her husband, Colonel Roehling, for
a birthday gift and it became part of his extensive collection. Roehling
was a well known collector and, incidentally, the architect who designed
the Brooklyn Bridge. Some time after Roebling's death, his collection of
minerals was presented to the Smithsonian Institution where the Roehling Apatite is now displayed.
During the mid 1940 era, Stanley Perham and Dr. Hillard Nevin
leased the mineral rights to four or five acres including the property
known today as the Pulsifer Quarry. A highlight of their exploration
was the discovery of a remarkable tourmaline pocket.
About five hundred carats of tourmaline crystals were removed from
the cavity and much of this was gem quality. This tourmaline was an
unusual cinnamon pink in color which had not been seen previously at
the Pulsifer Quarry.
One particular crystal which was recovered from this pocket was
composed of two easily reassembled sections. This terminated pink
crystal weighed approximately forty carats. Mrs. Perham was given the
terminated portion and Mrs. Nevin received the other section of the
crystal. A gem weighing about ten carats was cut from the latter piece.
Some fine specimens of tourmaline were removed from the pocket.
When the investigation of the cavity had been completed, Perham and
Nevin also found some excellent blue apatite crystals.
Before they finished their brief exploration at the Pulsifer Quarry,
they found another smaller pocket. The contents, however, were blown
out into the woods and never found. Unfortunately, this hazard is
always a grim possibility in any mining operation.
Ken Grover, who lives nearby in Danville, leased the Pulsifer Quarry
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during the summer of 1963. His exploration of the site, however, was
limited to the dump area.
The Pulsifer Quarry was next leased to Mr. and Mrs. Irving W.
Groves during 1964 and 1965. Joined in their exploration by Frank Perham, the Groves opened a number of pockets in the ledge. They obtained
more of the extraordinary green tourmaline for which this locale has
become noted. A small amount of the other tourmaline removed from
the pockets occurred in unusual pastel shades of pink, salmon, light
blue and gray.
The Groves were also fortunate enough to find some superb specimens of royal purple apatite in association with the tourmaline. Among
the superlative specimens was a single crystal of transparent purple
apatite about one inch long and three-quarters of an inch wide. Another
remarkable specimen was beautifully crystallized purple apatite and a
lush green tourmaline crystal two inches long embedded in a coating of
quartz crystals.
Then, from May 1, 1966 until December of 1967, Terrance Szenics of
New Jersey leased the Pulsifer Quarry. After engaging the services of
geologist Frank Perham and composing a strategy of sorts, they began
mining in June. Trees and ground cover were removed to expose a new
area of the ledge following the outline of the existing quarry wall. They
proceeded to blow the worthless rock out of this sector and spent a substantial amount of time clearing the pit with the bulldozer.
Finally, they were ready to carry on a more cautious exploration of
the ledge. They drilled in some areas which appeared to be promising
and began a series of small blasts. This work soon resulted in the exposure of a small vug. Working by hand to avoid damaging the contents of
the pocket, they began a cautious exploration of the cavity.
It was soon evident that this particular pocket was filled with mud.
At first the cavity contained only a small quantity of poorly crystallized
quartz crystals which were, understandably, quite uninteresting. In the
bottom of the pocket, however, Szenics and Perham found a section of
an emerald green tourmaline crystal. This piece was remarkably free
from flaws and it later yielded a superb gem weighing two and one-half
carats. By the time they reached the end of the pocket, which was about
eight inches deep, the duo had also found a lovely crystal of purple
apatite.
This discovery provided sufficient encouragement to continue the
exploration. Enthusiastically, Szenics and Perham continued to enlarge
their investigation of the ledge. They soon encountered another pocket
which was also filled with mud. Exploration of this cavity revealed that
the pocket was actually composed of several connecting chambers.
It soon became evident that this area held a host of superb specimens
of purple apatite occurring as single crystals and in crystalline aggregates. The apatites, which were transparent and an intense shade of
purple, varied in size from one-quarter inch to one inch. These apatites,
like those found earlier here at the Pulsifer Quarry, were exceptionally
well crystallized. One superb specimen removed from this pocket area
was a tabular apatite crystal one-half inch long and one inch in diameter. The center of this impressive purple apatite specimen was an unu-
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sual yellow in color.
The contents of this particular pocket were, to say the least, impressive. When the pocket had been emptied, Szenics and Perham had collected more than a hundred fine specimens of apatite and a suite of
twelve superb matrix specimens.
Several pounds of tourmaline-in varying shades of green, blue and
pink-was also found in association with these apatites. Unfortunately,
most of this tourmaline had been broken into small fragments and none
of it was of gem quality. Beryl, columbite, lilthiophilite and montmorillonite were also recovered from this pocket area. When the cavity had
been completely explored, it was found to be approximately six inches
deep, one foot wide and two feet long.
Needless to say, the men were excited about the fruits of their labor.
After following a small vein of amblygonite, they found yet another
pocket just a slight distance from the one which had just been explored.
From this mud-filled cavity, they recovered three dozen or more specimens of purple apatite and some single crystals as well. The largest
single crystal recovered from this particular pocket was an intensely
purple tabular crystal which was a little more than one inch wide and
one and three-quarters of one inch long. This particular pocket held no
tourmaline whatsoever.
This latest mining of the Pulsifer Quarry continued until the latter
part of June. During this period, Szenics and Perham continued to
uncover some intriguing mineralization. One of the other pockets they
encountered, near a one-ton mass of lepidolite, was filled with kaolin
and held only two small specimens of apatite. During this exploration,
they found a pocket which contained unusual specimens of yellowish
green cookeite and lepidolite which was almost a dark red in color.
Unique specimens of white, or colorless, apatite crystals were also harvested from this particular cavity.
These operations at the Pulsifer Quarry were suspended during the
remainder of the summer, but October found Szenics and Perham hard
at work once again. Their continued exploration of the pegmatite resulted in the discovery of additional pockets.
Fine green tourmaline, rather than purple apatite, predominated the
contents of one particular pocket they found. Ninety percent of the cavity, which was about one foot in size, was filled with tourmaline and the
remaining ten percent of the contents was purple apatite.
Beautiful lepidolite crystals covered the walls of the pocket. Most of
the tourmaline crystals it held were scattered haphazardly about the
floor of the cavity and they were buried in a thick layer of cookeite. The
purple apatite crystals, which were of fine color, were situated on a
matrix of feldspar.
The tourmaline found in this particular pocket was superb in every
respect. This rich green color is seldom encountered in tourmaline and
much of this material was of gem quality. One superb tourmaline crystal recovered from this pocket was about three-quarters of one inch in
diameter and a little more than five and three-quarters inches long.
Approximately seventeen hundred carats of this gem tourmaline was
removed from the pocket.
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The gem material produced during Szenic's operation of the Pulsifer
Quarry was sold to Stanley Perham. This mining venture resulted in the
recovery of a unique variety of colored tourmaline. A single pocket
found during this mining venture contained a rainbow of tourmalinesalmon pink, gray, lavender, blue-gray, aquamarine blue and the highly
prized intense green material which is associated with the Pulsifer
Quarry. A host of beautiful stones were faceted from this gem rough
including a superb green gem weighing 6.57 carats.
A firm in New York City marketed most of the apatite mined at the
Pulsifer Quarry during the 1966 operation. Harvard University's Mineralogical Museum, however, was able to obtain fine examples of the
purple apatite matrix specimens mined by Szenics and Perham. This
was the first time such specimens had been available since Pulsifer's
initial exploration of the Pulsifer Quarry and, understandably, these
remarkable apatites attracted a great deal of attention.
During the period when the Pulsifer Quarry was leased to Szenics,
the pegmatite outcropping was explored extensively. This resulted in
the recovery of many fine specimens and examples of the variety of
minerals produced by this locale. One of the most unusual specimens
the men encountered was a massive crystal of pink tourmaline attached
to the surface of a crystal of white quartz. This remarkable tourmaline
was approximately three inches wide, one inch thick and four inches
long. Unfortunately, it was impossible to remove the tourmaline specimen intact.
Szenic's mining of the Pulsifer Quarry concluded in 1967 and it certainly was a worthwhile venture. The superb specimens of royal purple
apatite and lush green tourmaline produced by this operation certainly
represent a discovery of considerable magnitude.
Early in the 1970 era the owner of the Pulsifer Quarry, Florian Couture, died and the property was acquired by Mr. and Mrs. Irving W.
Groves of Poland, who leased the property during 1964 and 1965. (They
also own the neighboring Wade Quarry and the Keith Quarry.) Since
the Groves purchased the Pulsifer Quarry, they have made a sporadic
exploration of the locale.
All who are familiar with the wonderful apatites and green tourmalines produced by the Pulsifer Quarry are hopeful that further mining
will be done here. The royal purple apatite and lush green tourmaline
are unequalled by those produced by any other area locale and, many
believe, the world.

The Wade Quarry
On February 27, 1904 it was announced that the smaller quarry developed by Pulsifer had been leased to the Maine Tourmaline Company for
a ten-year period. This firm was headed by William Rogers Wade, a
graduate of the Lawrence Scientific School of Mines at Harvard. It was
Wade's opinion that Maine was the world's richest source of gem tourmaline and the Boston firm was most enthusiastic about their acquisition. Stock in the firm, which was incorporated in the state of Maine,
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Fine specimens of purple apatite, green
tourmaline and cookeite were recovered
during the mining of the Keith Quarry.

The Pulsifer Quarry is best known for superb specimens of royal purple apatite and lush green tourmaline.

This interesting tourmaline specimen was one
of many the Groves found at the Keith Quarry.
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The Pulsifer Quarry is best known
for the superb specimens it has
produced. This choice purple apatite cluster was mined by the
Groves.

sold for $1.00 per share.
A report published by the Maine Tourmaline Company had thoroughly investigated the property leased from Pulsifer. They estimated
that the plot, which was slightly larger than two acres, contained
approximately eighty thousand tons of ore. The projected cost of mining
each ton was $1.50 and estimated that two thousand tons of material
would be mined each year. It was believed that the quarry had " ... enormous earning capacities ... by-products will pay handsome dividends by
themselves ... "
As they made ready for the first year of operation, the Maine Tourmaline Company invested in a substantial amount of equipment. Their
gear included " .. . one 15-horse power portable boiler and one 3-inch piston drill for heavy work, and a spare 3-inch drill to replace it in case of
break-down to save time during repairs and laying the men off while
having the drill repaired. One 2-inch piston drill for light work around
the pockets. Electric blasting battery, ore cars, and steam winch and
derrick .. ." That they planned to improve upon Pitt Pulsifer's handmining was obvious.
This report concludes with a revealing assessment of the situation at
the Pulsifer Quarry. Quite optimistically, they summarize that " ... There
is no $100,000 shaft to be sunk or tunnel to be driven and then find no
ore. We start on the outcrop of the vein and get tourmalines out at the
very start. We don't have to risk any more than every week's wages. We
don't have to pay $200,000 for a mine and then find no ore. We hold
royalty leases which cost us practically nothing if we don't extract any
gems. We need no $100,000 smelter or stamp mill ... "
It seems quite likely that Pitt Pulsifer watched these "city folks" with
some amusement. Their lack of common sense was certainly more than
compensated by their enthusiasm!
Under the direction of Wade, the Maine Tourmaline Company began
mining at the Pulsifer Quarry during the summer of 1904 and began
anew upon the arrival of the summer of 1905. At times the ledge at the
small pit was almost fully exposed and, in comparison to conditions at
other locations, it was easily mined.
This mining also resulted in the recovery of some fine quality beryl
and much of this material was of gem quality. Much of the beryl was
found in a matrix of a black tourmaline or adjacent to a crystal of this
material. This beryl was always finer in clarity and color than the other
beryl specimens mined by the Maine Tourmaline Company. Numerous
gems were cut from this aquamarine and many of them were an intense
blue in color.
The Maine Tourmaline did encounter some pockets as they expanded
the smaller of the Pulsifer pits. These pockets varied in size from small
vugs to cavities several feet in diameter and they did contain small
amounts of tourmaline. Although they found a small quantity of beautiful green crystals similar to those found by Pulsifer, most of these tourmalines were blue-green or pink. A number of the pockets found during
1904 contained small amounts of tourmaline which was an unusual
sapphire blue in color. The pockets were void of the exquisite apatites
mined during Pitt Pulsifer's original exploration.
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These pockets were surrounded by masses of colorful mineralization
which is typical of the pegmatites in the area. Opaque pink, green and
blue tourmaline were frozen in a matrix of cookeite, cleavelandite and
lepidolite and a number of these showy specimens were recovered. They
also found some attractive specimens consisting of muscovite sheets
interspersed with opaque green or pink tourmaline.
This mining also resulted in the recovery of some fine quality beryl
and much of this material was of gem quality. Much of the beryl
occurred was found in a matrix of a black tourmaline or adjacent to a
crystal of this material. In such instances, the beryl was always finer in
clarity and color than the others the Maine Tourmaline Company.
Numerous gems were cut from this aquamarine and much of it was an
intense blue in color.
By the time Bastin visited the site in August of 1906, the Maine
Tourmaline Company had enlarged the quarry considerably. The pit,
which has since borne the name of the Wade Quarry, was approximately
thirty feet wide, eight feet deep and seventy-five feet long. When the
Maine Tourmaline Company ceased their operation, the newly enlarged
pit and the one previously worked by Pitt Pulsifer nearly merged into
one.
Despite their great expectations and elaborate planning, no additional work was done here by the Maine Tourmaline Company. Pulsifer,
however, continued to prospect and mine periodically. From time to time
more pockets of tourmaline and apatite were found, but none approached
the quality of those he had discovered during his initial mining ventures.
There was no activity at the Wade Quarry for many, many years.
Then in 1966, Mr. and Mrs. Irving W. Groves of Poland purchased the
Wade Quarry.
The Groves, who had leased and mined the Pulsifer Quarry during
1964 and 1965, were anxious to make an exploration of the smaller Wade
Quarry. The work they did here during 1967 resulted in the recovery of
some good material including some attractive tourmaline specimens.
It is entirely possible that further mining of the Wade Quarry will
result in the production of such apatites and tourmalines that have been
found a few yards away at the Pulsifer Quarry.

The Keith Quarry
In April, 1907 John Seavor Towne of Brunswick leased a sector of the
farm owned by Pitt P. Pulsifer. This area had previously been prospected for tourmaline by Pulsifer, Herbert Kelley, Dr. W. Moulton and
DeWitt Hyde who was a past president of Bowdoin College in Brunswick. This location, which has been called the Towne Quarry and the
Hyde Quarry, is known today as the Keith Quarry.
Towne was primarily interested in the recovery of tourmaline and
this particular area of Mount Apatite had intrigued him for many years.
In 1898 while collecting here, Towne found a fine blue-green beryl crystal which was four feet in diameter and twenty feet long. This remarkable specimen undoubtedly sharpened his curiosity.
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To subsidize his venture and expedite the mining operation, Towne
sub-leased the Keith Quarry to the Maine Feldspar Company. While the
latter firm mined feldspar, Towne handled the disposal of the tourmaline, other gem materials and specimens they uncovered.
They mined during that summer, 1907, and by the time Bastin visited
the quarry site in October a trio of small pits had been excavated in a
small one-half acre plot of land. The ledges exposed in two of the pits
revealed numerous areas of typical pocket bearing mineralization consisting of lepidolite, opaque green tourmaline and cleavelandite.
Upon Bastin's arrival, Towne and the miners greeted him with the
news that they had discovered two pockets containing tourmaline. One
held some lovely, transparent green tourmaline crystals bearing unusual
terminations of opaque pink tourmaline. The other pocket contained
crystals of grass-green which were beautiful but heavily flawed. The
largest of the tourmaline crystals in this pocket was three-quarters of an
inch wide and one and one-half inches long. The tourmaline they mined
at the Keith Quarry during 1907 was estimated to have a yalue of $1500
which was, at that time, a considerable sum.
In addition to the aforementioned material, only a small amount of
tourmaline was found during this operation which was probably disappointing to Towne. A suite of the peculiar green tourmaline crystals
bearing pink terminations may be seen at the American Museum of
Natural History in New York City. Few matrix specimens of tourmaline

In June, 1913 miners at the Keith Quarry were removing the contents of a tourmaline
pocket which contained a significant amount of gem green tourmaline.
Courtesy U.S. Geological Survey, D. B. Sterrett, 276
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were found at the Keith Quarry during this era, but Palache-acting as
an agent for the Mineralogical Department at Harvard University-was
able to purchase four such pieces from Towne in 1912. These were lovely
specimens composed of pencil-size green tourmaline crystals situated on
a matrix of quartz crystals. The mining also produced some micromount
specimens of etched, blue-green tourmaline crystals in a matrix of kaolin.
In one of the tourmaline pockets Towne opened at the Keith Quarry,
he discovered a valuable bonus. A superb specimen of blue topaz, which
is seldom found in the area quarries, was removed from one such cavity.
This piece of choice quality gem rough yielded a superb stone weighing
43.75 carats. Nevel acquired this topaz and sold it to the Smithsonian
Institution in 1928 or thereabouts.
Towne's work also resulted in a variety of good specimens. Cleavelandite, quartz, topaz, amblygonite, gem citrine quartz, morganite and
lepidolite were among the minerals he found. Large crystals of columbite and cassiterite were collected in addition to a small quantity of nice
pink apatite crystals and some small crystals of rhodocrosite. Towne
collected a remarkable specimen containing a crystal of zinc spinel
about five-eighths of an inch in diameter.
All of the tourmaline gems produced by this interval of mining at the
Keith Quarry were faceted by John Towne. Most of these stones, which
were the lovely green typical of the Mount Apatite area, were marketed
within the state of Maine.
On June 1, 1916 Martin L. Keith purchased the quar:ry from Pitt P.
Pulsifer and began mining for tourmaline and feldspar. Keith was a
prominent gem cutter who lived nearly in Auburn and, for this reason,
he was especially interested in the recovery of gem tourmaline.
Keith recovered a number of excellent specimens containing blue
apatite crystals. He also found some unusual pink-purple apatite crystals similar to those found by Towne a year earlier.
The discovery of a number of pockets containing the sought after gem
tourmaline made the venture quite successful. Keith faceted a host of
beautiful gems from this material which he sold in his shop in Auburn.
In June of 1917 two blasts, one at the Keith Quarry and one at the
adjacent Pulsifer Quarry, revealed the presence of two large pockets. An
estimated ten thousand carats of pink and green tourmaline gemstock
were removed from the two cavities during three days of slow, painstaking work. These pockets, separated only by a distance of a few feet, held
some of the choicest tourmaline crystals ever found at Mount Apatite.
One pocket contained crystals which were a delicate shade of pink and
the crystals in the other were a magnificent shade of green.
Keith encountered a variety of minerals at the Keith Quarry similar
to those found by John Towne. His sporadic mining of the Keith Quarry
continued until his death on November 18, 1948.
No additional work was done at the quarry until it was sold by the
Keith heirs to Mr. and Mrs. Irving W. Groves in 1970. The Groves, incidentally, now own the Wade Quarry as well as the Keith and have
mined both locales. They were, of course, naturally interested in this
location and hopeful that the Keith Quarry might produce more tourmaline pockets like those found during the previous mining.
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A Day at the Keith Quarry

The first order of work
was to clear away the
accumulation of debris in
the quarry.

Drilling ledge is time-consuming and
must be done very carefully.

Dynamite was packed in the holes and
everything was ready for blasting.

Drilling resumed while the bulldozer
cleared the results of the preliminary blast out of the quarry.

Attention was then focused at the righthand side of the quarry where the mineralization appeared to be promising.
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The Groves began their first exploratory work in the latest of the
small excavations at the Keith Quarry during the latter part of October
in 1971 . The Groves were joined in their endeavor by Frank Perham who
had mined the Pulsifer Quarry several years earlier. A bulldozer was
used to clear away the accumulation of rock in the quarry and they were
ready to begin the actual mining.
Enthusiastically, they began their assault of the Keith Quarry and
little did they realize the excitement that was in store for them. Dubbing
themselves the "Destitute Mining Company," Groves and Perham began
their treasure hunt at the Keith Quarry.
Their work was concentrated in the newer of the small pits adjacent
to the Pulsifer Quarry. Trees, bushes, debris and ledge were cleared
away until the newer pit and the older Keith pit nearly merged. With the
assistance of the bulldozer, the area took on a wholly new appearance
after a day or two.
The events which took place during one day of this operation can be
followed by the accompanying suite of photographs and their q1ptions.
This could almost be entitled a "typical day at the pegmatite quarry in
Oxford or Androscoggin Counties" and should give the reader an excellent idea of just how this sort of work is done. It is fairly unusual to
have such a complete group of pictures since, for the most part, work of
this sort requires a two- to four-week working period. Thus, muc:h was
accomplished during this brief period. An unexpected bonus in the form
of a pocket made the day even more interesting.
Perham and Groves followed the mineralized area at the Keith Quarry
carefully. They were encouraged by large masses of cleavelandite and
numerous specimens of muscovite banded with purple mica. Interesting
specimens of cookeite were collected from an old pocket bottom they
exposed in the ledge.
The Keith Quarry seemed to sense that a particular limit had been set
as to the time and expense that could be set aside for this venture. Everything seemed to progress remarkably well with no equipment breakdowns or other delays.
One of the blasts made during the morning of October 27 revealed a
tourmaline pocket in the right-hand side of the quarry headwall. This
pocket was a bit more than one foot wide and one and one-half feet long.
As they began a tentative exploration of the cavity, it became evident
that it held a quantity of crystals and fragments of tourmaline and
some very nice herderite crystals.
The miners, Stanley Perham and the author anxiously awaited the
arrival of Mrs. Groves before the actual emptying of the pocket contents
began. Upon her arrival, the pocket was attacked with interested and
eager hands! Mrs. Stanley Perham and Jonathan Stevens arrived upon
the scene to also have a part in the opening of this pocket.
A substantial quantity of tourmaline was recovered and, although a
portion of it was highly fractured, it was obvious this contained some
nice gem material. Much of the tourmaline was the rich shade of green
associated with the adjoining Pulsifer Quarry. Unusual tourmalines in
lovely pastel shades of blue, blue-green, pink and lilac were also removed
from the pocket. Beautiful stones were later cut from this tourmaline.
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The largest of the crystals was about one and one-half inches long
and much of the material was etched. One particularly interesting crystal was nearly achroite with the exception of a band of greenish-blue
across the termination.
Some unexpected bonuses were also
found in the pocket contents. These included unique specimens of opaque crystals of purple apatite with a contrasting
band of yellow. This combination had
not been observed at any of the Mount
Apatite locales and the specimens were
a welcome addition to the Groves' collection. The same pocket also produced
some excellent specimens of transparent
purple apatite and hydroxyl-herderite.
The opening of the pocket and discovery of the interesting specimens it
The largest purple apatite found
held topped off a perfect day at the
at the Pulsifer Quarry is known
Keith Quarry. Few experience the thrill
as the Roebling Apatite and is
displayed at the Smithsonian Inof poring over the contents of a tourmastitution in Washington, D.C.
line pocket on a lovely fall afternoon.
Courtesy Richard L. Perham.
The combination of the camaraderie, the
excitement provided by the wonderful
find and beautiful weather-what else could one wish for?
The exploration of the Keith Quarry has resulted in quite an interesting assortment of mineral varieties. In addition to those mentioned in
the preceding paragraphs, this locale has produced cassiterite, lithiopilite, montmorillonite, montebrasite and topaz.

The Berry-Havey Quarry
The explorations which have taken place at the Berry-Havey Quarry
in Poland have produced some fine quality gem green tourmaline.
Located just a few miles distant from the complex quarries at Mount
Apatite, the area was first explored by A. R. Berry of Auburn. The mineralization here is very similar to that at Mount Apatite.
Berry initiated his development of this site during 1900. He was interested in the recovery of feldspar, to be transported three miles to the
Littlefield Station plant in Auburn, and hopeful of finding tourmaline.
This mining did produce the sought-after pockets of tourmaline and
other unique minerals. In 1904 one such discovery was described in an
edition of the Lewiston Journal newspaper " ... Mr. A. R. Berry of East
Poland, who is mining a large amount of feldspar, opened a pocket of
herderite last week worth perhaps a hundred dollars. Mr. Berry also
finds many beautiful gem tourmalines both green and pink. He has had
a number cut and they are beauties. The valuable gem mines of Maine
are paying better than any of the great puffed-up western gold and
silver mines are ... "
By the time Edson S. Bastin visited the Berry Quarry in August of
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The Berry-Havey Quarry has produced some superb g em material since its exploration began in 1900.
Courtesy U.S. Geological Survey, D . B. Sterrett 499.
:1

1906, a number of shallow exca;~tions had been made in an area about
two acres in size. The yearly production of spar, at that time, was about
three hundred tons. These pits, which were a maximum of twenty feet
deep, had produced some intriguing mineralization very similar to that
at Mount Apatite. A crew of three miners was working at the Berry
Quarry at that time.
Bastin, in his 1911 publication, described the mineralization at the
Berry Quarry as being composed of quantities of biotite-often separated by thin plates of quartz or feldspar-lepidolite, amblygonite,
hydroxyl-herderite, montebrasite and beryl. The quartz in the ledge was
riddled with large amounts of muscovite, which was essentially of scrap
quality, in tli e same blossom and brush shapes as those found at the
Pulsifer Quarry and the Wade Quarry at Mount Apatite. Opaque crystals of multi-colored tourmaline were often found in the areas surrounding the pockets.
There was an abundance of black tourmaline at the Berry Quarry
and much of this material was typically combined with white quartz.
This variety of tourmaline was not encountered within the confines of
any of the pockets Berry found. Some of the black tourmaline was discovered in crystalline form including a mammoth specimen five inches
in diameter and twelve inches long.
According to Bastin's report, the pocket areas being found at that
time were quite colorful and interesting. Much of the tourmaline was
transparent and occurred in varying shades of vibrant green, blue-green
and pink. In each instance, the tourmaline was found in the pocket bottoms embedded in a layer of cookeite and kaolin. The largest of the
tourmaline crystals was a pastel green specimen about one and one-half
inches in diameter. Unfortunately, a section of the base about one inch
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The magnificence of the
green tourmaline produced
by the Berry Quarry is seen
in this crystal frozen in a
matrix of quartz.

in size was all that was recovered from this crystal and the material
was heavily flawed. Much of the small multi-colored tourmaline crystals
had centers which were hollow.
These pockets also held a quantity of purple apatite crystals similar
in form and color to those which had been found at the Pulsifer Quarry
and the Wade Quarry at Mount Apatite. These crystals occurred on a
matrix of blade-shape albite crystals which were often decorated with
tiny hexagonal pastel lavender apatite and unusual blue-green apatites.
The larger of these apatite crystals were one-fourth of an inch in size.
Flattened blue-gray apatite crystals, one-fourth to one-half inch long,
were also found.
In 1910 Forrest L. Havey purchased the Brown Farm which adjoined
the Berry Quarry. Since then, the two quarries have been known as the
Berry Quarry, the Havey Quarry or the Berry-Havey Quarry. Havey
had leased the mining rights for the area in 1902 and he was anxious to
renew his exploration of the area. As in the instance of the other Mount
Apatite quarries, the feldspar which was mined paid the costs of the
venture. These miners, however, had a wonderful surprise in store for
them.
In August of 1910 Havey and his crew of about a dozen Italian immigrants opened three richly laden pockets of tourmaline. An estimated
one thousand carats of tourmaline was removed from two of the pockets
and the third cavity held about six thousand carats of this material.
News of this wonderful discovery spread like wildfire and the September
4th edition of the Boston Post stated that a " ... chance blast reveals
$100,000 in gems and makes tourmaline mine treasure store ... " These
headlines included a photograph captioned " ... Pocket from which
$80,000 worth of stones was taken in 20 minutes ... " Another photograph
was included of a water pump with" ...$22,500 worth of tourmaline crystals at this pump (where) Havey has washed up over $100,000 worth of
gems in three weeks ... "
The tourmaline in these pockets varied from colorless crystals to
those which were a fine, rich green in color which has become associated with the Berry-Havey Quarry. The material was superb in quality
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as revealed in correspondence from George Howe of Norway who was
one of the area's most knowledgeable collectors of that era. Howe describes Havey's tourmaline as " .. .in a representative collection containing one hundred eight crystals, chosen from the output of the mine,
ninety-eight crystals are of gem quality and weigh three thousand two
hundred thirty-one carats. It is estimated that this should yield one
thousand carats of cut gems ... " This was, without a doubt, a major
discovery.
Needless to say, news of this tourmaline discovery attracted a substantial amount of attention. The scientists from various institutions of
learning were anxious to compare the quality of this Havey's material
with the tourmaline being found at nearby Mount Apatite. The general
public was also greatly intrigued with the discovery of tourmaline at the
Berry-Havey Quarry. Quite a parade of horse drawn carriages and "new
fangled" automobiles carried these curious folks to the site.
Havey and his crew uncovered more such pockets in the ledge at this
small quarry. The value of the tourmaline they mined during 1911 was
estimated, in a U.S. Geological Survey report, to be worth $16,445.
In 1912, Martin Keith of Auburn was hired as the foreman for the
feldspar operation being conducted by the Maine Feldspar Company at
the Berry-Havey Quarry. While Keith and Havey were working together,
more pockets of tourmaline were found and the year's production was
reputed to be worth $28,000. This locale was proving to be one of the
area's richest sources of fine tourmaline. Another pocket of herderite
crystals was also recovered during this period.
One spectacular pocket discovered in 1912 held approximately eleven
pounds of tourmaline. These crystals were predominantly a vivid green
or blue-green and much of the material was suitable for cutting. The
largest of the crystals was a little over one inch thick and several inches
long.
Thus, the total tourmaline production of the Berry-Havey Quarry during 1911 and 1912 was estimated to be twenty-five thousand carats.
These pieces were predominantly green and it was thought they would
yield about seven thousand carats of gemstones. A number of the tourmaline crystals contained the highly desirable nodules which yield such
outstanding gems.
Curiously, there was never any evidence of such a substantial amount
of these distinctly colored gems being offered on the market. An article
in a local newspaper published on December 14, 1914 made mention that
the tourmalines found by Havey were being sold at the store of George
V. Turgeon in the Lewiston-Auburn area. Martin Keith, who headed the
operation in 1912, was a highly skilled gem cutter, but nobody recalls
that he ever had any particular amount of this tourmaline.
During Havey's exploration of this pegmatite, many areas of interesting mineralogy were encountered. This period of mining uncovered a
tremendous mass of lepidolite estimated to weigh ten tons. Small
amounts of cassiterite, amblygonite, beryl, columbite, spodumene, landesite, eosphorite, rhodocrosite and zircon have also been mined at the
Berry-Havey Quarry. A superb herderite crystal one inch in size was
also collected here.
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In association with the tourmaline, choice specimens of purple apatite
crystals were recovered. These crystals, like those which were being
found at Mount Apatite, were a rich purple in color and well formed.
The apatite specimens-which included some lovely pastel lilac crystals
-were basically found on a matrix of albite.
Havey's mining of the Berry-Havey Quarry ceased, for unknown reasons, with the 1914 operation. After his demise in 1936, his widow
remarried a man named Sutherland. Upon her death, the Berry-Havey
Quarry was inherited by a nephew, Reverend Owen Mclnery, who
resided in Poland. Mclnery had only a casual interest in the minerals
which have been mined here and he sold the property to Terrance Szenics
on October 10, 1977.
Szenics, who resided in New Jersey, was familiar with the area's
mineralogy and had mined nearby at Mount Apatite during 1966 and
1967. Like many, he admired the remarkable color and quality of the
tourmaline that has been produced by the pegmatite at the Berry-Havey
Quarry.
In the spring of 1978, Szenics began his exploration of this location.
He brought in a bulldozer and other equipment which would allow him
to conduct a mining operation here. The first task at hand was to
remove the trees and bushes which had overgrown the quarry site.
Finally, the accumulated rubble of sixty-four years had been cleared
a way and the area Havey had developed was fully exposed once again.
Remains of some of the old pocket bottoms were visible in the ledge and
these areas provided some interesting specimens. The sight of this ledge
where Havey had ceased his mining of the Berry-Havey Quarry in 1914
offered a great deal of incentive to explore the site further.
The mineralization in the newly exposed area included cleavelandite,
lepidolite and a great deal of black tourmaline. A closer examination of
the surface of the ledge resulted in the discovery of two or three small
crystals of green tourmaline and a small herderite crystal. To say the
· least, Szenics was encouraged and felt quite optimistic about his pending exploration.
After a period of drilling in several strategic areas, Szenics blasted
the ledge at the Berry-Havey Quarry and began an examination of the
newly exposed area. He was quite amazed to discover that the ever so
promising mineralization, in the area where Havey had abandoned his
operation, continued only a slight distance into the ledge. Ten feet below
the area of Havey's exploration, the ledge turned into granite. Strangely
enough, Forrest Havey seemed to know just when to call his operation
to a halt.
Szenics invested a significant amount of time and expense in his
exploration of this area which continued on into the following year. At
no time, however, did he encounter any particular quantity of the lush
green tourmaline material for which this locale is best known.
Two or three pockets, located a foot or so below the quarry floor, were
opened and they provided h im with a small amount of green tourmaline. Included were two nice gems, one a flawless stone weighing nearly
seven carats, which were cut from a crystal found broken into three sections. Szenics also collected a number of small tourmaline crystals
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which were varying shades of blue-green and pink in color.
During this period of mining at the Berry-Havey Quarry, an estimated eighteen hundred tons of rock were moved which changed the
appearance of the quarry significantly. Szenics discovered a unique
diversification of minerals at the quarry which resulted in the recovery
of many fine specimens. Frank Perham, who has mined extensively in
the local quarries, was a frequent visitor here during Szenic's operation.
Perham felt, from his observations of this venture, that the mineralization at this locale is very similar to that at the Bennett Quarry in
Buckfield.
The mining at the Berry-Havey Quarry revealed a large deposit of
fine quality salmon colored feldspar. Many areas where this salmon
spar had been interjected with small veins of white quartz were observed.
The pattern of this colorful combination became recognized, by Szenics
and other visitors to the site, as "tiger quartz."
A number of small pockets were uncovered in the pegmatite providing some intriguing specimens. Interestingly enough, nearly all of these
pockets contained small amounts of "rotten" beryl and small herderites.
One pocket contained a quart or more of small crystals of tourmaline
which were cinnamon or an aquamarine color. This same cavity provided Szenics with a lovely herderite crystal, nearly one-half inch in
size, which was the color of honey. Some tiny pale yellow crystals of
fairfieldite, which were slightly botryoidal in shape, were found in the
area just behind this pocket. Another small vug produced some nice little crystals of cassiterite and a few specimens of grayish-purple apatite
crystals.
Due to the considerable expense involved in mining pegmatites, Terrance Szenics has not continued to further explore the Berry-Havey
Quarry area. With the intensified interest in tourmaline, it would seem
that the reopening of the Berry-Havey Quarry might have pleasant
results. In addition to being a source of choice green tourmaline, the
Berry-Havey locale has certainly been proven to have an interesting
variety of mineralization.

* * *
Hopefully, these pages will allow the reader to gain an insight into
the similarities of the work being done in neighboring Oxford County at
that time. Loren Merrill, Nathaniel Perry and the others who conducted
mining operations at both areas in the search for feldspar and gem
materials. Since the work in Oxford County is identical to what was
done in the Auburn area, it seems impossible to discuss one situation
without touching upon the other.
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Gold In Oxford County

The

pioneers who settled in western Maine were greeted by an abundance of natural resources. They found fertile land, thickly wooded
forests, sparkling lakes and streams, plentiful wildlife, multi-hued minerals ... and GOLD! Just when the first flake or nugget of gold was
found, unfortunately, is a fact which has become lost in time. The State
Geological Report of 1961, however, discusses the presence of gold in the
Oxford and Franklin County areas as a long accepted and established
fact.
Gold is that captivating and elusive thing that has the power to set
the most practical soul wandering in search of this precious metal. All it
takes to ignite the spark of gold fever is the discovery of the tiniest flake
or show of "color." The pioneers in the Oxford Hills fell prey to the lure
of this yellow treasure and the search here for gold continues today.
This chronology about the mining history of Oxford County has been
somewhat of a treasure hunt. No search for "buried treasure" would be
complete, however, without the mention of gold and other precious
metals. There definitely is gold in "them thar hills" of Oxford County.
There is an old adage adopted by the first gold prospectors that "gold
is where you find it." In Oxford County, they have been finding this
gold for a century and a half. The majority of this gold has been
retrieved from the east branch of the Swift River in Byron.
The Eustis area extending to Parmacheenee in the west, south to
Rangeley and north to the Canadian border has also been a source of
gold. During the past fifty years, professional geologists have made
concentrated efforts to locate the lode which supplies these areas without success.
Gold has been found in various locations in the Eustis region. A teninch wide vein of quartz containing substantial amounts of free gold
was found by one prospector. Another quartz vein ten or more feet wide
was assayed and found to contain between $40 and $150 of gold per ton.
Martin L. Keith of Auburn carefully conducted assays of many samples
of gold ore from the Eustis area. These assays revealed that $40 to $500
of gold was present in each ton of the ore Keith sampled.
Nile Brook in Rangeley is reported to have produced several ounces of
both gold and platinum. These nuggets were most unusual since they
were composed of gold on one end and platinum on the other. The State
Assay Report of 1880 recorded that each year a trapper brought in one
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to four ounces of gold panned from streams flowing into the Rangeley
Lakes.
Kibbey Stream at Kibbey Township has produced gold, silver and
lead. From this stream, Sidney Harnden collected a hand-size specimen
of quartz which contained a beautiful crystal of gold. This unique crystal is eight millimeters wide, twelve millimeters long and one-half millimeter thick. This specimen, which is part of the museum display at
Perham's of West Paris, also contains several small brown pyrite
crystals.
At Strong, the gravel of the Sandy River has yielded some gold which
is of very fine quality. This area of Franklin County has been panned
for gold for more than a century. C. H. Hitchcock, in his Agriculture and
Geology of Maine published in 1861 and 1862, states that " ... Gold has
been for a long time known to exist in the valley of Sandy River ... "
During the late 1880 era a significant amount of gold was found in Perham Stream in Madrid.
The Swift River and its tributaries in Byron are thought to have produced more gold than all the other locations in the state of Maine combined. The rocks in the river stand on edge and catch the gold as it is
swept downstream by the river's current. Gold valued in thousands of
dollars has been taken from the Swift River. One bend, alone, was said
to have yielded $6,000 of this precious metal.

Clarence Young spent
many years panning
gold in the Swift River.
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In the fall of 1899, Perley Whitney and his father returned to Maine
after participating in the gold rush in California. While they were
searching for good trapping areas, they arrived at the Coos Canyon
area in Byron and decided this appeared to be a likely spot to prospect
for gold.
By March of 1890 the Whitneys were camped on the east branch of
the Swift River and panning for gold. They searched the stream bed for
gold for many years and were quite successful. In two years of panning
gold here, Perley Whitney is believed to have recovered $3,000 worth of
gold. During the many years the Whitneys worked the east branch of
the Swift River, it is said that they weighed approximately $14,000 of
gold on their scales.
Clarence Young, Joe White, Carl Schilling and many other "old
timers" worked the Swift River for many years and came to know it
well. Hunched over their gold pans and working the gravel taken from
the river, they made the perfect picture of grizzled prospectors.
Attempts have been made to remove gold from this area in a more
organized manner. A company was started at Houghton Stream near
the Swift River during the latter part of the nineteenth century. Apparently, some of the rock several prospectors picked up had a slight gold
content. They were greatly encouraged by their discovery and decided to
sell stock to bankroll their firm. These were, apparently, a group of
enterprising persons because they borrowed gold from another prospector to show just why stock in this company would be valuable.
As soon as cash permitted, they proceeded with the establishment of
a mill and started to process their ore. Unfortunately, all the gold which
existed in this area was on the surface of some schist specimens. A tunnel they made through a quartz mass situated on the bank of Houghton
Stream was even more of a failure.
Despite the circumstances the men found themselves in, they continued to sell stock in their concern. Eventually, officers from the Federal Government appeared and the men had to appear in the Federal
Court in Providence, Rhode Island. Everyone but the bookkeeper, who
had to serve three years in prison, got off scott free.
The Lone Star Mine was opened in Woodstock during the 1880 era.
The second shaft made during this operation yielded ore which was rich
in precious metals. Professor Richards of the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology in Cambridge, Massachusetts conducted an assay of the ore
which proved to be quite promising. The assay indicated that 278.6
ounces of silver was present in each ton of ore. Another assay run by
Professor Castleman showed 223.43 ounces of silver and 43.02 ounces of
gold in each ton of ore. The mining of the Lone Star Mine was shortlived
and it seems likely that operating costs exceeded the possible return.
For a brief period of time, the Woodstock Gold and Silver Mine was
also operated. This gold prospect, which was of brief duration, was
adjacent to the Lone Star Mine.
In 1902 the Mount Glines Gold and Silver Mining Company was
formed by J. Abbott Nile and William McCrillis who were residents of
Rumford. Shares in this concern were sold at one dollar each and, from
1903 until 1906, mining was done at Mount Glines.
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An elaborate crushing and sorting plant, which was complete in
every aspect, was set up on the premises. This meant that gold could
immediately be separated from the ore they mined. The construction of
this processing plant was funded by large amounts of money that
stockholders from out of state invested in the venture.
The principal stockholders of the Mount Glines Gold and Silver Mining Company had the best of intentions and some marvelous expectations. As is so often the case, however, these anticipated events never
quite materialized.
The gold at the Glines Mine was found in a pegmatite dike which was
composed of quartz, apatite and pyrite. A vertical shaft one hundred
fifty feet deep and a horizontal shaft about three hundred feet long were
made in the dike, but these efforts proved to be fruitless . In a last ditch
effort to salvage something from the mine, the location was converted to
a phosphate mine with operations directed at the large quantities of
apatite present in the deposit.
A profusion of stories are connected with the Mount Glines mining
venture. Rumor still exists that the prospective area was well salted
with gold prior to the visits of potential stockholders. One particularly
amusing story concerning the huge anvil used at the mine site is still
laughed at by the older collectors in the region. It seems that a man was
accused of pilfering this anvil which weighed several hundred pounds.
His lawyer was very convincing in the argument he presented to the
jury at the trial which followed. After listening repeatedly to his lawyer's
statement that it would be impossible for a single man to carry this
huge anvil from the mine to the road, the indignant defendant rose and
shouted, "By thunder I did! " This comment earned him a visit at the
local hostel for offenders of the law.
All that remains of the Mount Glines mine today are the shafts which
are partially filled with rock and debris. Little material of any value
exists in the dump area which is greatly overgrown with shrubs and
trees. Few people living in the area know the exact location of this
abandoned prospect.
Gold panned from the rivers and streams of Oxford County has been
used in the creation of several lovely pieces of jewelry. This gold, which
has a unique color, complements Maine tourmalines, aquamarines and
amethysts beautifully. The Peary Necklace, the Howe Amethyst Brooch
and the Maine Tourmaline Necklace were all made of Maine gold. The
High Sheriff's Badge of Oxford County is also constructed of Swift
River gold.
Nuggets which were left in their natural state were used to construct
a unique necklace which was made for Glendon Dill. The chain itself is
composed of the nuggets he panned from the streams in Franklin
County. One nugget is actually composed of water worn gold crystals.
Another is almost silver in content making it seem likely that this particular nugget has a high content of this metal. A flattened nugget of
gold hangs as a pendant from this necklace.
Prospectors continue to explore the aforementioned areas in search of
gold. Most of this work, however, is concentrated on the east branch of
the Swift River. Small traces of "color" usually appear in pans and
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small gold nuggets are frequently
found. Unique gold crystals have
also been found near the site of
the old Houghton Post Office.
John Stevens-who is a modern
day prospector-showed the
author four fine gold nuggets he
panned which weighed .40 grams,
.85 grams, 1.90 grams and 2.40
grams. Bill Garrett from Augusta
has also panned a substantial
amount of gold from the Swift
River in recent years.
The Maine State Museum in
Augusta displays what is believed
to be the largest nugget of gold
that has ever been found in Maine.
This is a remarkable nugget
weighing 18.50 grams which was
Gold catches in the rocks in the sides of
the Swift River.
Hatch photography
panned from the Swift River in
courtesy Maine State Publicity Bureau.
Byron. It is a lovely piece which
has been worn smooth from the
river's action. The nugget, along with smaller nuggets and flakes panned
here over a period of twenty years is the gift of Carl Santee of Livermore
Falls who collected the material.
Undoubtedly, collectors will continue to enjoy their search for gold in
the rivers and streams of Oxford and Franklin Counties. Any gold they
may find will be an exciting bonus. Maybe, just maybe, someone will hit
upon the mother lode which has supplied these rivers with their gold.
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The Feldspar Industry

The

mineral deposits in Oxford County have been developed extensively as a result of the local demand for commercially valuable feldspar. This feldspar market led to the establishment of several processing plants and the spar mined locally supplied their needed product and
kept them in operation.
Having a local demand for feldspar has led to the exploration of
countless prospects and the development of many other quarries in the
area. These commercial ventures usually subsidize mining costs and
they have frequently resulted in the discovery of valuable gem materials. In many instances, the development of gem deposits parallels the
feldspar mining which has been done in the region.
During the nineteenth century, there was a substantial demand for
good quality feldspar. This feldspar was an essential material for the
ceramic industry. High grade feldspar is the key ingredient in the production of translucent china ware of fine quality. During the 1800 era,
the processed feldspar produced here in Maine was transported via ship
to porcelain and china factories in England.
Thus, from 1864 until 1872, tentative exploration was done in the
Cathance area where there appeared to be sizeable deposits of feldspar.
This work revealed that the material from the Staples Ledge and other
nearby locations in Cathance was just the proper sort needed for the
ceramic industry. This spar contained small amounts of quartz which is
also vitally important for the production of fine quality porcelain.
After cautious consideration, the men involved in this research decided that the situation was quite promising. Their exploratory ventures
indicated that the mining of local feldspar deposits could be a viable
enterprise.
Based upon these findings, a feldspar processing mill was built in
Cathance in 1872. The new mill was constructed by a British firm, the
Trenton Flint and Spar Company. After mining, the spar was transported to the mill by oxen drawn wagons for refining. Thus, Maine's
feldspar industry was established and in full operation.
Huge sections of red granite were secured from Barre, Vermont and
utilized for the actual grinding process. These pieces were slightly larger
than cartwheels and varied in thickness from eight to ten inches. An
axle ran through each pair of wheels to join them together as a single
unit. Vertical shafts turned these wheels and held them together. Each
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of these wheels weighed several tons and they were called "chaser"
stones. These chaser stones had the capacity to pulverize about six tons
of spar each day reducing this rock to a fineness of one hundred fifty
mesh or better.
Once the grinding process had been completed, the Cathance River
was utilized to separate the finely ground feldspar from the coarser
pieces. Huge holding tanks were constructed by the river's edge and
water was piped from the river directly into these iron tanks.
After the powdered spar had been dumped into these water filled
tanks, the mixture was stirred thoroughly. This was accomplished by
vanes attached to a log which spanned the top of each vat. These logs
were turned by the hydro-power of the river.
Once the feldspar had been well mixed with the water, the contents of
each vat was piped to settling tubs nearby. There were ten or more of
these large containers and, once they had been filled, the mixture was
left undisturbed for at least eight hours. Then the water was drained to
the level of the settlings.
The next step in the procedure was to shovel the mud-like material
out of the settling tubs. This sodden mass of spar was then placed upon
the top of a huge brick oven which was about thirty feet long. The oven
was continually fired and a day's run from the settling tubs could be
completely dry in about twelve hours. This part of the processing procedure was continually in operation.
Once the feldspar had been thoroughly dried, it was loaded into barrels. These barrels were then transferred, at high tide, onto scows which
were floated down the Cathance River to Bath. Then the barrels of processed spar were loaded onto ships and transported across the Atlantic
to the porcelain factory in East Liverpool, England.
During this era, the mining was done during the summer months.
Twelve to fifteen hundred tons of spar were required to supply the newly
established mill. After the spar had been extracted from the ledges it
was sorted by hand. The selected pieces varied from fist size chunks to
specimens the size of a man's hat. This feldspar was stored in a shed
until it was needed by the mill in Cathance.
This initial procedure, established for processing the feldspar, was
utilized until 1898. Then the Trenton Flint and Spar Company made
substantial improvements to increase the efficiency of their operation.
The biggest change they instituted was the adaptation of what was
called, at that time, the tube mill process.
The tube mill method called for the hand-screened feldspar to pass
directly through huge ducts in a procedure which separated the finely
ground material. Contamination of the feldspar had been a problem
with the settling tanks, so these iron tubes were completely lined with
flint bricks. To expedite the flow of the feldspar through the tubes, flint
pebbles were added to the mixture. After a lengthy period of trial and
error, they found that running a two ton batch of feldspar and flint
through the tubes worked most efficiently.
After this transition to the batch tube style of processing was made,
very little of this processed spar was transported across the Atlantic
Ocean to England. The porcelain and china industry in the United
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States was, at that time, growing rapidly. Thus, the majority of the finished feldspar product was shipped via railroad to the Homer Laughlin
China Company in Ohio.
Once the tube mill process had been found to be so effective the Topsham Feldspar Company, which was located near the Trenton firm,
adapted this method to their operation. These firms continued to process
the feldspar which was mined at the quarries in Topsham, Georgetown
and Brunswick for many years. This market for feldspar substantially
increased the miners' interest in continuing their operations. Lucien
DiRenzo purchased the Trenton Flint and Spar Company in 1936. He
operated the firm for a number of years, but it has long since been
inactive.
The success enjoyed by the Cathance firm during the latter part of
the nineteenth century led to the establishment of several other feldspar
mills in southwestern Maine. When the mill was first built at Cathance,
a great deal of exploration was being done in an effort to locate the
tourmaline deposits in Auburn and Poland.
This mining for tourmaline revealed many feldspar deposits which
were substantial in size. The miners were aware of the current demand
for spar and the value of this material, so they felt it wise to take advantage of this situation. The mill at Cathance was a considerable distance
from Auburn and it was decided that local establishment of a similar
plant was the only sensible way to pursue this venture. Consequently, a
feldspar processing mill was constructed at Littlefield's Station at
Auburn in 1897. For many years the local quarries supplied the plant
with a steady flow of feldspar.
During this same era, a great deal of mining for gem materials was
being done in neighboring Oxford County. This activity revealed the
presence of many feldspar deposits and the miners were anxious to

The Maine Feldspar Company processing mill at Littlefield's Station in Auburn
initiated a new industry which would flourish locally for a century to come.
Courtesy U.S. Geological Survey, D. B. Sterrett, 140
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Construction for the new feldspar mill in West Paris began in 1925. The steel for
the mill was put in place in ten-degrees-below-zero weather.

make their ventures more profitable by marketing this commercially
valuable material.
In 1923, a tremendous deposit of fine quality feldspar was found in
West Paris on a farm which was owned by Alfred C. Perham. This discovery, it was believed, warranted the establishment of a processing
plant near the source of the deposit. After deliberating the matter of the
mill with numerous interested individuals, Perham made an agreement
to furnish a local mill with all of the spar being mined at his quarry. On
December 1, 1924 the arrangement was finalized and a mill was erected
in West Paris in 1925. The newly organized Oxford Mining and Milling
Company immediately began processing the feldspar being mined at
the Perham Quarry.
During this period, the market demand for feldspar was limited to
only the best quality material. The processed spar was transported via
railroad freight cars to porcelain manufacturing plants in New York,
New Jersey and Wisconsin. Then the feldspar powder was utilized in
the production of dishes and bathroom fixtures.
This initial operation of the Oxford Mining and Milling Company
was most profitable. The steady supply of spar from the Perham Quarry
and other mines in the area kept the mill in continual operation. As
Alfred Perham had believed, this new industry contributed a great deal
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to the area.
In 1930 the firm merged with the United Feldspar and Minerals Corporation and the mill continued to run smoothly under this new management. Some changes and improvements were made in the mill during 1938, however, that increased the production and efficiency of the
operation.
A major change they made at that time was the addition of a granular unit. This mechanism contained a magnetic separator which isolated the iron bearing materials from the feldspar ~nd, thus, increased
the purity of the material. This enabled the mill to utilize a lower grade
of spar than had previously been required. Consequently, there was a
substantial increase in the volume of the mill's production.
In an effort to use as much of the locally available spar as possible,
the United Feldspar and Minerals Corporation began manufacturing a
product which was known as "glass spar." In order to do this, they had
to import quantities of nephyline syenite from Canada to provide the
high alumina content required for this type of production. Nothing was
wasted at that time and the tailings, or useless material, from the operation were sold to building constructors who used them in the production
of non-skid floors in large buildings. The demand for feldspar remained
stable and the United Feldspar and Minerals Corporation prospered.
Consequently, the local miners also earned a good livelihood.
In 1952 the mill in West Paris, along with various out-of-state holdings, was sold to the American Encaustic Tiling Company in Pennsyl-

The feldspar mill at West Paris precipitated the development of many local quarries.
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vania. The Pennsylvania firm was not, however, interested in the feldspar business. Subsequently, transfer of the West Paris mill and its
holdings was made on January 1, 1952 to the Bell Clay Company headquartered in Gleason, Tennessee. They proceeded to reorganize the West
Paris firm under the name of the Bell Minerals Company.
The mill continued to operate, much as it had in prior years, under
the new management. Thirty or more men were employed at the plant
which processed an average of one thousand tons of spar each month
except during rush seasons when this production doubled. During this
period an extensive laboratory was installed in the mill which allowed
them to precisely control the chemical content of the feldspar.
Due to business problems within the Bell Minerals Company, the mill
was shut down during the latter part of the 1960's. The matter was
further complicated by a fire in 1968 which damaged the interior of the
plant. The mill was dormant for the first time since the operation began
in 1925.
In the winter of 1971 the Bell Minerals Company was sold to Rupert
Aldrich of Norway. During this transitional period the mill remained
closed. Aldrich worked with many other interested parties in an effort to
reinstigate the operation of the mill, but their hopes were never realized.
The money just was not available to modernize the mill and allow it to
operate at the required efficiency.
Subsequently, Aldrich sold the mill in West Paris to the Industrial
Garnet Industries firm in 1978. They modified the plant equipment to
suit their needs and have since been processing garnet at the mill.
During the feldspar mining of the West Paris area, substantial
amounts of gem materials and an abundance of fine specimens were
recovered from local quarries. These were a bonus of sorts since the
feldspar the miners recovered paid for the costs involved in these mining ventures. ·
Thus, the growth and exploration of the pegmatite deposits in Oxford
County was directly related-for fifty years-to the feldspar market
offered by the West Paris firm. Without the mill's operation, few could
have afforded to be involved with the extensive exploratory mining that
has taken place in the area.
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The Gem Cutting Industry
In Oxford County

LJ

ntil late in the 1800's, the field of the lapidary was an unknown
art to the local miners and other persons who were involved with the
minerals which were being found in Oxford County. They were aware,
however, that much of the beautiful material they were finding could be
cut into gemstones.
Loren B. Merrill is thought to be the first person in the area to
seriously delve into the art of gem cutting. He was particularly interested in faceting and, about 1890, Merrill began to make a definite
attempt to gather the necessary information required for the construction of a faceting machine. Merrill was cognizant of the relation of
optics to gem cutting and traveled many miles to visit the Mineralogical
Department at Harvard University. There, Merrill spent long hours listening intently to all that was told him about these optic properties and
the characteristics of the various gem materials. The staff, well acquainted with this man who had been mining Mount Mica, were happy
to share their knowledge of gem cutting.
Merrill utilized these observations and his knowledge of mechanics to
construct a faceting device. His interest in lapidary grew and Merrill
invested a great deal of time in the development of his small cutting
shop. All of the machines Merrill developed operated with foot levers
which allowed him to closely control the speed with which he worked.
L. Kimball Stone had watched his friend's progress with interest and
decided to join him in this lapidary venture. Merrill and Stone worked
together to produce another machine, with vertical diamond and copper
laps, designed for the cutting of cabochons.
The accomplishments of Merrill and Stone attracted the attention of
their contemporaries in the area. Now that the initial breakthrough had
been made, others began a closer investigation of the mechanics of
lapidary work. The local cutters soon grew in number and among them
were John Towne, Perien Dudley, Charles Andrews, John Fletcher and
Charles Hamilton.
This art of gem cutting was to become an integral part of several
locally established businesses which dealt in the gems and minerals of
the region. Martin Keith became an accomplished lapidarist and operated a shop in Auburn for many years where gems he and his son,
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Harold, cut were sold. Robert Bickford of Norway gained his cutting
expertise from a lapidarist in Boston. In 1910, Bickford established a
lapidary shop and small store where these gems and other materials
were sold. He was joined in this endeavor by his brother, Knox Bickford,
who proved to be a highly skilled lapidarist. In addition to the cutting
Knox Bickford did for the firm, he also did a substantial amount of gem
cutting for various museums in the United States.
The following pictures should offer a more thorough understanding of
the great accomplishments which were made by these local me_n who
were pioneers in the gem cutting field. To provide this chronology,
Vivian Akers photographed Knox Bickford while he was cutting. This
collection of pictures was included in an article entitled "The Working of
Semi-Precious Stones" which appeared in the Rocks and Minerals publication in 1931. (Mr. Bickford kindly supplied the author with an original set of photographs.)
The successful mining of tourmaline and other gem materials increased and others entered into the field of gem cutting. Henry Cullinan, Eldbridge Woodworth, Howard Irish, Charles Marble, Arthur Valley, Alton White, Austin Record and Eugene Stevens were among those
who became involved with this activity. The advice and assistance of
Merrill, Stone and the Bickfords were freely given to those who were
interested in learning the art of the lapidary.
One person who turned this newly acquired ability into an important
part of a rapidly growing business was Stanley Perham. Merrill, who
had been assisting the young man with his studies of mineralogy,
began teaching him to cut stones as well. Stanley Perham soon realized
that a sound knowledge of gem cutting was far more important to his
fledgling business than he had realized. With the continued guidance of
Merrill, Perham gained proficiency as a lapidarist. He continued to
pursue this interest and later, in 1933, Charles B. Hamilton helped Perham to master the most important elements of gem cutting.
Stones cut from local gem materials had always been a featured item
at Stanley Perham's store in West Paris. When Raymond Dean came to
work for him and promptly became fascinated with gem cutting, Perham was well pleased. Perham and Hamilton gladly taught Dean to cut
stones and he was an avid student. "Deanie" soon became one of the
more highly skilled lapidarists in the area. Deanie had a natural ability
to facet and cut cabochons and began to do the specialized gem cutting
for Perham's Maine Mineral Store in 1936. Deanie was also a competent
teacher and shared his knowledge with others who later worked at Perham's. When Waino Oja, Vernon Inman and Lee Farrar joined the firm,
Deanie taught them the fundamentals of the art. Inman has continued
with this work and teaches others on occasion.
The quarries of Oxford County and nearby Androscoggin County
continued to produce gem material and the need for a more accurate
faceting machine became apparent. There were few machines of this
particular type available in the United States at that time, so it seemed
feasible to attempt to manufacture the machine that was required. Several men attempted to make an improved model of a faceting machine,
but they met with little success.
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Using the machinery he had manufactured, Loren Merrill cut large quantities of gems from local material.

Merrill's research allowed him to construct all of the lapidary equipment
needed to produce gems.

This collection of photographs (above and following) was made by Vivian
Akers and used to illustrate the article "The Working of Semi-Precious
Stones " which was published in Rocks and Minerals, 1931. Interestingly
enough, this basic procedure is followed by today's lapidarists.
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The stone was first marked, just as it is
today, to indicate the area which should be
cut.

Then the piece was sawed using a diamond impregnated blade to cut away
excess waste material and, thus, save time involved in the shaping of the stone.

The cutter was then left
with a small piece of flawless material.

Dopping wax affixed the rough piece
onto the end of a wooden dowel.
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The rough grinding and shaping was done on a lead lap which had
been charged with carborundum.

A small electric motor powered the
grinding wheel.

Main facets were
positioned on the
stone with the aid
of a protractor.
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After the stone had been
very carefully ground, it
was ready for the polishing.

A tin wheel and zinc oxide compound were used, at that time, to
polish gemstones.

Great care was taken to polish the stones adhering precisely to the angles
created during the grinding procedure.
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One-half of the gem was ground and polished. Then the stone was turned and
re-dopped.

Polishing the girdle of the gem was the
final step.
The previous process was duplicated
on the remaining rough half of the
stone.

The finished gemstone cut
during this gemstone
weighed 8 5/ 13 carats.
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Late in the 1920 era, another group of men began working in unison
to produce an improved faceting machine. They were interested in producing an uncomplicated piece of equipment which would allow precision faceting. It was also important that this new machine would enable
the cutter to accomplish the task and waste as little gem material as
possible.
At that time, the best existing faceting machine in Maine was one
which had been developed by William Cross of Portland. Cross willingly
loaned his design to the aforementioned group and the actual work
began. Eugene Stevens, Charles Hamilton and Henry Cullinan combined this plan with ideas provided by Loren Merrill, Perien Dudley and
Martin Keith. Although the model they constructed was an excellent
device, it still lacked the desired accuracy.
Many believed, however, that the simple design of the new machine
could result in the needed product if some basic modifications were
made. Harold Rippon, Raymond Dean and Stanley Perham decided it
was well worth the investment of the time and expense involved. Rippon, the machinist member of the trio, held many consultations about
the project with skilled toolmakers and professional engineers . Many of
these men were employed by the General Electric Company in Lynn,
Massachusetts and their observations and suggestions for improving
the faceter were carefully considered.
Harold Rippon actually constructed the machine which was tried and
found to be highly satisfactory. It was simply designed with a diamond

The efforts of many resulted in the construction of the Mercropon.
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charged wheel revolving horizontally on a shaft. A chuck attached to a
mast held the dopstick to which the stone being cut was adhered. The
design allowed for adjustment of the chuck's position which could be set
at angles varying from zero to ninety degrees . The men were well
pleased with the result of their efforts and Rippon fabricated about
twenty of these machines for Perham and the others who were involved.
The new machine was wonderfully accurate and it was found to be
perfectly suitable for faceting. Although it was simply constructed, the
cutter could execute precision work for the first time. An example of this
accuracy was the faceting of a 3/100 carat emerald on which Waino Oja
placed fifty-eight facets. The multitude of beautiful gems cut on these
Mercropon machines offer mute tribute to its superb design and resulting accuracy. Interestingly enough, a number of these machines are still
in use.
About fifteen years of research and a considerable amount of money
was involved in the manufacture of this new faceting device. The name
"Mercropon" was chosen because these initials represent everyone who
made a significant contribution to the final product. The production of
this faceting machine was an important contribution to the lapidary
field. The basic design of the Mercropon was later incorporated into the
design of modern faceting machines.
The invention of the Mercropon made it possible for the novice to
easily learn to facet. Raymond Dean once observed that in twenty-five
years, he and Stan Perham had made it possible for several hundred

"Deanie" used one of the Mercropon lapidary machines for decades and taught many
others to use it.
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people to become able to facet or cut cabochons. It would be impossible
to guess the number of people who have visited the cutting shop at Perham's where countless demonstrations of gem cutting have been given.
The craft of gem cutting is still alive in the Oxford County region.
Helpful hints have been passed on from one cutter to another and these
ideas are often melded into a distinctive style of faceting. Stones cut by
local men may be seen in museums and private collections all over the
world. Through their work, an intricate art has been evolved into fascinating techniques that can be employed by newcomers to the lapidary
field. Thus, the knowledge of Loren Merrill and his contemporaries is
being shared with others today.
Many collectors find gem cutting is another way to enjoy the minerals they collect. Many collections include faceted or cabochon gems the
owner has cut as well as the rough specimens they have collected.
In Oxford County, the art of gem cutting will undoubtedly continue to
be closely related to local mining. Execution of lapidary skills is another
way of further enhancing the beauty and value of the gem materials
that are found.
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People Who Made This History

I

t would be a difficult, if not impossible, task to list between two
covers the many persons who have contributed to the development of
the mineral resources of Oxford County. During a period of more than
one hundred sixty years scores of men have dedicatedly sought to locate
and explore new locations, identify unknown mineral specimens and
amass representative collections from these local quarries. These results
of their work represent a tremendous contribution without which this
book could not have been written.
Even the youngest collector who has taken the time and had the
patience to learn the identification of a pretty stone he picked up in a
field contributes to this development. He is a peer of a student or professor of mineralogy who collects for far more scientific reasons. Both the
beginning and more advanced collector contribute a great deal to the
exploitation of our mineral resources through their efforts directed at
searching out old and new locations. The seeking and sharing of information about the minerals of Oxford County has played an integral
part in the mining history of the area.
Many of the people who have shared in the development of the mineral resources of Oxford County have been residents of the area. Many
of them have filled a lifetime exploring for the gems and minerals that
are found here. Others have been visitors, spending only a brief time in
the region, searching for the minerals reputed to be buried in these hills
and craggy mountains.
Some of the collectors who have made repeated visits to the quarries
in Oxford County have made extensive collections of the minerals
which are representative of the region. Many of these specimens are
worthy of gracing the cabinets of museums or being placed in the collection of a learned mineralogist. One must always bear in mind that some
of the finest collections are owned by quiet, unassuming local people
who have long had an unselfish interest in the mineralization of Oxford
County. They have collected these specimens purely for the joy of having
such beautiful minerals and given no thought to their monetary value.
In many instances, these men have made the local mineral resources
a part of their livelihood by selling what they have collected or mined to
those who were interested in obtaining specimens from this region. An
adventuresome few have attempted to earn their living by operating
small mineral shops where local minerals and related items were offered
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for sale. Many others have mastered the art of gem cutting and utilized
the specimens they found for this purpose. Each of these gemstones
represents a part of the history about which this text has been written.
In summation, all who have collected in Oxford County and the surrounding area have shared a common goal in their search for minerals.
To pay written tribute to each of these persons would require a lifetime.
For this obvious reason, the pursuits and contributions of a small sampling of persons will be dealt with at length. By relating the efforts
made by these men, the span of time with which we are interested will
be amply covered.
By this manner of giving credit to these particular persons, it is
hoped that all who have contributed will, in some way, feel included.
Two of the men discussed chose to earn their livelihood through the
operation of businesses solely involved with the mining and collecting
that has been done in the area.

The Hamlin Family
Elijah L. Hamlin shared, with Ezekiel Holmes, in the original discovery of tourmaline at the famed Mount Mica location in Paris. The find
was made in 1821 and, for the next eighty years, Hamlin and other
members of his family were involved with the mining of this tourmaline.
Elijah was born in 1800 to Dr. and Mrs. Cyrus Hamlin who made
their home in Paris Hill. Rather than join his father in the practice of
medicine, Elijah chose the legal profession and received his degree in
1819. While he was later studying law under Governor Enoch Lincoln,
the tourmaline at Mount Mica was found.
Hamlin's younger brothers, Cyrus and Hannibal, were the first to
actually mine at Mount Mica. Their venture was somewhat successful
and is described in the Mount Mica chapter.
Aside from a casual attraction to the esthetic beauty of the tourmaline they found, Hannibal was not especially intrigued by this material.
Agreeably, he relinquished his share of the specimens to Cyrus and
then went on to follow a political career that resulted in serving as Lincoln's vice-president. Interestingly, however, Hannibal continued to
publicize the tourmaline they had found at Mount Mica in his own
fashion .
Cyrus Hamlin studied medicine, but his interest in Mount Mica tourmaline was to continue. After he established a medical practice in
Calais (Maine), he maintained an international correspondence with
mineralogists. Cyrus found a ready market for the tourmalines he and
his family had found. The specimens were soon sold or traded to these
interested persons. The Hamlins also made generous donations of these
specimens to private collections and colleges. Unfortunately, no records
showing the actual distribution of these pieces were maintained.
Elijah's son, Augustus Choate Hamlin, was enthralled with the tourmaline which had been found at Mount Mica and fascinated by this
richly mineralized location. Augustus divided his time between the medical profession and the actual mining of Mount Mica. By the 1860 era,
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Augustus Choate Hamlin. From Mount
Mica by Augustus C. Hamlin.

Frederick Cutting Hamlin. From Mount
Mica by Augustus C. Hamlin.

Augustus was deeply involved with the exploration of the ledges at
Mount Mica.
His son, Frederick Cutting Hamlin, also participated in this venture.
Frederick was avidly interested in Mount Mica, but he utilized a more
scientific approach and delved deeply into the mineralogy at the quarry
site. Young Hamlin's interest resulted in the accomplishment of a substantial amount of research about this prolific locale.
Augustus Hamlin's love for tourmaline is revealed in a small book he
published in 1873 entitled The Tourmaline. By 1881, Hamlin was instrumental in compiling the array of Mount Mica tourmalines which
was exhibited at the Academy Hall in Paris Hill.
As mining of Mount Mica continued, Hamlin became convinced the
occurrence of tourmaline specimens found should be permanently recorded. This documentation resulted in a second book, The History Of
Mount Mica, which Hamlin published in 1895. In the text Augustus
Hamlin related the history of this famous locale, the persons who had
been involved with the mining, the exact placement of the pockets they
discovered and detailed descriptions of many fine specimens. The most
outstanding feature of this book was the color plates of Hamlin's
remarkable watercolor reproductions of many of the finer tourmaline
crystals. This text is, in all likelihood, the most complete dissertation
that has been written about any area quarry.
In 1904, Augustus Choate Hamlin died in Bangor where he had conducted his medical practice. Much of his fine collection of tourmaline
specimens and the famed Hamlin Necklace were acquired by the Mineralogical Museum at Harvard University. This was made possible by the
University's great benefactor, James Garland, who also donated the
beautiful original watercolors of the Mount Mica tourmaline done by
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Augustus Hamlin.
The Hamlin Family was comparatively affluent during the period of
early development at Mount Mica. Had it not been for the Hamlins'
support and influence, it is doubtful if this considerable exploration of
this important location would have taken place. Thus, the Hamlin Family made great contributions to the initial development of the first
quarry to be established in Oxford County.

Ezekiel Holmes
1801-1865
Ezekiel Holmes, with Elijah Hamlin, shared in the discovery of tourmaline at Mount Mica in 1821. Ezekiel was born in Kingston, Massachusetts in 1801 and was the son of Nathaniel and Asenath Holmes.
Holmes' family earned their livelihood in the iron working occupation, but they considered Ezekiel to be too small in stature for this profession. Thus, Ezekiel was enrolled in Brown University where he studied medicine. Upon his graduation in 1821 Ezekiel went to continue his
studies with his uncle, Dr. Benjamin Chandler, in Paris Hill and with
another uncle, Dr. Seth Chandler of Minot.
Ezekiel Holmes, who was somewhat of a naturalist, and Elijah Hamlin had become friends while they were students at Brown University.
Their shared interest in minerals precipitated the journey they made to
the outcropping of ledge at Mount Mica where they discovered the
tourmaline.
Holmes went on to further his education in the newly established
medical school at Bowdoin College in Brunswick, Maine. There Holmes
became acquainted with Professor Parker Cleaveland and brought him
specimens of the tourmaline at Mount Mica. Cleaveland also assisted
the younger man with his growing collection of mineral specimens
Holmes had begun earlier. Ezekiel was never to lose his interest in minerals although his life's work was devoted to another profession.
Following his graduation from Bowdoin College in 1824, Ezekiel
Holmes taught for five years at the newly established Gardiner Lyceum
in Gardiner, Maine. At this point in time, his health was not good and
Holmes felt more comfortable teaching than practicing medicine. During this time the staff at the Lyceum made ready to accept Holmes'
extensive collection of minerals. Suitable cabinets were constructed and
the Lyceum assumed the costs of transporting the specimens, many of
which were fine quality, to the school. Where Holmes' collection went
after the closing of this institution is unknown.
After Holmes held a similar teaching position at Waterville College
for three years, he devoted the remainder of his life to the publication of
an agricultural journal. Through this regularly published paper, Holmes
made great contributions to the field of agriculture. As a result of the
strides he made in agriculture, Ezekiel Holmes was to become known as
the "Father of Maine Agriculture."
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James M. Shaw
1817-1888
One of the men who pioneered
in the mineral collecting and subsequent development of the mineral resources of Oxford County
was James M. Shaw. The work
done by this South Waterford resident took place so early in the
nineteenth century that today
James M. Shaw.
few are familiar with his name.
Courtesy Benjamin M. Shaub.
Recent research of Shaw's work
indicates that he was far more
involved and knowledgeable about the local mineral resources than any
had realized. This investigation, which was done by Dr. Benjamin M.
Shaub of Northampton, Massachusetts, proves that Shaw was one of
the area's most ambitious mineral collectors.
James Shaw assembled one of the state's largest and finest mineral
collections of his era. The number of specimens he collected during his
lifetime was far in excess of three thousand. This remarkable collection
was purchased by Dr. Hiram F. Abbott on June 2, 1903. Abbott paid a
meager sum of $150 for this vast suite of minerals which reduced the
cost for each of these choice specimens to a sum less than five cents!
Shaw earned his living through the operation of a small farm which,
undoubtedly, required a great deal of attention during his waking hours.
Nevertheless, he made the time to search for minerals and was involved
in local church and grange activities as well.
Since the vast amount of work done by Shaw is unknown to most
collectors of the present era, it seems possible that other men who
actively participated in this field have also been forgotten. Hopefully,
the future will reveal additional information about Shaw's work, the
locations and more about his contemporaries. At this time when settlement in the state of Maine was in the very early stage, it is no wonder
that the men who were closely involved with the mineral resources of
the area went unnoticed.
It is doubtful if such an avid interest in a seemingly frivolous hobby
was encouraged during the time James Shaw did his collecting. Surely
tribute must be paid to him for the thoroughness with which he delved
into the mineralogy of the region and the scientific field pertaining to
this subject.
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Thomas F. Lamb
1826-1917
Another one of the earliest miners and mineral collectors in the area
was Thomas F. Lamb. Lamb lived in Portland at the time of his death,
but prior to that he had been a resident of Greene and Minot. Prior to
his retirement, Lamb was engaged in the manufacture of shoes, harnesses and other leather equipment.
Due to poor health, Lamb was forced to retire from his chosen profession while still a relatively young man. Needing something to occupy
his days, Lamb turned to the study of minerals and the quarries which
were being operated in the Auburn and Paris area during this period of
time.
Lamb's interest in mineralogy was precipitated by a display of minerals he saw while making a visit to a school in Illinois. After seeing
this small collection, he developed a fascination for minerals. Lamb
soon found himself deeply involved with the mining and mineral collecting which was being done in the state of Maine. This keen interest
resulted in the great contributions Lamb made to the field of mineralogy.
Thomas Lamb was primarily associated with the locations at Mount
Apatite in Auburn. He was one of the very first to do any mining at this
richly mineralized area. During his initial exploration at Mount Apatite,
Lamb discovered some superb specimens on the Hatch Farm. He was
joined in his endeavor by his friend , Loren Merrill. Lamb also operated,
for a brief period, a quarry at Phippsburg where he discovered a number
of fine garnet specimens.
During his lifetime, Thomas Lamb amassed what was believed to be
one of the finest private mineral collections in existence. In the collection was a sample of nearly every mineral known to be found in Maine
and many rarities as well. Lamb's suite of minerals also included gems
which had been cut from local material, freshwater pearls he found in
streams in the area and gold he panned in the Swift River in Byron. The
collection also included specimens from world-wide locales.
Once a mineral was listed as part of this collection, Lamb never
parted with it. This may be the reason that this particular collection
grew to such an unusual size. Many mineralogists from all over the
world visited Lamb at his home in Portland for the sole purpose of viewing the collection.
Thomas Lamb exchanged many fine specimens he did not wish to
include in his collection with eminent mineralogists of the era. He also
supplied such noted firms as Tiffany & Company of New York City with
fine gem tourmalines he mined locally. Lamb was instrumental, as well,
in assisting in the accumulation of many fine mineral collections for a
number of colleges, schools and other groups.
The Boston Society of Natural History tendered a bid to purchase the
Lamb Collection about a year after his death in 1917. About two years
were required to make the necessary arrangements to purchase this
material from his estate, however. Once the acquisition had been finalized, Lamb's collection of more than three thousand pieces was carefully
packaged and transported to Boston.
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When the collection arrived at the museum on Berkeley Street, they
had to be unpacked and properly labeled. Finally, the Lamb collection
was ready for public viewing. One of the older, less interesting rooms at
the museum was transformed into a treasure house for this fine collection of minerals. Many distinguished guests were invited to view this
spectacular exhibition which was then made available to the public the
following November.
Unfortunately, the Lamb collection no longer exists as a single
exhibit. Many of his minerals have been added to other collections or
sold to museums.
There is no doubt that the collecting and mining done by Thomas
Lamb attracted a great deal of publicity about the quarries and minerals found in Maine. Lamb's association with other mineralogists and
connoisseurs of minerals played a key part in the development of local
quarries and precipitated a great deal of interest in the area. Few have
had the opportunity and funds to amass as fine a mineral collection as
that of Thomas F. Lamb.

Edmund F. Bailey
1859-1943
Edmund F. Bailey was one of
the key pioneers in the development of tourmaline locations in
the Oxford County area. Bailey's
prospecting was primarily limited
to the Andover area although he
explored other sites in the region.
The first of Bailey's exploration
resulted in the discovery of tourmaline at the Newry Quarry complex and at nearby Black Mountain as well. During his lifetime,
Bailey collected fifty-one different
mineral varieties just from the
pegmatite deposit at Newry.
Bailey resided in Andover from
his birth on November 28, 1859
until his death in April of 1943.
With his sister, Lavinia, Bailey
made his home at the family
farm where sheep and cattle were
Edmund F. Bailey.
raised . Edmund and Lavinia
Courtesy B enjamin M. Shaub .
were generous people who invited
many homeless children to live
with them. He was active in church and town affairs and, for a time,
served as one of the selectmen for the town of Andover.
Among the children the Baileys cared for was W. D. Nevel. Bailey's
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keen interest in minerals was passed along to Nevel who also found
them intriguing. Nevel went on to make the mining of minerals in
Oxford County and the surrounding area his career. No doubt, Edmund
Bailey followed Nevel's mining endeavors and successes with a father's
interest and pride.
Edmund Bailey first became interested in minerals when he was a
young lad. He was primarily intrigued by quartz crystals and made a
small collection of them. Bailey's interest in minerals grew rapidly,
however, and the collection of Maine minerals he amassed was to be
considered one of the finest in existence.
After discovering numerous crystals of tourmaline on Black Mountain, Bailey's collecting efforts were concentrated on tourmaline. On
May 25, 1889 he purchased eighty acres of land on Black Mountain
from George Andrews. This allowed Bailey to conduct a thorough exploration of his area until he sold the land to William McCrillis in 1899.
Despite Bailey's great love for minerals, this is the only piece of property he purchased solely for this purpose.
In addition to minerals, Bailey was a man who had many other
interests and a keen curiosity as well. He was greatly intrigued by
botany and history among other subjects. Bailey was also a poet and
his poetry reflected his love of nature.
Upon his death in 1943, Bailey's entire collection was donated to the
University Of Maine. This accumulation included some of the finest
tourmaline specimens that were collected during the latter part of the
nineteenth century. Records indicate that Bailey was among the first to
be successful in collecting tourmaline at Newry.
Included in Bailey's collection was a meteorite that fell near his home
in Andover. It is understood that one morning when Bailey was going
to the barn to do chores, the meteorite fell close by. Undoubtedly, the
event must have been the thrill of a lifetime for this man who was so
intrigued by nature and science. This unique specimen was displayed at
the annual Andover Fair for many years.
Bailey was an ambitious person who was greatly dedicated to the
development of local natural resources. His collecting activity and diligent pursuit of new locations generated a great deal of interest in the
minerals of Oxford County. Certainly Bailey's efforts contributed to the
discovery and eventual development of many sources of tourmaline that
might otherwise have been undisturbed for many years.

George Robley Howe
1861-1950
During his lifetime, George R. Howe acquired a tremendous amount
of knowledge about the minerals and gems of Oxford County. Although
he received no formal training in the field of mineralogy or other subjects related to nature, Howe was also well respected as a naturalist of
considerable expertise. Howe's greatest delight was minerals and they
filled his leisure hours and received most of his attention.
Although Howe was born in Sumner, his family moved to the Nor-
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way area while he was very young.
One of his favorite recollections was
watching, with his mother, the soldiers marching home from the Civil
War.
By the latter part of the nineteenth century, Howe was a familiar figure as he tramped about the
woods. He came home from these
jaunts with the sack he carried filled
with specimens of minerals, flowers
and other treasures he had found.
"Uncle George" and his sack became
a well-known sight to people living
in the area and, undoubtedly, some
felt his tramping about the woods
was a useless waste of time.
Howe and his contemporaries
were anxious to discover and develop new sources of minerals. They
pored over the specimens they found
George R . Howe.
and thoughtfully contemplated
Vivian Akers photograph.
whether or not the sites of these
discoveries were worth further exploration. Howe's search, which was not confined to ledges, also led him
to the brooks and streams of Oxford County where he found many fine
fresh-water pearls to add to his growing collection.
It is safe to say that the beautiful amethyst was Howe's favorite mineral. His favorite collecting area for this mineral was Pleasant Mountain in Denmark and the hunt was intensified during the latter part of
the 1800's and early 1900's. During this era, Howe spent countless hours
searching for the elusive and lovely mineral. The amethyst Howe found
at Pleasant Mountain was alluvial and never located in place which
must have made the search more of a challenge for him. Lamentably, he
never shared the location of these sources and many have since tried to
find them in vain.
Howe found some of the world's finest amethyst at Pleasant Mountain and this material attracted a great deal of attention from the
scientists of the era. Many of these superb specimens were an intense
royal purple shot through with highlights of burgundy.
Dr. George F. Kunz, Tiffany's connoisseur of fine minerals, visited
Howe frequently. Kunz believed this amethyst from Pleasant Mountain
to surpass even the choicest Russian material being found during this
era. Tiffany & Company of New York City, through the effort of Kunz,
purchased many of Howe's fine amethysts. Several gems faceted from
this material were exhibited at the Paris Exposition where they won
many awards and attracted a great deal of attention. Another of Howe's
finest amethysts was purchased by Kaiser Wilhelm of Germany who
added it to the museum collection in Potsdam labelled " ... Denmark,
Maine ... Value $10,000." This must have made quite an impression on
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George Howe!
Fine pieces of jewelry were also appreciated by George Howe. He had
a superb amethyst gemstone faceted from one of the Pleasant Mountain
pieces he collected. This amethyst was then incorporated into a magnificent brooch described in the Superlative Pieces chapter.
Uncle George made many important contributions to the field of mineralogy. He identified the rose quartz crystals that were first discovered
by Loren B. Merrill at Mount Mica. Howe made the initial discovery of
rubellite granite in Oxford County. Howe coined the term "watermelon"
for the crystals of green tourmaline with pink tourmaline centers which
were found at the Dunton Quarry in Newry about 1920. He also originated the term "cucumber" for the crystals of green and white tourmaline found at the Harvard Quarry.
In 1911 Howe erected a bungalow on Pike's Hill in Norway where he
spent the summer months for many, many years. It is said that fellow
collectors and mineralogists from every country but Austria paid visits
to Uncle George's summer home. During many months, Howe entertained as many as one thousand guests which must have kept him well
occupied. Howe never tired, however, of discussing minerals and mineral locations with interested parties and gladly showed his collection of
superb specimens. His collections of gold nuggets and fresh-water pearls
were, in the opinion of the mineralogists at Harvard University, to be
among the finest in existence.
Howe was a congenial fellow who loved his fellow man and received
a great deal of joy from his visitors. He especially loved children and
many a youngster from Norway trudged up Pike's Hill to have a chat
with Uncle George. There, they gathered around this fascinating character and held some lively question-answer sessions. One man recollects
picking up a specimen from a shelf and asking Uncle George just what
it was. Howe studied the piece and then accounted, "I do believe it is a
biscuit!" He led many groups of young people on nature walks in the
area and assisted in the founding of the Twin Town Nature Club which
still exists.
George Howe dreamed of a day when a museum would be established
in Oxford County where some of the finer specimens from the area could
be displayed properly. He always felt badly to see the choice local specimens leave the state and often the country. Howe felt the area should
benefit in all possible ways from its remarkable natural resources. The
minerals, he believed, should stay in Oxford County where they could
become known and appreciated to all who live here.
One of the greatest tributes to Uncle George is the George Robley
Howe Observatory which is located behind the Oxford Hills High
School in South Paris. This observatory houses a fine hand-ground telescope lens which was presented to Howe and put in place below his
home. The lens was placed into Howe's keeping by Dr. Charles Hevey of
the St. Lawrence University in New York. Hevey wished the lens to be
available to" ... the young people of Norway, because of their interest in
natural science." After Howe's death the lens was forgotten until early
in the 1980 era. Then a group of interested citizens in the community
took it upon themselves to properly construct an observatory which
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could be used by any interested parties. The availability of such a telescope continues Howe's generous giving of his knowledge and time.
When George Howe reached the age of eighty, he began to make definite plans for his remaining years. Although he had always lived alone
in his cabin on the summit of Pike's Hill, he realized the time might
come when this would not be possible. After careful consideration, Howe
decided that his final days would be most comfortably spent with the
Herbert Bradbury family who lived in Norway village. Thus, the move
was made and he was happy with his choice.
The day came when George Howe took to his bed recognizing, intuitively, that his days were nearing an end. He assured Mrs. Bradley that
he was quite comfortable and that there was no need for concern. Several days later, on February 5, 1950, George Howe died quietly. Young
and old mourned the passing of Uncle George, and this man who had
always been so willing to listen, counsel and advise was sorely missed.
The passing of this naturalist left a great gap in the field of mineralogy where he had made so many, many friends . Through his vast
knowledge Uncle George Howe had shared so willingly, he left a tremendous legacy for those who might choose to follow a similar dream.

Loren B. Merrill
1853-1930
One of the greatest contributions to the development of Oxford
County's mineral resources came
from Loren B. Merrill who lived
in Paris. This modest, unassuming man acquired a vast amount
of knowledge about local minerals
and geology during his lifetime.
As a young man, Merrill was
avidly interested in minerals and
this hobby developed into a lifetime occupation. A single visit to
Merrill's home revealed just how
thoroughly dedicated he was to
this chosen profession. The gardens were outlined with rows of
Loren B . Merrill.
mineral specimens from Mount
Courtesy Benjamin M . Shaub.
Mica and other locations . The
boundary wall on his property
was constructed of a collection of minerals he had mined locally. Stored
in the stable adjacent to Merrill' s home were countless bags of specimens which had been put aside for sorting at a later date.
Merrill never lost the desire to mine and dig in the pegmatites found
in the area. His unfailing determination is perhaps best described by
Dr. Charles Palache in a memorial he wrote for Merrill which was pub-
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lished in The American Mineralogist, Vol. 15, August, 1930.
" ... I can never forget the sight of Merrill's gaunt, bent form toiling up
the trail (to the Harvard Quarry) laden with drills, water, powder, or
any of the necessary supplies for the work; sliding down at night burdened with specimens developed during the day; striking the drill hour
after hour in the heat of the morning sun which beat into the shallow
opening.Never did he seem to tire or lose his intense interest. After each
blast he was the first to be down to see what might have been revealed ... " This was, one might say, Loren Merrill's style and it never
changed.
Merrill was rewarded in many ways for the vast amount of work he
did in the local quarries. While mining Mount Mica, he recovered great
quantities of tourmaline and a host of fine specimens including the first
recorded discovery of rose quartz crystals. His stint at Mount Rubellite
revealed the second known deposit of pollucite in the United States as
well as some of the tourmaline he sought. Merrill also enjoyed a certain
amount of success mining tourmaline at Mount Apatite and he did a
great deal to develop the richly mineralized Harvard Quarry. Surely
such accomplishments must have meant a great deal to one who had
strived untiringly for advances in the field of mineralogy.
Merrill was always happy to share his knowledge of the area's pegmatites with scientists and other collectors. Thus, many relied heavily
upon Merrill's thorough understanding of the region's mineralogy. He
directed the exploration of the Harvard Quarry conducted by Harvard
University in 1923. Through his familiarity with the locale, the scientists
at the University gained far greater insight into this area which provided such a host of unusual specimens.
Despite his heavy involvement with the mining of the area, Merrill
found time to learn to cut gems. He possessed a keen mechanical mind
and spent many hours planning and constructing a machine which
would allow him to fashion gemstones from the material he found . This
effort took Merrill to the laboratories at Harvard University where he
learned more about the optical properties of the gem materials he
wanted to cut. Eventually, Merrill became skilled in the art of gem cutting and he cut many, many beautiful stones. Through his help, countless other people also mastered the technique of cutting gems.
In the course of his lifetime Loren Merrill compiled a fine collection of
minerals and gems. He sold few of the specimens he found and the
majority of them remained in his private collection which he kept at his
home in Paris. Merrill's cabinet included a suite of minerals which
represented the finest of the material he had mined. Fine quality gem
material and the gems he had cut were kept in a safe. Merrill never tired
of bringing out a specimen and sitting at the kitchen table relating
every aspect of its discovery.
Merrill devoted his lifetime to the search for minerals. His many
friends and colleagues mourned his passing on March 30, 1930. Loren
Merrill will always be remembered for his unselfish dedication to the
development of the mineral resources in Oxford County.
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The Bickfords
Robert
Knox
1873-1957
1889-1975
Throughout his lifetime, Robert F . Bickford was actively involved
with the exploration of the mineral wealth of Oxford County. By 1895,
he was eagerly turning to "Uncle" George Howe and others in his
search for information about these minerals. "Shavey" Noyes and
Loren Merrill also taught Bickford a great deal about the specimens and
gems which he found so fascinating.
From 1900 until 1910 Robert Bickford was a surveying engineer for
the Canadian Pacific Railroad. He then decided that he wished the minerals found locally to be his career for the remainder of his lifetime. As
he made preparations to open a shop in Norway, Bickford spent several
weeks visiting a gem cutting firm in Boston where he learned the art of
the lapidary. As the years passed, Bickford became quite proficient as a
gem cutter.
Bickford established a small cutting shop on the lower end of Norway's Main Street in 1910. The following year he opened a store in the
front portion of the Favor Store which was more centrally located on the
street. At this time Bickford was joined by his brothers Knox, Lewis,
Ross and William. The shop operated by the Bickfords dealt exclusively
with locally produced minerals, gemstones and jewelry. This business,
which was dependent upon the collecting and mining activity in the
area, was to provide Bickford with his livelihood.
Shortly after this shop was in operation, Knox Bickford learned to cut
gems. Many of the techniques were taught him by his brother and
Loren Merrill also assisted him a great deal. Knox' keen eye and natural
ability as a gem cutter led him to become one of the finest lapidarists in
the county. Knox handled the bulk of the cutting for George Howe and
other local collectors and he did a great deal of this sort of work for the
Field Museum in Chicago and the Smithsonian Museum in Washington.
Examples of Knox Bickford's work may be seen at these museums and

Robert F. Bickford.
Courtesy Robert A. Bickford.

Knox Bickford was one of the area 's most
highly skilled lapidarists .
Vivian Akers photograph.
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the beauty of these gems reflects his expertise as a lapidarist.
The Bickford Store operated on a continuous basis until 1950. Robert
managed the business, Ross handled much of the selling which was
done on the road and Knox handled most of the gem cutting for the
firm. William (Will) was not as interested in the business as were the
others and his contributions to the firm were of a casual nature.
The Bickfords offered a wide selection of jewelry in their little store in
Norway. The cost of this jewelry varied from about $1.50 to $50 and $75.
Some of the pieces were designed by them and much of it was rendered
into jewelry by gold and silversmiths in Boston.
After World War I the brothers went on to become involved in other
occupations, but Bob Bickford remained with his mineral and gem business. Willingly and happily, Bob Bickford discussed the mineral specimens he acquired and later sold. He also kept a watchful eye on the
progress which was being made in the development of the local quarries.
In his shop, Bickford had the opportunity to sell the contents of
numerous remarkable pockets of gem material. This included the tremendously bountiful pocket of blue tourmaline discovered at Mount
Apatite by Hiram Greenlaw. The material from this pocket was cut and
most of the gems were sold to Tiffany & Company of New York City.
Bickford also directed the cutting of the topaz found on Baldface Mountain by the Andrews Brothers. Knox continued to do most of the cutting
and, in the instances of the topaz , the gems were unequaled by any
other local material.
When the Bickford Store was closed, the contents of the stock were
sold to firms in the New York and Chicago areas. Local mineral enthusiasts missed the shop greatly. They had long had a habit of congregating at the store to discuss recent discoveries and examine the fine specimens Bob Bickford had selected for his stock of minerals.
Knox Bickford, Sr. continued to have a great interest in gem cutting
until his death in 1975. Although he did little work during his remaining years, Knox reminisced fondly about the lapidary work he had done
at the shop and during the years which followed. Knox Bickford was
always willing to show examples of his lapidary skills to visitors and
relate his cutting experiences.
Thus, the Bickfords did their special part to expand the development
of the mineral wealth in Oxford County. Like so many others, the Bickfords are an integral part of the chronicle of Oxford County's mineralogical history.

The Perham Family
Since the early 1900's, three generations of the Perham family have
actively participated in the development of the mineral resources of
Oxford County. The significant contributions made by the Perhams are
numerous and well known. The Perham family is intertwined with the
history captured within the pages of this volume.
Alfred Perham was the first member of the family to become interested in the mineralogy of the area. In addition to farming, he was in
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the lumber business and a woodlot he purchased contained the old
Aldrich Mine in West Paris. This small prospect, which was part of the
Swift Lot, had been mined for feldspar during the 1900 era. Perham had
no interest in minerals at that time and took a lot of good-natured teasing about the "gold mine" that was now a part of his farm.
Then, just before 1920, interest in local feldspar deposits began to
grow due to the great demand for this commercially valuable material.
This situation caused Perham to reconsider the old Aldrich Mine and
look at it in a different manner. During 1921 and 1922 the lumber business slowed considerably, so Perham decided to look into this feldspar
business more carefully.
At that time Perham's son, Ronald, was attending Bates College in
Lewiston and had access to a great deal of information about the feldspar market and its future outlook. By doing some research, Ronald was
able to give his father some up-to-date information about this mineral
and the current conditions in the feldspar market. Alfred Perham carefully considered the matter of feldspar mining and decided it might be
worth a gamble. Another son, Stanley, was also interested in the possibility of mining feldspar and enthusiastic about the possibility.
Perham and his sons went on to explore the old mine for feldspar
deposits, but this effort failed to turn up anything of significance. The
lumber business was still slow, so they began an exploration of the
acreage on their farm in West Paris. This investigation eventually led to
Stanley's discovery of a huge ledge of spar.
The demand for spar continued to be high, so Perham decided to mine
feldspar on his farm and his sons agreed to assist him in the venture.
Harold assumed the position of mine foreman and Roy, who had been
living out of state, returned to work in the mine. Stanley continued to
work with his father. Once the initial mining was under way, it was felt
best that Ronald continue with his college studies.
Prior to this time, the nearest feldspar processing plant was located
at Littlefield's Station near Auburn. Perham felt that having a similar
plant in West Paris would be beneficial in several ways. This would
provide another badly needed local industry and eliminate, as well, the
considerable expense involved in transporting the spar to the mill in
Auburn for processing. Perham broached the subject to other local persons who were interested in the feldspar industry.
They deliberated the matter and decided it would be feasible to construct such a mill in West Paris. This decision was essentially based
upon the tremendous size and quality of the feldspar deposit on the Perham Farm. Alfred Perham signed an agreement on December 1, 1924
stipulating that the spar mined on his farm would only be sold to this
local concern in the event that one might be established.
Based upon the terms of this agreement, construction of a feldspar
processing plant was begun in West Paris in 1925. By the following
year, the new mill was processing spar being mined at the Perham
Quarry. The hope that the spar deposit could keep the new mill in continuous operation was realized. The town had a new industry providing
employment for many, which pleased Alfred Perham. When the ownership of the mill changed in 1930, Perham sold his quarry to the new
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owners. It was his firm belief that, in the best interests of the feldspar
business in West Paris, the quarry should be included with the assets of
the mill.
During the years which followed, an extensive amount of mining was
done at the feldspar quarry which had been developed upon Perham's
farm. The mine continued to produce a steady supply of spar for the
mill in West Paris until 1970. Alfred Perham would have, undoubtedly,
been most pleased with the accuracy of his foresight.
Harold and Stanley Perham continued to do mining in Oxford County
for many years. Harold leased the Hibbs Quarry in Hebron from 1925
until 1931. Assisted by his younger brother, Harold did extensive mining at the Hibbs Quarry during this period of time. Simultaneously,
Harold Perham sub-leased the Bumpus Quarry in Albany where he and
Stanley also mined for several years. It was during this period of exploration at the Bumpus Quarry that the Perhams discovered the huge
crystals of beryl described in that chapter.
Although Alfred Perham and his other sons went on to pursue other
occupations, Stanley turned his interest in mineralogy into a lifelong
profession. During the years which followed, this youngest of Alfred
Perham's sons went on to become a well-known and respected authority
on minerals and other aspects of this field.
Stanley Perham's fascination with nature began when he was a
young boy. Willard Emmons, an old trapper in West Paris where Perham lived, had a small mineral collection and the boy was fascinated
with the specimens. Emmons recognized Perham's genuine enthusiasm
for these minerals and promised him the gift of the collection in return
for a properly built cabinet in which the specimens could be stored.
Prompted by his tremendous desire to acquire these specimens, Perham
made a case suitable for Emmon's collection. Perham spent many hours
with Emmons and learned a great deal about the minerals the old man
had collected. A particular piece Perham would always remember was a
specimen of white marble upon which an outline of the Washington
Monument had been etched in brown with tinner's flux. This marble
specimen is still a part of the Perham collection.
Minerals, flowers, birds' nests, shells, butterflies and moths began to
fill Perham's bedroom and his knowledge of nature's handiwork grew
steadily. After realizing it was possible to enlarge the collection by trading with other collectors, a sign appeared upon his bedroom door which
read "Nature Shop-S. Perham, Naturalist." Perham made the first
sign for his neophyte business using quartz crystals mined at Mount
Mica by Kimball Stone. This profusion of collectibles soon became
overwhelming and Perham moved the accumulation to a nearby building on Church Street.
Then in 1919 the specimens in his shop were moved to Maple Street in
West Paris and business was opened as the "Maine Mineral Store, Stanley I. Perham, Prop." By now, he knew that minerals were to be his life's
work although Alfred Perham felt this to be an unwise decision. "Rocks
are pretty, but you can't make a living from them," he chided his son.
During Alfred Perham's lifetime he was to see Stanley do quite well for
himself with his "rocks."
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Young Stan Perham was delighted with his business and pleased
with the progress which was being made. To keep abreast with the minerals being found at the Mount Mica Quarry in Paris Hill, Perham made
regular trips to the site. A friend, George Flavin, joined him on these
jaunts and the young men felt the twenty mile round trip was well
worth their time. At Mount Mica, the young men collected small tourmaline crystals which Loren Merrill faceted into gems. Perham believed
that being able to offer these gems for sale would generate additional
income for his business.
Perham poured all of the energy of his waking hours into the Maine
Mineral Store. Hours were spent with Merrill, Stone, George Howe and
other mineral collectors of the era and Stanley listened eagerly to all
they had to say. It is not surprising that this young man soon became
recognized as a scientist with not a small amount of knowledge. Merrill
and Stone taught Perham the art of the lapidary which proved to be an
invaluable part of his profession.
Many of the minerals Perham sold in his shop were collected from
local quarries. When his brother, Harold, mined at the Hibbs Quarry
and the Bumpus Quarry, Stanley made an agreement with Harold
which allowed him to handle the sale of any mineral specimens which
might be recovered during these operations.
Stan Perham moved his business into a proper store located on West
Paris' Main Street in 1926. This shop had a showroom where his wares
could be displayed and provided badly needed storage space as well.
Business continued to do well and Perham's customers increased in

Stan Perham's first store was small but filled with minerals and gems from local
quarries.
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number. Simultaneously, Stanley Perham enrolled as a student at Bates
College in Lewiston which was some thirty miles away from West Paris.
He was, of course, studying geology and mineralogy.
By this time Perham had established a relationship with many
scientists of the era who lived some distance from his small home town
in southwestern Maine. The staff at Harvard University's Mineralogy
Department realized that the information the young man offered them
was accurate and gave him credence. It was also during this period that
Perham became acquainted with Dr. George F. Kunz and their business
relationship was to continue for many years.

In 1929, Stanley Perham controlled the world's largest deposit of beryllium. This crate
was built for a huge beryl crystal acquired by the American Museum of Natural History in New York.

In 1930 the Maine Mineral Store was moved, once again, to Route 26
where Perham felt his business would benefit from better exposure on
this well-traveled highway. Even though this was the period of the great
depression and times were hard, Perham was able to make a living from
his Maine Mineral Store. Five years later, in 1935, Perham married
Hazel Scribner and acquired a partner for the remainder of his lifetime.
At this point, the stock in Perham's store included jewelry as well as
minerals and gems. Clients were now traveling from all parts of the
eastern coast of the United States to visit this interesting store in West
Paris. The news of Stan Perham's remarkable Maine minerals and
gems was spreading widely.
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In 1930, the Maine Mineral Store moved to its present location at Trap Corner.

The business soon reached the point where Perham needed some
assistance and Raymond Dean was hired to work at the Maine Mineral
Store. Gems and jewelry made from material found locally had become
top selling merchandise and Deanie took on the task of doing most of
the cutting. Deanie was a skilled lapidarist and the work he did was of
fine quality. His natural ability to cut stones and hearty good nature
made him a valuable member of the firm. Deanie was a friendly man
who enjoyed his work at Perham's where he stayed until his death in

"Deanie" headed the lapidary shop at Perham's for many years and transformed
local minerals into sparkling gems.
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1963. Deanie has been sorely missed at this business where he transformed brightly colored gem materials into dazzling gemstones.
Perham and Deanie cut large quantities of gems. Many of these
stones were set into jewelry to be sold in the Maine Mineral Store and
others were sold as loose gems. This beautiful array of gems and jewelry
was well-received by Perham's customers. Each of these gems was
authenticated and sold with a certificate of documentation. Perham and
his fascinating gem and mineral business gained ever more recognition.
The number of his customers increased accordingly and they traveled
many, many miles to visit the Maine Mineral Store in West Paris.
Although the operation of Perham's Maine Mineral Store made great
demands upon his time, Stanley Perham continued to pay strict attention to the minerals which were being found locally. Stan was a frequent visitor to the quarries which were being mined and made many
detailed notes of his observations. He also found the time to check out
new prospects and examine the specimens which visitors to the store
brought him. Soon his files bulged with an accumulation of information. Gradually, Perham became familiar with the mineralogy and mining which was taking place throughout the state of Maine. This research,
begun with the establishment of the Nature Shop, had become a valuable part of Perham' s Maine Mineral Store.
The knowledge Stan Perham accumulated was to be important in
many ways. During World War II, he worked as a consulting engineer
for a nationally known firm which supplied critically needed materials
for the government. Perham also did a great deal of specialized research
which was concentrated on deposits of beryllium ore in the area. Beryl-

By the 1940 era, Stan Perham's fascinating shop filled with unique minerals and
gems was attracting visitors from all ouer the world.
Courtesy Benjamin M. Shaub.
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lium was badly needed at that time for use in the development of
sophisticated scientific instruments which were valuable to the country's well being. When mica was greatly in demand for use in radar
apparatus, Perham turned his attention toward the development of local
deposits of this material. Through a considerable amount of hard work,
he was able to successfully locate enough mica to help meet the government's needs. This dedicated research continued and, in later years,
Perham turned his attention to potential sources of cesium ore in the
Oxford County area.
Meanwhile, the inventory at Stan Perham's store grew in size and
became even more intriguing. The amethysts, aquamarines, topazes
and tourmalines found in the local quarries were still featured, of
course, in the jewelry sold at the shop. Other stones-such as diamonds ,
sapphires, pearls and rubies-were also offered at the Maine Mineral
Store. The vast accumulation of minerals also now included specimens
from all corners of the globe as well as local minerals. Visitors to the
store were welcome, as well, at the quarries owned by Stanley Perham,
and many enjoyed an opportunity to visit these locations and hunt for
specimens.
By now, Stanley Perham had become recognized as a well-known
authority on the subjects of geology and mineralogy. He possessed a
tremendous amount of knowledge about the minerals and gems he sold
which had earned him the respect of his contemporaries. This, undoubtedly, was something the lad who earned the collection of Willard
Emmons never dreamed would take place.
Through newspaper articles, lectures and other sorts of publicity,
Stan Perham's Maine Mineral Store
became well-known to many thousands of people. An article in the May
1957 issue of The Reader's Digest entitled "The Gem Man At Trap Corner"
brought an unexpected deluge of visit
itors to this little shop in southwestGem Man
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People of all ages have
mastered basic lapidary
skills at Perham's.

Perham was an individual who gave generously of his time and himself as well. Never did he forget the help which was given him as a
youngster and, for this reason, Stanley Perham spent countless hours
with children who were anxious to learn. Many of these young people
who were interested in minerals went on to become geologists and mining engineers which was tremendously gratifying.
Until his death on December 1, 1973, Stanley Perham worked happily
with the minerals he loved so well. It was once said that he was a friend
to all he met and a stranger to none-this is quite true of this gentle
man who spent a lifetime working with the marvelous creations of
nature.
Frank Perham, Stanley's son, was the third generation of the Perham
family to become involved with the exploration of the mineral wealth
found in the local pegmatites. Like his father, Frank was fascinated
with the area's mineralogy and decided this might be an interesting
career.
In order to approach this unique mineralization in a more professional manner, Frank attended Bates College where he majored in geology. There he learned the latest technology of the field and explored the
scientific aspects of geology and mineralogy thoroughly. The knowledge
he had gained while "merely growing up" served him in good stead as
he pursued these studies. Frank's final thesis was devoted to the area
pegmatites.
Frank's career in the field of geology has allowed him to enjoy his
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Frank Perham is recognized as an authority on pegmatite mineralization.

penchant for pegmatite mineralization. Thus, he has made a carefully
planned exploration of many quarries in Oxford County. Frank's uncanny familiarity and understanding of this complex type of mineralization is something his peers find quite astonishing. Like his father,
Frank has enjoyed the pursuit of his career while remaining right at
home in West Paris.
It might be said that those who have contributed to the development
of local quarries fall into two categories. There have been those who
were well educated in the field of mineralogy and those who were skilled
in mining procedures. Frank Perham, however, has a unique ability
which reflects a well-balanced combination of both this technical and
practical knowledge as well. Although this competence does not insure
success, it has been invaluable to Frank Perham during his many mining endeavors.
During the past thirty years, Frank has been involved with the
development of many quarries in the area. Although this is arduous
work, Frank has thoroughly enjoyed these experiences. Frank treats all
of the mining he has done as a sort of informative adventure and frequently calls upon the data collected during his pegmatite exploration.
The mining done by Frank Perham has resulted in: the recovery of
purple apatite and lush green tourmaline at the Pulsifer Quarry; smoky
quartz, tourmaline and herderite at the Waisanen Quarry; blue beryl
from the Orchard Pit at the Bennett Quarry; a colorful variety of minerals at the Tamminen Quarry; purple apatites from the Harvard Quarry;
rose quartz crystals at Plumbago Mountain; rose quartz from the Whispering Pines Quarry; purple apatite and tourmaline from the Pulsifer
Quarry and Keith Quarry; tourmaline from the Consolidated Mining
Quarry. He has also explored many other quarries and prospects in the
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area.
One of Frank's greatest hopes was realized when he was able to mine
at Mount Mica during 1966 and 1967. A dream of a lifetime was realized
when, for the first time since 1913, tourmaline was mined at this historic
locale and Frank was conducting the operation. The venture, described
in Chapter 22, met with successful results which pleased him tremendously.
The crowning glory of Frank's years of laboring in the quarries is,
undoubtedly, his experience mining tourmaline at the Dunton Quarry
during the 1972-1974 era. To participate in this unprecedented discovery
was an experience beyond his wildest dreams and expectations. It was
a proud moment for Frank when he was able to bring his father to the
Dunton Quarry so Stanley Perham could see the magnificent abundance of tourmaline he was mining.
At this point, perhaps you have a picture in your mind of this knowledgeable professional geologist and miner. Now consider this image of a
tall, lanky chap clad in dirty, gray work clothes and a battered hatthis is Frank Perham. Although Frank has never brought a white-collar
air of distinction to a quarry, his skillful exploration of these sites is far
more valuable. Frank is also a humorous fellow who conducts a nonstop banter no matter how hard the work or how wonderful the discovery being made. Some of the happiest days of Frank's life have been
when he was tired, wet, dirty and in the midst of a mining venture.
Watching Frank approach a pocket area, slowly and deliberately, is
geology lesson in itself. Every move is cautiously made and calculated
to protect these highly mineralized areas. Tucked in between his witty
expletives-and Frank is a bit of a clown-is valuable information
about this situation that is lacking in any textbooks.
These mining adventures are becoming less frequent, but Perham can
reflect upon the work he has done with justifiable pride. Frank Perham
has a photographic mind when it comes to the mining he has done.
Frank has the remarkable ability to offer a verbal reconstruction of
each pocket he has explored. This account includes the position of each
specimen, described in detail, he has collected from this particular
cavity.
When a newly discovered mineral from the Newry Quarry complex
was recently named in honor of Frank Perham, his peers in the field of
mineralogy felt this to be an apt tribute. This humble son of Stan Perham showed little excitement about this accolade, but those who know
him realize Frank Perham feels greatly honored and just a bit pleased
with his accomplishments.
Jane Perham, Stanley's daughter, has also followed in his chosen
profession and has participated in the family business since 1965.
Although her father and brother have been more intrigued by minerals,
Jane has found a greater allure in gems and jewelry. Wishing, as Frank
did, for more technical knowledge, Jane's studies earned her the coveted
title of graduate gemologist from the Gemological Institute of America.
Although the other Perhams contributed greatly to the development
of the local mineral resources, Jane has been the historian in the family.
By ferreting through the extensive files Stanley acquired over the years
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and keeping in touch with the mining activity in Oxford County, Jane
has been able to maintain an accurate record of this development. She
has updated this material by carefully monitoring the mining and collecting that has taken place in the region. The result of this effort is a
tremendous accumulation of carefully recorded data about the development of the area's mineral resources and the persons who have done the
actual work.
Jane Perham's documentation has made it possible for the publication of a host of articles about the quarries and minerals of the Oxford
County area. The tremendous amount of time she has devoted to this
research has also resulted in the first and second revised edition of this
book.
Through a combination of education and practical knowledge, Jane's
familiarity with gems and jewelry has served the family business in
good stead. In recent years the business established by her father has
begun to revolve more around the gems and jewelry rather than the
minerals. This situation has meant that Jane has been able to make a
valuable contribution to the business.
The gems and minerals found in the quarries of Oxford County are,
of course, Jane's first love. Through her good fortune of being the
daughter of Stanley Perham, she has observed the development of
many local quarries. During Jane's lifetime, she has been fortunate
enough to be present at the opening of a great majority of gem pockets
found during this era.
Thus, Stanley Perham's children have each chosen to follow in his
footsteps-Frank as a geologist and Jane as a gemologist. It must be
said, also, that they made these decisions without pressure from any
other family members. They joined their father in his occupation purely
by choice and this is something few men experience.
Since Stanley and Hazel Perham married, she has worked side by
side with him during a lifetime of involvement with the minerals in the
state of Maine. Hazel Scribner Perham has been the "unsung hero" of
the business since her duties have often kept her behind the scenes.

Stan and Hazel Perham
worked together to see
their business flourish .
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Like her husband, Hazel has developed a great fondness for the minerals which have been found in Oxford County. It is through her efforts
that Stanley Perham was able to accumulate the magnificent museum
display of local minerals featured at Perham's. Hazel was wise in realizing that some of the choice specimens should be reserved, and not sold,
if they were to be used for future reference.
Somehow between working as her husband's partner and raising
their two children, Hazel found the time to learn the skills of silversmithing. During the many lessons she took, Hazel developed her ability to
design and create many fine pieces of jewelry which readily sold at the
store. In later years, health reasons prevented Hazel from a further
pursuit of this endeavor.
What has become of the little Nature Shop established by Stanley
Perham in 1919? It is now in its sixty-eighth year of business and the
firm has grown dramatically. When Stanley Perham died in 1973, Hazel
and Jane Perham assumed the responsibility of running the business.
The most recent addition to the firm is Carl Howard, who married Jane,
and finds the family business to be fascinating and intriguing.
It is estimated that 90,000 people from all corners of the world visit
Perham's of West Paris each year. Surprisingly enough, many arrive
clutching somewhat worn editions of the May 1957 issue of The Reader's
Digest. Others, including many families, make a tradition of visiting
this little store in West Paris.
Through the hard work and
devotion of many years, Perham's
has a great deal to offer their
customers. Jewelry is now the
most popular merchandise offered
by the firm which is now known
as Perham's of West Paris . A
vast array of jewelry is available
varying in price from inexpensive
items to costly elaborate estate
pieces. Custom designed jewelry
is created for those who wish to
own truly unique pieces.
In keeping with Stan Perham's
original theme, tourmaline and
other stones from local quarries
are still a featured attraction at
Perham's. These sparkling gems,
well documented as to their source
and date of discovery, are the
heart of the vast inventory of
stones stocked by the firm.
Service and integrity were believed by Stanley Perham to be
the essence of the business he esAt Perham's of West Paris, the business
tablished
and this valuable legacy
established in 1919 by Stanley Perham
continues at the store today. Jane
attracts thousands of visitors each year.
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tinues at the store today. Jane Perham offers appraisal service and the
laboratory of gem testing equipment allows her to perform gemstone
identification. This equipment is used, as a matter of routine, to identify
the stones which are sold at the store. Perham's specializes in jewelry
reconstruction and the majority of this work is done on the premises.
Perham's remains, however, a mecca to those who are interested in
minerals. The stock of specimens includes those which will intrigue the
budding rockhound and fine cabinet pieces and rarities to interest the
more discerning collector. Visitors are welcome to collect specimens at
the quarries maintained by the business and there is no charge for this
privilege. For those who wish to cut and polish gemstones, a complete
line of lapidary equipment is stocked at Perham's.
Education was one of the services Stanley Perham offered in his
Nature Shop and this is a continuing tradition of the business. Each
year countless groups, many of them school children, arrive at Perham's to learn more about the minerals which are indigenous to the
area. They receive a warm welcome from the staff and are given the
"grand tour" which includes a cutting demonstration in the lapidary
shop. These classes often then journey to one of the nearby quarries
where they can actually collect at a pegmatite quarry.
The museum display at Perham's is considered to be one of the finest
existing collections of Maine minerals. Specimens from each of the
area's quarries is included in this magnificent array. The collection
includes amethyst from Deer Hill, tourmaline from Mount Mica, beryl
and rose quartz from the Bumpus Quarry, a suite of minerals from the
Harvard Quarry and a similar group of specimens mined at the Waisanen Quarry. The other quarries in the area are also well represented.
It seems likely that the Perham family, in one way or another, will
continue to be linked with the mineral resources of Oxford County. This
involvement is something that has been enjoyed as a family tradition
and occupation as well. Our family and these fascinating minerals
seem, quite naturally, to belong together.

* * *

Charles Marble was one of the
more active collectors in the area.
During his lifetime he amassed a
tremendous amount of knowledge
about the mineralogy of the Ox/ord
County region.

Countless others should also be
given recognition for the contributions
they made to the progress which has
taken place in the area. Many of these
-such as Charles B. Hamilton, Perien
Dudley, Howard Irish, Nathanial H.
Perry, Charles Marble, Samuel Carter,
Martin L. Keith, L. Kimball Stoneare mentioned in the text. The preceding pages reveal that a number of these
men earned their lifelong livelihood
through the mining they did in the
area.
For the past forty years, the members of the Oxford County Mineral and
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and Gem Association have contributed to the preservation of older locations as well as to the establishment of new collecting sites. The club
members have played an important part in the exploration of the local
quarries and maintained records containing a great deal of valuable
information.
When two or more mineral collectors congregate, a lively exchange of
information takes place. Recently visited quarries are discussed as are
the mineral specimens which have been found during these expeditions.
These collectors also share their ideas as to the possibility of new
locations.
It was not until late during the 1940 era, however, that there was an
organized group of mineral collectors in Oxford County. In March of
1948, a number of interested people met at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Dana B. Putnam in Rumford Point. They organized the Oxford County
Mineral and Gem Association that evening and the club has continued
to meet regularly since then.
The meetings of the club are conducted on an informal basis and
these monthly gatherings are most enjoyable. In addition to the annual
election of officers, delegates are also chosen to represent the club at
state and national meetings. Dana Putnam served as the first President
of this group with Dorothy C. Putnam and W. Keith Foster acting as
Secretary and Treasurer respectively.
The requirements for membership in the club are quite simple. One
must be earnestly interested in minerals and attend three consecutive
meetings. This makes it possible for young and old alike to join in the
club activities. Membership has swelled throughout the years and now
includes honorary members as well.
Part of each year's program for the
club includes scheduled field trips to
various quarries in the area. Different
members are responsible for the advance planning of these ventures.
These trips are always informative
although, of course, some of these
jaunts are more successful and interesting than others.
The preparation of a club yearbook
was, for many years, an annual project for the Oxford County Mineral
and Gem Association. These yearbooks contained articles on quarries,
Dana Putnam was an enthusiastic
member of the mineral club since it
collecting, minerals and club activiwas organized. He served as the
ties. Club members were responsible
first President of the Oxford County
for writing these articles which, in
Mineral and Gem Association.
many instances, contained a great
deal of valuable information.
Since 1964 the club has held an annual mineral show on the weekend
following the July 4th holiday. For many years the show was held at
the Rumford Center School, but it is currently being held at the Oxford
County Fairgrounds in Norway. Space is reserved for mineral dealers
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and an area is also set aside for those who wish to swap specimens. The
highlight of each show is the exhibits prepared by various club members
who display minerals from their private collections.
The club has also served as a teaching organization. Members have
happily supplied interested parties with samples of local minerals and
been helpful in providing directions to the quarries in the area. Representative collections of local minerals have been presented by the club
to many schools in Oxford County. In 1971 sample boxes of labelled
mineral specimens were placed in a case at several quarries to provide
assistance in identification. Unfortunately, this was unsuccessful since
the specimens in these carefully prepared displays promptly disappeared.
Each year the club hopes to welcome new members who desire to
become more familiar with the local mineralogy. Club members may be
very active or be "armchair" collectors, but something of interest is
offered for everyone.
Thus, the activity of the Oxford County Mineral and Gem Association has greatly aided the development of various locations in the area.
Attendance at the meetings makes it possible for members to keep up to
date on recent finds and other pertinent information. Visitors wishing
to obtain a greater familiarity with the local quarries are always welcome at club meetings.
In closing this chapter it must be said that, as long as individual
collectors continue to explore the Oxford Hills in search of minerals,
this historical development will continue. This history and its chronological account have only been made possible by the thousands of persons who have pursued this activity.
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Superlative Pieces
This section is devoted to descriptions of the outstanding gemstones, jewelry and art objects which have been created from the mineral wealth of the Oxford County area. Fine gems from the region have
long been considered desirable. Few that have seen them have failed to
be captivated by the beauty of Maine's tourmalines, aquamarines, amethysts and other gem varieties. Many other remarkable pieces have, of
course, been described in the preceding chapters.
The Asteriated Rose Quartz (see color plate b)
One of Oxford County's particularly outstanding gemstones is a double cabochon of asteriated rose quartz. This unique stone was the focal
point of a picture illustrating "The Gem Man At Trap Corner" published in the May 1957 issue of The Reader's Digest.
In 1935, feldspar mining at the Scribner Ledge in Albany revealed
large quantities of star rose quartz in the quarry wall. Tempted by the
sight of this deposit, Stanley Perham made arrangements to have
another blast made and agreed to remove the results of the blast from
the quarry premises.
The subsequent explosion loosened between five and ten tons of very
ugly, heavily iron-stained quartz that appeared to be absolutely worthless. Both Perham and Raymond Dean, who had accompanied him to
the quarry, were disappointed in the sight of this rubble. The agreement
had been made, however, so they arranged to have the material delivered
to Perham' s store in nearby West Paris.
The pair made numerous attempts to clean the quartz, but their
attempts were futile. As a last resort, they dumped some of the discolored
material into a half hogshead barrel filled with acid. The first batch of
quartz was left in the barrel all summer and they were encouraged with
the results. The most heavily stained pieces spent the winter soaking in
the barrel.
After the acid treatment, what had appeared to be the poorest piece
proved to be a remarkable specimen of gem quality rose quartz. This
chunk was immediately reserved for special cutting which was done
during the two-year period of occasional work which followed. The
result of this "knitting work" done by Perham and Dean was a superb,
flawless rose quartz gem. The pear-shaped asteriated stone weighs one
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hundred carats and it is beautiful as well as unique. Although Stanley
Perham had many offers from people hoping to acquire the unusual
gemstone, he kept it in his possession. Consequently, the Asteriated
Rose Quartz gem may be seen at Perham's Of West Paris today.

The Stoneham Aquamarine (see color plate b)
The finest aquamarine found in the United States came from the
Sugar Hill area in Stoneham. This remarkable gem was cut from one of
two aquamarine crystals found at neighboring farms during 1881.
The smaller crystal found by the farmers was a little over one inch
long and half an inch wide. Half of it was a translucent milky green
and the remainder of this doubly terminated crystal was a transparent
shade of pastel green. Several small gems were cut from this piece.
Records indicate that Gilman McKeen found the larger crystal while
driving cattle back to his farm. The crystal was a little over four inches
long and two inches wide. It was a pretty thing which, viewed through
the side, appeared to be a deep sea-blue in color. When examination was
directed through the length of the crystal, it was a fine sea-green. The
color and perfection of this crystal has never been duplicated by smaller
material found in the region.
Apparently, McKeen didn't place any real value on the pretty crystal
he had found and gave it to his brother, Riley, who lived at Paris Hill. It
was believed by some of the older mineral collectors in the area that
Riley McKeen sold the beryl specimen for $50 to an agent for Tiffany &
Company of New York City. Since Dr. George F. Kunz, who was a wellknown emissary for the firm, was a frequent visitor to the local quarries
this seems quite likely.
A superb antique oval aquamarine gem was faceted from this crystal.
This remarkable 133¾ carat stone is a lovely blue-green color which is
seldom seen in an aquamarine stone of this size. The stone is flawless
and contains only a few minor hairlike inclusions typically seen in this
gem variety. About three hundred carats of smaller aquamarines were
cut from the remainder of this crystal.
At the time, a great deal of publicity was showered upon these crystals and the fine, large gem cut from the largest piece. Dr. George F.
Kunz described the crystals and praised the gem in his book entitled
Gems and Precious Stones of America. The renowned gem connoisseur
believed, as did many others, the large aquamarine to be of the finest
color and quality.
The exact whereabouts of this beautiful aquamarine cannot be pinpointed for several years after its discovery. During 1892 and 1893, however, the stone was exhibited as part of a collection of minerals and fine
gems displayed at the World's Columbian Exposition held in Chicago.
After observing the favorable response received by this exposition,
Marshall Field I and a number of interested businessmen decided to
establish a permanent museum in Chicago. The institution was originally called the Field Columbian Exposition, but it is now known as the
Field Museum of Natural History.
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Many donations were made to his newly established museum including the suite of rough mineral specimens and the gems which had been
displayed at the Exposition. The collection, which included the Stoneham aquamarine, was donated to the Field Museum on May 1, 1894 as a
gift from Harlow N. Higinbotham.
This beautiful gemstone from Stoneham is still exhibited at the Field
Museum of Natural History. Its label indicates that it is the finest
aquamarine ever found in the United States and this title is well
deserved.

Mount Mica's 1965 Era Tourmalines
Two large stones cut from material mined by Frank Perham at
Mount Mica during 1965 share a well deserved spot among the superlative gems of Oxford County. These stones are an excellent example of
the beautiful tourmalines that have been found at this historic locale.
Frank Perham enjoyed his successful mining of Mount Mica during
the summer of 1965. A substantial portion of the tourmaline he found

Among the profusion of outstanding
gem tourmalines produced by Mount
Mica is the Rozek Tourmaline shown
here on the left.

This exquisite heart-shaped tourmaline
was cut from material mined during
Frank Perham's initial exploration of
Mount Mica. Courtesy Rinaldo Wiggin

was of gem quality. One piece of gem material yielded a magnificent
twenty-five carat stone. This magnificent green tourmaline gem was
later named the Rozek Tourmaline.
A nodule section of another tourmaline crystal provided the creme de
la creme of Perham's mining. A great deal of careful planning preceded
the faceting of this remarkable nodule. The lapidary firm in New York
City chosen to cut the stone felt it should be faceted in the emerald cut
shape to utilize all of the available gem material. Frank and his father,
Stanley Perham, argued in favor of the heart shape which would incorporate the bulk of the gem rough and provide a truly unique gem as
well. The end result was a magnificent 50.59 carat blue-green gem. At
the time, this was the third largest of the gemstones cut from material
mined during the history of Mount Mica. Perham's Maine Mineral Store
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at West Paris handled the disposal of this lovely heart-shaped tourmaline which was quickly sold to a private party.

Howe's Amethyst Brooch (see color plate m)
For many years fine amethyst has been found in Oxford County and
it was a favorite of the early collectors in the area. Kunz and others of
his scientific contemporaries felt the color of the amethyst gems found
at Pleasant Mountain to be unequalled by the finest Siberian material.
"Uncle" George Howe of Norway had sought the elusive amethyst
from Pleasant Mountain for years and he had a superb gem cut from
one of the amethyst specimens he collected. For this task he engaged
the services of Knox Bickford, a skilled lapidarist who lived in Norway,
to facet the stone. The result of the cutting was an extraordinary
diamond-shaped amethyst gem which weighed approximately fifty
carats.
Howe was well pleased with the gem and decided to have it incorporated into a brooch to be given to his mother, by then a widow, on the
occasion of her fiftieth wedding anniversary. To complement the amethyst, Howe chose twelve of the finest freshwater pearls he had collected
from mussels he gathered locally. The pearls-taken from the Cold
River, Crooked River and Nezinscot River in Oxford County-possessed
a creamy lustre and they were exquisitely matched. The metal of the
yellow gold mounting for the brooch was constructed of gold Howe had
panned in the east branch of the Swift River in Byron.
The finished brooch was simply magnificent and an outstanding success in every way. Howe, who was an avid naturalist, had combined his
beloved gems and gold of Oxford County into the spectacular brooch he
presented to his mother. The intense royal purple of the amethyst,
creamy white pearls and the unique color of the Swift River gold complemented each other beautifully.
This pin is one of the few pieces of jewelry which is entirely of Oxford
County origin. Howe's Amethyst Brooch, with its simplistic design, is
certainly one of the most beautiful as well.

The Lepidolite Vase (see color plate c)
Although many gems have been cut from the minerals harvested
from the quarries in Oxford County, the region has produced few art
objects. The Lepidolite Vase is believed to be the first such creation.
To be suitable for carving, the material must be compact and exceptionally fine-grained in texture. Loren Merrill mined a quantity of good
quality lepidolite at Mount Mica and it occurred to him that some of it
might be suitable for sculpture.
Early in the 1920's, Merrill submitted a small specimen of lepidolite
to the Quincy Granite Company in West Quincy, Massachusetts for
carving. The material proved to be suitable and they produced, at considerable expense, a remarkable eight-inch sphere of lepidolite.
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Merrill was gratified that his instincts were correct and he carefully
considered the potential of the lepidolite specimens he had stockpiled. He
finally selected a three-hundred pound chunk of the material and sent it
to the Quincy firm. The artisan who carved the lepidolite was F. Wesley
Fuller and when Merrill saw the results of his effort he certainly had no
regrets about his decision.
From the lepidolite, Fuller had carved a remarkable vase which has
no equal. The vase is an intense purple in color and the material is
unusually fine-grained. When water is placed in the vase, it seeps
through the material which makes the color even darker. Merrill felt the
material used to produce this objet d'art to be the finest grade of lepidolite he had mined during twenty-eight years of work.
The lines of the vase are simple and unadorned. Fortunately, Fuller
realized that the color and grain of the lepidolite needed no further
embellishment. The Lepidolite Vase was purchased by Stanley Perham
and it remains part of the collection owned by Perham's of West Paris.

The Tourmaline Necklaces
The Wilson Necklace
A bountiful pocket of tourmaline was discovered on Friday, August
the 13th, 1954 at the B B #7 Quarry in North Norway. A number of the

Scintillating heart-shaped green tourmaline gems are combined with a handcrafted yellow gold setting to make the Wilson Necklace truly outstanding.
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lovely green gems cut from the pocket contents were selected for the
creation of the Wilson Necklace.
This necklace, one of several which has been made using Maine
gems, is set with a suite of perfectly matched heart-shaped tourmalines.
The late Mrs. Carrie Wilson designed and created the necklace for this
collection of beautiful faceted stones.
The flawless gems in the necklace are graduated in size and each
weighs between two and five carats. Each stone is set very simply in a
crown of gold suspended from a hand-crafted chain of alternating round
and rectangular links.
Mrs. Wilson, who was a resident of Maryland, believed that the
mounting for the necklace should not in any way detract from the
beauty of the tourmaline. For this reason, the piece is designed and constructed in a simple manner.
Thus, the green tourmalines in the Wilson Necklace are complemented beautifully by the yellow gold of the hand crafted mounting.
Each of the heart-shaped green tourmalines hung from the links of the
chain allowing them to swing freely . The simplicity ofthe Wilson Necklace, which is owned by Mrs. Wilson's heirs, is disarming because it is a
magnificent piece of jewelry.

The Coombs Necklace

In 1927, unique gem crystals of watermelon tourmaline were found in
a large pocket opened at Mount Apatite in Auburn. These lovely pink
and green crystals were left in their natural state and incorporated into
a necklace.
Miss M. Sanford Coombs commissioned the Perruzi Jewelry Company of Boston to create the necklace. It was her wish that the remarkable tourmaline crystals be left in their natural state and not fashioned
into gems. The mounting was beautifully hand wrought of sterling
silver which provided just the right accent for the tourmalines.
This necklace of watermelon tourmalines is lovely as well as unique.
The Coombs Necklace, made of those natural watermelon tourmaline
crystals from Mount Apatite, is believed to be the only piece of jewelry
of its sort. The necklace is now owned by heirs of the Coombs estate.
The Peary Necklace (see color plate k)
The Peary Necklace, one of several such pieces of tourmaline jewelry,
is displayed at the Maine State Museum in Augusta. This exquisite
necklace of green tourmalines was donated to the state by the family of
Admiral Richard E. Peary in May of 1964.
The tourmalines in the Peary Necklace are from the Keith Quarry at
Mount Apatite Quarry in Auburn. These resplendent gems are a rich,
green color associated only with the Auburn location. The rough material was mined about 1907 by John Towne of Brunswick who later
faceted the stones. The largest of the tourmalines weighs eight carats
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and the smallest stone in the necklace is just a little over one carat in
size.
Admiral Richard E . Peary was desirous of having a piece of jewelry
which was entirely of Maine origin. Peary was well acquainted with
Towne and was greatly impressed with the material he had mined at
Mount Apatite. These gems, Peary realized, could turn his hopes into
reality.
Thus inspired, Peary commissioned Carter's of Portland to create a
necklace. He was most emphatic that the piece of jewelry be entirely
created here in Maine and Peary worked closely with the firm he had
chosen to do the work. Gold for the mounting was obtained from Perley
Whitney. Whitney supplied Carter's with one-half ounce of gold he had
panned from the Swift River. To provide absolute proof that the gold
was native to Maine, Whitney signed a statement to this effect. Peary
wanted nobody to be in a position to dispute the fact that the entire
necklace originated in Maine.
The large rectangular tourmaline mounted in the center of the necklace weighs five carats and it is suspended from two stones which are
square in shape. Set to each side of the center is a round tourmaline
weighing about three carats. Hanging from each of these stones is an
oval five carat tourmaline. Two smaller round brilliants make up the
remainder of the Peary Necklace.
Admiral Peary selected a design for his necklace which was simply
executed. Each of the gems in the necklace, which are perfectly matched,
are set in milgrained bezels. The theme of simplicity is echoed by the
chain of the necklace which is formed of round and rectangular links.
The results of Peary's careful planning are simply magnificent. This
suite of green tourmalines is complemented beautifully by the unique
color of the Swift River gold from which the mounting itself was created.
Thus, the Peary Necklace is one of the few pieces of jewelry which is
native to Maine in every way and it is certainly one of the loveliest. The
people of Maine are fortunate to have this extraordinary piece of jewelry
remain here in the state. Too often the superlative pieces leave Maine
and travel to the far corners of the world.

The Hamlin Necklace (see color plate j)
The Hamlin Necklace is probably the most famous piece of jewelry
made with gems from the Oxford County region. This particular piece of
jewelry is well-known, but few existing facts about the necklace are
available. It has, since it was created during the latter part of the nineteenth century, been the topic of much conjecture. As a result, many feel
there may have been two such necklaces.
It is known that the necklace was made for Augustus C. Hamlin who,
in 1895, authored The History of Mount Mica. In the text Hamlin makes
brief mention that" ... a necklace was made of the tourmalines .. ." Several
pages from Hamlin's journal are filled with sketches which make it
obviously apparent that the necklace was made according to his designs.
The journal reveals Hamlin's penchant for clusters formed of a larger
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stone highlighted by smaller brilliants and this theme echoed in the
necklace. All of the stones in the necklace are set very simply in multipronged crowns attached to a single strand formed by coils of round
wire.
One of Mount Mica's loveliest green tourmalines is the focal point of
the Hamlin Necklace. Hamlin's journal indicates that this stone was
faceted from material mined (by Merrill and Stone) at Mount Mica during September of 1886. He describes this antique oval green tourmaline
as being " ... of the finest water perfect except for a little flaw in the bottom ... " The weight was recorded as 34.25 carats which seems quite
accurate. Hamlin placed a value of $1,000 on this beautiful gem and
indicated that, at that time, it was the largest stone cut from the tourmaline found at Mount Mica.
Complementing the tourmaline in this cluster are eight faceted colorless beryls which Hamlin received as a " ... dividend from Mt. Mica
Co .... " In 1890, he placed a value of $300 upon these unique white
beryls.
Hamlin's journal names "Fox" as the lapidarist who cut the tourmaline and beryl gems in this cluster and goes on to say that they were
" ... set by F. Chamberlain ... " The only other person Hamlin mentions in
connection with this sort of work is ''. .. Samuel Reynolds of Boston ... "
who cut another large twenty-eight carat green tourmaline. Thus, it
seems apparent that one or a combination of these three men were
directly involved in the lapidary work and goldsmithing of the Hamlin
Necklace.
The large rubellite stone just to the left of the aforementioned cluster
was cut from material mined at Mount Rubellite in Hebron. This was
one of the pieces recovered by Hamlin and Merrill when they mined
here in 1891. The lovely pink tourmaline is a little over thirteen millimeters in diameter and is described in 1890 by Hamlin as being " ... a
seven carat rose tourmaline ... changed by heat from a smoky brown ... "
The remainder of the necklace is set with tourmaline gems in varying
shades of pink, blue-green, blue and green. In the instances of the clusters, they are effectively combined with colorless brilliants which are
either achroite or beryl. This magnificent piec~ of jewelry is set with a
total of seventy stones, including some of the fi~est gems which resulted
from the early exploration of Mount Mica. The stones in the necklace
include eighteen large stones and fifty-two small gems which are set in
the cluster drops.
Here and there on the neckchain of the necklace are seventeen small
gold loops and there is no record indicating just what was attached to
these links. The wife of Vice-President Hannibal Hamlin was reputed to
have worn on frequent occasions the "Hamlin Necklace of North American Gemstones." It appears that about twenty pendants, or drops, were
originally attached to the piece we know as the Hamlin Necklace.
Hamlin's journal contains twenty-three illustrations of multi-stone
clusters. Apparently, these were set with a variety of gems-such as
hiddenites, opals, blue and yellow sapphires and garnets-as well as
tourmaline from Mount Mica and Mount Rubellite. All of these stones
could have been of North American origin at that time. Consequently, it
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is possible that the Hamlin Necklace was originally made with Mount
Mica tourmalines and these multi-gem clusters. The removal of these
charms would have changed the appearance of the necklace drastically
which might account for the occasional mention of the possibility of the
existence of two such necklaces. It was reported that the charms were
given as favors to members of a wedding party and Loren Merrill was
well familiar with the necklace.
The mounting of the Hamlin Necklace is made of yellow gold. It is
very simply constructed in an obvious attempt to call attention to the
stones themselves. It is probable that the stones themselves were cut by
a lapidary somewhere in Boston. The gold work was presumably done
in the Boston or Providence area.
At the time of Augustus C. Hamlin's death in 1905, he willed the
necklace to his granddaughter, Elinor, who was living in Brookline,
Massachusetts at that time. His will stipulated that she " ... have, hold,
use and enjoy during the term of her natural life and on her death said
Necklace ... shall revert and go to and be and become the absolute property of Harvard College ... " In compliance, Edward Hamlin (Elinor's
father) conveyed, in June of 1934, the "so-called Hamlin Necklace of
Tourmalines" to Doctor Palache at Harvard University.
The Hamlin Necklace, along with a collection of gems and tourmaline crystals from Augustus Hamlin's personal collection, was a welcome addition to the Mineralogical Department at Harvard. This handsome necklace is displayed in the Mineralogical Museum at the University where it may be enjoyed by all who have a fond appreciation for
the multi-hued tourmalines from Mount Mica.

The Gerhard Becker Miniatures in Maine Tourmaline
(see color plated)
The precious contents of the "Tuesday Pocket" and other cavities
explored at the Dunton Quarry during the 1972-1974 era made an
unprecedented impact in the stoic mineralogical field. The Newry tourmaline dazzled the world's gemstone market as well. Then, as if to
emphasize the wonderful versatility of the treasure from the Dunton
Quarry, a debut was made in the realm of rare art objects.
One of the establishments chosen to transform the Newry tourmaline
into sparkling gemstones was the Idar-Oberstein firm of Friedr. August
Becker. The family has been involved in the art of lapidary since 1599
and the Becker name is well-known. Gerhard Becker, the highly skilled
artisan and craftsman who manages the shop, quickly became wellacquainted with the Dunton tourmaline and its characteristics.
A successful lapidarist must constantly seek fresh material possessing both artistic and commercial potential. Thus, Becker sorted over the
Newry tourmaline that was being discarded by his cutters as having no
further lapidary value. During this final scrutiny Becker first considered carving the material.
With this thought in mind, Becker examined the tourmaline more
carefully. The quality of the rough material and the large chunks and
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crystals of tourmaline excited the young German. The unusually pure
colors of the lush elbaite, glorious pink tourmaline and rich indicolite
suggested countless possibilities.
Personal circumstance eventually prompted Becker to attempt the
actual creation of a large carving from the Newry tourmaline. A good
friend had done him a valuable service and Gerhard wished to convey
his thanks with a gift which was both unique and beautiful. He found
the answer to his wish in a chunk of pink tourmaline included in the
Dunton Quarry material. From this piece, Becker produced a fine threedimensional sculpture of a rooster for his friend whose name, in English, means ... "rooster."
More importantly, Becker had now explored the carving potential of
the tourmaline. Even to this highly skilled artisan and craftsman, the
answer was exciting. This single carving was proof that this material
was unique in comparison with the tourmaline produced by other locales.
It is quite in character for tourmaline to be flawed, brittle, sensitive to
heat and filtered with numerous hollow tubes. Naturally, these peculiarities make it a most unlikely material to be used in gemstone carving.
Prior to the creation of Becker's magnificent rubellite rooster, tourmaline
carvings had been occasional and small in size.
Dean McCrillis, of course, shared Becker's delight in the exquisitely
carved rooster. Both were keenly aware of a single significance demonstrated in the creation of this carving-an entirely new phase of the
lapidary was now open to the Newry tourmaline. Wishing to take
advantage of this unprecedented opportunity, they began to discuss a
project which would result in a suite of similar carvings.
The pair eventually decided to attempt to produce a suite of miniatures carved from the Newry tourmaline. To harmonize with the origin
of the tourmaline, the subjects chosen were to be birds, mammals and
fish native to North America. For many hours Becker and McCrillis
considered the most likely choices for the tiny sculptures. After many
hours of deliberation, Becker had a fairly good idea of just what would
be carved from each of the pieces of tourmaline he had chosen for the
project.
When Becker returned to his lapidary shop, the actual task of creating the miniatures began. Before the rough stone could be touched, a
precise model had to be made of each carving. Becker was solely
instrumental in the development of these most important patterns.
Long hours were devoted to the models before he was completely satisfied with the most minute details. This phase of three-dimensional
sculpture determines the successful results and the finished stone carvings would duplicate them precisely.
Under the precise direction of Becker, his lapidarists began to fashion
the tourmaline miniatures. Orientation of the strongly dichroic tourmaline was a most important consideration. Color orientation in each of
the carvings was extremely critical since several of the miniatures were
vari-colored and must be blended perfectly. A nemesis from which there
was no escape were the inclusions and flaws in the rough material. The
least pressure or excessive heat in the wrong area could result in disaster and the loss of an entire carving.
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For eleven months, the tourmaline carvings dominated the schedule
of the Freidr. August Becker shop. The exacting work was interrupted
with routine duties to lessen the strain. Absolute concentration, directed
at the gemstone carvings, would only have ended in tragedy. Becker and
his staff may have proceeded slowly, but one look at a single miniature
reveals that any extra time spent on the project was a sound investment.
As each carving was completed, they were safely packaged and delivered to the Plumbago Mining Corporation in Rumford. Due to their delicate structure and fragility, several carvings were hand-delivered. As
the carvings began to arrive, Dean McCrillis was convinced that the
time he and Gerhard had invested in the project was resulting in something far greater than their expectations.
Thus, the proposed suite of tourmaline gemstone carvings became a
reality. Considered singly, the carvings are nothing less than magnificent. As a collection, they represent a work of fine art which has few
equals. The detail of each carving duplicates the characteristics of its
living counterpart. The artistic effort, concentrated skill and time required to produce this lapidary coup is mirrored in each and every one
of the carvings.
It is difficult to describe with mere words the exquisite beauty and
delicate features of the miniatures. The quality of these carvings lies far
beyond one's imagination and understanding. Brief descriptions of the
Gerhard Becker Miniatures in Maine Tourmaline follow.
The Bison is one of the larger, and perhaps the most magnificent,
carvings. With the exception of the horns, which were made of black
tourmaline, the mammal was carved from rubellite. The shade of the
pink tourmaline forming the legs and face of the Bison varies just
enough to provide a most effective contrast with the rest of the figure.
The Bison's shaggy coat of fur is precisely duplicated in the carving
which is 65mm long and 50mm high. With head lowered slightly, the
Bison stands upon a base of rough quartz which is just slightly tinged
with pink.
The Pair of Seals is realistically perched upon a base of rough quartz.
Both were carved from deeply colored rubellite and each figure is
approximately 35mm long. The skill of the artisan makes it almost possible to "see" the water glistening on the skin of the seals.
One of the most captivating carvings in the suite is the Pair of Parrots. In them the striking combination of the green, pink and blue tourmaline mined at the Dunton Quarry may be seen. Positioned at two
different heights, one of the birds has its wings half spread for flight as
he gazes down at the other. The uppermost parrot has a head and tail of
elbaite, a rubellite body and fragile wings of indicolite. His mate has a
rubellite head, an elbaite body and a tail which shades from a light pink
into green of the same tone. From head to tip of tail, each parrot is
approximately 70mm in length. The exquisite detail seen in the Pair of
Parrots is an excellent example of the work done by the artistic lapidarists of ldar-Oberstein. The delicacy and graceful form exhibited in this
miniature is seldom seen in three-dimensional sculptures. The birds
perch upon a lovely sculpture of frosted rock crystal.
Another of the carvings is a single dolphin which graces a wavelike
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crest of carved frosted rock crystal. The fluid form of the fish was beautifully duplicated in the creation of the Rubellite Dolphin. From head to
tail, the lovely figure is approximately 70mm long.
The creation of the Pheasant exhibits the best of the lapidarists'
expertise. The colorful flamboyance associated with this bird was captured beautifully in this gemstone replica. One of the larger carvings in
the suite, the Pheasant measures approximately 80mm from beak to tip
of the tail. This miniature, once again, exhibits the remarkable blend of
the colors of the Newry tourmaline. Elbaite forms the head and this
same color joins with rubellite to form the body. The wings are constructed of blue tourmaline and a delicate combination of pink and
green tourmaline form the flowing tail of the Pheasant. Intricately
wrought feet of gold attach the Pheasant to its base of frosted rock
crystal.
Another captivating carving is the Dolphin Group. This is composed
of three graceful dolphins carved entirely from the lovely green tourmaline found in the "Tuesday Pocket." The trio are in complete harmony
as they ride the crest of the frosted rock crystal base. The description of
this carving is quite simple, but the lifelike forms of the dolphins offer
mute evidence of the craftsmanship of the artist who created them.
The Fishing Bear is a charming figure which possesses a naturalism
which is seldom depicted. The bear, which is 60mm long, is carved
entirely from richly colored rubellite. The form of the bear and its heavy
coat of fur have been duplicated perfectly. Clutched in his mouth is a
remarkably lifelike fish made of green tourmaline. As the Fishing Bear
stands atop his rough quartz base, one can only hope this fish doesn't
getaway!
Without a doubt, the Fighting Cocks is one of the finest pieces in the
group. The love of battle for which these birds are well-known is easily
seen in this colorful duo. Each, perched upon a different level of a
frosted rock crystal sculpture, looks remarkably lifelike. All three colors
of tourmaline-green, pink and blue-were used in the creation of this
carving. The heads of the birds are green as are the bodies. Pink material was utilized for the wattles and combs of the birds and most of their
tail feathers. The wings of the birds are delicately carved blue tourmaline. This miniature has tremendous detail including visible tongues in
the open mouths of the birds and spurs which are part of the hand
wrought gold feet. In the Fighting Cocks one sees a remarkable combination of perfect color-blending and artistic lapidary accomplishment.
The carving is even more unique because of the size of the Fighting
Cocks which exceeds 80mm from beak to tail.
Nothing could be more symbolic of our country than the Eagle.
Reproduction of this regal bird in native stone was most appropriate
and the majesty of the Eagle was beautifully captured in the Newry
tourmaline. The head was carved from rubellite whereas the body and
wings of the Eagle were made from a combination of elbaite and indicolite. Gold was used to duplicate the talons of the Eagle as it rests upon a
chunk of rough smoky quartz. The Eagle is the largest of the carvings
with an approximate height and wingspan of six inches. The brownblack of the base provides the perfect contrast for the Eagle whose
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wings are spread for landing.
The Feeding Fish carving is also mounted on quartz. The pair,
matched in every respect, are formed of rubellite which is shaded precisely from pastel tones to the richly hued indicolite which forms the
tails. Although some of the other carvings were assembled to obtain the
desired color placement, the pair of Feeding Fish were carved from a
solid piece of material in keeping with the natural color arrangement.
To complete the description of the tourmaline carvings, mention must
be made of the origin of the quartz which was used for the bases. With
the exception of the smoky quartz, the material chosen was from local
quarries in Oxford County. Thus, the carvings were in every way of
American origin.
The Gerhard Becker Miniatures in Maine Tourmaline represent one
of North America's premiere contributions to the field of fine art. In
1979 the carvings made their debut at the Tucson Gem & Mineral Show
in Arizona where they were quickly purchased by a private museum.

·The Gerhard Becker Cameos in Maine Tourmaline
During the months that went into the creation of the aforementioned
carvings, Gerhard Becker formed the idea of yet another spectacular
project. This resulted in the Cameos in Maine Tourmaline which were
delivered to the world of fine art at the Tucson Gem & Mineral Show in
1980.
The inspiration for these cameos was found in a large crystal of green
tourmaline which weighed about one kilogram. Becker was greatly
impressed by the uniform presence of color which extended throughout
the entire crystal. Such even coloring is most unusual and he felt the
piece held far greater potential than the purpose for which it had been
intended.
After conferring with the Plumbago Mining Corporation, Becker
began to work with the crystal hoping it might be of fine enough quality
to produce a set of cameos. Following an instinct which is only inherent
after years of experience, Becker cut just one slab from the crystal to see
if the material might be of good enough quality for use as a cameo. It
proved to be satisfactory and he carefully sliced the remainder of the
specimen. As Becker proceeded, his hopes were realized for the color
tone of the pure green slices matched perfectly in every way.
The excellent results of this initial endeavor were shared with Dean
McCrillis of the Plumbago Mining Corporation. The pair, who were well
pleased with the results of their previous venture, were excited about the
possibility of a set of cameos. With Becker's assurance that this large
green crystal from the Dunton Quarry would provide the rough material
needed, the project was underway.
While the initial grinding was taking place, the illustration for each
of the five cameos had to be chosen. Becker finally decided upon subjects from Greek mythology. Since each design had to be precisely
suited to the size of the rough slices, this was no easy task. Countless
hours were spent studying ancient books, diagrams and sketches before
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the suitable depictions were found .
When this phase of the project had been completed, the actual creation of the cameos began. Under the precise direction of Gerhard
Becker, a lapidary in his employ laboriously duplicated the selected
designs upon the surfaces of the five tourmaline slices. Completion of
each piece required intermittent work which lasted for a period of several months.
When the finishing touches had been put on the five cameos, each
weighed approximately three hundred seventy-five carats. The lovely
creations were oval in shape, 60mm wide and 80mm long. Becker's
hopes were realized beause the cameos were a precise match in color
and the surfaces of the carvings were virtually free from blemishes of
any sort. The design of each cameo was absolutely balanced which was
sufficient compensation for the many hours which were invested in this
aspect of the project.
Although the actual production of the cameos had been completed, a
problem arose concerning their display. To Gerhard Becker's critical
eye, the carvings were not properly enhanced by the usual cotton or
paper backing.
After a great deal of experimentation, Becker decided that the rock
crystal would be the most complementary background for the suite of
green tourmaline cameos. His original plan called for the pieces to be
affixed to flat pieces of quartz. Then the imaginative German improved
upon his idea. A depression precisely the shape and size of the cameo
could be carved in the center of a rock crystal rectangle. By doing it
thusly, the quartz would frame the cameos physically as well as visually.
Locating the quartz for the frames was no simple matter. The rough
material from which each frame would be cut had to be clean and relatively clear. These pieces also had to be a precise match in color. Before
the proper material was located, Gerhard Becker searched through at
least a ton of quartz. This proved to be nearly as difficult a task as the
creations of the cameos.
Finally, each cameo was positioned properly in its rock crystal frame.
Becker and his associates found the sight of the five cameos a sufficient
reward for all of the countless hours they had spent on the project.
The design depicted on one of the cameos was Aphrodite and Poseidon in the Shell Wagon. According to Greek mythology, Poseidon was
the absolute ruler of the sea and the trident he bore could whip the
waters into a fury. Aphrodite, on the other hand, was worshiped as the
goddess of sexual love and revered as a paragon of beauty. This regal
duo presented a magnificent sight as they traversed the seas in the shell
wagon.
Another cameo was carved with the likeness of Eos with the Quadriga. Latin for Aurora, Eos is the Greek figure of the dawn. Although
Eos was not a goddess per se, she enjoyed great popularity among the
ancients. The poet Homer represented Eos as rising each morning to be
drawn out of the east in a chariot to carry light to gods and men alike. It
is easy to imagine this lovely young woman being carried out each
morning by these magnificent horses as she brought with her the first
light of the new day. The combination of the beautiful Eos and the
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quadriga is gloriously depicted on the cameo.
Centaur and Lapithe in Flight were also chosen for another of the
cameos. Centaur is the familiar name given a race which was part horse
and part man. The Lapithe, or Lapitae, was a mythical race living in
Thessaly and these inhabitants of Thessaly are perhaps best known for
the battle with the Centaur. After being brutally beaten by Centaur, the
Lapithe was changed into a bird who disappeared from the scene of
battle unharmed. The Greeks felt the battle depicted in this myth was
symbolic of the struggle between harmful monsters and mankind.
Another popular belief was that the fight between Centaur and Lapithe
was symbolic of the great conflict between the Greeks and the Persians.
Still another cameo illustrated Amor and Psyche. Amor was better
known as Cupid and, in Greek mythology, Psyche represented the
human soul. Adhering to the ancient concept of the soul as a bird or an
insect, Psyche is usually represented as a winged person. Amor and
Psyche portrayed in an armorous scene such as the one on this cameo
have been popular.
The last of the cameos is the familiar Judgement of Paris as illustrated by the ancient writers of mythology. Paris, who was a shepherd,
was given a golden apple inscribed "for the most beautiful." It was his
task to give the treasure to the most beautiful woman he could find. In
return, Paris-who was often known as Alexandros-would receive
great riches as a reward. Eventually, Paris was confronted by Hera,
Athene and Aphrodite and was forced to make a decision. Paris gave
the golden apple to Aphrodite who supplemented the promised reward
by awarding Paris the love of Helen of Troy.
Thus, the complete story of the Gerhard Becker Cameos in Maine
Tourmaline and the scenes depicted in these remarkable creations has
been told. This collection of carvings is the only one of its kind in existence which makes it truly unique. Tourmaline from the Dunton Quarry
and the artistic ability of Gerhard Becker have indeed been combined to
form a magnificent contribution to the world of fine art.

The Maine Tourmaline Necklace (see color plate l)
The Maine Tourmaline Necklace is the latest creation of its sort to
have been made using lovely gems cut from tourmaline produced in the
Oxford County area. Without a doubt, it is the most elaborate piece of
jewelry which has been made from the dazzling gemstones produced
during the mining of the Dunton Quarry during the 1972-1974 era. The
careful documentation of the events which led to the existence of this
fine piece of jewelry is, in itself, unique.
Dean McCrillis, president of the Plumbago Mining Corporation, has
been a lifelong collector of Maine minerals. He wanted to find a way to
share with everyone in the state the wonderful tourmaline the firm
mined at the Dunton Quarry. This desire prompted the Plumbago's
presentation of a superb 24.58 carat rubellite gem to the Maine Retail
Jewelers Association. The only stipulation to this generous gesture was
that the gem be incorporated into a piece of jewelry which would even-
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tually be given to the people of the Pine Tree State for all to enjoy.
The board of directors of the MRJA deliberated over the matter for
some time before reaching a decision about the matter. Eventually,
however, they agreed to create some sort of a necklace using the large
gem as a focal point. The design of the necklace was to be such that the
layman, mineral collector and jeweler alike would appreciate the end
result. They decided that a well designed, simple piece of jewelry was
the answer.
Finding an interested craftsman who could achieve this result was
the first task. To make the Maine Tourmaline Necklace become a reality,
the craftsman doing the work would have to have an appreciation for
the value and importance of the large rubellite. Several capable bench
jewelers were contacted concerning the commission and they were
requested to submit their prototype for the necklace along with their
reasons for wishing to become involved with the project. Carte blanche
was given regarding the design, and use of other gems to complement
the stone was encouraged.
Each design received was carefully considered and discussed. Addison Saunders of Ellsworth was chosen to make the Maine Tourmaline
Necklace. He was a native of Bethel and a man most familiar with the
minerals of Oxford County. The Board was well pleased that a native of
Maine could be commissioned to do the work.
Saunders felt honored to have been chosen and he eagerly began to
work on the project. His design called for twenty-three smaller pink and
green tourmaline gems, many of which were paired, which would form a
double row leading to the rubellite itself. Locating just the right stones
for the necklace, which would also be from the Dunton Quarry, was the
first task. Anyone familiar with tourmaline can appreciate the time that
had to be spent matching not only the size and clarity but the color as
well. When Saunders and the others working on the project had made
the final selection, the suite of gems included twenty stones which
weigh a total of 21.02 carats. The trio of pear-shaped stones which
would be placed just above the rubellite weigh 5.14 carats.
As Addison Saunders began working with the smaller stones, it
occurred to him that perhaps enough Maine gold could be obtained to
use in the necklace. The Swift River area in Byron has produced gold for
years, but little of it has ever been available for sale. A number of private collectors who had successfully panned this gold were contacted
and just enough of the precious metal to make the mounting of the necklace was obtained. This was a bonus that the MRJA had never dreamed
would be possible.
The next step was refining the gold and removing the impurities from
the nuggets and flakes, a tedious task that demanded constant work
done under magnification. Further time was then devoted to the fusing ,
melting and annealing of the metal which melted well although under a
greater amount of heat than usual. The processing of the gold, which
was unusually bright in color, finally resulted in an ingot 4 x 4 x 92mm
long.
The necklace design called for simply constructed crowns for the
smaller tourmalines. Each of them was based in 24 karat Maine gold
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and, to provide greater strength, posted in 18 karat gold. Each of the
links connecting the crowns together was embellished with a small gold
nugget left in its natural state. A row of unadorned gold links attach the
double row of tourmalines to the clasp.
The heart of the Maine Tourmaline Necklace is, of course, the large
rubellite. It was of utmost importance that this cushion-shaped stone be
set safely as well as attractively. The crown for this gem was constructed like those of the smaller stones. However, the rest of the crown
was made in the style of the Royal Crown of the Empress of Iran which
is often said to be the most charming masterpiece of imperial regalia in
existence. This loop, or " I" pattern, is perfectly suited to this stone.
Viewed from the top, it is apparent that the rubellite is set in four split
points or prongs. The view from the side, however, reveals the flowing
graceful design of the crown which is simplicity itself but rendered with
a touch of elegance.
Placement of the rubellite necklace was a problem, but the cluster of
pear-shaped tourmalines at the very center of the necklace provided the
answer. Clever manipulation of the metal in the cluster with as few
solder joints as possible resulted in an extraordinarily firm base. An
integral part of this base was the double loop that would make the
crown for the rubellite an actual part of the cluster.
Highlighting the cluster formed by the pear-shaped tourmalines is an
outline formed by sixteen gold nuggets. This added another contribution
to the significance of the necklace since, quite coincidentally, there are
sixteen counties in the state of Maine. A thin gold wafer from the original ingot of Swift River gold was soldered to the top of the cluster. Then
the stones were set and the final polishing of the mounting was completed.
At last, the dream of the Maine Tourmaline Necklace became a reality. This charming necklace, made with tourmaline from the Dunton
Quarry and gold from Swift River, was officially presented to the people
of the state of Maine. The ceremony was held on May 25, 1977 in the
presence of state officials and representatives of the Plumbago Mining
Corporation. Since that time the necklace has been displayed at the
State Museum in Augusta for all to see and admire. The interest, imagination, cooperation and thought of many persons went into the creation
of this piece of jewelry. It was a labor of love with little financial
remuneration for any of those involved, but the end result certainly
made it all worthwhile. The Maine Tourmaline Necklace will, undoubtedly, be the subject of admiration for many years to come.

* * *
Undoubtedly, the future development of the mineral resources of
Oxford County will result in the creation of many other fine gems and
pieces of jewelry. Interestingly enough, man's enjoyment of nature's
creations is seldom satisfied until he has attempted to improve upon
their beauty. This desire for further enhancement often leads to the
existence of beautiful things such as those about which this chapter has
been written.
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Looking Ahead

The

preceding chapters have presented an historical account of the
exploration of the mineral wealth of Oxford County which spans one
hundred sixty-six years. The text has allowed an "armchair" visit to
many local quarries and given an introduction to the people who have
been involved with this work.
The old hand-run drills have given way to modern jackhammers and
compressors. Sturdy dump trucks have replaced the horse-drawn wagons
of yesteryear. Many of today's miners utilize a knowledge of geology
and mineralogy which serves them well in their exploratory endeavors.
This scientific approach is dramatically different than the more adventuresome tactics employed by the first people who mined and collected
minerals in the area.
The first collectors in the area were searching specifically for gem
materials and they were highly criticized for being involved with such a
frivolous undertaking. Then for a time, a more practical effort was
aimed at the recovery of commercially valuable minerals.
Through the pages of this text, it has been possible to experience the
thrill of exploring bountiful pockets of gem materials and participate in
the discovery of new minerals. The opportunity to share in the satisfaction of a successful mining operation has also been presented.
It is important to bear in mind that the quarries in Oxford County are
not, by any means, exhausted. The old Dunton Quarry in Newry was
considered by many to have been depleted of valuable mineralization
decades ago. When the bountiful tourmaline pockets were found there
during the 1972-1973 era, this fallacy was emphatically disproved.
Interestingly enough, the exploration of the area's quarries is once
again aimed at the recovery of gem materials. At the present time, for
example, there is a tremendous interest in potential tourmaline deposits
and the general public is more aware of this multi-hued mineral than
they have ever been before. Many of the present-day collectors are
searching for gem materials either as a hobby or as a supplement to the
livelihood. This trend takes us back to the pattern set by the earliest
collectors in the Oxford Hills.
The future development of commercially valuable minerals in the
area depends, of course, upon the demands of the market. The mining
which has taken place in Oxford County has revealed numerous deposits
of feldspar, mica and beryllium. There is every reason to believe that
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further exploitation of these deposits will take place at some future date.
It is also possible that local deposits of rubidium, spodumene and pollucite may be investigated to a greater degree.
It seems likely that mining in Oxford County will continue to be a
sporadic activity as it has in the past. People will undoubtedly continue
to investigate local quarries when time and finances permit. Whether or
not these investigations are successful will depend, of course, upon a
familiarity with the area's mineralogy and a good bit of luck.
Thus, the collectors who enthusiastically collect minerals in Oxford
County today are not all that different from the collectors of the very
early nineteenth century. They share a desire to seek out new minerals
and locations and learn more about the mineral wealth of the region.
Most importantly, the collectors of yesteryear and today are bound by
an invisible tie-an appreciation for the beautiful creations of nature.
There is every reason to believe that the future development of the
minerals found in Oxford County will be as interesting and productive
as it has in the past. As long as there are those who have an interest
and curiosity for these minerals, the search will continue.
One man who had an awareness of the natural treasures to be found
in Oxford County was George Howe. "Uncle George" had an appreciation and knowledge of nature's gifts that exists in few people. Howe's
life was lived by a simple code and he attempted to share this with the
many people he met. George Howe's simple creed surely applies to the
minerals and gems of the Oxford Hills and it will serve as a closing for
this book.
"Respect the truths of nature. Respect the truths of self.
Respect the truths of others, their property and rights. The
love of truth is the most powerful voluntary energy with
which the human being is endowed."
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151,160,195,206,207,208,
214,215,216,220,221,231,
236,237,241,242
Mount Mica Company 119,241
Mount Mica Land Company 48
Mount Mica Tin & Mica
Company 4, 37, 38
Mount Rubellite 13, 14, 15, 16, 17,
216,221,241
Mrose, Mary 131
muscovite 23, 46, 50, 96, 122, 127,
164,172,178
Nature Shop 220, 224, 230, 231
nephyline syenite 193
Nevel Pit 126, 132
Nevel Quarry 130, 131
Nevel, Richard (aka W. D. Nevel,
Dick Nevel) 14, 15, 16, 27, 28,
60,61,65, 129,131,134,150,
174, 211, 212
Nevin, Dr. Hillard 166
Nevin, Mrs. Hillard 166
New England 92,125
New England Gem Collection
(Harvard Mineralogical
Museum)60,66,165
New Hampshire 23, 56, 58, 66,
121,133
New Jersey 19, 69, 167, 181, 192
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Newry 7, 10, 14, 107, 126, 130,
133,150,210,211,214,228,
242,243,245,250,251
Newry Quarries 151
New York 101, 192, 214
New York City 20, 22, 36, 37, 39,
41,47,50,60,61,62,63, 70,
110,119,122,124,147,161,
163,166,173,210,213,218,
222,236
New York Times 71
Nezinscot River 237
Nile Brook 183
Nile, J . Abbott 186
nodule (tourmaline) 17, 90
North America 159,241,246
North Carolina 55
North Norway 238
Northern Mining Corporation
73, 74
Norway 15, 20, 22, 61, 75, 85, 86,
114,127,154,180,194,196,
212,214,215,217,218,232
Noyes, George Shavey 85, 86, 87,
88,89,90,217
Noyes, H. Wallace 62
Noyes, Isaac 85
Noyes Mountain 85, 86, 88, 90, 91
Nubble Quarry 92, 93
Nuttall, Professor Thomas 35

Oxford County Mineral and Gem
Association 232, 233
Oxford Hills High School 214
Oxford Mica Mining
Company 127
Oxford Mining and Milling
Company 19, 24, 76, 81, 92,
101,112,114,156,192
Palache, Dr. Charles A. 14, 15,
16,29,42,68,88, 129,165,174,
215
Paris 7, 24, 29, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36,
37,39, 154,210,216
Paris Exposition 213
Paris Hill 4, 13, 24, 32, 33, 38, 43,
126,156,160,161,206,207,
208,221,235
Parmacheenee 183
pearls 225
pearls (freshwater) 210, 213, 214,
237
Peary, Admiral Richard E. 239,
240
Pechnik, Joseph 152, 155
Pechnik, Stanley 21, 76, 154, 155
Pechnik, William 21, 76, 154, 155
Pedric, J. III 35
Penfield, Professor S. L. 14, 119
Penley, Albert 253
Penley Brothers Corporation 82,
83
Pennsylvania 113, 193, 194
Perham, Alfred C. 111, 112, 113,
114,115,192,218,220
Perham Family 218, 231
Perham, Frank C. 30, 45, 46, 47,
48,50,58,90,92,93,94,95,96,
97,98,100, 133,135,137,138,
139,141,142,143,144,145,
146,149,150, 167,168,176,
182,226,227,228,229, 236
Perham, Harold C. 18, 19, 21, 29,
30,68, 72,112,154,219,220,
221
Perham, Hazel L. (Mrs. Stanley I.)
89,90, 107,166,176,222,229,
230
Perham, Jane 176,228,229,231
Perham, Richard 253

Ohio 191
Oja, Waino 196, 203
Olson, Dr. Edward 153
opal 241
Orchard Pit 30, 31, 227
Owl's Head 157
Oxford County 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, 10,
13, 18,21,22,23,28,29,31,34,
51,55,62,64,81,82,88, 100,
101,105,110,111,116,124,
126,130,150,151,152,157,
159,176,181,182,183,187,
191,194,195,196,204,205,
206,208,209,210,211,212,
214,215,216,218,220,225,
227,229,230,231,232,233,
234,236,237,240,246,248,
249,250,251,252
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Perham, Ronald 111,112,219
Perham, Roy 114, 219
Perham, Stanley I. 4, 19, 20, 21,

Portland 61, 63, 76, 81, 92, 160,

202,210,240
Potsdam (Germany) 213
Potter, C. L. 127, 128
Pough, Dr. Frederick 253
Pribil, Victor 22
Princeton 69
Proctor, Lewis 81, 82,253
Providence (R.I.) 186
pseudomorph 86, 87, 88, 89
Pulsifer, Pitt P. 159, 164, 165, 166,

22, 25,28, 29,30,47,67,68, 71,
72, 73, 74,81,88,89,90,93,
105,106,107,111,112,122,
123,124,132,166,169,176,
196,202,203,219,220,221,
222,223,224,226,228,229,
230,231,234,235,236,238
Perham, Stanley I. Family 151
Perham Stream 186
Perham Quarry 111, 112, 113,
114,115,116,192,219
perhamite 7, 37,150,228
Perham's Maine Mineral Store 26
48,66, 73,196,204,224,226,
236
Perham's of West Paris 23, 65, 88,
100,110,133,159,160,185,
230,231,235,238

171, 172, 174
Pulsifer Quarry 161, 164, 165,

166,167,168,169,170,171,
172,174,176,178,179,227
purpurite 132
Putnam, Dana B. 232
Putnam, Dorothy C. 232,253
Putnam, Mr. & Mrs. Dana B. 232
pyrite 114, 151, 152, 157, 185, 187
quartz 15, 16, 17, 31, 36, 43, 47,

Peruzzi Jewelry Company 239
Perry, Nathaniel H. 4, 55, 120,

49,57,83,86,87,90,96,98,
108,122,127,154,185,187,
189,234,244,245,246,247
Quartz, Asteriated Rose 234,235
quartz, citrine 23, 65, 91, 103, 154,
155,174
quartz, colorless 87, 93, 98, 103,
114,154
quartz crystals 28, 29, 31, 45, 50,
65,86, 116,163,164,174,178,
179,211,220
quartz, drusy 57, 87
quartz, pseudocubic 101, 102, 103,
104
quartz, rose 18, 19, 20, 22, 23, 24,
25,26,67, 72, 73, 75, 76, 77,81,
82,84, 100,114,116,132,152,
154,227,231,234,235
quartz, rose crystals 7, 131, 132,
133,214,216
quartz, smoky 18, 23, 26, 31, 33,
45,46,47,57,59,60,65, 75,87,
93,95,96,97,98, 100,103,104,
107,114,115,116,129,152,
154,159,160,161,227,245,246
quartz, "star" 22, 157
quartz, white 23, 25, 33, 42, 45,
46,47,59,65,69, 77,107,122,

150,160,182,231
perthite 21, 75, 77, 156
Peru 133, 157
petalite 82, 101
Petereit, A.H. 166
Pettingill, Mr. 126, 127
phenacite 59, 86, 87
Philadelphia 21, 37
Philbrock 121
Phippsburg 210
Pikes Hill 214, 215
Pingree Ledge 157
Pitts, F. D. 123
platinum 183
Pleasant Mountain 62, 63, 213,
214,237
Plumbago Mining Corporation

16,48, 135,145,146,147,148,
149,150,244,246,248,250
Plumbago Mountain 133, 227
Poland 159, 161, 172, 177, 178,
179,191
pollucite 14, 27, 81, 82, 84, 89, 101,
119,121,123,129,157,164,216
Pope, Herbert 253
porcelain 189,190
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Scribner Ledge 76, 77, 234
Seaman, David M. 253
Seifert 21
Seifert, Richard 21
Sevrens, Palmer 149
Shaub, Dr. Benjamin M. 42, 116,
209,215,253
Shaw, James M. 4,209
Shaw, Larry 31, 124
Shephard, Professor Charles
Upham 36
Siberia 64, 237
siderite 132, 149
Silliman, Professor Benjamin 33,
34,36
silver 185, 186, 187
Slattery, Francis 24, 25, 26
Slattery Quarry 24, 25, 26
Smith, Levi 76
Smith, Thomas 110
Smith, Stanton G. 112
Smithsonian Institution 50, 141,
147,150,166,174,217
Sniffin, E. W. 7
South Paris 22, 55, 75, 120, 152,
157,160,214
South Waterford 127,209
spar 245
Sparks, M. G. 92
Spencer, Mrs. Ralph 45
sphalerite 149
spodumene 31, 51, 82, 87, 95, 98,
103,122,123,127,128,131,
132,180
spodumene, blue 51
spodumene, gray 51
spodumene, green 48, 87
spodumene, lilac 87, 164
spodumene, pink 51
St. Lawrence University 214
Stamford Mica Company 121
Standard Brands 110
Staples Ledge 189
Stearns, Fred 77
steel 72
Sterrett, Douglas B. 44, 65, 162,
173,178,191
Stevens, Eugene 196, 202
Stevens, Jane 187
Stewart, John 149

154,159,165,169,178,183
Quinn, Jack 253
Rangeley 183
Rangeley Lakes 185
Raymond, John 153
Reading (Penn.) 132
Record, Austin 196
Red Hill 157
Reynolds, Samuel 37,241
rhodocrosite 174, 180
Rich, Joseph A. 21
Richards, Professor 186
Richardson, Bernard 111
Richmond, W. E. 15, 16
Ring, Jack 58
Rippon, Harold 202, 203
Robinson, Richard 58, 133
Robinson, Scott 18
Rocks & Minerals 196, 197
Roehling Apatite 161
Roehling, Colonel Washington 166
Roehling, Mrs. Washington A. 166
Ross, Reginald 76
Route 26 157
Roxbury 134
rubidium 45
ruby 10,225
Rumford 4, 16, 31, 48, 119, 124,
139,141,157,186,244
Rumford Center School 232
Rumford Falls 127
Rumford Point 124, 126, 128, 150,
232
Russia 213
rutile 119
Sagadahoc County 4
Sampter, E. Lawrence 110
Sandy River 185
Santee, Carl 187
sapphire 10,225
sapphire, blue 241
sapphire, yellow 241
Saunders, Addison 249
Schilling, Carl 186
schist 44
Scott, Dr. W. B. 69
Scotty Mine 132
Scribner, Fred 76, 77
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Stevens, Jon a than 176
Stone, L. Kimball 39, 40, 41, 42,
43,44,45,48,51, 195,196,220,
221,231,241
Stoneham 7, 55, 60, 61,235,236
Stow 64
Strong 185
Sturtevant, Lawrence M. 153
Sugar Hill 60,235
Sumner 212
Sutherland, Mr. 181
Sweatt, Dale M. 133, 134, 135,
137,138,141,142,143,144,
145,146,147,148,149
Sweatt, Mr. and Mrs. Dale M. 253
Swift Lot 111, 219
Swift River 183, 185, 186, 187,
210,237,240,249,250
Szenics, Terrence 167,168,169,
181,182,253

42,43,44,45,46,47,48,49,50,
51,91,98,99, 104,108,109,
110,119,121,122,124,126,
127,128,130,131,132,133,
134,135,136,137,138,139,
140,141,142,143,144,145,
146,147,149,150,157,159,
160,163,165,166,168,169,
173,174,176,177,178,179,
180,181,182,187,191,196,
206,207,210,211,212,216,
221,225,227,228,230,231,
234,236,237,239,240,241,
242,243,244,246,247,248,
249,250
tourmaline, achroite 17, 37, 42,
148,160,177,179
tourmaline, black 14, 20, 23, 46,
77,90,93, 105,106,114,116,
154,156,161,171,172,178,181
tourmaline, bi-color 148
tourmaline, blue (indicolite) 17,
40,46,49,129, 130,132,147,
149,160,167,168,169,171,
172,218,244,246
tourmaline, blue-green 41, 42, 47,
48,50, 108,130,133,163,171,
174,176,177,178,180,182,
241,246
tourmaline, cucumber 214
tourmaline, gray 167
tourmaline, green 16, 17, 34, 36,
38,40,41,42,46,47,48,49,82,
86,89,90,95,98,99, 105,107,
108,109,110,115,128,129,
130,136,146,147,148,161,
164,167,168,169,170,171,
172,173,174,176,177,178,
179,180,181,182,227,238,
239,241,244,245
tourmaline, green-black 29, 122
tourmaline, lilac 160, 169, 176
tourmaline, pink (rubellite) 17,
36,46,49, 108,115,119,121,
122,123,124,125,128,129,
130,131,136,146,147,148,
160,163,167,168,169,171,
172,173,174,176,177,178,
182,241,243,244,245,246,248
tourmaline, purple 46

T. C. Mining Company 92,106,
107
Tamminen, Mr. and Mrs.
Nestor 101, 103, 104
Tamminen, Nestor 103
Tamminen Quarry 94, 101, 102,
103, 104, 227
Tamminen-Waisanen Quarry 94,
103
Tenney, George 121
Tenney, Professor Sanborn 36
The American Mineralogist 166,
216
The Reader's Digest 225,230,234
The Tourmaline 13, 32, 207
Thomas, W. W. 81
Tiffany & Company 37, 39, 40,
62,64, 70,210,212,218,235
Tiger Bill Quarry 83, 84
topaz 31, 55, 57, 58, 86, 88, 174,
177, 218
topaz, blue 55, 174
topaz, blue-green 55
topaz, green 55, 58, 59
topaz, yellow 55
Topsham 191
Topsham Feldspar Company 191
tourmaline 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 27,
31,32,34,35,36,37,38,39,40,
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tourmaline, red 42
Tourmaline, Rozek 47, 136
tourmaline, salmon 167
tourmaline, tangerine 48
tourmaline, watermelon 127, 128,
139,141,146,147,163,214,239
tourmaline, yellow 36, 160
Towne, John S. 159, 163, 172,
173,174,195,239,240
Towne Quarry 1 72
Trap Corner 223
Trenton 19, 191
Trenton Flint and Milling
Company 19
Trenton Flint and Spar
Company 189, 190, 191
Trusiani, Cesare 123
triphylite 132
Tucson Gem and Mineral
Show 246
Turgeon, George V. 180
Turner, Eli 159
Twin Town Nature Club 214
Twin Tunnel Quarry 126, 131,
132,145
Twitchell, Lester 156
Twitchell, Walter 156

Upton, Roy 105
uranium 26, 75, 132
uraninite 152, 155
Valley, Arthur 22, 88, 196
Valley, Arthur and Abby 88
Varni, Steven 41
Vassar, Helen 88
Vermont 129, 134
vesuvianite 14
vivianite 132
Wade Quarry 161, 164, 165, 168,
172,174,178,179
Wade, William R. 159, 169, 171
Wagar, Richard 92,151
Waisanen, Matti 92, 94, 105
Waisanen Mica Company 92
Waisanen Quarry 92, 94, 95, 96,
97,98,99, 100,103,231,237
Walker & Ebeling Jewelers 110
wardite 150
Wardwell Quarry 152
Warren, C.H. 86
Washington, D.C. 33, 50, 150,
151,217
Washington Monument 220
Waterford 75, 77, 152, 156
Waterford Mica Company 4
Waterhouse, Dale 24, 253
Webb, Thomas 35
Welles, Professor H. L. 14, 119
Wenden 45
West Bethel 75, 157
West Paris 4, 18, 19, 22, 24, 26, 28,
29,30,31,44,48,57,58,68, 72,
73, 75, 76,81,82,83,94, 101,
102,111,112,113,114,122,
133,135,151,152,154,155,
156,157,159,192,193,194,
196,219,220,221,222,224,
227,230,234,237
West Quincy (Mass.) 237
Wheeler Quarry 157
Whispering Pines Quarry 22, 23,
227
White, Alton 196
White, Joe 186
White, John 147

Uncle Tom Mountain 81
Uncle Tom Mountain Quarry 81
United Feldspar and Minerals
Corporation 22, 30, 31, 44, 72,
74,92,102, 103,114,124,129,
152,154,155,193
United States 57, 69, 101, 190,
196,216,222,235
United States 57, 69, 101, 190,
196,216,222,235
United States Bureau of
Mines 69, 125
United States Geological Survey
3,14,18,40, 43,44,56,64,65,
122,128,131,162,173,178,
180,191,253
United States Government 56,
57,124
United States Government
Depot 106
University of Maine 212
Upton, Ross 105
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Whitehall Feldspar Company 20,
56,131
White Mountain National Forest
56,64
White, Sam 112
Whitney, Perley 186
Wiggin, Rinaldo E. 253
Wigglesworth, Dr. Edward 20
Wiley, George 92
Wiley, Lester 75, 152, 156
Wilhelm, Kaiser 203
Willie Heikkinen Quarry 151, 152
Williams College 36
Willis, Dr. 35
Willis Mill 10, 81
Wilson Necklace 238, 239
Wilson, Mrs. Carrie 239
Wilson, Dr. Wendell E. 153
Winthrop 16
Wisconsin 192
Wolff, Professor 165

Wolfson, Mr. & Mrs. Sumner 110,
253
Woodstock 186
Woodstock Gold & Silver
Mine 186
Woodworth, Elbridge 196
Wooster, Hazen "Jockey
Mine" 121
World's Columbian
Exposition 235
World's Fair 89
World War II 61, 224
Yale University 33
Yates, Tiger Bill 83
yedlinite 7, 126, 131
Young, Clarence 185, 186
Young, Jim 134
zircon 87, 180
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